EXPLANATION OF PARTS
MANAGEMENT PLAN

I, II AND Ill OF THE FOREST ECOSYSTEM

While the forest inventory on Open Space lands was completed in 1996, 1997, and 1998 inventory efforts
on Mountain Parks lands have been completed only recently and data analysis is still underway. In order
to accommodate these differences and continue with ·forest planning, the Plan has been divided into
several parts. Toe intent throughout the planning process is to make the separate Plan components
compatible through interagency review, collaboration, and public participation.
Part I of the Plan establishes the framework for forest ecosystem management on City lands and includes
general policy guidelines and management direction. It also includes specific management prescriptions
(primarily thinning and the use of prescribed fire) for Open Space forest stands along the urban/wildland
interface. Part II of the Plan will include management prescriptions for low-elevation forest stands along
the Mountain Parks/urban interface. Part Ill of the Plan will include management prescriptions for
Mountain Parks high-elevation forest stands.

ORGANIZATION OF PART I OF THE FOREST ECOSYSTEM MANAGEMENT
PLAN
Chapter 1. The introduction to the City of Boulder's Forest Ecosystem Management Plan describes the
purpose and need for the Plan, along with general goals for management of City forests. The introduction
also outlines the planning context and ecological concepts that provide the basic framework for the Plan's
development.
Chapter 2. The second chapter of the Plan summarizes what is known about historical and recent
ecological processes and interactions that have influenced and sustained the composition, structure, and
function of· forested montane ecosystems across multiple scales in both space and time. This summary
describes what is known about the historical range of variability of disturbance processes, forest structure,
and understory patterns.
Chapter 3. In the third chapter staff summarizes current low-elevation forest conditions using forest
inventory data collected in 1996, 1997, and 1998 by City of Boulder Open Space. Complete details on the
methodology and results ,of the Open Space inventory are compiled in four technical reports (City of
Boulder 1998a, 1998b, and 1998c; Murphy 1998). Mountain Parks inventory data will be summarized in
Part II (low-elevation forest stands) and Part Ill (high-elevation forest stands) of the Plan. Inventory data
were compiled and summarized to contrast present-day with historical ecosystem conditions.
Chapter 4. The fourth chapter of the report outlines a long-range plan for forest ecosystem management
that is designed to restore the structure and function of these ecosystems. Restoring natural fire regimes
will reduce the risk of catastrophic wildfire and help maintain more natural forest conditions. Coarse-scale
and fine-scale implementation plans are presented that will help achieve desired future conditions. This
chapter also discusses understory plant and wildlife management considerations to evaluate during
implementation.
Chapter 5. A key component of this Plan is monitoring the effects of management actions to assess
whether the goals of the Plan are being met. Chapter 5 outlines monitoring objectives and methods.
Monitoring is critical in order to document successful management actions, to allow staff to determine
corrective action in the event Plan goals are not being achieved, and to refine and improve management
actions as new information and ecological models become available.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
CITY OF BOULDER
FOREST ECOSYSTEM MANAGEMENT PLAN
This Forest Ecosystem Management Plan takes a holistic approach to restoring and nurturing essential
natural forest ecosystem components and processes and to reducing the risk of catastrophic wildfire. In
addition, the Plan is comprehensive, grounded on the best available science, long-term in focus, and
geared to managing across ownership and agency boundaries.
Given how far existing forest conditions have diverged from natural presettlement conditions, the
proposed Forest Ecosystem Management Plan is essentially an ecological restoration program. Major
restoration objectives include:
Restoring forest structure and function.
Restoring the diversity of plant and animal habitats and communities.
Restoring a natural fire regime, which involves frequent l o w i-ntensity surface fires. Restoring a natural
fire regime will reduce the risk of catastrophic wildfire and help maintain more natural forest
ecosystem conditions.
If restoration of more natural forest conditions is not achieved, the risk of catastrophic wildfire will become
even more extreme, forest habitat quality is likely to continue to decline, and additional ecosystem
components could be lost.

BACKGROUND
The City of Boulder manages approximately 8,000 acres of forested land. These forests form part of the
easternmost area of the lower foothills of the Front Range. The City of Boulder, a growing urban area with
a population of over 100,000, is situated just to the east of the foothills forest, at the edge of the Great
Plains.
Biological diversity is high in low-elevation montane areas along the Front Range. Several sensitive plant
communities have been documented here, including foothill prairies, riparian shrublands, ponderosa pine
scrub woodlands, and ponderosa pine savannas. In addition, wildlife diversity is greater in low-elevation
montane forests than in the forests found at higher elevations.
To assess current conditions in the forest ecosystem and develop management plans for these lands both
Open Space and Mountain Parks have over the past 3 years completed extensive forest inventories.
Open Space recently completed a forest inventory in 56 of 60 designated stands in their management
area. Complete details on the methodology and results of the Open Space forest inventory are compiled
in four technical reports (City of Boulder 1998a, City of Boulder 1998b, City of Boulder 1998c, and Murphy
1998) that are supporting documents to the Forest Ecosystem Management Plan. Mountain Parks staff
recently completed a similar detailed inventory of forests stands in their land base, and are In the process
of analyzing the inventory data and preparing a report that summarizes their findings.
Current interest in revised management of ponderosa pine forest ecosystems can be attributed to two
factors. In recent decades ecologists and land managers have developed a new understanding of the role
that fire plays in the maintenance of healthy low-elevation montane forests throughout the West. The fire
suppression policy that was initiated in the early 1900s has been replaced by the use of prescribed fire as
a management tool that can help to prevent catastrophic wildfires. Secondly, many of these low-elevation
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montane forests are near growing population centers where increasing use of forest lands for homes and
recreation has added a sense of urgency to reducing wildfire risks along the urban/wildland interface.

STATEMENT OF PURPOSE, NEED AND GOALS
The purpose of the Forest Ecosystem Management Plan is to provide specific management direction to
ensure the ecological sustainability of Boulder's forests.
The Forest Ecosystem Management Plan is needed to meet long-range resource planning goals and
objectives for Open Space and Mountain Parks. The Plan also is needed to ensure that management
activities are compatible with sustainable forest ecosystems and to balance environmental and social
values.
Specific goals for this Plan are drawn from the mission statement of the Boulder County lnteragency
Forest Ecosystem Management Initiative and are intended to promote natural ecosystem processes and
patterns in City of Boulder f orests. The ecosystem management approach is an effort to anticipate
resource needs in a long-term integrative context. The goals outlined here are flexible but provide both
specific and general management direction for what City of Boulder staff can expect to accomplish under
this management Plan:

GOAL 1. Maintain or enhance native plant and animal species, their communities, and the ecological
processes that sustain them.
GOAL 2. Reduce the wildfire risk to forest and human communities.
THE ECOSYSTEM MANAGEMENT APPROACH
Ecosystem management is an evolving approach to natural resource management in which the primary
goals are to sustain the integrity and diversity of ecosystems and the human societies that depend on
them. Ecosystem management differs from more traditional concepts of natural resources management
in that the entire complex of biotic, abiotic, and societal components present in a given area is considered
in a holistic manner, rather than as separate components, such as timber, wildlife, soils, or hydrology.
Persistence of natural ecosystems is a major focus, and both long-term and short-term perspectives are
crucial for perpetuating ecosystems into the future. Goals in ecosystem management generally are not
specified as deliverable goods and services, such as board feet of timber or numbers of visitor days, but
are stated in terms of desired future conditions or desired ecosystem behavior.
There is also explicit recognition of the complexity of ecosystem behavior, and the integral role of scale
when attempting to manage dynamic systems. Management cannot attempt to "freeze" ecosystems in a
particular state or condition because the factors and interactions that drive ecosystem behavior are
constantly changing through time and across space. Management must be flexible and adaptive to
accommodate both ever-changing conditions within ecosystems and new scientific knowledge and models
of how ecosystems function.

ADAPTIVE ECOSYSTEM MANAGEMENT
Two central concepts of an ecosystem management approach are: (1) ecosystems are constantly
changing in both time and space, and (2) there is often a great deal of uncertainty when attempts are
made to define the direction or magnitude of ecosystem changes that may take place. Ecosystems are
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inherently dynamic and changes within them occur across spatial scales ranging from individual plants to
landscapes and time scales ranging from days to centuries. Uncertainty arises because it usually is not
known how system components interact at these multiple scales to produce the rich variety of conditions
that are often seen in natural systems.
These two key features of ecosystems mean that management actions must be flexible to adapt to new
data and new theories that further understanding of how ecosystems work. The basis for an adaptive
management approach is that since it is not always known what will happen when a treatment is applied to
an area, staff must monitor ecosystem response and assess whether goals were in fact met by the
treatment or whether unforseen circumstances altered the response. The assumptions and predictions
that guide management actions also are reassessed as new information becomes available. In this
manner, future management treatments can be refined by evaluating past results.

VEGETATION
Overstory
Present-day ponderosa pine forests are well outside of their historical range of natural conditions.
Logging, grazing, and fire suppression have all resulted in ecosystem changes. The most profound
changes In ponderosa pine forests over the past century have been caused by the suppression of
frequent, episodic surface fires. This has led to an increase in the homogeneity of forest landscapes and
an increase in densities of small- and medium-diameter trees. Logging has led to a concurrent decrease
in large-diameter trees. Changes in forest overstories also have reduced understory diversity and
changed productivity and successional patterns.
From.the early 1970s to the early 1980s, Boulder's forested ecosystems experienced extensive tree
mortality from an epidemic of mountain pine beetles. A plan for thinning and harvesting these trees was
outlined in the final Project Greenslope report (Colorado State Forest Service 1982). This plan was
designed to treat not just the symptoms but what was widely perceived as the underlying cause of the
epidemic, namely dense, overstocked stands of trees that not only favored the mountain pine beetle but
also increased the risk of catastrophic wildfires. However, recommendations made during Project
Greenslope for follow-up treatment of forests stands were not implemented for a variety of reasons, and
tree regeneration since the early 1980s has resulted in stand conditions in some areas that are similar to
those that existed prior to Project Greenslope. Also, new forested areas have been added to the City's
land base; these areas were not inventoried until the recent forest inventories were undertaken.
Repeat photography and analyses of tree age structure have documented the effects of 19th century non
Native American settlement on forest structure and landscape patterns in the Boulder area. These
studies show that the ponderosa pine forest was heavily impacted by early settlement in the Boulder area.
The recent City of Boulder forest inventory documented that local forests consist largely of middle-aged
trees that matured after unrestricted use of the forest was curtailed by early land management efforts that
began in the early part of this century.
Understory
Although forests are defined primarily by trees, most of the plant species that grow in forests are found in
the understory, which is the layer of shrubs, wildflowers, and grasses beneath the forest canopy. The
abundance and diversity of understory plants directly influence the abundance and diversity of forest
wildlife and are indicators of the ecological condition of the forest. Understory vegetation also influences
important ecological processes, by contributing to soil fertility and soil stabilization, altering pine seedling
growth and mortality rates, and affecting the intensity and spread of fires.
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Invasive non-native plant species (also known as aliens, exotics, or weeds) commonly threaten native
plant communities by displacing native species, and impact natural areas by reducing native species
diversity, affecting natural processes, raising the cost of land management, and diminishing aesthetic and
recreational values. Non-native plant species comprise 20% of the plant species documented during the
Open Space understory inventory and 18% of the cover of herbaceous plant species.
Forest-wide objectives for vegetation:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Maintain or increase the number of native plant species.
Maintain or increase the existing number of rare and uncommon plant species.
Maintain or increase the existing number of occurrences of rare and uncommon plant species.
Maintain or increase the density or population size in each occurrence of a rare or uncommon plant
species.
Reduce the abundance of invasive non-native species present on City lands.
Prevent the establishment and spread of species of invasive non-native species that have not been
previously encountered on City lands whenever possible.
Maintain or increase the existing number and types of plant associations dominated by native plants
on Open Space and Mountain Parks lands.
Maintain or increase the vegetation quality for each plant association or for any associations identified
in the future.
Reduce the density and increase the size of trees so stand averages of tree density and size fall within
the historical range of variability of the region for the different forest types.
Increase the proportion of stand initiation and old-growth forest and decrease the proportion of stem
exclusion, closed canopy foresl
Maintain or increase the cover of native vegetation and reduce the cover of bare ground and litter on
the soil surface.
Maintain or increase the areal extent of shrublands.
Maintain or increase the areal extent of riparian areas.
Maintain or increase the areal extent of existing weUands.

WILDLIFE
In addition to the impacts of historical logging, grazing and fire suppression, forest wildlife species on City
lands more recently have been affected by increased urban and suburban development. Increasing
human populations around the City's forests have resulted in a number of consequences including further
fragmentation of forest ecosystems, changes in vegetation (e.g., increases in non-native plants),
decreased local hunting pressure, and increased numbers of domestic animals. These influences impact
wildlife in different ways depending on the species.
According to the Colorado Division of Wildlife, 228 species of wildlife use ponderosa-pine forest
ecosystems for some part of their life cycle. Other research suggests that there are some 98 wildlife
species that regularly occur in the ponderosa-pine forests of Boulder County. While Open Space and
Mountain Parks have collected some information through various efforts, the information relative to wildlife
occurring in the forest is limited. 1998 inventory efforts on Open Space identified 61 bird species and
three species of small mammals. In addition, 11 species of bats have been documented in the forested
landscapes of Boulder.
A primary emphasis of this Plan is to increase the knowledge of wildlife needs in forested landscapes and
to continue data collection and monitoring to ensure objectives are being mel However, there are simply
too many wildlife species that live on City of Boulder lands to attempt to manage each one individually.
Single-species approaches at the forest stand level (where management actions occur) cannot provide a
comprehensive and holistic management strategy. Therefore, staff has adopted the approach of
assuming that a relatively complete array of habitat types in the local forests will harbor the vast majority of
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local wildlife species. While it is not possible to manage for each individual species, it is desirable to
protect species of special interest at both the community and species levels.
Forest-wide objectives for wildlife:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
..

Maintain or increase native wildlife species richness.
Maintain or increase the densities of breeding bird species.
Maintain or increase the number of nesting and roosting sites of raptor and bat species (especially
sensitive species).
Maintain or increase the existing avian species of special interest.
Maintain or increase the existing mammalian species of special interest.
Maintain or increase the existing reptilian species of special interest.
Maintain or increase the population density of each avian, mammalian, and reptilian wildlife species of
special interesl
Maintain existing tree snags and create additional large snags.

ABIOTIC RESOURCES
Ecosystems are composed of both living (biotic) and nonliving (abiotic) components. Water and soils are
the essential abiotic components of the ecosystem; they significantly influence individual plant species, as
well as plant communities and their related wildllfe habitat types. Management of the forest through
thinning and prescribed fire will influence the amount of wa_ter found in riparian and wetland areas, as well
as the duration of flow of streams.
Soils-their composition, texture, aggregation, water-holding capacity, and potential for erosion and
compaction-greatly influence vegetation patterns. One of the management objectives of the Plan is to
minimize impacts to grassland and forest soils that would reduce their ability to support native plant
species and plant associations.
Forest-wide objectives for abiotic resources:
..
..
•

Maintain or increase the duration and volume of base flow of intermittent streams that arise on Open
Space and Mountain Park lands.
Minimize soil erosion .and compaction in treated forest stands.
Maintain soil fertility in treated forest stands.

WILDFIRE RISK
ln addition to ecosystem considerations, recent changes in stand structure and tree density in ponderosa
pine forests have direct implications for human values and safety. Fire control has been the great
paradox of land management efforts over the past century. The effectiveness of fire suppression in recent
decades has increased the extent and intensity of fire when wildfires do occur. Predominately low
intensity surface fires have been replaced by high-intensity crown fires that can devastate large areas of
forests and cost money, resources, and, all too often, human lives to control. Furthermore, increases in
the landscape homogeneity of stands can result in more extensive wildfires, especially those that are
stand destroying. Landscape changes that have increased the risk, frequency and intensity of extensive
wildfires are especially critical considerations in the wildland-urban interface of cities like Boulder, where
houses are often located in or on the margins of forested areas. Increased homogeneity of forest
conditions also may have contributed to more extensive and devastating outbreaks of pathogens in recent
years, such as the mountain pine beetle outbreak in City of Boulder forests in the late 1970s and early
1980s.
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While wildfire mitigation is one of the main objectives of the Plan, it must be noted that management
actions planned for the forest will not eliminate the fire hazard in City of Boulder forests and along the
urban/wildland interface. Weather conditions in the western U.S., like severe storms, frequent lightning
strikes, high winds, and drought, will continue to set the stage for both local and regional wildfires, some of
which will be uncontro1lable. Staff does anticipate, however, that the wildfire mitigation measures will help
to decrease the intensity and severity of local wildfires.
Forest-wide objectives for wildfire mitigation:
..
..
..
..
..
..

Thin forests to levels that reduce the risk of large-scale, uncontrollable wildfires.
Reduce fuel loading on the forest floor.
Create and improve fuel breaks along the wildland/urban interface.
Maintain existing fire access roads.
Selectively remove insect- and disease-damaged trees.
Determine fire conditions during prescribed bums in order to track impacts of fire on biotic and abiotic
resources.

MONITORING
Monitoring ecological resources is conducted primarily for two purposes: (1) to detect biologically
significant changes in resource abundance and/or condition and/or population structure, and (2) to
understand the effects of management on population or community dynamics. The Forest Ecosystem
Management Plan has incorporated long-term monitoring as an essential component. Monitoring
objectives are tied directly to management objectives in order to determine whether management
objectives are being met and to change management direction if they are not, which is the essence of
adaptive management.
Monitoring protocols for vegetation will focus on detecting changes in the overall composition, structure,
and function of forested areas following the implementation of management objectives, as well as
changes in sensitive plant populations, uncommon plant communities, and non-native plant populations.
The initial emphasis for wildlife monitoring will be to detect changes in rare species densities and
distributions, and in bird and small mammal diversity. As inventory data on reptiles, amphibians, and
invertebrates become available, additional monitoring protocols will be developed. Abiotic elements
addressed in the current monitoring guidelines include hydrologic and soil attributes, as well as fire
behavior and fire weather.
Monitoring will achieve several overall objectives that support the Plan goals. Results of monitoring will be
used to assess the success of, and to provide feedback on, management decisions and actions.
Monitoring will be designed to track and anticipate ecological changes (changes in resource abundance
and/or condition and/or population structure). Knowledge gained from long-term monitoring should
increase understanding of the processes that shape forest ecosystems in the Boulder area.
Forest wide objectives for monitoring:
..
..
..
..

Determine the extent to which desired future conditions for the forests are being achieved.
Determine the effects of prescribed fire on the composition, structure, and function of the forest
ecosystem.
Identify undesirable conditions that will alert staff that the results of management actions are different
from those anticipated, and that modification of management strategies needs to be considered.
Establish reference (control) areas for each plant community and key wildlife habitat types within the
forest ecosystem.
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I MPLEMENTATION
The Plan defines different areas of the forest that require different types and levels of management
intervention. Moving forest ecosystem conditions closer to the historical range of variability will require
major efforts to thin and open up the forest by selectively cutting trees and conducting prescribed bums on
an ongoing basis. These principal tools will be complemented with many other kinds of management
actions such as wildlife habitat enhancement, weed control, erosion control, reintroduction of native
species, and management of visitor use.
The initial phase of implementation of the Plan is expected to begin in the spring of 1999. This initial effort
will strive to restore forest ecosystem conditions to within the historical range of variability. The immed iate
priority for Open Space and Mountain Parks staff and the wildfire mitigation crew of the Boulder Fire
Department is to implement management prescriptions along the wildland/urban interface. During this
time improvements to the Plan will be made based on information gathered during additional inventory
work, monitoring activities and feedback from the public. Once the forest is returned to more natural
conditions, ongoing management will then be needed to maintain desired forest conditions. This will
require a sign ificant long-term commitment of time and money by the City. While staff does not currently
have a detailed budget for implementing the plan, a budget for the program will be developed in 1999 that
details costs associated with various management activities. Some of the unknown variables at this time
include the availability of contractors and the economics of the wood products market.
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1 . I NTRODuc·r10 N
As early as 1 890, Boulder's leaders and other citizens realized the special beauty
and natural values of the foothills and mountains west of town. In 1898, largely
through the efforts of the Boulder I mprovement Society, the Chautauqua site and
80 acres on the east side of Flagstaff Mountain were purchased and preserved
as park lands.
The following year, in response to Boulder's
request, Congress granted a gift of 1 ,800
acres "from the top of Flagstaff west to the
mouth of Four-Mile Canyon, to Sunshine
Canyon then south to Green Mountain."
Land was acquired from the State of
Colorado and other private landowners to
prevent the Flatirons from being marred by
rock quarries that were being developed at
the time. Over the next few decades, many
other properties along the mountain
backdrop were purchased or gifted to the
City.
After World War II the City of Boulder began
to experience rapid population growth.
From 1 950 to 1 980 the population increased
from 20,000 to over 78,000. This period of rapid expansion prompted the passing
of a blue line ordinance in 1 959 that limited growth in the mountain areas west of
Boulder by limiting City water service to areas below approximately 5700 feet in
elevation.
Even with efforts such as this, development pressure on Boulder's mountains
continued. In 1 967 Boulder citizens approved an ordinance that created a
financing mechanism for the purchase of greenbelt areas in and around the City.
Today, the City of Boulder Open Space Department and Boulder Mountain Parks
Division own and manage about 8,000 acres (3,240 hectares) of forested lands.
These montane forests 1 are part of the easternmost area of the lower foothills of
the Front Range. The City's forest ecosystems are managed primarily to
conserve and promote biological diversity and sustainable ecosystems, as
well as to provide compatible recreational opportunities and protect scenic
landscapes adjacent to the urban environment of the City of Boulder.
This Plan outlines a long-range management program for the forested
ecosystems owned and managed by the City of Boulder. The Plan is based on
the concepts of ecosystem management, adapt ive management, and what is
known about the historical range of variability (HRV) in ecosystem processes
and patterns in montane forests of the Front Range of Colorado. It is also

1

See the glossary for definitions of terms in boldface.

2
consistent with the policy guidance provided by Boulder City and County planning
documents (see Appendix 1 . 1 for more detail).
Ecosystem management is based on and attempts to promote the integrity of
natural ecosystem processes and patterns, while accommodating human use of
the landscape. A central tenet of ecosystem management is that humans are
part of the natural environment and cannot be excluded from the management
process (Kaufmann et al. 1994, Christensen et al. 1 996). On the other hand,
management planning also must recognize that human impacts on ecosystems
during the period of rapid popu lation growth of the last 1 50 years often have been
profound and pervasive. These impacts may have compromised the
sustainability of some western forest ecosystems ( e.g., Vitousek 1 994, Holling
and Meffe 1 996, Vitousek et al. 1 997).
In recent decades ecologists and land managers have developed a better
und erstanding of the role that episodic, low-intensity surface fire plays in the
maintenance of healthy montane forests. The fire suppression policy that was
initiated in the early 1 900s to protect forest lands in the western U.S. created
conditions that in recent decades actually have increased the size and intensity of
wildfires. Prescribed fire is now a widely-used management tool that can help
to prevent large-scale catastrophic wildfires. Many low-elevation montane
forests are near growing population centers, where increasing use of forest lands
for homes and recreation has added a sense of urgency to reducing wildfire risks
along the urban/wlldland interface.

1 . 1 RECENT HISTORY OF CITY OF BOULDER FOREST MANAGEMENT
Montane forests in Boulder are composed primarily of ponderosa pine (Pinus
ponderosa scopulorum), Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesil) , and mixed
pon derosa pine-Douglas-fir forests. In the early 1970s local forests experienced
extensive tree mortality related to the mountain pine beetle. In 1977 a City
Forester was hired to assist in control of the mountain pine beetle epidemic. Also
i n i 977 a cooperative forest management program was initiated to manage
forests to withstand beetle attacks and reduce wildfire hazards. Pesticides and
commercial tree thinning were the primary tools used.
By 1 978, after a period of chemical treatment, the City sought a means to
add ress the causes rather than the symptoms of poor forest health. The trees
were crowded and competed for a limited supply of light, soil nutrients and water.
As a resul trees were stressed and susceptible to outbreaks of mountain pine
beetles and various diseases. Each additional year of fire suppression increased
the risk of catastrophic wildfire as beetle-killed trees and other fuels continued to
accumulate. In i 979 the City of Boulder and the Colorado State Forest Service
signed a cooperative agreement to manage the City's forests.
The new management initiative was dubbed "Project Greenslope" (Colorado
State Forest Service 1 982) and the City Council approved $348,000 from the
City's general fund and Open Space revenues for the three-year projecl The
project included a ·Iong-range forest management plan published by the Colorado
State Forest Service in 1 982. However, by 1 988 the implementation of the plan
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had been abandoned largely because of changes in attitudes about tree-cutti ng
and chemical usage and the declining local market for forest products.
Forest health and wildfire hazard questions persisted but remained unaddressed.
In March of 1 992 the City of f?oulder began to bring Boulder County land
management agencies together for renewed discussions about forest
management Afte r several meetings, this coalition agreed upon a mission
statement, and outlined the goals and objectives of the Boulder County
l nteragency Forest Ecosystem Management I nitiative.
The mission statement of the Boulder County l nteragency Forest Ecosystem
Management Initiative is to "cooperate toward sound management of forest
ecosystems in Boulder County." The specific goals include maintaining native
plant and animal communities and ecological processes, using or mimicking
natural processes to maintain, protect or enhance ecosystem health, reducing
wildfire hazard, and providing opportun ities for education and public input.

1 .2 PURPOSE AND NEED FOR THE FOREST ECOSYSTEM
MANAGEMENT PLAN

'!ftbe parrpoae &'f tt,e... fr'orest· E9:

em l{IJayagemeiit .
fl1'*o is t,o provide spseinc mt111B9e,-,PfPI f(irectio.n ta
nsure th& eeblogical s;ti.$talflJ blliJy' o1 Bouklerts-

:l- -M,-,lt
f. Nii!!._t...:Mf_ ..

Ecosystem sustainability refers to the ability of an ecosystem to sustain health,
biological diversity, and productivity over long time periods. Abundant evidence
suggests that today montane forests in Colorado and throughout the western U.S.
are well outside of the historical or natural range of variability because of changes
brought about by intensive land use during the last 1 50 years (Figure 1 . 1 ).
Logg ing, grazing, and the cessation of frequent, low-intensity su rface fires are
often-cited causes of changes in forest patterns.
Logging practices over the past century, especially logger's choice, where the
largest trees were harvested first, have resulted in fewer forest stands that
contain older trees and forest stands with age classes and size classes that are
less diverse than they were in the past. Removal of older trees also may have
reduced the genetic potential of ponderosa pine trees and compromised their
ability to withstand attacks by pathogens (e.g., Linhart et al. 1 994 ).
Widespread and intensive livestock grazing contributed to ponderosa pine
regen eration by selective removal of herbaceous (non-woody) vegetation like
grasses that compete with woody plants (e.g., Archer 1994). Grazing also
contributed to the loss of understory plant diversity and abundance and to the
expansion of nonMnative species in many areas.
However, the most profound changes In montane forests over the past century
have been the result of the cessation of frequen episodic su rface fires
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Figure 1 .1: Historical Range of Variability. HRV encompasses the
boundariesof natural ecosystem fluctuations prior to extensive human influence
(after Morgan et al. 1 994).

(Cooper 1 960, White 1 985, Savage 1 991 , Mutch et al. 1993, Covington and
Moore 1 992, 1 994, Agee 1 994, Amo et al. 1 995, Swetnam and Baisan 1 996, Fule
et al. 1 997). Fire is a natural ecosystem process that directly or indirectly controls
or influences many other ecosystem components (Holling 1 992).
Fire influences animal habitats by leaving snags and other coarse woody
debris and by creating a mosaic of different types of wildlife habitat. Mortality
of living biomass affects forest overstory and understory productivity and

vegetation patterns. Fire affects nutrient cycling by rapid chemical and physical
turnover of carbon and nutrients stored in both living and dead biomass. Fires
influence riparian productivity and diversity by removal of upstream living
biomass that results in changes in streamflow and deposition in stream channels.
Increases in upstream forest stand densities after fire exclusion have led to
reduced flows and shorter flows in ephemeral streams that, in turn, have
reduced the extent of highly diverse riparian and stream channel communities.
Extirpation of species has likely occurred in many riparian areas as a result
(Covington and Moore 1 994).
In addition, historical fire regimes produced distinctive frequencies in temporal
components and distinctive clusters in spatial components of ecosystems (Holling
1 992). Low-intensity surface fires tend to create finer-scale p atches in forest
architecture (e.g., a greater variety of patch types, smaller patch size, and more
widely dispersed patches) than crown fires. Locations or periods with frequent
surface fires produce a more open overstory because of mortality of tree
seedlings. Locations or periods with fewer surface fires tend to show both
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increased overstory recruitment and more extensive patches of dense forest
overstory.
Furthe1TI1ore, increases in the landscape homogeneity of forests {an increase in
densities of small- and medium-d iameter trees and a decrease in large-diameter
trees) can result in more extensive fires, especially those that are stand
destroying (Swetnam 1990, Covington and Moore 1 992). Increased
homogeneity of forest conditions also may have contributed to more extensive
and devastating outbreaks of pathogens in recent years (e.g., Swetnam and
Lynch 1 993, Schmid and Mata 1996), such as the mountain pine beetle outbreak
in City of Boulder forests and along the entire Front Range in the 1 970s
(Colorado State Forest Service 1 982).
These shifts from historical patterns have led some people to question whether
ponderosa pine forests will be sustainable in the future under these altered
disturbance regimes (e.g., Covington et al. 1 994). There are currently many
research projects and management plans underway in ponderosa pine forests
that are designed to both restore and promote historical patterns in ponderosa
pine forests to assure that they remain sustainable and productive in the future
(e.g., Mutch et al. 1993, Amo et al. 1995, Covington et al. 1 997). All of these
projects use some combination of forest treatments (including prescribed fire and
tree thinning) to achieve long-term goals. These research and management
efforts are models for what this Forest Ecosystem Management Plan proposes to
accomplish in forests of the City of Boulder.
In addition to ecosystem considerations, recent changes in forest stand structure
and tree density in montane forests have direct implications for human values and
safety. Changes in fuel loads and landscape patterns of forest stands are
especially critical considerations along the urba n-wild land interface of cities like
Boulder, where houses are often located in or on the margins of forested areas.
Fire control has been the great paradox of land management efforts over the past
century. The effectiveness of fire suppression in recent decades has actually
increased the scale and intensity of fire when fires do occur. Predominantly low
intensity surface fires have been replaced in many areas by high-intensity crown
fires that can devastate large areas of forests and cost money, resources, and, all
too often, human lives, to control. (See "Wakeup call for forest management" at
the end of this chapter).
While wildfire mitigation is one of the main objectives of the Plan, it must be noted
that management actions planned for the forest will not eliminate the fire hazard
in City of Boulder forests and along the urban/wildland interface. Weather
conditions in the western U.S., like severe storms, frequent lightning strikes, high
winds, and drought, will continue to set the stage for both local and regional
wildfires, some of which will be uncontrollable. Staff does anticipate, however,
that the wildfire mitigation measures will help to decrease the intensity and
severity of local wildfires.
This Plan proposes methods to sustain the future integrity of montane forests
managed by the City of Boulder by promoting or restoring historical patterns in
forest ecosystem function, structure, and composition, especially su rface fire
regimes (see Figure 1 .2). To this end, the Plan summarizes what is known about
historical ecosystem processes that controlled and influenced the fo1TI1ation of
ecosystem patterns during periods before intensive human impacts began in the
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STRUCTURE .
Physical, tangible landscape
elements (living and nonliving).
Examples include individua I
trees, stands of trees, water, soil,
flowering plants, grasslands,
individual animals, and
communities of animals.
These structural elements occur
in patterns over the landscape.
For example, a specific stand of
trees can be thought of as one
patch in the landscape that may
be connected to another, larger
patch via a corridor that
facil itiates the movement of
species and resources between
the patches.

FUNCTION

l4l

Functions (or processes) alter and
maintain a dynamic landscape.
Stuctural landscape elements and
patterns change over time due to
functions such as disturbance,
succession (change i n species over
time), extinction of species, and
migration.

Figure 1 .2: Description of Landscape Structure and Function.
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middle to late 1800s. HRV is central to the development of this Plan, as
historical conditions provide staff with benchmarks to compare to present-day
ecosystem components and to guide restoration of ecosystem components in
areas and situations where human impacts may have compromised ecosystem
sustainability (Swanson et al. 1993, Morgan et al. 1994, Kaufmann et al. 1994).

1 . 3 GOALS AND OBJ ECTIVES
The Forest Ecosystem Management Plan is needed to meet long-range resource
planning goals and objectives for Open Space and Mountain Parks forest lands.
The Plan also is needed to ensure that management activities are compatible
with maintaining sustainable forest ecosystems and to balance environmental and
social values.
An ecosystem management approach is an effort to address natural resource
protection in a long-term, integrative context. The two goals for this Forest
Ecosystem Management Plan are consistent with the mission statement of the
Boulder County lnteragency Forest Ecosystem Management Initiative and are
intended to promote natural ecosystem processes and patterns in City of Boulder
forested landscapes. The goals outlined here are flexible but provide general
management direction for what City of Boulder staff can expect to accomplish
under this management Plan.

-Goal #t. Maintain or enh-a.nce native. plant and animal'
,sp,ecies, -thf;fir QQmhl:1Jniti $., nd the ecqla,gjeal
pto¢esses tha-t s.astain them.
(Goal #,2._ Reduce the.· wildfire risk to forest and-human
--

.,

.

_., ---- , . ........

--··--

... .

Plan goals will be implemented through the development of specific management
'objectives. Under goal number one, management objectives include (1)
maintaining or enhancing individual native plant and animal species and
communities, (2) reducing the threats to native plant and animal populations from
introduced, non-native plants and animals, and (3) changing the structure of the
forest by increasing the proportion of stand initiation and old-growth forests
and decreasing the proportion of stands with dense, small-diameter trees. In
addition, areas that are high in biological diversity, including shrublands,
wetlands, and riparian corridors, will be maintained or enhanced.
Under goal number two, management objectives include (1) thinning forest
stands and reducing forest fuels to reduce the risk of catastrophic wildfires, (2)
maintaining or improving fuelbreaks and fire access roads to enhance control of
natural and prescribed fires, and (3) tracking fire conditions during prescribed
burns to monitor the impacts of fire on biotic and abiotic resources. Management
objectives are discussed in relation to monitoring goals and objectives in
Chapter 5 of the Plan.
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1 .4 ECOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK FOR THE PLAN
In this section, specific ecological principles and conservation ideas that were
used to develop this Forest Ecosystem Management Plan are outlined. These
principles also guided the development of specific management prescriptions
outlined in Chapter 4 and Appendix 1 .2.

1 .4.1

Ecosystem
management is
management
driven by explicit
goals, executed
by policies,
protocols, and
practices, and
made adaptable
by monitoring
and research
based on our best
understanding of
the ecological
interactions and
processes
necessary to
sustain
ecosystem
composition,
structure, and
function.
(Christensen et

al. 1996)

ECOSYSTEM MANAGEMENT

Ecosystem management is an evolving approach to natural resource
management in which the primary goals are to sustain both the integ rity and
diversity of ecosystems and the human societies that depend on them (Jensen
and Bourgeron 1994, Kaufmann et al. 1 994, Christensen et al. 1 996). Ecosystem
management differs from more traditional concepts of natural resource
man agement in that the entire complex of biotic, abiotic, and societal
components present in a given area is considered in a holistic manner, rather
than as separate components, such as timber, wildlife, soils, recreation, and
hydrology. The persistence of sustainable natural ecosystems over time is a
major focus.
Goals in ecosystem management generally are not specified as deliverable
goods and services, such as board feet of timber or numbers of visitor days, but
stated in terms of desired future conditions or desired ecosystem behavior
(Christensen et al. 1996). There is explicit recognition of the complexity of
ecosystem behavior and the integral role of scale when attempting to manage
dynamic systems. Management cannot attempt to "freeze" ecosystems in a
particular state or condition, because the factors and interactions that drive
ecosystem behavior are constantly changing through time and across space.
Management must be flexible and adaptive to accommodate both ever-changing
conditions within ecosystems and new scientific knowledge and models of how
ecosystems function.
Ecosystem management is an emerging paradigm (Alpert 1 995). In an effort to
provide operational guidelines for ecosystem management, Brunner and Clark
( 1 997) describe the advantages and disadvantages of different approaches to
ecosystem management The first of these approaches is to clarify goals for
management actions. However, Brunner and Clark ( 1 997) suggest that
premature definition of goals that are too specific may reduce the flexibility of
ecosystem management as an adaptive process. Tightly framed goals may
restrict management actions unnecessarily to specific courses of action. Each
problem encountered in ecosystem management requires a judgement to be
made within its own context, and goals that are too explicit may limit management
u n necessarily.
The second approach Brunner and Clark discuss is the development of better
and more complete scientific foundations for ecosystem management actions.
Basic science and theories that clarify relationships among ecosystem
components are necessary foundations for management actions. Basic data and
ecosystem models must be further integrated with applied scientific knowledge
that is specific to particular contexts. However, context and contingencies are
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inherent in every decision that needs to be made, especially those of societal
origin. Brunner and Clark conclude that
Because context matters, ecosystem managers and other practitioners
cannot avoid interpretations and judgements, regardless of the objectivity
of basic science.
Brunner and Clark also describe a scale of inquiry that they refer to as
prototyping that falls between smaller controlled experiments and full-scale
management interventions as a viable model for practical application of
ecosystem management. Prototypes are innovative, small-scale actions that
begin with guiding goals but are flexible enough to respond to unexpected
problems or opportunities as they arise. The small scale of the prototype makes
it less subject to political considerations and more easily terminated if
unsuccessful. Prototyping uses innovative, bottom-up management actions that
may eventually be applied at a larger scale if they prove successful and useful.
ECOSYSTEM HEALTH

Clearer general
goals and a better
scientific foundation
are means for
improving decisions
on behalf of
ecosystem integrity,
but they are not ends
in themselves or
substitutes for
practice-based
improvements.
Practice provides a
reality check on the
considerations
integrated into
decisions, the best
opportunityfor
learningfrom
experience, and the
only reliable gauge
ofprogress in
ecosystem
management.
(Brunner and Clark
1 997)

The first dictum for management of ecosystems should be the same as that of the
medical profession: "do no harm." In medicine, there are often no well-bounded,
explicitly-defined problems that can be easily solved by simple cause-and-effect
types of treatments. Any action taken on behalf of a patient must be considered
in light of historical precedent, the patient's current health and condition, and
some desired future condition that takes into account all known or hypothesized
side-effects of the action. Any action is further coupled with monitoring of the
patient to judge both effectiveness of the treatment and whether follow-up
treatments need to be considered and implemented. Uncertainty is often an
overriding characteristic of the problem and possible treatments, and adaptive
assessments after an in itial treatment are used to refine prescriptions in the
future. Most important, any treatment considered should first and foremost be
conservative, resulting in no change to functions and processes that are healthy
and productive in the patient
Development and implementation of a management plan for ecosystems should
follow a similar formula. Historical processes and patterns, current conditions,
and desired future conditions must be integrated to provide both short-term and
long-term goals for management actions. Management should be wholly ·
conservative, causing minimal disruption to existing components that are stable
and productive (Holling and Meffe 1 996).
ECOSYSTEM SUSTAINABILITY

Another goal for ecosystem management-and the one that is a primary
foundation for this Plan--is to provide for and promote sustainable ecosystems
(Covington and Desano 1 993). To sustain montane forests into the future,
forests must be managed with an understanding of the ecosystem processes that
control and influence ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir life cycles and community
relationships. A process-based approach is the basis for sustainable
management practices. Long-term success is determined by whether or not
ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir forests, in fact, persist into the future in a
productive and functional manner. Data from monitoring programs will be used to
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assess objectively both structural and functional ecosystem characteristics and to
refine directions for future management actions.
ECOSYSTEM RESILIENCE

Human-generated
changes must be
constrained because
nature hasfunctional.
historical. and
evolutiona,y limits.
Nature has a range of
ways to be. but there
is a limit to those
ways. and therefore,
human changes must
be within those limits.
(Pickett et al. 1992;

authors' emphases)

Ecologists are increasingly recognizing that equilibrium or stability is rarely
achieved in natural systems (e.g .• Reice 1994). Change is ubiquitous in all
natural ecosystems. and change occurs at all scales in both time and space.
Holling and Meffe (1 996) in a recent paper argue that past natural resource
management practices often resulted in a loss in the natural variability in
ecosystem processes and components. This in tum has led to reductions in
ecosystem resilience. or the ability of an ecosystem to persist in response to
major shifts in driving factors or system processes.
This concept emphasizes system dynamics that are inherently unpredictable and
may only become apparent in larger systems over longer time periods. The focus
here for natural resource management is to identify actions that adversely impact
ecosystem structure or function through changes in the variables and processes
that control ecosystem behavior. As long as a range of variability in system
behavior is retained, Holling and Meffe (1996) argue that ecosystem resiliency is
maximized and ecological crises or unanticipated changes can be minimized. This
concept also is embodied in the guiding principles for ecosystem management set
out by Kaufmann et al. (1 994) and in the concepts of natural or historical range of
variability of Swanson et al. (1 993) and Morgan et al. (1 994).

1 .4.2 ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT
Two central concepts of an ecosystem management approach are:
(1) ecosystems are constantly changing at multiple scales in both space and time.
and (2) and there is often a great deal of uncertainty when attempts are made to
define the direction or magnitude of ecosystem changes that may take place
(Kaufmann et al. 1 994, Christensen et al. 1 996). Ecosystems are in herently
dynamic and changes within them occur across spatial scales ranging from
individual plants to landscapes and across time scales ranging from days to
centuries. Uncertainty arises because it is usually not known how system
components interact at these multiple scales to produce the rich variety of
behavior that is often seen in natural systems.
These two key features of ecosystems mean that management actions must be
flexible to adapt to new data and new theories that further understanding of how
nature works. The basis for an adaptiye management approach is that since it is
not always known what will happen when a treatment is applied to an area, staff
must monitor ecosystem response and assess whether goals were, in fact. met by
the treatment or if unforseen circumstances altered the response. The
assumption·s and predictions that guide management actions are also reassessed
as new information becomes available. In this manner, future treatments can be
refined by past results (Holling 1978).
Because uncertainty is often an overriding feature of management decisions,
managers and practitioners must make judgments, interpretations, and inferences
that are based on multiple factors that include general goals, scientific knowledge,
practical prudence, and context-specific information. Adaptive management is a
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type of practice-based approach that adapts basic science and general goals to
practical realities.

1 .4.3

THE ECOSYSTEM MANAGEMENT PLANNING PROCESS

The ecosystem management planning process consists of three stages {see
Figure 1 . 3). The first stage is the description of what is known about historical
ecological conditions in the management area. The second stage is the
description of current ecological conditions, including ecosystem composition,
structure, and function. Current conditions can then be contrasted with historical
conditions to assess the nature and degree of departure from conditions that
existed prior to extensive human influence. The third stage is the description of
desired future conditions, or cond itions that resource managers hope to achieve by
targeted management and monitoring programs.
HISTORICAL CONDITIONS

Ecosystems
function best
under conditions
to which they
have adapted
over long
periods.

While natural ecosystems are highly variable and are always undergoing
fluctuations and change, there are certain observable ecosystem patterns. Natural
ecosystems generally experience a characteristic range of variability in specific
ecosystem conditions and processes (such as the mix of species, size and density
of populations, and frequency of disturbances like fire and insect epidemics).
These ecosystem patterns result in observable limits in the magnitude and rate of
change. Prior to sign ificant human modification of the natural environment,
ecosystem conditions and processes fell within an upper limit and a lower limit in
an historical range of variability {Morgan et al., 1994, see Figure 1 . 1 ).
The importance of the concept of historical range of variability lies in two important
facts. First, ecosystem dysfunction and loss of biological diversity are often
observed where ecosystem conditions and processes have been altered
significantly from the historical range of variability. Second, communities of plants
and animals within ecosystems are incredibly diverse, but have evolved to survive
within certain environmental gradients or tolerances reflected in an historical range
of variability. ConsequenUy, their survival can be threatened when environmental
conditions are pushed outside of the historical range of variability, whether due to
synoptic events like climate change or human alteration of the landscape
(Kaufmann et al., 1 994, Morgan et al., 1994, Swanson et al., 1 993). Because of
the dynamic nature of ecosystems and the need for sustainable resource
management over long time frames, historical range of variability analysis has
become an important tool for managing ecosystems.
Morgan et al. (1994), Swanson et al. {1993), and others (e.g., Kaufmann et al.
1 994, Leslie et at. 1 996, Holling and Mette 1996) have proposed that managers
use measures of the historical or natural range of variability in ecosystem structure
and function as models for defining conditions that promote sustainable ecosystem
behavior over long time-scales. The central premise is that ecosystems function
best under conditions to which they have adapted over long periods (Swanson et
al. 1 993, Covington et al. 1 997).
Many people may have the sense that historical conditions refer to a "snapshot'' of
conditions in the past, and use some central tendency in conditions or a single
point in time as a management goal. However, historical range of variability
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Historical Conditions:
Ecosystem structure and function that
existed prior to widespread human
impacts on western ecosystems that
began in the middle to late 1 800s.

The

Ecosystem
Management
Planning
Process

Current Conditions:

Ecosystem structure and function
as they exist today. Current
conditons are contrasted with
historical conditions to assess where
changes have occurred and to
identify conditions that have a
negative influence on ecosystem
sustainability.

Desired Future Conditions:
Ecosystem structure and funcUon
that will be promoted and maintained
by management actions based on
what will enhance ecosystem
sustainability and what can be
achieved with current management
tools.

Figure 1.3: Diagram of Ecosystem Management Planning
Process.
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explicitly refers to the dispersion of conditions through time and space, including
their transient responses to possible driving factors, such as climate change. For
example, variability in fire frequency and extent in the southwestern U.S. has been
related to long-term changes in precipitation patterns (e.g., Swetnam and
Betancourt, 1 999). Definition of HRVs in ecosystem components also permits
greater operational flexibility ·and adaptability in management goals, since the
ranges of possible outcomes to specific management actions can be expanded.
In some cases a return to historical variability in ecosystem processes may be
impractical or impossible given present-day ecosystem structure. For example, in
forests where surface fire predominated prior to the 1900s, fire exclusion during
this century often has resulted in historically unprecedented fuel loads and fuel
arrangements, especially the creation of ladder fuels that allow surface fires to
migrate into forest canopies. There are also societal and safety constraints on the
use of fire as a management tool, especially along the urban-wildland interface
that comprises much of the City of Boulder management area. The result is that in
many areas resource managers cannot simply reintroduce historical patterns of
surface fires because of changes in fuels and crown structure. Resource
managers must first restore forest structure to fall more within the bounds of the
historical range of variability before surface fire can be reintroduced as an
ecosystem process. The historical range of variability for montane forests in the
Southern Rocky Mountains is described in detail in Chapter 2.
CURRENT CONDITIONS

The second stage in the ecosystem management planning process is the
description of current ecological conditions, including ecosystem composition,
structure, and function. The recent biological inventories conducted by Open
Space and Mountain Parks were undertaken to gather information about the
current condition of City of Boulder forests. The results of these inventories are
presented in Chapter 3 of this Plan. Landscape analysis, which is described in
Section 1.5 below, also is used to define existing conditions. Once current
conditions are known, they can then be contrasted with historical conditions to
assess the nature and degree of departure from conditions that existed prior to
'extensive human influence.
DESIRED FUTURE CONDITIONS

The third stage in the ecosystem management planning process is the description
of desired future conditions, or conditions that resource managers hope to achieve
by targeted management and monitoring programs. Desired future conditions are
based on what is known about both historical and current conditions. Desired
future conditions for City of Boulder forests are outlined in Chapter 4 of this Plan.

1 .5

LANDSCAPE ANALYSIS AND DESIGN
Landsc apes are composed of multiple, interacting ecosystems that are repeated
across the land as a result of the interaction of plants, animals, humans, and
physical factors, such as bedrock geology, landform, hydrology, soils, and climate.
Landscapes range in size from a thousand acres to a quarter of a million acres.
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Paradoxically, asfire
exclusion escalates,
wildfires fight back
with increasing
ferocity. In the
absence offire,
ground.fuel
accumulates and
crowdedforests
become more
susceptible to disease
and insect damage.
So when lightning
inevitably strikes, the
odds are much higher
that it willflare up
faster, burn hotter and
higher, crown into the
big trees and decimate
entire forests in what
professionals call a
"stand replacing
. fire. " These intense,
densely-fueled
wildfires are also
increasingly
expensive, and
unpredictable, to fight.
The only way to break
this vicious cycle is to
put controlled.fire
back onto the land.

Bruce Babbitt, Secretary of
the Interior, 1995

Landscape analysis i s a process that helps to define current and desired future
conditions--ecological, social, and economic-at a landscape scale. The City of
Boulder's forest lands are part of a larger land scape encompassing forest,
grasslands, riparian, and urban ecosystems. Landscape analysis for the Forest
Ecosystem Management Plan provides a broader geographical context for
understanding how current and desired future conditions on the City's forested
areas are influenced by both public and private lands in a larger landscape. Forest
treatments often focus on forest stands, which are a type of landscape patch
formed by clusters of trees. Landscape analysis provides a broader multi-stand
and multi-ecosystem perspective, which is important to ensure that the various
pieces of the forests fit together in a holistic framework.
Landscape analysis· focuses on understanding the big picture, which is a mosaic of
different types of patches on the land, how these patches change over time, and
the natural and human processes that influence their characteristics. An important
part of landscape analysis is understanding how different communities of plants
and animals change as a result of natural and human-induced disturbances and
succession. Landscape analysis is also concerned with un derstanding the
movements across landscapes of plants, animals, people, water, wind, fire, soil,
weeds, insects, and much more. These movements both respond to and create
fluctuations and changes in ecosystem conditions and processes.
Landscape design involves mapping the various landscape patches, flows, and
connections, assessing how well they function, and identifying desired future
conditions; identifying management actions needed to achieve these desired
future conditions; and setting up a program to monitor ecosystem changes-natural
changes, human-caused changes, and the effects of management actions.
Landscape analysis and design help resource managers to identify the constraints
and opportunities for achieving desired future conditions and to refine stand-level
treatment prescriptions for forested areas. They also aid the identification of
management actions that need to be implemented in concert by the City of
Boulder and other public and private landowners. Landscape analysis specifically
provides insight into the way different pieces of the forest mosaic need to vary in
order to produce spatial heterogeneity among and within patches and stands,
which is critical to maintaining the quality and diversity of habitat and other natural
characteristics.

1 .6

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PLAN

The Forest Ecosystem Management Plan defines different areas of the forest that
require different types and levels of management intervention. Moving forest
ecosystem conditions closer to the natural range of variability will require major
efforts to thin and open up the forest by selectively cutting trees and conducting
prescribed burns on an ongoing basis. These principal tools will be
complemented with many other kinds of management actions, such as wildlife
habitat enhancement, weed control, erosion control, restoration of hydrologic
flows, reintroduction of native species, and management of visitor use.
The initial phase of implementation of the Plan is expected to begin in the spring of
1 999. This initial effort will strive to restore forest ecosystem conditions to within
the historical range of variability. The immediate priority for Open Space and
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Mountain Parks staff and the wildfire mitigation crew of the Boulder Fire
Department is to implement management prescriptions along the urban/wildland
interface. During this initial implementation phase improvements to the Plan will
be made based on information gathered during additional inventory and monitoring
activities, as well as feedback from the public. Once the forest is returned to more
natural conditions, ongoing management, including episodic prescribes fires, will
then be needed to maintain desired forest conditions.

1 . 7 PUBLIC PARTICIPATION

1 .7 .1 CITIZEN INVOLVEMENT DURING FOREST PLAN DEVELOPMENT
Ecosystem management is the overall goal of the Forest Ecosystem Management
Plan. Ecosystem management recognizes that humans are an integral part of the
natural environment and affirms that people cannot be excluded from either the
development or the implementation of management plans for their public lands. In
keeping with this philosophy, the development of this Plan included extensive
public involvement. Over the past year, citizens have learned about the Plan and
contributed to its development in a variety of ways. The result is a collaborative
planning effort between land management staff and the citizens of Boulder,
resulting in a better, more comprehensive Plan for Boulder's forested lands.
Information on the Plan was communicated to citizens through diverse media.
The intent was to share information about the Plan, as well as to elicit response
from the public on the development of the Plan. Communication with the public
has included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Open Space and Mountain Parks web site information
Utility bill inserts
Newsletter mailings and placement of notices at trail heads and in other
locations around the community
Articles in the Open Space newsletter
Public meetings
Family and adult educational programming and field trips
City of Boulder Channel 8 cable television programming
Presentations to neighborhood groups, homeowner associations, and
community groups
Information booths at community festivals

1 .7.2

CITIZEN INVOLVEMENT DURING FOREST PLAN IMPLEMENTATION

Communication with the public will also be an essential element of successful Plan
implementation. A Citizens' Guide to the Forest Ecosystem Management Plan
was recently distributed, and will be a primary tool for informing the public about
the purpose and goals of the Plan, as well as for answering commonly asked
questions about Plan implementation. Diverse methods for working with the public
during the implementation phase will be employed, including:
•

Incorporating the goals and management actions of the Plan into community
environmental education programs offered by Open Space,
Mountain Parks and Fire Department staff
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•
•
•
•

P ublicizing information on Plan implementation at railhead information boards
Using appropriate signage and interpretive specialists on trails when
management actions are underway
Providing information on Plan implementation on Open Space and Mountain
Parks web sites
Working closely with neighborhoods near forested City lands to communicate
information about management actions and to answer questions about the
Plan

City of Boulder Forest Ecosystem Management Plan project leaders and planners
have been available to answer public questions and incorporate public comment
throughout the development of the Plan, and will continue to be accessible to
citizens as the Plan is implemented.
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Wakeup call for forest management

0

By Chad Oliver
ver the past severnl decades,
dramatic changes have occur
(;,:.,
nid in our forests. For many
reasons, including fire suppres
sion. forests that were once relatively
open have become dense wilh trees and
hrnsh.
Fornsls are alwavs changing. However.
Lhe c-urreni slate o(many Western forests
is lhe result. of well-meaning but mis
e?uided assumptions and actions. The idea
Lhat fornsls will thrive if left alone al
ready hus produced cat astrophic -results
iE Lbe form of diseased trees, over
\Tmnled forests, threatened species and
wildCires. Some fires were destructive, so
wr. prevented al I fires. Some logging was
i1iappropriale. so we cxiensively c r
iai lerl logging and now are harvesting
:,bout t wn-ll1irds as much wood as we
c!rriw. lnstead of harvesting our own for
;, ls, we import wood anrl use more steel
,md ,:oncrele. Production of these subsli
1 11le auds ea rl.Jon dioxide io the atmo
s1>here. as cioe the burning of unhealthy
Lrees in our crowded forests. As intense
ftire:a[ fires burn. lhcr destroy old-growth
halJitals and waterslieds.
I .im rc!minded of c.1 typical "I Love Lu
, :y" Ppisode in which Lucy made an in
ernclible hlundcr. tried lo fix it with an
,.,thff blunder anrl li1en went on lo make a
erics of i..ncreasiugly silly bloopers lo jus
lifv earlier ones. Ail lhe players look fool
i li hecausc ll1cv expend energy on jusli
i 'ing lhe past ra lher than resol vin the
issne. The show ends with the recogmtion
that everyone is a little right and a little
wrong.
Wildfire is. of course, ne\'er hmny, but

our handling of is
sues critical to good
management of
natural resources is
little different from
Lucy's approach.
Today'5 wildfires
are holler, bigger
and more destruc
tive than since we
began controlling
fire almost 1 0 0
GUEST
years ago. Our fire
COMMENTARY exclusion policy has
allowed trees to fill
in stands once characterized by widely
spaced, fire-resistant trees. Forest floors
have become dense with debris, provicling
fuel for fires that now reach lo lhe
crowns of trees . .The low-intensity, more
frequent fires that once cleaned and revi
lalized some forests are largely a lbing of
the pasl. At the same time, the open for
est lhal once harbored birds. butterflies
and plants has dramatically diminished.
All sides of the debate are inching to
ward the same solution. but, like Lucy,
oflen look silly trying lo defend past ac
tions. The solution includes lllinning,
planting, selective harvesting and prun
ing, prescribed fire and other strategies
lo improve the balance of the forest. The
goal is lo return our forests lo a mixture
of openings, savannas, old growth and
dense conditions. In the process, timber
would be removed and used, dangerous
condllions would be prevented, homes for
fish and wildlife would be provided and
high-quality wood would grow for future
generations. This wood would help lo off
set the costs of the operations.
But there are challenges to implement

ing this integnited apprnar.h. ln(Tc:ct, .'t.l
federal regulation and policies n1a!-:1• al'
live forest man!¾gement un fedr:ral bud:;
very difficult. Our furesl gro\\· mure
wood and occupy more ac:rcs !lrnn ti1cy
did in 1918. There is no limber shurlag,:,.
Bui we are in danger of a shurluge of
high-quality trees fur ti mbl'r and old
growth habitat. Overcrowded trees do not
grow large because they m11sl compete
for sunlight, nutrients and waler. Our old
growth, which is nol being re 1t1H:e<l. will
he burned in the extreme ftres.
We need lo alJandun our ;.manageme.ni
by sound-biles·' style. Thi,.; h comes a
challenge lo the media, advoi.:ates. pro
fessionals, scientists and polky-m,ih,rs oi
all perspectives. Accurate information
about complex issues must be avHilahl,•
io the public, though it i more difiicult t,1
communicate !ban I.he "u, '-'S. I hem . . l,i
ry. The temptation IC!
. hro<1dcasi rh toric
lhal only polarizes 1>coplt> must he re
sisted in the pnrsnil of acc\lrar:y. 1 11 l"IJt!
same vein. prnfessionals and scil ntisls
need io make information 11nderstun.-lahle
to the press.
Heavy rains o[ the ext f.ndP.d winter
have helped create ideal conditiom for
massive, destructive wildfire . Thi . mu
pied wilh the build-up of der:ades <•I cli 
eased and dead trees on llw forest floor.
could combine to brcome a 1\•akE up r·all
of historic proportions. Ont hope>s we will
awaken on our own and rec1ch rnn ensus
about lbe critical need for inlP.lligcnt for
est management.
Chad Oliver is professor or Sil·1.,culil trr. ur.d Forest
E,;oJogy at the Unl·Jer:.;ity of V-l r.shing1on (;cil ge of
Forest Resources. H has wn11a11 rnc,,re: than ao
1

0

scienllflc and lechnical publisat1on .ncl (.)11C. ho,:,k.
He has been active at local. reulo11 ·- n-,110na: an<l
lnlemaiional forest-p olicy levels

Denver Post, November 1 5 , 1 998
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2. H ISTORICAL RANGE OF VARIABILITY IN
PONDEROSA PINE AND DOUGLAS-FIR
FORESTS
In this chapter, key elements of the historical range of variability (HRV) in
ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa scopulorum) and Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga
menziesi1) forests are reviewed, both generally in the western U.S. and specifically
on City of Boulder Open Space and Mountain Parks lands. This review will
provide an historical context with which to assess current forest conditions and
disturbance processes, as described in Chapter 3, and an ecological basis for
development of specific recommendations and management prescriptions for
Open Space and Mountain Parks forest stands, as described in Chapter 4.

2.1 MONTANE FORESTS
Throughout western North America montane forests are dominated by ponderosa
pine and Douglas-fir. At lower elevations these forests are usually bordered by
grasslands, shrublands, or woodlands, and at upper elevations they intergrade
with subalpine forests. Pond erosa pine and Douglas-fir forests across Colorado
and the western U.S. vary in terms of geology, climate, fire regimes, understory
plant composition, and wildlife species.
In Colorado montane forests are found along the eastern and western slopes of
the Southern Rocky Mountains on a variety of geological su bstrates and soils. In
Boulder Cou nty lower montane forests form part of the easternmost area of the
foothills o"f the Front Range at elevations from 5400 feet (1 800 meters) to 6800
feet (2600 meters) along the ecotone, or transitional area, with the grasslands of
the Great Plains. The upper montane forest type, at elevations from 6800 to 8800
feet (2260 to 2900 meters), is cooler and moister, with a predominance of
Douglas-fir and the addition of other trees not usually found in the lower montane,
including limber pine (Pinus flexilis), lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta latifolia), and
aspen (Popu/us tremu/oides). Toe discussion below focuses on the lower
montane forests. Upper montane forests will be described in more detail in Part I l l
of the Forest Ecosystem Management Plan.
Most early descriptions of ponderosa pine forests in the southwestern U.S. depict
presettlement forests as open and "park-like," with widely spaced mature trees and
abundant grass and other herbaceous (or nonwoody) understory vegetation (e.g.,
Biswell et al. 1973, Cooper 1 960). While abundant evidence supports the
generalization that presettlement forests were open and park-like for the most part,
denser stands also were present and contributed to diverse landscape mosaics
(Woolsey 1 9 1 1 ). Landscape diversity in vegetation patterns is related to a large
extent to local environmental variability. Unmanaged ponderosa pine forests at
Cheesman Lake on the Front Range (Kaufmann et al. in revision and unpublished
data) show a large range of variation in both numbers of trees and tree basal area
{area of tree stem over total stand area) that corresponds to differences in aspect
and topographic position of forest stands.
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Spatial diversity i n stand structure i n ponderosa pine forests also is related to
patterns of tree regeneration through time. Ponderosa pine regeneration tends to
be very episodic in response to optimal climatic events ( Pearson 1923, Swetnam
and Brown 1992, Savage et al. 1 996, Brown and Kaufmann unpublished data).
Regeneration events often result in abundant seedlings ( Pearson 1 93 1 ) that, if
they survive and become established in the overstory, influence forest structure for
centuries (Swetnam and Brown 1 992, Savage et al. 1 996). After pu lses of
regeneration in the past, most tree seedlings were killed by episodic surface fires.
Occasional individuals would survive repeated fires until their bark was thick
enough to protect growth tissues and their crowns were high enough to escape
scorching. These trees would eventually become part of the overstory. Longer
intervals between fires result in increased tree density and more trees which have
a chance to reach overstory status. Furthermore, there is evidence that
regeneration pulses occur during cooler and wetter periods that have fewe r and
smaller fires.

2.2 HI STORY OF FOREST DISTURBANCE
Disturbances are temporally and spatially discreet events that remove existing
biomass and create both space for plant and animal colonization and resources for
surviving individuals. Disturbances also damage or kill individual plants and
animals and sometimes destroy or degrade resources, at least in the short term.
Characteristics of disturbance regimes include the size of an area impacted by a
disturbance, disturbance frequency, season of disturbance, and disturbance
magnitude or severity (Pickett and White 1985). Greater variability in spatial and
temporal components of disturbance regimes results in greater heterogeneity of
habitats and resources for organisms. Heterogeneity in habitats contributes
greatly to natural species diversity at scales from populations to regions (e.g.,
Ricklefs 1987). Disturbances that affect montane forests include natural
disturbances, like fire and insect outbreaks, and human disturbances, like fire
suppression and livestock grazing.

2.2.1 NATURAL DISTURBANCE PATTERNS
Vegetation patterns across landscapes are created by the relationships between
biotic processes and interactions (e.g., competition and herbivory), abiotic
environmental constraints (e.g., soils and topography), and disturbance regimes
(e.g., Urban et al. 1987, Urban 1994). The most significant natural disturbances
that have influenced the montane forests of the Boulder area are fire and insects
and other pathogens.
FIRE

Fire has been an especially ubiquitous disturbance in western forests where rates
of biomass accumulation are greater than rates of decomposition and where fuel
conditions conducive to fire ignition and spread are common during long dry
periods. Fire serves multiple roles in ecosystems, as discussed earlier.
Heterogeneity in fire timing, area burned, and fire intensity contributes to
heterogeneity of both plant and animal habitats at multiple spatial scales ranging
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from individual plants to landscapes, and therefore contributes to the maintenance
and promotion of biological diversity in these ecosystems. Fire also contributes to
the formation of snags and other coarse woody debris that serve multiple roles in
forests (e.g., Harmon et al. 1 986).
Episodic surface fires have tieen a common disturbance in montane forests of the
western U.S. in general and the Boulder area in particular during the past several
centuries (e.g., Cooper 1 960, Amo 1 976, Barrett and Amo 1 982, Dieterich and
Swetnam 1984, Fisher et al. 1987, Savage 1991, Goldblum and Veblen 1992,
Mutch et al. 1 993, Amo et al. 1 995, Touchan et al. 1995, Grissino-Mayer 1 995,
Brown and Sieg 1 996, Swetnam and Baisan 1 996, Veblen et al. 1996, Fule et al.
1 997). Ponderosa pine trees are well-adapted to low-intensity surface fires.
Ponderosa pine trees have thick bark that protects active growth layers (cambium)
from lethal temperatures and high crowns in mature trees that decrease the
degree of crown scorch. Mature ponderosa pine trees are rarely killed by surface
fires, except where local fuel loads are high or windy or dry conditions cause fire to
migrate from surface fuels to tree crowns. Mortality of overstory trees occurs
when either the cambium is completely killed around a tree's circumference or
enough of the crown is scorched or consumed so that photosynthetic capacity is
compromised. Mutch (1970} suggests that, through natural selection, ponderosa
pine has evolved mechanisms that both protect individuals from lethal fire effects
and enhance fuel conditions that promote su rface fires in ponderosa pine stands.
A number of studies have reconstructed historical patterns in fire regimes in
ponderosa pine forests of the Front Range and Boulder areas (Table 2.1 ). These
studies used fire scars recorded within tree ring series as records of past fire
occurrences. Fire scars result when su rface fire kills a portion of a tree's growing
circu mference, forming a characteristic lesion visible in the tree rings. Dates of
fires and fire frequency are determined either by ring counts on living trees or by
dendrochronological methods. Some fires leave no fire scars, so fire frequency
numbers based on fire scar data may underestimate true fire frequency. However,
this data is still useful as it provides an approximation of historical fire frequencies.
Dendrochronology is preferable, since it provides absolute dates for fire events,
allowing comparison of fire years between sites and of annual climate variability
and fire-climate relationships. Fire frequency is the variable of a fire regime most
commonly reconstructed in ponderosa pine forests, although some studies also
have reconstructed other components of fire regimes, including spatial patterning,
seasonality, and fire intensity (Brown et al. in press, Veblen et al. in review}.
Two recent studies of historical patterns of surface fires in forests of Boulder
County, funded in part by City of Boulder Open Space, have been used to
reconstruct fire·frequency in the montane forests of Boulder County. Goldblum
and Veblen ( 1992) and Veblen et al. ( 1996) reconstructed fire histories at over 40
locations in the montane forests of Boulder County and on the southern fringes of
Rocky Mountain National Park (Table 2.1 }. They found highly variable fire
frequencies that are related to the period and location examined and to the size of
the area where fire scar samples were collected.
I n general, Veblen et al. (1 996} found the highest fire frequency in the lowest
elevation stands, especially those on the ecotone with the Great Plains
grassla nds. In the lowest elevation stands, Veblen et al. (1996) reconstructed
presettlement mean fire intervals (MFI) of around 8 to 1 4 years (Table 2 . 1 }. At
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Table 2.1: Historical Fire Frequency in Ponderosa Pine Stands of the Front Range of Colorado.
Study. Site Names. and
Periods of Analysis

Type of
Analysis 1

No. of
Intervals

Laven et al. 1 980, Wintersteen Park, Cache la Poudre River:
full chronology (1708 to 1 973)
unknown
pre-settlement (pre-1 840)
settlement era (1 840 to 1 905)
suppression era (post-1905)

Mean Fire
Intervals
± SD i

Range of
Intervals
(in years)

45.8
66.0
17.8
27.3

3 to 1 61
5 to 1 57
3 to 1 61
8 to 146

Skinner and Laven 1983, Rocky Mountain National Park:
all fires
full chronology (1 703 to 1 96e)
pre-settlement (1703 to 1 840)
settlement era (1 840 to 1905)
suppression era (1905 to 1968)

24
6
9
8

1 1 .0 ± 1 1 .7
2 1 .5 ± 18.2
7.0 ± 6.1
7.8 ± 6.7

1 to
5 to
1 to
1 to

Goldblum and Veblen 1 992, Fourmile Canyon 3:
full chronology (1721 to 1 949)
pre-settlement (1721 to 1 840)
settlement era (1 840 to 1 905)
suppression era (1905 to 1 949)

14
3
6
9

16.3 ± 15.4
30.3 ± 24.2
8.7 ± 5.6
9.1 ± 8.0

2 to 49
3 to 49
2 to 1 7
4 to 28

1 1 .2 ± 8.4
23.4 ± 28.3
19.0 ± 26.6
16.9 ± 23.0
19.5 ± 44.0
1 1 .7 ± 13.2
19.9 ± 16.2
1 9.9 ± 14.7

1 to 29
1 to 73
1 to 102
1 to 63
1 to 1 62
2 to 34
2 to 53
3 to 38

all fires

Veblen et al. 1 996, Boulder County clusters of sites:
::?2 trees with scars
Losobo (1 703 to 1 995)
Midsob (1 654 to 1995)
Lomidb (1 684 to 1 995)
Fourmi (1581 to 1 995)
Uplh (1 624 to 1 995)
Jamsal (1 567 to 1 995)
Sosv (1595 to 1 995)
Norths (1 696 to 1 995)

51
51
18
19

Veblen et al. 1996, Boulder Co unty individual sites4:
all fires
Site 1 1 (1 684 to 1 902)
Site 12 (1707 to 1 880)
Site 1 3 (1597 to 1 860)
Site 14 ( 1 763 to 191 6)
Site 15 (1680 to 1916)

4
4
6
11
28

54.3 ± 33.5
43.3 ± 38.0
43.8 ± 24.7
13.9 ± 9.0
8.4 ± 6.3

28 to 1 0 1
7 to 7 9
9 to 6 5
6 to 2 9
2 to 29

Brown et al., unpublished data (site locations In Figure 2.1 ) 5:
all fires
Lone Pine, LPI (1568 to 1 887)
Wet Gulch Bum, WGB (1593 to 1 908)
M. Kaufmann's Cabin, MKC {1 609 to 1916)
Parachute Hill, PAF (1 654 to 1871)
Mica Mine, MMF (1524 to 1 885)
Lefthand Canyon, LEF (1531 to 1 9 1 1 )

5
8
15
7
14
13

63.8 ± 49.2
39.4 ± 27.4
20.5 ± 12.8
3 1 .0 ± 1 5.8
25.8 ± 1 3.8
29.2 ± 1 5.1

10 to 1 22
8 to 79
3 to 50
1 2 to 57
4 to 52
1 1 to 69

1 All fires recorded at a stte o r a subset of fire years. 2 Mean fire Interval ± 1 standard deviation In years. 1 Numbers calculated by
Swetnam (1997). • Sites 1 1 to 1 3 are west of Boulder Mountain Park and sites 14 and 1 5 are at the mouth of Eldorado Canyon. Fire
frequency data for these sites were calculated for this report. 5 Data for these s es are reported in three unpublished reports
(Swetnam et al. 1992, Swetnam 1 997, and Brown 1997).
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higher elevations, fire frequency was lower, with MFls increasing to 20 to 30 years
in clusters of sites and even less frequently at individual sites that averaged up to
40 to 50 years between fires. Veblen et al. (1996) suggest that crown fires were
more common in higher elevation forests than in lower elevation forests of
the ponderosa pine-Do uglas-fir zone. The occurrence of crown fires tends to
increase with increasing elevation because higher elevation forests are more
productive and intervals between fires are longer (Veblen et al. 1996).
ln addition to Veblen et al.'s work, Brown et al. (unpublished data) recently
completed a network of fire chronologies from multiple sites along a latitudinal
transect in the southern Rocky Mountains extending from the San Luis Valley in
the south to the Laramie Peak area of Wyoming in the north (Figure 2.1). This
network consists of well-dated, well-replicated chronologies of fire events
developed from fire-scarred trees collected from sites no more than about 123
acres {50 hectares) in size (e.g., Brown and Sieg 1996, Swetnam and Baisan
1996). Fire chronologies from the Southwest and the Black Hills in South Dakota
were collected using comparable methodology. This extensive, absolutely-dated
network of fire dates and spatial patterns will be used to examine variability in fire
regimes, fire timing, and fire/climate relationships in ponderosa pine forests from
the Southwest to the northern Rocky Mountains.
Brown et al.'s unpublished data suggest that fire frequency was highly variable in
ponderosa pine forests in the Front Range, but that recognizable patterns were
present along gradients in elevation and latitude. The fire chronologies shown in
Figure 2.1 are consistent with presettlement fire frequencies along elevation
gradients found by other studies in the Front Range near Boulder (see Table 2.1).
Mean fire intervals are highly sensitive to the size of the area sampled. Mean fire
intervals are highly sensitive to the size of the area sampled. Smaller sites tend
to have lower fire frequencies than larger areas (Brown and Swetnam 1994).
Veblen et al.'s lower sites (number 14 and 15) recorded fires an average of every
11.2 years, while trees at MKC near Fort Collins recorded fires an average of
every 20.5 years.
None of the fire chronologies that Brown et al. have developed from the Bo ulder
area or from the Front Range in general document any increase in fire frequency
in the middle to late 1800s, suggesting that the increased fire frequency during
the settlement era found by other studies may have been localized to areas of
either heavy mining activity or railroad activity. However, in all areas in the F ront
Range surface fires ceased for the most part by the late 1800s, a pattern seen in
virtually every fire history study in ponderosa pine forests in the western U.S.
(e.g., Swetnam and Baisan 1996). Although there is abundant research that
documents that frequent surface fires were the typical disturbance regime in
ponderosa pine forests throughout its range in all areas of the western U.S.,
stand-replacing fires also occurred, especially in the higher elevation montane
forests.
Many of the same fire years were recorded at sites up and down the Front Range
and can be related to variations in the regional climate {Veblen et al. 1996).
Veblen et al. and Brown et al. document several widespread fire years in the past
several centuries, including 1654, 1685, 1 723, 1781, 1812, 1 842, 1 851, 1 86 1 ,
and 1880. The influence of annual climate variability and the E l Nino/Southern
Oscillation (ENSO) on past fire occurrence is currently being investigated (Veblen
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Figure 2.1 : Selected Locations a n d Ch ronologies of Surface Fire Histories from
Ponderosa Pine and Ponderosa Pine Douglas Fir Forests in the Front Range of
Colorado and Vicinity. Location of fire history sites collected by Brown et al. (unpu blished
data) are shown on the map. Fire chronologies are shown in the graph below the map. Time
spans of fire chronologies are indicated by horizontal lines with fire dates at each site
ind icated by inverted triangles. Five fire chronologies collected by Veblen et al. (1 996) in the
Boulder area (sites 1 1 to 1 5) are also shown. Note the almost complete absence of fire after
1 920 d u e to policy of fire suppression implemented by the U . S . Forest Service and other land
management agencies.
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et al. 1 996, Brown et al. unpublished data). Data analyzed so far indicate that
there was a strong relationship between ENSO and historical fire occurrences,
with a significant decrease in fire occurrences during, and a marked increase in
widespread fire occurrences 3 to 4 years following, El Nino events (Veblen et al.
1 996). This pattern is similar. to fire-climate relationships seen in southwestern
ponderosa pine ecosystems (Swetnam and Betancourt 1 990, Swetnam and
Baisan 1996). Increased precipitation during El Nino events results in higher fuel
moisture than can limit fire occurrence, bi.jt in subsequent years increased growth
of grasses and other herbaceous fuels can support fire (Swetnam and Betancourt
1 990).
Finally, another recent fire history study completed at Cheesman Lake on the
South Platte River in the Front Range reconstructed fire frequency, spatial
patterning, fire intensity, and fire seasonality over the past several centuries
across the ponderosa pine landscape of this area (Brown et al. in press). The
Cheesman study area is a ponderosa pine forest surrounding Cheesman Lake on
the South Platte River (Kaufmann et al. 1 997). The Cheesman Lake landscape is
unique on the Front Range in that it has had few management impacts during the
1 9 00s. Cheesman Lake was created by the construction of a dam on the South
Platte River in 1 905 and the landscape has remained virtually untouched by
human land use since that time. Livestock grazing was eliminated by
construction of a fence around the property at the time of dam construction and
the area has never been logged, although some trees were cut during the region
wide mountain pine beetle outbreak in the 1 970s. Recreational use of the area
has been restricted to protect the watershed immediately surrounding the
reservoir.
Fire regime parameters (spatial extent of burned areas, fire frequency, fire
severities, and season of fire occurrences) were reconstructed across a 1 5
square mile (40 square kilometers) study landscape at Cheesman Lake to assess
the long-term stability of fire regimes in this area. From the fire record developed
at Cheesman Lake, Brown et al. {1 999) infer that the area burned d u ring fire
years, the length of time between fires, the intensity or severity of individual fire
events, and the season of occurrence of fires varied considerably across this
fandscape and over the period covered by the fire chronology from 1 1 97 to the
present. Fire sizes ranged from the scale of individual trees or small clusters of
two or three trees to fires that covered the entire landscape. Intervals between
fire years ranged from 1 to 29 years across the entire landscape to 3 to 58 years
at one stand, to up to 1 55 years at other stands.
Fire severity also varied, with evidence of both surface fire and crown fire in the
ponderosa pine forest at Cheesman Lake. A widespread fire during 1851 was
apparently a crown fire across large areas of the landscape and was most likely
related to both crown and understory conditions that resulted from optimal climate
conditions in the early 1 800s (Kaufmann et al. in revision, Brown et al. in press).
The seasonal position of fire scars within tree ring series also suggest that fires
burned at all times of the summer and during late spring and early fall during
different years, with no set season of fire occurrence. The overall fire history from
Cheesman Lake prior to fire suppression documents a great deal of heterogeneity
in the fire regime over the past several centuries in this area. Brown et al. (in
press) conclude by suggesting that since there has been little stability in
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parameters of the fire regime, vegetation patterns across the landscape also
have been variable at multiple scales.
OTHER NATURAL DISTURBANCES

In addition to fire, other major natural disturbances in ponderosa pine and
Douglas-fir forests include insects and pathogens, such as species of bark
beetles, defoliators, dwarf mistletoes, and root pathogens {Wilson and Tkacz
1 996). Although there is generally limited information on the historical range of
variability of these disturbance agents, the majority of these species are natives
and have co-evolved with their hosts for millennia. For further information on
forest insects and diseases see the Forest Inventory Handbook (City of Boulder
1 998a).
Bark Beetles
Nu merous species of bark beetles affect ponderosa pine forests. The mountain
pine beetle (Dendroctonus ponderosae) is the most common and often the most
devastating (Pearson 1 950). During recent mountain pine beetle epidemics,
nearly 1 00% of overstory trees were killed over large areas (Schmid and Mata
1 996). Little historical data exist for mountain pine beetle outbreaks prior to the
1 900s (Wilson and Tkacz 1 994), especially from Front Range ponderosa pine
forests. Roe and Amman (1 970) document major outbreaks from Colorado to
Idaho in the late 1800s and early 1 900s. Recent outbreaks-notably the outbreak
during the late 1 970s and early 1 980s that occurred in many areas of the western
U.S. including the Front Range (Wilson and Tkacz 1 994)-have been more
widespread in extent and more severe in terms of numbers of trees killed. At
least part of the increasing severity and extent of outbreaks has been attributed to
increases in tree density and landscape homogeneity of stands during the 1 9 00s
as a result of fire suppression (Roe and Amman 1 970, Wilson and Tkacz 1 994,
Schmid and Mata 1996).
The Douglas-fir bark beetle (Dendroctonus pseudotsugae) is a major pathogen
on Douglas-fir in the Front Range and can cause extensive mortality, especially in
conjunction with western spruce budworm (Hadley and Veblen 1993, Schmid and
Mata 1 996). Recent outbreaks have occurred every 1 5 to 35 years, and
epidemic conditions have lasted from 5 to over 15 years (Hadley and Veblen
1 9 93, Schmid and Mata 1 996). Outbreaks of Douglas-fir beetles occurred
simultaneously in several locations in Colorado during the 1 930s (Schmid and
Mata 1 996), again suggesting that landscape homogeneity of forest conditions
may be leading to more extensive epidemics.
Mistletoe
Other major pathogens in montane forests of the Front Range are the highly
specialized dwarf mistletoes in the genus Arceuthobium (Hepting 1 971 ,
Hawksworth and Shaw 1 984, Hawksworth and Weins 1 996). The southwestern
dwarf mistletoe (A. vaginatum subsp. cryptopodum) causes the most significant
damage to ponderosa pine (Wilson and Tkacz 1994). The Douglas-fir dwarf
mistletoe (A. doug/asit) can be common in Douglas-fir stands. The spread and
intensity of infection by dwarf mistletoe are related to tree, stand, and
environ mental factors. Dwarf mistletoes affect wildlife habitat by providing food,
nesting and foraging sites for many species of passerine birds. Although there is
little historical information on dwarf mistletoes, they were most likely well
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established in southwestern forests prior to early settlement Based on present
understanding of mistletoe ecology and structural changes in southwestern
forests, Dahms and Geils {1997) infer that mistletoe abundance may have
increased during the post-settlement period.

Budworms

A major defoliator affecting Douglas-fir stands is the western spruce budworm
(Choristoneura occidentafis), and long histories of its effects on forest structure
and tree growth in New Mexico and the Front Range are available from tree-ring
data (Hadley and Veblen 1993, Swetnam and Lynch 1989, 1993). Hadley and
Veblen (1993) show that impacts from spruce budworm are related to stand
structure and tree ages. Young stands were minimally impacted by defoliation
from spruce budworm, while multi-aged, dense stands were more heavily
affected. Historical outbreaks in the Front Range tended to be asynchronous
between stands, with localized heavy impacts on tree growth and stand structure.
Swetnam and Lynch (1987, 1993) documented nine regional outbreaks from
1690 to 1989 in northern New Mexico. One stand of trees showed that budworm
and Douglas-fir may coexist at the same stand for up to 700 years. However,
Swetnam and Lynch (1993) conclude that changes in the recent century have led
to more widespread and intense mortality when outbreaks occur. Mixed-conifer
forests have greatly expanded in extent and density during the post-settlement
fire suppression period (Swetnam and Lynch 1989, Johnson 1995) and increases
in landscape homogeneity have resulted in larger landscape-scale outbreaks.

Root Diseases

other disturbances in ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir stands are root diseases,
especially species of Armilfaria in ponderosa pine forests, and Heterobasidion
annosum in Douglas-fir. These pathogens may cause extensive local mortality
(Lundquist 1995, Wilson and Tkacz 1994 ), although generally not on the spatial
scale of the mountain pine beetle or some other pathogens. Armillaria is present
in Front Range forests, although it historically has not resulted in the extensive
mortality, as it has in the Black Hills (e.g., Lundquist 1995). Douglas-fir is more
prone to root diseases than ponderosa pine and shifts in species composition in
ponderosa pine-Douglas-fir forests, where Douglas-fir replaces ponderosa pine,
may result in an increased abundance of susceptible hosts and a higher
incid_ence of mortality (e.g., Hagle and Goheen 1988, Swetnam and Lynch 1989).
2_2.2 IMPACTS OF HUMAN DISTURBANCE

Ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir forests throughout the West have been heavily
utilized for logging, grazing, and recreation during the last 150 years. Much of the
presettlement forest east of the Continental Divide, including the Boulder area,
was logged in the middle to late 1800s for timber for mines and ties for the early
railroads. Between 1870 and 1960, about 40% of all the timber harvested in
Colorado was ponderosa pine (Miller and Choate 1964). Uncontrolled fires
started by miners or trains also took their toll, with large areas of the foothills and
mountains denuded of trees by the late 1800s or early 1900s (Veblen and Lorenz
1986, 1991}.
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CHANGES JN FOREST OVERST0RY STRUCTURE

Dramatic shifts in the structure and tree density of ponderosa pine forests over
the past 100 years have been documented for many areas of the western U.S.
Many studies show that low-density, open-canopy ponderosa pine forests
composed primarily of mid- to large-diameter overstory trees have changed over
the past century to forests composed of smaller-diameter, usually suppressed
trees, often to the competitive detriment of any older overstory component that
may be left in a stand (Biondi 1996). In mixed-conifer stands in the southwest,
studies have also documented shifts in species dominance, with shade-tolerant
and fire-intolerant species like Douglas-fir replacing pine species (e.g., Swetnam
and Lynch 1989, Fule et al. 1997).
Several studies have reconstructed presettlement forest stand age and size
structures in ponderosa pine forests, making it possible to quantify the HRV of
these forest components (Covington and Moore 1992, 1994, McAdams 1995,
Arno et al. 1995, Edminster and Olsen 1996, Fielder et al. 1997, Covington et al.
1997, Fule et al. 1997, Brown et al. unpublished data). These studies show
significant increases in densities of smaller and middle diameter trees and
decreases in larger diameter trees due to logging of stands {e.g., Arno et al.
1995, Covington et al. 1997, Fule et al. 1997) or to increased competition with
subcanopy trees (e.g., Biondi 1996). Logging also had a large impact on
landscape patterns In ponderosa pine forests because of selective removal of
most, if not all, forest stands that were in old-growth status (Covington and Moore
1992, Fule et al. 1997).
Episodic regeneration of trees is evident in the age structure of forest stands at
Cheesman Lake, with pulses of establishment during the late 1600s, 1720s,
1780s to 1790s, 1830s to 1850s, and the 1880s to 1890s (Kaufmann et al. in
revision). The 1830s to 1850s and 1880s to 1890s pulses were especially
pronounced and most living trees at Cheesman date to these regeneration
events. There is tentative evidence that these regeneration events were related to
cooler and wetter climate conditions and therefore may have been regional
events in the Front Range (Swetnam and Brown 1992, Savage et al. 1996,
Swetnam and Betancourt 1999; Brown and Kaufmann unpublished data).
Repeat photography (Veblen and Lorenz 1991) and analyses of tree age
structure (Veblen and Lorenz 1986) have documented the effects of nineteenth
century non-Native American settlement on forest structure and landscape
patterns in the Boulder area. These studies show that ponderosa pine forests
were heavily impacted by early settlement in the Boulder area. Present-day
forests consist of relatively young trees that matured after unbridled use of the
forest was curtailed by land management efforts that began in the early 1900s.
Mast et al. ( 1997) also document the expansion of ponderosa pine forest in the
foothills during the 1900s using repeat sequences of aerial photographs. This
expansion occurred both in areas that were occupied by ponderosa pine forest
prior to an increase in logging and fires in the middle 1800s and in areas that
were once either forest savannas or prairie grasslands.
Goldblum and Veblen (1992) and Veblen et al. (1996) defined three distinct fire
regime periods in the Boulder area that correspond to increasing human use of
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the landscape. The first is the Native American period from the 1600s to 1840,
which was characterized by episodic, moderately-frequent, surface fires. It is
impossible to know what percentage of these fires may have been started by
humans or lightning, but most likely at least some of these fires were started by
Native Americans. There are numerous historical records of Native American
setting fires in the western U.S., including the central Great Plains (e.g., Higgins
1986). On the other hand, recognizable relationships between fire and climate
variability are evident in the fire scar records, and suggest that regional climate
variability influenced fire occurrence and spread by affecting both fuel loading and
seasonal patterns of fuel moisture (Veblen et al. 1996, Brown et al. unpublished
data).
The second period in the fire histories is the non-Native American settlement
period from 1840 up to 1905. This period was characterized at most sites in the
Boulder County area by higher fire frequency than in the previous period. Laven
et al. (1980) and Skinner and Laven (1983) also found higher fire frequency
during the period of early non-Native American settlement at other locations in the
Front Range (see Table 2.1). Increased fire frequency during this period may
have been related to the increased sources of ignition that came with settlement,
especially during the mining boom that began in the 1850s (Goldblum and Veblen
1992). For example, prospectors were reported to have set fires to reveal
geological features, and early wood-burning trains in the foothills often started
fires (Goldblum and Veblen 1992).
The third phase is the fire suppression period that began in earnest after the
devastating fires of 1910 in the northern Rockies (Plummer 1912) and the
subsequent designation of the Forest Service's "10 A.M." policy of total fire
suppression which attempted to put all wildfires out by 10 A.M. of the next day
(Pyne 1982). This period is characterized in most areas by much reduced fire
frequency (see Table 2.1).
In addition to active fire suppression by land management agencies, grazing by
large numbers of livestock often is cited as a reason for the decrease in surface
fires beginning in the middle to late 1800s (Savage 1991, Touchan et al. 1995,
Swetnam and Balsan 1996, Brown and Sieg 1996). Intensive grazing during that
time reduced the cover of grasses and other fine fuels necessary for fire
propagation. Geographical fragmentation of landscapes caused by road and
fence construction also tends to reduce the amount of area burned during any fire
event and most likely contributed to reduced fire frequencies at individual
locations (e.g., McPherson 1997).
CHANGES IN FOREST UNDERSTORY STRUCTURE

Recent shifts in forest structure have led to a series of known or hypothesized
changes in other components of ponderosa pine and ponderosa pine-Douglas-fir
forests, including decreased understory diversity, extirpation of species, reduced
nutrient cycling, reduction in surface and subsurface hydrology, and increased
risk of crown fires owing to increased fuel loads and the presence of ladder fuels
(e.g., Covington and Moore 1994).
Use of the concept of historical range of variability has focused on disturbance
regimes and forest stand structure because fire scars and tree rings can be used
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to establish relatively complete records that extend several centuries into the
past. However, the concept of HRV also applies to other ecosystem
characteristics. For example, large animal herbivory is a process that is known to
influence the structure and species composition of grasslands and understory
vegetation of woodlands and forests. Unfortunately, data that can be used to
estimate the historical range of variability of other processes or structural
elements of ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir on City of Boulder lands do not
appear to be available.
However, inferences may be made about other ecosystem components based
upon data available from present-day ecosystems. Several studies have related
changes in understory production and diversity to changes in overstory tree
density in ponderosa pine forests (Pearson 1933, Pearson 1942, Pase 1958,
Clary et al. 1975, 1976, Kooiman and Linhart 1986, Covington and Moore 1994).
These studies show that the number of understory species and the amount of
biomass decrease with both increases in canopy coverage and accumulation of
duff layers and needle litter on the forest floor. Available light reaching the forest
floor decreases With increases in canopy coverage. Increased tree biomass also
results in greater capture of nutrients and water in the forest environment.
Increased duff and litter layers reduce openings for understory plants that require
mineral soils for germination. Cooper (1960) and Covington and Moore (1994)
suggest that the high understory biomass of presettlement forests was most likely
the result of high nutrient cycling from frequent surface fires and less competition
from overstory trees (see also Amo et al. 1995, Covington et al. 1997).
Additional understory data for Front Range ponderosa pine forests will eventually
be available from future City of Boulder studies, as well as studies such as one
currently underway at Cheesman Lake (Kaufmann et al. 1997 and unpublished
data). These data will be useful for refinement of management directions in City
of Boulder forests as they become available in the near future.
In summary. resear.ch on the historical range of vari btltty in· ponderosa pine
:Ooug-ras-fir forests has shown-that
, •
Bi ttirb_ance '(biotib aRd abiotic) is a
jodactor .i!l' sha1:1ing the structure
and
.
.
of the montane forest e.cosystem.
• Greater v.ariabifity-in spa ial and temporal components of disturbance regimes
resufts in greater heterogen-eity of habitats {and, as a ·consequence, greater·
sp'eoles diversify.).
• · P=ohd rpsa p_ihe and-other species are w;l:ill-adi:jpted to pw-intensify surface
f:ir 
• .Fire frequ twY-ls highly variable in per:iderosa pk1e:forests in the Front
·Range. The highesffire.ffequency is-found rn the lowest elevation·=stands.
· especiallY,:1no·s'e that fri11ge-the ecol.one with tti'e Great Plairis_grassla.nds.
• · Over th iast 1'00 to 1-60 year:s. huooa.n qe iyities have profounQty a'(fered the
.· ·
g_µre,= :!;!o4irnnqtjqn.:PHl:¥'tmPnti:Jo Jqr !::ll:: 'il 1:W-$.t m. .

'tur1ction.

Information on the recent forest understory and overstory Inventories completed
by Open Space and Mountain Parks is presented in the next chapter of the Plan,
which describes current conditions on City of Boulder forests.
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3. RECENT AND CURRENT CONDITIONS IN CITY
OF BOULDER FOREST ECOSYSTEMS
3.1 CITY OF BOULDER FORESTS
City of Boulder forest lands are part of the Front Range of the Southern Rocky
Mountains, the easternmost mountain range in Colorado, which extends for 185
miles from central Colorado to southern Wyoming. The Front Range is about 40
miles (64 kilometers) wide, but the foothills section is only 2 to 4 miles wide (3 to
6.5 kilometers), forming a narrow band of montane forests, meadows, and rocky
escarpments dissected by numerous mountain streams (Hess and Alexander
1986). This ecotonal forest, where the Great Plains and the Southern Rocky
Mountains meet, is a linear vegetation zone which contains unique assemblages
of plants and animals (Marr 1964, Weber 1995).
Lower montane forests, found in this area between 5400 and 6800 feet (1800 to
2300 meters), are dominated by ponderosa pine (Pim.1s ponderosa scopuforum}
and are bounded on the east by the grasslands of the Great Plains and on the
west by the more mesic forests of the upper montane zone. Ponderosa pines
grow here in a mosaic of grasslands, savannas (open forest-grasslands},
woodlands, and closed-canopy forests. Dougla s -fir (Pseudotsuga menziesil)
occurs both in mixed stands with ponderosa pine and in pure stands in cooler,
more mesic areas. Rocky Mountain juniper ( Sabina scopulorum) and limber pine
(Pinus f/exilis} occur regularly, but with lower frequency. Many species of native
shrubs occur in the forest understory, including the abundant three-leaf sumac
(Rhus aromatica trilobata) and wax currant (Ribes cereum). The herbaceous (or
nonwoody) vegetation consists of a diverse mix of forbs, grasses, and dryland
sedges.
Upper montane forests at elevations from 6800 to 8500 feet (2300 to 2800
meters} are cooler and more humid than lower elevation forests and have a
shorter growing season. Ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir are still the dominant
trees, but tree density is typically higher and Douglas-fir is usually more abundant
than ponderosa pine. In addition, limber pine (Pinus flexilis), lodgepole pine
(Pinus contorta latifolia), and aspen (Populus tremuloides) form stand-types that
are not typically found in the lower montane forests. Analysis of data collected in
the upper montane forests will be included in Part Ill of the Forest Ecosystem
Management Plan.
Biological diversity is high in montane areas along the Front Range (Peet 1981,
Weber 1995, Hogan 1994, Schroeder 1996), due to the variety of habitats that
occur as a result of steep environmental gradients (elevation, slope, aspect, soils,
and moisture availability}. Montane vegetation on the Front Range is better
developed on the east slope than on the west slope (Marr 1964). Several
sensitive plant communities that may require special management and/or
protection have been documented here, including foothill prairies, riparian
shrublands, and ponderosa pine savannas (Mullen et al. 1992, Colorado Natural
Heritage Program 1999). In addition, wildlife diversity is greater in lower montane
forests than in the forests found at higher elevations (Schroeder 1996).
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The climate in Boulder County is semiarid and continental, with an average
annual precipitation of 18 inches, and large daily and seasonal temperature
ranges. Humidity and precipitation are both low, but precipitation is concentrated
in March, April and May, the beginning of the growing season. Summer droughts
are not uncommon, but in recent years precipitation in Boulder County has been
above average. Although average annual snowfall is 75 inches, some winter
months can also be dry, causing significant winter drying of soils and plants.
Drying down slope winds are common and extremely high winds (occasionally
over 100 miles an hour) also occur. Hailstorms can be locally devastating to
vegetation, stripping trees and other plants of their foliage. Lightning strikes are
common during summer thunderstonns (Callahan 1986).

3.2

PROJECT GREENSLOPE
The first inventory of the natural resources on forest lands owned and managed
by the City of Boulder was completed in the mid-1970s by the Colorado State
Forest Service (McNair 1975). This inventory was designed to provide City staff
with specific site recommendations for protection and preservation of natural
resources on Mountain Parks and Open Space lands. Abiotic resources, such as
soils, and biotic resources, including forest and grassland vegetation, were
inventoried to provide guidelines for management actions on individual
management units.
Beginning in the early 1970s and extending through the early 1980s, the areas
that then comprised the City of Boulder's forested ecosystems experienced
extensive tree mortality from an epidemic of mountain pine beetles that killed
large numbers of ponderosa pine trees along the Front Range (Pimak 1979,
Colorado State Forest Service 1982). In 1977 a City Forester was hired to help
coordinate a mountain pine beetle control program that included harvesting and
chemical treatments of trees infested with mountain pine beetle. However, given
the high tree mortality caused by the mountain pine beetle epidemic, it was soon
apparent that greater management intervention was needed and Project
Greenslope was initiated (Colorado State Forest Service 1982). Project
Greenslope was designed to treat not just the symptoms, but what was widely
perceived as the underlying cause of the epidemic, namely, dense, overstocked
stands of trees that not only favored mountain pine beetles but also increased the
risk of catastrophic fires (Colorado State Forest Service 1982).
During Project Greenslope, forest stands were identified and prioritized for
treatments. Treatments often involved heavy thinning of smaller-diameter
ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir trees. Other activities during Project Greenslope
included rehabilitation of hiking trails and fire access roads, as well as wildlife
habitat improvements, including snag creation. A long-term plan for thinning and
harvest treatments was outlined in the final Project Greenslope report (Colorado
State Forest Service 1982). This plan was designed to maintain open stand
conditions and thereby reduce the fire danger and possible incidence of mountain
pine beetles in the future. Project Greenslope was an early effort at ecosystem
management, since long-term ecosystem integrity, including human use of the
ecosystem, was central to development of the plan. However, recommendations
made during Project Greenslope for follow-up treatment of stands were never
implemented, and tree regeneration since the early 1980s has resulted in stand
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.conditions in some areas that are similar to those that existed prior to Project
Greens lope.

3.3

RECENT CITY OF BOULDER FOREST INVENTORY
To assess cu rrent conditions in the forested ecosystems managed by the City of
Boulder, both Open Space and Mountain Parks recently completed extensive
forest overstory and understory inventories. Different methodologies were used
to characterize the overstory and understory components of the forest. These
methodologies are described in detail in the Forest Inventory Handbook (City of
Boulder 1 998a). For the most part, Open Space and Mountain Parks used the
same methodologies to collect inventory data. In some instances, however, the
methodologies were different, as explained below.

3.4

MOUNTAIN PARKS FOREST INVENTORY
Mountain Parks data are currently being analyzed and will be presented in Part II
and Part Ill of the Forest Ecosystem Management Plan. Desired future
conditions, management objectives, and monitoring protocols will be developed
for Mountain Park lands following data analysis. The current status of the fo rest
inventory on Mountain Park lands is described below.

3.4.1

DESIGN ELEMENTS

The Forest Ecosystem Management Plan was designed to look at the unusual
diversity of forest types occuning from 5400 to 8500 feet ( 1 800 to 2800 meters)
elevation on City lands. It is central to the design of the Plan to develop the
ecosystem model at a landscape scale, as discussed in Chapter 1 . The
Mountain Parks landscape includes outflow mesas, colorful meadows, lush
drainages, seeps and springs, thickets of shrubbery, rock and talus, and
rn ountain peaks. Forests of ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa scopulorum) ,
Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesit), limber pine (Pinus nexi/is), lodgepole pine
(Pinus contorta latifolia), aspen (Populus tremuloides), and Rocky Mou ntain
juniper ( Sabina scopulorum) cover this diverse landscape. How do the pieces fit
together? How does staff focus in on project areas for thinning, prescribed
burning, and improving wildlife habitat and at the same time see the system as a
whole?
A Geographic Information System (GIS) is being used to map Mountain Parks
forest species and canopy densities, as well as other types of land cover, such as
grasslands and shrublands. Forest stand maps show forests by age classes,
canopy cover, and tree heig hts to show the size of forest patches and how they
exist three dimensionally on the landscape. The study of understory patterns
related to tree age classes provides the basis for monitoring native species
richness in the forest landscape and specific changes related to management
actions. Forest measurements, such as basal area, when related to structural
stages, provide a quantitative tool for shaping tree age and size groups when
designing prescriptions for management actions.
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Forest types are being correlated with the environmental elements of slope,
aspect, elevation, soils, and geology to show similar and contrasting patterns on
the landscape, which can be identified as ecological units. Ecological units offer
a powerful technique for clustering management techniques related to
environmental gradients and predicting successional patterns through time. The
GIS database will be invaluable for tracking and mapping changes in the forest
through time, especially as these changes are related to management practices
and desired future conditions.
Data from a riparian survey and hydrologic study conducted during 1997 and
1 998 are being incorporated in the GIS database and are integral to the Forest
Ecosystem Management Plan. The interrelationships among topography, forest
cover, soil movement, and stream flow are central to ecosystem function. The
riparian studies are providing information on plant communities in rich riparian
corridors that are important to wildlife and to the unusually high numbers of
sensitive plant species found in Mountain Parks.
The recent inventory of Mountain Parks forest stands represents a sample of
current forest types. Despite the constraints of budget and staff, the sample is
generally representative of the rich diversity of forest types. While not a full
inventory, the GIS database provides a framework and versatile tool for storing
information, defining management actions, and conducting long-term planning.
Although information varies in depth and completeness, new information will
continually be added to the feedback loop for adaptive management

3.4.2 PROJECT STATUS
FOREST OVERSTORY INVENTORY

Field work and vegetation mapping to support the Forest Ecosystem
Management Plan began in Mountain Parks in late 1996. During the 1997 field
season, Mountain Parks contracted with the Colorado State Forest Service for
overstory sampling. A five-cluster plot method was used. In addition , Mountain
Parks Staff, using the cruise line method, sampled five stands on Enchanted
Mesa. In 1998, Mountain Parks staff conducted cruise line sampling using a
methodology similar to the one used by Open Space. Representative forest
stands were chosen on the basis of tree species, canopy cover, aspect, and
elevation.
FOREST UNDERSTORY INVENTORY

Understory sampling followed methodology used by the U.S. Forest Service in
conducting Integrated Resource Inventories. This methodology differed from the
cover point method used by Open Space. The Forest Service circular plot was
used by Mountain Parks because it produces comparative data in highly varied
terrain and allows :5ampling in stands too steep for use of the cover-point device
used by Open Space. The types of plots used during the Mountain Parks
inventory are summarized in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1 : Summary of Mountain Parks Inventory Plots
Type of Plot

Number of
Clusters/Stand

Number of
Overstory Plots

Number of
Understory Plots

Five-Point Cluster

34

1 70

17

Cruise Line Stands

35

360

88

Totals

69

530

105

RIPARIAN WETLAND STUDY

Fifty-four hydrologic function and vegetation plots were established in 1997 and
1998. Nineteen hydrologic stations were installed to monitor water flow and
physical characteristics of water. Three stations were sampled in cooperation
with the Water Quality Department to monitor cumulative aspects of water
chemistry.
GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM LOCATIONS

Precise Global Positioning System location data for all permanently-monumented
understory and riparian plots are being completed. Global Positioning System
locations are important for correlating the GIS database with locations in the
landscape, and offer an invaluable tool for mapping and analysis. Precise
locations are critical for long-term monitoring.
DATA ANALYSIS

All 1997 and 1998 data from forest and riparian plots are currently being
analyzed. The data analysis has been divided into two parts. Analysis of stands
and clusters along the eastern and northern edges of Mountain Parks, and stands
which are most contiguous to Open Space stands designated for thinning or
prescribed fire, will be presented in Part fl of the Plan. These areas include
Enchanted Mesa and Anemone Hill. Data will be fully integrated with Open
Space inventory data.
In Part Ill of the Plan stands that typically include higher elevation areas with very
diverse forest types will be analyzed. This analysis will look comprehensively at
forests, meadows, shrublands, and riparian areas, as well as a variety of
management actions in addition to thinning and prescribed fire. Data will help
provide an assessment of current landscape conditions and characterization of
forest stands by age-class structure and existing understory. Areas not yet
sampled will be characterized in 1999 at a coarse scale by forest age and
structural classes to assist long-term planning. Analysis of completeness of
representative stands may indicate the need for detailed sampling of additional
stands in the future.
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3.5 FOREST STANO STRUCTURE ANO OVERSTORY CONDITIONS ON
OPEN SPACE FORESTS
During 1 996 to 1998 Open Space completed a detailed forest overstory inventory
in 56 of 60 designated stands in their management area. The main goal of the
Open Space forest overstory inventory was to provide baseline infonnation about
forest stand structure in order to assess the wildfire hazard and to guide the
development of management prescriptions for the forest stands.
Forest stands were delineated on the basis of observed canopy cover using aerial
photography. Stand boundaries were drawn where forest canopy or species
composition changed dramatically (e.g., along creeks, roads, and property
boundaries). Riparian areas were excluded for the most part from these forest
sta nds, and will be inventoried in the near future. Most of the Open Space stands
are located on the foothills of the mountains adjacent to the Great Plains (Figure
3.1 ), mainly in areas with east- and northeast-facing aspects with relatively gentle
slopes (usually less than 40%). Many of the forest stands are the same as those
identified during Project Greenslope.
Table 3.2 outlines the number of forest inventory stands and plots established on
Open Space forest lands during the baseline inventory conducted during 1996 to
1 998. A subset of the plots was permanently-monumented (every first, fifth, and
each multiple offive thereafter). All plots were surveyed in each of the stands
sampled during the overstory inventory, but only the permanenUy-monumented
plots were sampled during the understory inventory. The stands and plots are
listed in Table 3.3·.
Table 3.2: Summary of Open Space Inventory Stands and Plots (1 996-1998)
Open Space Forest
Inventory Stands and
Plots

Total Plots
Established

Total Plots Sampled
overstory/understory

Forest Stands

60

56/37

Forest Plots within Stands

817

817/1 33

Permanently-Monumented
Forest Plots

1 96

1 96/133*

*During the understory inventory frequency data was collected on 1 33 plots. Cover
data was collected on 123 plots (1 O plots were too steep to collect cover data with the
use of the cover-point ocular device).
During the overstory inventory 1/1 0-acre circular plots were established for data
collection on understory regeneration, plant coverage, and species composition.
Variable radius plots (basal area equal to 20 square feet per acre) were
established to document overstory stocking and other stand conditions.
Complete details on the methodology, data analysis, and results of the Open
Space forest overstory inventory are compiled in two technical reports (City of
Boulder 1998a and City of Boulder 1998b). A map of the location of Open Space
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Table 3.3: Stands and Plots in Open Space Forest Inventory. All stands listed
(with the exception of those in italics) were included in the overstory inventory:
Stands in boldface were included in the understory inventory. Stands marked with
an asterisk were designated during Project Greenslope.
Map
Display

Stand Name

Abbreviation

# of
Plots

# of
Perm.
Plots

Acres

Hectares

North

DAKOTA RIDGE

DAKR

10

3

1 1 .92

4.82

North

N. BOULDER VALLEY-N

NBV-N

9

2

97.67

39.53

North

N. BOULDER VALLEY-S

NBV-S

5

2

37.02

14.98

North

PINEBROOK

11

3

9.32

3.77

North

SUNSHINE

8

2

1 8.59

7.52

PNBRK

North

WITTEMYER-E

WITT-E

10

3

33.40

13.52

North

WITTEMYER-NE

WIIT-NE

30

7

55.12

22.31

North

WITTEMYER-NW

WITT-NW

21

5

27.66

1 1 .1 9

North

WITTEMYER-5

WITT-S

14

3

23.64

9.57

North

WITTEMYER-W

WITT-W

14

3

43.16

17.47

12

3

1 8.34

7.42

NA

NA

12.25

4.96

Central

BARUT- NE

Central

BARUT-S

Central

BONNIE-SCHNELL

BS

19

4

32.91

13.32

Central

BONNIE SCHNELL-N

BS-N

10

3

31.19

12.62

Central

CAMPBELL

CBELL

12

3

33.53

13.57

Central

DUNN-1/81•

D-1/81

8

2

1 1.21

4.54

Central

DUNN-1•

D-1

13

3

1 1 .63

4.71
1 0.30
29.85

Central

DUNN-2•

D-2

13

3

25.46

Central

DUNN-3/ DUNN-4•

D-3/D-4

34

7

73.77

Central

FOX-E

FOX-E

6

2

1 8.53

7.50

Central

FOX-W

FOX-W

7

2

1 1 .24

4.55

Central

KASSLER

KSLR

14

3

13.77

5.57

10

3

81.05

32.80

5

2

9.92

4.01

Central

LOWER SHANAHAN•

Central

MASSEY/QUARTER
CIRCLE

MOC

Central

MASSEY/QUARTER
CIRCLE-W

MOC-W

12

3

29.84

12 .08

Central

MCCANN/
CULBERSON/DUNN

MCCD

34

7

44.88

1 8. 16

Central

POWERLINP

27

6

23.79

9.63

94.57

38.27

Central

SHANAHAN-3•

5-3

28

6

Central

SHANAHAN-4•

5-4

11

3

1 9.42

7.86

Central

SHANAHAN-5*

5-5

14

3

45.98

18.61

Central

SHANAHAN-9•

5-9

14

3

28.74

1 1 .63

5-10

13

3

24.53

9.93

18

4

1 3.05

5.28

11

3

24.35

9.85

Central

SHANAHAN-1 o•

Central

STENGEL-1-1 *

ST-1

Central

STENGEL-1-3*

ST-3
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Table 3.3: Stands and Plots in Open Space Forest Inventory. All stands listed
(with the exception of those in italics) were included in the overstory inventory.
Stands in boldface were included in the understory inventory. Stands marked with
an asterisk were designated during Project Greenslope.
# of
Perm.
Plots

Map
Display

Stand Name

Abbreviation

Central
Central

STENGEL-I-5*
STENGEL-I-6*

ST-5
ST-6

Central

STENGEL-I-7*
STENGEL-I-8*

ST-7
ST-8

7

STENGEL-I-9"
STENGEL-1-1 o•

ST-9

7
7

2

22
5

5
2

Central
Central
Central
Central

ST-1 0

WATERTANK*
ELDORADO-NW

ELDO-NW

# of
Plots
8
19
5

Acres

Hectares

2
4

6.63
28.38

2.68
1 1 .49

2
2

9.86

3.99
6.05

2

1 4.94
1 2.99
1 1 .70

5.26
4.73
49.57
4.13

1 22.49

South

ELDORADO-C

ELDO-C

5

2

1 0.20
4.98

South

ELDORADO-E

ELDO-E

18

4

1 5.97

6.46

South

ELDO-N

18

4

21.69

South

ELDORADO-N
ELDORADO-$

ELDO-S

10

3

8.78
1 2.83

South

ELDORADO-SW

ELDO-SW

17

4

31.71
24.65

South

ELDORADO-T

ELDO-T

South
South

ELDORADO-W
LIN DSAY-JEFFCO-NE

ELDO-W
LJC-NE

5
19

South

LINDSAY-JEFFCO-NW

LJC-NW

South

LINDSAY-JEFFCO-SE

LJC-SE

South

11
18
21

2.02

9.98

2

1 8.15

7.35

4
3

48.83
54. 1 7

1 9.76

4

50.08
44.92

21.92
20.27
1 8.18

South

LINDSAY-JEFFCO-SW

LJC-SW

14

5
3

South

LINDSAY-N

LIND-N

10

3

97.05

39.28

South

LINDSAY-S

LIND-S

18

4

52.56

21.27

MOORE-ROBINSONLINDSAY

MRL

23

5

69.75

28.23

SCHNEIDER GIFT-N
SCHNEIDER GIFT-S

SG-N
SG-S
STGL-11

10

3

41 .00

16.59

10
22

3

5

18.06
151.65

7.31
61.37

817

1 96

2094

847

South
South
South
South

.

STENGEL-II

TOTAL

24.90

1 0.08

forest stands is attached in Appendix 3 . 1 . Data collected during the recent forest
overstory inventory are summarized below to provide information on current
forest composition and structure.

3.5.1 AGE STRUCTURE
Current tree age and diameter distributions fn the Open Space forest stands
reflect impacts from two post-settlement factors. Both extensive logging and
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uncontrolled fires in the early non-Native-American settlement period cau sed
widespread mortality of trees and dramatically reduced the landscape extent of
forests, especially old-growth stands (Veblen and Lorenz 1 991, Goldblum and
Veblen 1 992). The impacts of logging and fires were especially pronounced in
the readily accessible foqthills and other low-elevation areas that comprise much
of the Open Space landscape.
Most tree establishment that began in the 1 880s to 1890s in Open Space stands
corresponds to establishment during this same period in other Front Range
ponderosa pine forests. Age structure data from forests at both Cheesman Lake
(Kaufmann et al. in revision) and Manitou Experimental Forest (Brown et al.
un published data) show pronounced pulses of tree recruitment during the 1 880s
to 1 890s. However, age data from Cheesman and Manitou suggest that the
1 8 80s to 1 890s pulse was very pronounced but relatively short-lived, with fewer
trees established in these areas during the rest of this century. Age data from
Open Space stands show more or less continuous recruitment from 1 900 to
1950. Trees surveyed in Open Space forest plots tend to have small diameters,
with a majority less than about 18 inches in diameter at breast height (Figure
3.2), and are generally young, with the majority less than 1 20 years old (Figure
3.3).
Some of the differences in patterns of tree establishment found by these studies
are likely related to differences in methodology for determining tree ages. Age
data from Cheesman and Manitou were determined from increment cores taken
at 1 2 to 14 inches (30 to 35 centimeters) height on tree stems. Cores were
dendrochronologically cross-dated to provide absolute tree ages. In contrast,
ages from the Open Space areas were determined from cores taken at breast
height (4.5 feet or 1 . 5 meters from the base of the tree) and ring counted in the
field. Ring counts do not account for missing or false rings in the ring series and
may miss smaller rings in the count. Furthermore, it can take up to several
decades for trees in dense stands in stressed growing conditions to reach breast
height.
To compare actual ages determined by dendrochronological methods to ages
determined from field counts, over 250 increment cores from trees in Open Space
stands were cross-dated. These cores were randomly-selected from those
collected for the forest inventory. The results of this comparison show that field
cou nted tree ages generally underestimated true ages, and that this error was
larger with older trees. When true ages are underestimated, patterns of
establishment are shifted to later dates. In Figure 3.4 more of the Open Space
trees were dated to the 1 880s to 1890s period after cross-dating. However, there
is still a large amount of spread in dates from the Open Space stands. This
spread may be related to the time it takes for trees to reach breast height in
these plots.

3.5.2 TREE DENSITIES AND STAND STRUCTURE
Tree stocking levels (stems/acre) by two-inch diameter size classes were
determined for each Open Space stand based upon tally tree data from variable
radius plots {see City of Boulder 1 998a for methodology). Although there is
usually only a weak relationship between tree establishment age and DBH for
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ponderosa pine (Figure 3.5), patterns of tree diameter distributions in forest
stands often have been used as indicators of tree establishment and growth
through time. Diameter distributions are also critical data for examining possible
future stand dynamics.
The nu mber of stems per acre by diameter class in each of the Open Space
stands was determined using the equation:
(BAF/BA)/# of plots == Stems/Acre
where BAF is the basal area factor used for variable radius plot (all plots in the
Open Space inventory were BA == 20) and BA is basal area in square feet for
each size class (determined as N(DBH 2 • 0.0054542 ), where N is the number of
tally trees by diameter class for all plots within a stand; Shepperd 1 980). Stems
of different species were not separated for the calculation of stocking levels since
the intent was to determine overall tree density in each stand. The percentage of
Douglas-fir increased with sta nd elevation, with a sharp change from
predominantly ponderosa pine to predominantly Doug las-fir at around 6,700 feet
(Figure 3.6).
Numbers of trees by diameter classes in the Open Space stands are summarized
in Table 3.4. Stocking levels also were converted to basal areas (BA) to examine
relative contributions of different diameter classes to stand densities. These
results are summarized in Table 3.5.
Diameter classes below approximately 4 inches are not well represented when 20
BA prisms are used for variable radius plots because of the difficulty in
determining when smaller trees are within plot boundaries (W.D. Shepperd and
F.W. Smith, personal communication). Therefore, stocking levels for the smallest
diameter classes should be considered as conservative in Tables 3.4 and 3.5.
However, many of the stands had abundant seedlings (trees over 6 inches in
height and less than 1 inch DBH) and saplings (trees 1 to 4.9 inches DBH) that
were recorded in 1 / 1 00 acre regeneration plots, although several stands had
few to no seedlings in regeneration plots.
Extrapolating these smaller diameter classes to the future suggests that, in the
absence of heavy mortality of seedlings and smaller sized trees, many of the
Open Space stands will continue to increase in tree basal areas and stand
densities. Size distributions in several stands that originally were inventoried
during Project Greenslope in the late 1 970s and early 1 980s exhibit distinct
patterns that can be related to Project Greenslope treatments. In several of these
stands, the impacts of thinning from below are evident with few or no trees in
the under eight-inch size classes. Thinning from below involved removal of all
trees under a specific DBH. Project Greenslope stands that exhibit a pattern of
thinning from below include D-1 , D-2, D-1/1 8 1 , Lower Shanahan, Powerline, S-9,
S-10, ST-6, ST-7, Stengel-II, and Watertank. Several of these stands also have
large nu mbers of seedlings that have become established in the stand since
treatment during Project Greenslope (see Table 3.4).
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Table 3.4: Tree Density for Open Space Forest Inventory Stands. Tree density is shown in
stems/acre by two-inch diameter classes. Stands are grouped in three classes based upon the
management prescriptions recommended in Chapter 4.

Stand

Stems/Ac by Diameter Class (in) = Tree Density
4
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8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24
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5.7

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

6.6
1.1
0.0

0.5

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

444.1
523.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

o.o

0.0

00

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0
0.0

582.5
584.3

SG-N
MQC-W

76.4

MOC
BARUT-NE

183.3

3B.2
0.0

229.2

19.1

o,o
17.0

ELDO-NW

1 83.3

137.5

61.1

11.5

14.7

15.3

7.8
15.0

ELDO-W

96.5

168.9

96.5

66.3

42.5

21.4

14.8

SG-S

163.3

160.4

122.2

57.3

36.7

11.2

ELDO·T

366.7

91.7

20.4

34.4

44.0

10.2
10.2

9.0
0.0

1 1 .2

5.7

ELDO-N

0.2

25.5
45 8

0.0
101.9
0.0

ELD0-5

0.0

0.8

352.6
371.6
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Table 3.5: Basal Area/Acre for Two-Inch Diameter Classes in Open Space Forest Inventory Stands.
Stands are grouped in three classes based upon the management prescriptions recommended in
Chapter 4.
Stand

Basal Areas (square feet) by Diameter Class (In inches)
6
8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
2
4

0,0
0.0
1.5
o.o
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.9
1. 1
0.0
a.o
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
a.o
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
o.a
o.a
o.a
0.0
a.o
a.o
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
o.a
o.a
o.a
o.a
o.a
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
a.o
0.0
o.o
0.0
0.0
o.a
o.a

0.0
0.0
1.6
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
o.a
0.0
0,0
o.a
a.o
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
a.o
0.0
00
0.0
0.0
o.a
06
00
0.0
00
00
0.0
0.0
00

15
50
55
58
36
57
60
47
72
34
ea
91
92
66
99
64
60
48
S4
51
74
60
60
BS
64
71
102
70
79
54
82
121

00
00
00
0.0
a.a
o.o
2.0
a.a
00
a.a
a.a
aa
0.0
0.0

76
120
97
63
64
103
136
78
102
110
71
99
63
73

00
0.0
a.o
a.a
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

82
56
98
87
144
07
72
138
100
76

0.0
7.5
18.5
4.0
1.8
1.4
6.2
0.0
6.4
6.3
7.7
1 1 .9
8.4
2.9
8.6
0.0
4.0
4.7
5.7
0.0
11.4
2.0
0.0
7.5
5.3
B.6
9.1
0.0
3.3
8.6
3.3
8.9

a.a
5.0
9.2
8.o
0.0
1.4
4.6
6.7
10.0
3,2
3.1
9.6
2.1
2.9
2.9
18
8.0
3.5
5.7
0.0
3.8
2,0
0.0
5.0
2.9
1.0
1.6
0.0
0.7
0.0
0.0
3.3

o.a
2.5
1.5
8.0
0.0
2.9
3.1
0.0
2.7
6.3
0.0
3.0
2. 1
4.3
4.3
a.a
a.a
5.3
00
a.a
38
4.0
4.0
0.0
1.8
3.8
0 .0
00
0.7
a.o
1 I
1.1

2.5
7.5
1.5
0.0
aa
1.4
a.a
33
45
a.a
1.5
00
2.1
14
14
0.0
0.0
2.9
2.9
a.a
a.a
a.a
0.0
00
a.a
a.o
o.a
0.0
0.0
0.0
o.o
a.o

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
00
0.0
0.0

10.0
11.2
7.6
14.5
11.4
14.0
5.7
11.1
13,3

0.0
7.5
4.6
18.0
5.5
12.9
13.8
6.7
18.2
3.2
12.3
148
20.0
8.6
20.0
7.3
12.0
4.7
20.0
8.6
12.4
4.0
8.0
17.5
4.1
12.4
7.3
1 1.4
6.7
11.4
B.9
11 .1

20.0
5.5
6.4
11.4
12.2
8.9
10.0
10.0
6.0
12.2
14 5
7.1
8.6
3.6

4.0
23.8
11.4
8.6
13.0
15.6
24.0
17.5
260
156
16.4
14.3
11.4
5.5

0.0
23,6
31.4
10.0
7.8
17.8
24.0
15.0
280
26.7
12.7
157
14.3
9.1

16.0
29.1
19.3
14.3
5.2
21.1
38.0
17.5
12.0
16 7
5.5
17.1
2.9
10.9

20.a
18.2
14.3
14.3
7.8
15.6
14.0
2.5
4.0

0.0
3.6
0.0
2.9
o.o
1.1
4.0
0.0
60
3.3
1.8
0.0
0.0
55

a.a
5.5
2.1
2.9
09
1.1
0.0
0.0
o.o
2.2
a.a
a.o
a.o
1.8

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
00
0.0
0.0
1.1
0.0
a.a
2.9
0.0

4.0
0.0
0.0
a.a
a.a
0.0
2.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
00
0.0
a.o
0.0

0.0
a.o
o.a
a.o
0.9
0.0
0.0
0.0

1 3.3
10.9
14.3
5.7
9.1

a.o
4o
9.1
a.o
6.4
21
5.7
8.6
3.5
3.5
10.0
6.7
6.0
2.0
7.5
2.5
4. 0
6.0
5.6
4.4
0.0
3.6
12.9
5.7
2.9 · a.a
3.6
12.7

0.0
o.a
o.a
a.a
a.o

4.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
4.0
a.a
0.0
0.0
0.0
a.a
0.0
a.a

4.0
67
8.0
13.3
0.0
3.3
12.0
1B.9
24.0
4.0

4.0
8.9
22.0
200
12,0
15.0
4.0
232
200
12.0

20.0
4.4
26.0
10.0
28.0
10.0
8.0
23.2
20.0
24.0

18.0
3.3
20.0
11.7
18.0
13,3
12.0
16.8
8.0
8.0

16.0
B.9
10.0
6.7
36.0
8.3
16.0
15.8
12.0
12.0

12.0
4.4
2.0
10.0
16.0
15.0
8.0
12.6
0.0
8.0

40
5.6
0 .0
1.7
4.0
6.7
0.0
11
0.0
a.a

2.0
2.2
a.a
1.7
4.0
3.:i
00
0.0
0.0
a.a

0.0
0.0
0.0
3.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

a.a
0.0
o.a
0.0
4.0
1.7
a.a
a.a
a.a
o.a

a.o
0.0
0.0
0.0
o.o
0.0
o.a
0.0
a.a
0.0

0.0
00
a.a
00
o.a
a.o
0.0
0.0
a.a
a.a

UC.SW
PNBRK
ST-8
D·3 AND D-4
ST-7
ST-10
LJC.SE
DAKR
NBV-S
SUNSHINE
MCCD
WITT-NW
S-4
KSLR
WITT-NE
ST-9
ST-1
LIND·S
ELDO-C
UC-NE
S-3
WITT-W
MRL
ELDQ.E
L1ND-N
ST-5
wrTT-E
UC-NW
MRSL
wrTT-S
FOX-W
ST-3

0.0
0.0
0.7'
1.4
0.9
1.1
0.0
2.5
2.0
3.3
5.5
4.3
5.7
7.3

4.0
1.8
3.6
4.3
9,6
5.6
6.0
5.0
10.0
8.9
5.5
11.4
14,3
10.9

ELDO-S
ELDD-N
SG-N
MQC-W
MOC
BARUT-NE
ELDO-NW
ELOO-W
SG-S
ELOQ.T

0.0
2.2
0.0
1.7
4.0
5.0
4.0
2. 1
4.0
8.0

0.0
2.2
4.0
3.3
0.0
1.7
120
14.7
14.0
B.O

s.s

Total

5.0
7.5
62
10.0
7.3
17.1
10.8
3.3
11.8
53
30.8
24.4
27.4
15.7
24.3
23.6
12.0
7.6
20.0
2.9
20.0
6.0
12.0
15.0
6.5
15.2
25.5
14.3
9.3
8.6
13.3
20.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
2.0
1.8
0.0
3.1
3.3
o.o
0.0
1.5
0.0
2.1
0.0
0 .0
1.8
4.0
2.9
5.7
5.7
0.0
6.0
12.0
7.5
5.3
4.8
5.5
5.7
8 .0
2.9
1.1
7.8

s.9
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5.0
2.5
4.6
4.0
11 8
12.9
12.3
6.7
6.4
3.2
16.9
14.8
15 8
12.9
22.9
73
8.0
3.5
200
5. 7
10.5
10 0
16.0
12.5
12.4
9.5
21.8
15.7
21.3
11.4
27.B
35.6

0.0
0.0
0.0
00
0.0
0.0
00
0.0
0.9
0.0
0.0
0.7
0.0
2.9
0.0
1.8
4.0
2.9
0.0
2.9
1.9
4.0
4.0
2.5
2.4
1.9
1.B
0.0
2.0
0.0
2.2
1.1

D-1
FOX-E
WATERTANK
BS
S-10
POWERL1NE
ST-6

30

2.5
10.0
46
40
7.3
4.3
4.6
13.3
7.3
4.2
8.2
8.1
10.5
11.4
7.1
14.5
8.0
4.7
8.6
17.1
9.5
8.0
0.0
7.5
11.2
6.7
14.5
11.4
12.7
5.7
13.3
189

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
00
00
0.0
0.0
00
1.1
0.0
00
0.0
0.0
00
00
0.0
0.6
0.0
0.0
10
00
0.0
0.0
06
1.0
0.0
1.4
0.7
2.9
2.2
1.1

NBV·N
D.1/81
D·2
LOWER SHANAHAN
STGL·II

28

0.0
0.0
1.5
0.0
2.7
2.9
1. 5
3.3
18
1.1
0.0
3.7
1. 1
2.9
57
5.5
0.0
3.5
5.7
8.6
1.0
14.0
4.0

2.0
8.9
4.0
5.0
24.0
8.3
o.o
11.6
2.0
0.0

0.9
a.a
aa
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.4
0.0
0.0
1.2
00
0.0
0.0
00
o.a
a.a
a.o
0.0
0.0
0. 0
0.7
o.a
0.0
0.0

o.o
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Finally, the most recent 1 0-year radial growth increments were measured on
each core collected for age structure. Ten-year radial increments were converted
to basal area increments (BAI) to provide estimates of average tree growth
rates in stands. Multiple factors can affect average growth rates, including
environmental conditions (e.g.; soils, aspect, and elevation), climate variability,
and competition with surrounding trees. However, overall trends in growth rates
in Open Space stands follow trends similar to those seen at Manitou
Experimental Forest (Brown et al. unpublished data), with smaller growth
increments recorded in plots with more trees ( Figure 3. 7).
Average radial growth increments in stands also are inversely related to both total
tree basal area/acre (Figure 3.8) and average percent stand canopy cover
(Figure 3.9). Stands shown in Figures 3.8 and 3.9 are only those located
primarily in foothill landscape positions where environmental variations, such as
elevation or differences in soils, should minimally affect comparison of average
growth rates. Stands that were not treated during Project Greenslope tend to
have the highest canopy coverage and tree basal areas and the slowest average
tree growth rates, while Project Greenslope treated stands tend to have less
canopy cover, lower basal area/acre, and faster growth rates in individual trees.
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3.6
A jorest is
much, much
more than a
collection of
trees.
Pielou 1988

FOREST UNDERSTORY VEGETATION
Although forests are defined primarily by trees, most of the plant species that
grow in forests are found in the understory, which is the layer of shrubs,
wildflowers, and grasses beneath the forest canopy. The abundance and
diversity of understory plants directly influence the abundance and diversity of
forest wildlife and are indicators of the ecological condition of the forest
Understory vegetation also influences important ecological processes, such as
contributing to soil fertility and soil stabilization, altering pine seedling growth and
mortality rates, and affecting the intensity and spread of ground and surface fires
(Marschner 1 997).
The Open Space understory inventory was conducted in 1 997. During the
overstory inventory some plots were permanently-monumented (plot 1 , plot 5, plot
1 0, etc., in each stand). Understory plots (20 meters square) were established
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only on these permanent plots in 37 of the 60 Open Space stands (see Table
3.6). Three technical reports provide complete details on the methodology, data
analysis, and results of the forest understory inventory (City of Boulder 1 998a,
City of Boulder 1 998c, and Murphy 1998). The results of the understory inventory
are summarized below and in Table 3.6.

Table 3.6: Floristic Summary of Open Space Forest
Inventory Plots
Understory
_

SPECIES

330

GENERA

232

FAMILIES

79

FAMILIES WITI-l THE HIGHEST NUMBERS OF SPECIES:
ASTERACEAE

Sunnower Famlly

65 species

POACEAE

Grass Family

56 species

FABACEAE

Pea Famlly

17 species

BRASSICACEAE

Mustard Family

1 6 species

ROSACEAE

Rose Family

15 species

3.6.1 OPEN SPACE FOREST UNDERST0RY INVENTORY
The main goals of the Open Space understory inventory were ( 1 ) to describe the
composition and structure of the forest vegetation, (2) to analyze the current
condition of the understory on forested Open Space lands, and (3) to provide
baseline data for future management and monitoring projects.
A previous study funded by City of Boulder Open Space found that the plant
communities most in need of study were ponderosa pine forests and mountain
shrublands (Bunin 1985). The 1 997 Open Space understory inventory is one of a
series of studies funded by Open Space and Boulder Mountain Parks (see Bunin
1 985, Cooper 1 984, D'Amico et al. 1998, Hogan 1 989, 1993a, 1 993b, 1 994,
1 995, Kettler et al. 1 993) with the aim of increasing the understanding of the plant
species and plant communities which form the basis of the biological wealth and
beauty of this area.
FLORISTIC SUMMARY

One-hundred and thirty-three plots on 37 Open Space forest stands were
sampled during the 1 997 field season (May through August). These 37 forest
stands are predominantly low-elevation ponderosa pine forests. Many of the
forest stands which are dominated by Douglas-fir were not included in the
understory inventory during 1 997 due to both time constraints and the difficulty of
using the cover-point optical device in dense forests and on steep slopes (see
City of Boulder 1 998a and 1 998c far details an methodology). Nonvascular plants
(lichens and mosses) were not documented during this study. The forest stands
for the most part exclude riparian and wetland areas, but in some cases are
adjacent to them.
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Three hundred and thirty species of vascular plants were documented during the
1 997 understory inventory in 79 families and 232 genera (Table 3.6). This
represents 21 % of the species, 35% of the genera, and 59% of the families found
in Boulder County. Weber (1 995) reports 1 5 38 species of vascular plants in
Boulder County in 135 families and 666 genera. A list of all plants found in the
understory inventory plots during the 1997 field season is appended to the Open
Space Understory Inventory Report (City of Boulder 1998c).
PLANT GEOGRAPHY

The location of the study area near the meeting place of the Great Plains and the
Rocky Mountains is a significant factor in the composition and distribution of the
plant species found here. As Mutel and Emerick ( 1992) note, "the transition
between the Great Plains and the Southern Rocky Mountains is particularly
abrupt along the eastern slope of the Front Range near Boulder, where the high
peaks along the Continental Divide are less. than twenty miles from the edge of
the grasslands." Weber ( 1965, 1 995) points out that this area has been
influenced botanically by the northern and southern Great Plains, the eastern
woodlands of the U.S., the north/south Rocky Mountain corridor, and even Asia.
Peet (1981) notes that the Front Range is adjacent to a large area of semi-arid
vegetation to the south and east, but disjunct from larger areas of cool or mesic
vegetation.
Weber (1 995) lists the following understory species as distinctive to the
transitional, or ecotonal, area between the high plains and ponderosa pine
woodland: leadplant (Amorpha nana), buckbrush (Ceanothus herbaceus),
western spring beauty (Claytonia rosea), needlegrass (Hesperostipa spartea),
marbleseed (Onosmodium mo/le occidentale), prairie dropseed (Sporobo/us
heterolepis), and birdfoot violet ( Viola pedatifida). All of these species were
documented during the understory inventory, but two (leadplant and birdfoot
violet) were infrequent in the understory inventory plots and have been classified
as imperiled in the state of Colorado (Colorado Natural Heritage Program 1999).
ENDEMICS AND DISJUNCTS

Other special elements of the flora of this area include endemics (species with a
range confined to a limited area) and disjuncts (species occurring in two or more
widely separated geographic areas). Some endemics are confined to a large
area, like the Southern Rocky Mountains, and others are confined to smaller
areas. Regional endemics are important elements of the flora, as they are
especially sensitive to disturbance.
Below is a list of some of the endemic and disjunct species that occur in the study
area with notes about their distribution in the Open Space forest stands and in
Boulder County (the latter taken from Weber 1 995):
•

Mountain caraway (Aletes acau/is) is a member of a small genus limited to
the southwestern U.S. Very common iri Boulder County on cliffs in the foothill
canyons, but only one record in the understory inventory plots.

• . Whiskbroom parsley (Harbouria trachypleura) represents a monotypic genus
(only one species in the genus) restricted to the montane zone of the Front
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Range. Common in the understory inventory plots and widely distributed in
Boulder County on open, dry slopes throughout the foothills.
•

Colorado sunflower (He/ianthus pumilis) is an endemic sunflower.
Uncommon in the understory inventory plots, but common in Boulder County
in the foothills.

•

Waxflower (Jamesia americana) is a monotypic genus limited to only three
principal areas in the western U.S. Only two records in the understory
inventory plots, and uncommon in Boulder County in the lower montane
forests, but common on higher-elevation stands sampled during the overstory
inventory.

•

Spike fescue (Leucopoa kingit) is a disjunct, the only American species of a
small Asiatic genus. Fairly common in the understory inventory plots, and
very common in Boulder County in the open ponderosa pine forests of the
outer foothills.

•

Boulder raspberry (Oreobatus deliciosus) is a monotypic genus limited to the
American southwest Common in the understory inventory plots and in
Boulder County in the outer foothill canyons.

•

Bluemist penstemon (Penstemon virens) is endemic to the middle altitudes of
the Front Range. One of the most common plants in the understory inventory
plots, and very abundant in Boulder County in the outer foothills.

•

Blue-bottle gentian (Pneumonanthe bigelovi1) is an endemic restricted to the
Eastern Slope of the Front Range below 8000 feet. Common in the
understory inventory plots and in Boulder County from the outer foothills to
the upper montane in dry forests and grasslands.

EASTERN WOODLAND-PRAIRIE ELEMENT

Weber (1995} describes the eastern woodland-prairie element of the flora as
remnants from an earlier, milder era when the eastern woodlands stretched
across the present area of the Great Plains. As the climate became drier and the
vegetation shifted to grasslands over the last several thousand years, some
eastern species survived in more mesic areas in the foothills. These species
include:
•

Leadplant (Amorpha nana) is uncommon in Boulder County and in the
understory inventory plots (four records).

•

Sunsedge (Carex pensy/vanica heliophila) is the most common sedge in the
foothills and in the understory plots.

•

Buckbrush (Ceanothus herbaceus} was found on one understory inventory
plot.

•

Pin cherry (Cerasus pensy/vanica) occurred on one understory inventory plot
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•

Hazelnut (Cory/us cornuta) occurred on only one understory inventory plot,
but is more common in riparian areas.

•

Frostweed (Crocanthemum bicknelli1) was fo und on one understory inventory
plot.

•

Birdsfoot violet ( Viola pedatifida) was documented on three forest stands, but
was not found in any of the understory inventory plots.

The grasses below are prominent in the tallgrass prairie of the eastern Great
Plains and also occur in some grassland areas in Boulder County and intermixed
with other species in the open pine forests:
•

Big bluestem (Andropogon gerardil) is one of the most common grasses
found in the understory inventory plots.

•

Porcupine grass (Hesperostipa spartea) is fairly common in the understory
inventory plots.

•

Little bluestem (Schizachyrium scoparium) is common in the understory
inventory plots.

•

lndiangrass (Sorghastrum avenaceum) is fairly common in the understory
plots.

•

Prairie dropseed (Sporobotus heterolepis) is uncommon in the understory
plots.

PLANT SPECIES COMPOSITION

Plant ecologists have developed a number of methods for assessing species
composition in a given area, including measurements of species frequency,
species cover, and species richness, as well as proportions of endemic, non
native, and threatened or endangered species (see Noss and Cooperrider,
1994).

PLANT SPECIES FREQUENCY

Species frequency is the percentage of sampling units (or plots, in the case of the
inventory) in which a given plant species occurs. Species frequency in the
understory inventory is based on the species lists which were compiled for each
of the 133 one-tenth-acre plots sampled. Frequency is a useful measure for
comparing different plant communities and for monitoring change over time, and
also provides a view of the distribution of species throughout the study area. A
list of all the species docu mented durin g the 1 997 field season in their order of
frequency is included in the Open Space Forest Understory Inventory Report
(City of Boulder 1998c).
Species frequency in the study area ranged from 99% (132 out of 1 33 plots) for
ponderosa pine to 0.75% for many species which were recorded in only one plot.
The 22 most frequent species occurred in over 50% of the plots. The 70 most
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freq uent species occu rred in over 20% of the plots. Most species occurred in
less than 1 0% of the plots. Table 3. 7 lists all of the species found in the top eight
frequency classes. These are the most common species in the forest stands.
What these species indicate about the condition of the forest is discussed in more
detail in Section 3.6.2.
Trees

The only coniferous trees found in the forest stands sampled during the Open
Space understory inventory were ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa scopulorum,
all plots except one}, Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii, 30% of the plots},
limber pine (Pinus flexi/us, not recorded in any understory plots, but documented
in the overstory inventory), and Rocky Mountain juniper (Sabina scopu/orum,
24% of the 1 3 3 plots}.
Deciduous trees are uncommon in the ponderosa pine forest outside of riparian
areas, which were mostly outside the boundaries of the forest stands. Eleven
species of deciduous trees were documented during the understory inventory.
Five of the 1 1 were recorded with low frequency in the study plots: Rocky
Mountain maple (Acer g/abrum}, serviceberry (Amelanchier alnifolia), hackberry
(Ce/tis reticu/ata), hawthorn (Crataegus species), and oak (Quercus species), all
of them native except for the oak, which is native to the south and west of the
study area but not to Boulder County (Weber 1 995). Hackberry (Ce/tis reticu/ata)
is a native tree of limited abundance locally. The other six species were recorded
within the forest stands but not in any of the understory plots and are uncommon
on dry sites (see Table 3.8).
Shrubs

The only coniferous shrub fou nd in the study area is common juniper (Juniperus
communis alpina). It is a regular constituent of the ponderosa pine forest, but
occurs infrequently (10% of the plots). Other evergreen shrubs include
kinnickinnick (Arcostaphylos uva-urs1), which was seldom found within the study
area (7% of the plots), but is common at higher elevations.
Unlike deciduous trees, deciduous shrubs are a major component of the
understory vegetation of the low-elevation ponderosa pine forest. Trees generally
require a more mesic environment, while many shrubs have a slower growth rate
and can survive under more xeric conditions (Mozingo 1 987)). Twenty-three
species of shrubs were docu mented in the study area, nine of them common (see
. Table 3.8). The two with the highest frequency (77%) are skunkbrush (Rhus
aromatica trilobata) and wax currant (Ribes cereum) . The other common shrubs
in order of frequency are holly-grape (Mahonia repens) 50%, chokecherry (Padus
virginiana) 49%, wild rose (Rosa woodsii/R. sayii) 47%, boulder raspberry
(Oreobatus deliciosus) 42%, buckbrush (Ceanothus fendleri) 36%, and mountain
mahogany (Cercocarpus montanus) 12%.
The 14 uncommon shrub species include leadplant (Amorpha nana), a rare shrub
found on only four understory plots, bladder senna (Colutea arborescens}, a non
native shrub that escaped from cultivation and is established in a limited part of
the study area, as well as shrubs that are more common either on mesic sites
wild plum (Prunus americana), golden currant (Ribes aureum), and common
gooseberry (Ribes inerme)--or at higher etevations-oceanspray (Ho/odiscus
discolor) and waxflower (Jamesia americana}.
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Table 3.7: Plant Species in Frequency Classes for Open Space
Forest Understory Inventory Plots.
Frequency classes show the percentage of 1 33 plots in which the species was found.
Plots were 1/10 of an acre (400 square meters). Natwe species are in boldface.
Some species were difficult-to distinguish in the field and are listed as pairs (e.g.,
Heterotheca villosa/H. fo/iosa).
Frequency
Class

Species in Frequency Class

Common Name

90 to 100

Pinus ponderosa scopu/orum

Ponderosa pine

80 to 89

Artemisia /udovlciana
Carex pensylvan/ca heliophila

Prairie sage
Sunsedge

70 lo 79

Ach/1/ea lanulosa
Grinde/ia squarrosa/G. subalpina
Opuntia macrohiza
Penstemon virens
Ribes cereum

Western yarrow
Gumweed
Prickly-pear cactus
Bluernist penstemon
Wax currant

60 to 69

Andropogon gerardii
Campanula rotundifol/a
Drymocallis fissa
Poa compressa
Poa agassizensis
Tragopogon dubius major

Big bluestem
Harebell
Cinquefoil
Canada bluegrass
Mountain bluegrass
Salsify

50 lo 59

Ambrosia psilostachya var.
coronopifolia
Cerastlum strictum
Elymus elymoides/E. longifolius
Harbouria trachypleura
Heterotheca villosa/H. fo//osa
Muhlenbergia montana
Rhus aromatica trilobata
Verbascum thapsus

Western ragweed

Achnatherum nelsonil
All/um cemuum
Anisantha tectorum
Antennaria species
Artemis/a friglda
Bromus japonicus,
Carduus nutans macro/epis
Danthonia spicata plnetorum
Hesperostipa comata
Koeleria macrantha
Liatris punctata
Mahon/a repens
Oreobatus deliciosus
Padus virginlana melanocarpa
Phace/ia heterophyl/a
Rosa woodsl/lR. sayi
Schizachyrlum scoparium
Symphorlcarpos a/bus/S. occidentalis

Needlegrass
Wild onion
Cheatgrass
Pussytoes
Fringed sage
Japanese brome
Musi< thistle
Poverty oatgrass
Needle-and-thread grass
Junegrass
Gayfeather
Holly-grape
Boulder raspberry
Chokecherry
Scorpionweed
Wild rose
Little bluestem
Snowberry

40 to 49

Mouse ear
Squirreltail
Whlskbroorn parsley
Hairy golden aster
Mountain muhly
Three-leaf sumac
Mullein
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Table 3.7: Plant Species in Frequency Classes for Open Space
Forest Understory Inventory Plots.
Frequency classes show the percentage of 1 33 plots in which the species was found.
Plots were 1/10 of an acre (400 square meters). Native species are in boldface.
Some species were difficult to distinguish in the field and are listed as pairs (e.g.,
Heterotheca villosa/H. foliosa).
Frequency
Class

Species in Frequency Class

Common Name

30 to 39

Aster porteri
Ceanothus fend/eri
Gail/ardia aristata
Geranium caespitosum atropurpureum,
Hypericum perforatum
Lathyrus leucanthus
Pseudotsuga menzles/J
Psora//d/um tenuiflorom
Pu/satilla patens multifida
Taraxacum officinale

Porter aster
Buckbrush
Blanket flower
Wild Geranium
St. Johnswort
Peavine
Douglas-fir
Wild alfalfa
Pasqueflower
Dandelion

20 to 29

Allium species
Amica fu/gens
Breea a,vensis
Bromops/s lanatipes
Bromus briziformis
Cirsium ochrocentrom
Cynoglossum officinale
Cystopterls fragi/1s
Eremogone fendlerf
Erigeron species
Eriogonum ffavum
Erfogonum umbellatum var. umbel/alum
Lactuca serriola
Leucopoa king/I
Mertens/a lanceolata
Monarda fistuloa methifolia/M. pectinata
Phleum pratense
Sabina scopulorom
Solidago species
Yucca glauca

Wild onion
Meadow arnica
Canada thistle
Woolly brome
Rattlesnake brome
Wavyleaf thistle
Houndstongue
Brlttlefern
Desert sandwort
Fleabane
Wild buckwheat
Wild buckwheat
Wild lettuce
Spike fescue
Bluebe[(s
Horsemint
Timothy
Rocky Mountain juniper
Goldenrod
Spanish bayonet
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Table 3.8: Frequency for Trees and Shrubs in Open Space Forest Understory Inventory Plots
0 = occun-ed in stands only (not documented in any understory inventory plots)
% Frequency
Central
South
North
Location of Plots
ALL
68 plots
36 plots
29 plots 133 plots
TREES: CONl�ERS
Limber pine
0
0
0
0
Pinus f/exllus
Ponderosa pine
100
100
100
100
Plnus ponderosa scopulorum
Douglas-fir
14
49
7
30
Pseudotsuga menziesii
29
Rocky Mountain juniper
22
24
14
Sabino scopulorum
TREES: DECIDUOUS
Acer glabrum
Amelanchier a/nifolia
Ce/tis reticulata
Cory/us cornuta
Crataegus sp.
Ligustrum vu/gare
Negundo aceroides inter/us
Popu/us sp.
Popu/us tremuloides
Quercus sp.
Salix scouleriana

Rocky Mountain maple
Serviceberry
Hackberry
Hazelnut
Hawthorn
Privet
Box-Elder
Cottonwood
Aspen
Oak
Scouler's willow

EVERGREEN SHRUBS
Arcostaphy/os uva-ursi
Juniperus communis

Kinnickinnick
Common juniper

DECIDUOUS SHRUBS-COMMON
Ceanothus fend/er/
Cercocarpus montanus
Mahonia repens
Oreobatus deliciosus
Padus virginiana
Rhus aromatica trilobata
Ribes cereum
Rosa woodsi/lR. sayii
Symphoricarpos sp.

Buckbrush
Mountain-mahogany
Holly-grape
Boulder raspberry
Chokecherry
Skunkbrush
Wax currant
Wild rose
Snowberry

DEaDUOUS SHRUBS�NCOMMON
Leadplant
Amorpha nana
Buckbrush
Ceanothus herbaceous
Pin cherry
Cerasus pensy/vanlca
Rabbitbrush
Chrysothamnus nauseosus
Bladder
senna
Co/utea arborescens
Oceanspray
Holodiscus discolor
Waxf\ower
Jamesia americana

8
3
8

0

7
1
4

0

3

0

0
0

0
0

0
0
0
0
8

0

0
1

0

8
2

0

0
4
0
0

0

14
0
0
0

0

0
0

5

0
0
1

0

11

10

10

7

7
10

11
28

40

59
17
34

36
12
50
42
49
77

56

61

56

72

72
36

6

7
0

1

53
34
41
78
78

54

38

59
80
80
41

77

47

56

34

34

40

0

3

0
0

1
0
0
0

1

0

0

0

3
0

0
1
1

0
0
3

0
0
17
0
3

4
1
2
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Table 3.8: Frequency for Trees and Shrubs in Open Space Forest Understory Inventory Plots
0 == occurred in stands only (not documented in any understory inventory plots)
% Frequency
Central
Location of Plots
South
North
ALL
Physocarpus sp.
Prunus americana
Rhus g/abra
Ribes aureum
Ribes inerme
Rubus idaeus melanolasius
Salix exigua
TOTALS

Ninebark
Wild plum
Smooth sumac
Golden currant
Common gooseberry
Wild raspberry
Sandbar willow

6
3
8

1
4
4

3

16

0
3

a

652

0

0

0
653

3
3
0

0

10
3
0
640

3
4
5
0
3
3
0
647

Forbs
Two-hundred and twenty-two forb species were recorded in the study area. The
species with highest frequency are prairie sage (Artemisia /udoviciana) 88%,
bluemist penstemon (Penstemon virens, 79%, and western yarrow (Achi/lea
lanulosa) 78%. Forbs are discussed in more detail below in Section 3.6.2.
Graminoids (Grasses, Sedges, and Rushes)
Sixty-eight graminoid species were recorded during the field season. The
species with highest frequency are sunsedge (Carex pensylvanica heliophila)
95%, mountain bluegrass (Paa agassizensis) 70%, and Canada bluegrass (Paa
compressa 68%. Graminoids are discussed in more detail below in Section 3.6.2.
PLANT SPECIES COVER

Species cover, the percent of ground surface covered by a given plant species,
is a measure of the dominance of different species in a plant community. Data
on the nonvegetation components of cover of the understory (litter, bare rock,
bare soil, gravel, and trails) were also collected. Cover data were collected
during the field season following poi nt-intercept methodology, using a cover
point ocular device designed by David Buckner of ESCO Associates (see City of
Boulder 1998a). Two hundred cover points were recorded for each plot. Not all
species in a plot have cover values, only those intercepted on the transects. Ten
of the 1 33 plots sampled have no quantitative cover values since they were
located on terrain too steep or too densely forested to sample with the cover-point
ocular device. A table that lists cover values for all species in all plots by
vegetation layer is included in the Open Space Forest Understory Inventory
Report (City of Boulder 1998c).
As can be seen in Figure 3.10, total nonvegetation cover values in the understory
inventory plots exceed total vegetation cover values. This is partly a reflection of
the low natural productivity of the land in a semiarid climate with a complex
surface geology and partly a result of human influences on the landscape. For
example, fire suppression and grazing have been shown to decrease the
productivity of understory vegetation in ponderosa pine forests.
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Figure 3.10: Total Vegetation and Nonvegetation Cover for Open
Space Forest Understory Inventory Plots.

Litter accounts for almost 87% of the total nonvegetation cover, and bare rock for
11%. The range of litter cover in the plots is quite broad, from 20% to 90%. In
some areas the litter was a thick layer of slowly decomposing pine needles, in
other areas a shallow layer of pine needles, and in grassy areas a mat of
decomposing herbaceous vegetation.
Figure 3.11 shows the total vegetation cover in the understory inventory plots.
Graminoids account for over half the total vegetative cover, forbs for over one-

D
•

Forbs

�

Graminoids

Shrubs

•

Trees

Figure 3.11: Vegetation Cover by Plant Layer for Open
Space Understory Inventory Plots.
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quarter, shrubs for 14% and trees for 6%. Note that tree cover as measured with
the cover-point device accounts for only tree branches within 4 to 5 feet of the
forest floor (the height of the device) and tree trunks intercepted during
sampling. Tree canopy cover measurements were taken during the Open Space
overstory inventory.
PLANT SPECIES RICHNESS

Species richness is a count of the number of plant species in a plot, area, or
community (Kent and Coker 1992). Species richness in the understory inventory
plots ranged from 1 8 species per plot to 80 species per plot, with an average of
48 species per plot. The southern stands had the hig hest average species
richness with the northern stands a close second. The central stands had the
lowest species richness, but the greatest range in the number of species/plot
(see Table 3.9). Overall there was no major difference in species richness in the
southern, central, and northern stands.
Table 3.9: Species Richness for Southern, Central, and Northern Open Space
Forest Understory Inventory Stands.
Southern
Stands

Central
Stands

Northam
Stands

ALL PLOTS

Average Species
Richness

50

45

49

48

Range of Species
Richness

28 to 69

1 8 to 73

31 to BO

1 8 to 80

Peet (1981) notes that species richness varies independently for different plant
groups within a plant community. Table 3. 1 0 shows the total number of species
for each plant group and the percent of total species richness in each group.
Table 3.10: Species Richness for Different Plant Groups on Open
Space Forest Stands.
Species Richness
Species

richness/plant
group

Percent of total
species
richness/plant
group

Trees

Shrubs

Forbs

Graminoids

9

32

263

68

2%

10%

67%

21%

Forbs account for 67% of the total species richness found in the understory
inventory plots, while graminoids account for 21 %. Trees and shrubs account for
much less of the species richness, but are the so-called dominant plants in the
forest due to their larger size and their large influence on the plants that grow
beneath them.
Table 3. 1 1 shows a comparison of percent of total cover and percent of total
species richness for each plant group. Graminoids, which account for 52% of
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total vegetation cover, account for only 2 1 % of total species richness, while
forbs, which account for only 27% of total cover, account for 67% of total species
richness.
Table 3.1 1 : Percent of Total Cover and Percent of Total Species
Richness/Plant Group.
Plant Group

Percent of Total
Cover

Percent of Total
Species Richness

Forbs

27

67

Graminoids

52

21

Shrubs

14

10

Trees

6

2

Note that tree cover in Table 3.1 1 only reflects a small percentage of total tree
cover, since only the stems and tree trunks along the transects were measured
with the cover-point ocular device.
SPECIES OF SPECIAL I NTEREST

Rare and Uncommon Plants

During the 1 997 field season the Open Space understory inventory crew
docu mented all occurrences of plants listed as rare and imperiled in Boulder
County by the Colorado Natural Heritage Program { 1 999), as well as species that
are uncommon on Open Space land but not classified as rare by Colorado
Natural Heritage Program. Table 3 . 1 2 lists the species that were documented in
the understory plots and stands and their locations {by stand and plot or by stand
only if the species did not occur within any of the plots within that stand).
Rare and imperiled species found in Boulder County, but not yet docu mented on
Open Space are:
•

Rocky Mountain sedge (Carex saximontana), which is very rare in Boulder
County {two records), is found on dry slopes of foothills canyons.

•

Torrey sedge (Carex torrey1) has been found only once af the mouth of
Gregory Canyon and Bear Canyon.

•

Scarlet gaura (Gaura neomexicana coloradensis) is very rare on the outwash
fans in Boulder County (one record).

Field personnel will continue to search for these species during future inventory
and monitoring work.
There are not sufficient data from this one field season to detennine whether
there are any areas with high concentrations of plants of special concern in the
study area. The limited available data shows that most of the rare species
documented during 1 997 were found in the southern (three occurrences) and
central (six occurrence s) forest stands, with only one occurrence in the northern
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Table 3.12: Rare and Uncommon Plants on Open Space Forest Stands. Ranking
codes are based on Colorado Natural Heritage Program (1 999) designations.'
Ranking
Code

Location in Open
Space Forests

Habitat, Boulder County
(Weber 1995)

Amorpha nana,
Lead plant

G5, S2

D-2 Stand, Lower
Shanahan Stand,
Powerllne #5, S-3 #25,
Watertank #15 and #20

Locally common on mesas.

Asplenium
septentriona/e,
Grass-fem

NA

Not documented during
the inventory, but
previously documented
on Lindsay and
Eldorado Mountain.

Frequent in crevices,
Flatirons.

Cheilanlhes fend/eri,
Upfem

NA

Witt-W #10

Locally frequent on seams
of granite outcrops.

Crocanthemum bickne/li/,
Frostweed

NA

S-9#10, Lindsay South
Stand

Rare, on hogbacks.

Unaria canadensis
texane,
Blue toadflax

NA

Not documented during
the inventory, but
previously documented
on Lindsay and
Shanahan.

Infrequent on the outwash
fans and sandy sites In
grasslands, piedmont
valleys.

Penstemon gracilis,
Slender penstemon

NA

LJC-NE Stand

Piperia unalascensis,
Alaskan orchls

NA

L.JC-NW Stand

Rare, outer foothills.

Smilax /asioneuron,
Carrion-flower

NA

Not documented during
the inventory, but
previously documented
on Lindsay and
Llndsay-JeffCo.

Infrequent in gulches of the
outwash fans.

Viola pedafffida,
Birdsfoot violet

G5, S2

Lower Shanahan Stand,
Watertank #1,
LJC-NE Stand

Uncommon on outwash
fans and grassy openings in
pine groves.

Species

Infrequent on the outwash

fans.

*G for Global Rank, based on rangG-wide status of species;
GS is "demonstrably secure globally, though it may be quite rare in parts of its range, especially at
the periphery·;
S2 Is "Imperiled In state because of rarity (6 to 20 occurrences) or because of other factors
demonstrably making II very vulnerable to extirpation from the state·;
S3 is "vulnerable In state (21 to 100 occurrences)" (Spackman et al.1997).
NA indicates that the species is not sufficiently Imperiled to merit a ranking by the Colorado Natural
Heritage Program, but Is a species of limited occurrence and Is being monitored on Open Space
lands.

forest stands. Additional rare plant survey work will provide a better evaluation of
the status of rare plants on Open Space lands.
Non-native Plant Species

Invasive non-native plant species (also known as aliens, exotics, or weeds)
commonly threaten native plant communities by displacing native species, and
impact natural areas by reducing native species diversity, affecting natural
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processes, raising the cost of land management, and diminishing aesthetic and
recreational values. Non-native plant species account for 20% of the plant
species documented during the understory inventory and 1 8 percent of the total
understory cover.
The overall importance values of the non-native species in the understory
inventory plots are listed in Table 3. 1 3. The importance values are a combination
of cover and frequency values (expressed as percentages), and provide an
indication of the importance of the plant species within a particular area (see
Murphy 1 998). Note that these importance values reflect only the data collected
for the understory inventory plots, and while they are representative of the forest
stands, more detailed weed mapping is needed to accurately assess which
species represent the greatest threat in this area. Also the importance values for
individual species do not reflect the potential these species have for displacing
native species or the difficulty of controlling them. Diffuse knapweed (Acosta
diffusa), for instance, has a much greater potential to disrupt local ecosystems
than other non-native species which have higher importance values for this
inventory.
rrable 3.13: Overall Importance Values for Non-native Plant Species from Open Space Forest
Understory lnventorv Plots.
A = annual; B = biennial; all other species are perennials
CS = cool season; PF = postfire; PG = postgrazing
IV = importance value
�op 1 0 11st = top 1 0 weeds in state of Colorado
noxious = on the noxious weed list for Colorado
Notes
Common Name
IV
Species
Poa compressa

Canada bluegrass

Tragopogon dub/us ma}or Salsify

CS, Increaser
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39

8

Bromus japonicus

Japanese brome

34

A

CS, Increaser PG

Anisantha tectorum

Cheatgrass

33

A

noxious; CS,
increaser PF/PG

Verpascum thapsus

Mullein

31

8

noxious; increaser
PF/PG

Carduus nutans
macro/epls

Musk thistle

29

A/B

Hyper/cum perforatum

St Johnswort

26

top 1 0 list; increaser
PF/PG

Taraxacum off/c/na/e

Dandelion

21

increaser PF/PG

Phleum pratense

Timothv

20

Breea arvensis

Canada thistle

16

Cynoglossum officinale

Hound's tongue

15

8

noxious; toxic to
livestock, horses

Anisantha/Bromus spp.

Cheatgrass/Brome
species

14

A

CS, Increaser PF/PG

Bromus brizifonnis

Rattlesnake brome

14

A

cs

Lactuca serrio/a

Prickly lettuce

13

A/B

Neo/epfa campestre

Fieldcress

11

Bromopsis lnermis

Smooth brome

10

top 1 0 list; increaser
PG

cs

top 10 list

increaser PF/PG

cs
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Table 3.13: Overall Importance Values for Non.native Plant Species from Open Space Fores1
Understorv Inventory Plots.
A= annual; B = biennial; all other species are perennials
CS;:: cool season; PF= postfire; PG= poslgrazing
IV ;:: importance value
top 10 list = top 10 weeds in state of Colorado
noxious = on the noxious weed list for Colorado
Species

Common Name

IV

Alyssum alvssoides

Alvssum

9

Silene antl"hina

Sleepy catchflv

8

Notes
A

increaser PG

A

spread bv horses

Camelina microcarpa

False flax

8

Elvtrfq/a repens

Quackqrass

8

noxious; WS

Potentilla recta

Sulfur cinquefoil

6

noxious;
too 10 list

Acosta diffusa

Diffuse knaoweed

4

Fa/lopia convofvulus

Black bindweed

4

Alvssum spp.

Alvssum

3

DactvHs g/omerata

Orchard arass

3

Acetosella vulaaris

Sheeo sorrel

3

Thlnopyrum intermedium Intermediate
wheatqrass

3

A

Increaser PG
increaser PF/PG

cs

Gal/um aparine

Bedstraw

2

A

Alvssum parv/florum

Alvssum

2

A

Convolvulus arvensis

Field bindweed

2

Nepeta cataria

Catnlo

2

Rumex crisous

Curlv dock

2

Turrltis glabra

Tower mustard

2

L/narla vu/aaris

Toadflax

2

Colutea arborescens

Bladder senna

2

Pseudognaphaflum
canescens

Cudweed

2

Agropyron cristatum
desertorum

Crested wheatgrass

2

Thlaspi arvense

Pennvcress

1

Increaser PG
too 10 list

top 10 list

cs
A

Agrostis glaantea

Redoo

1

cs

Saponaria offlcinalls

Bouncino bet

1

noxious

Arrhenatherum efatius

Tall oatorass

1

Bass/a sfeverslana

lronweed, Kochia

1

Clrsium vu/aare

Bull thistle

1

Poa pratensis

Kentuckv blueQrass

1

Sllene dlchotoma

Catchflv

1

T/thyma/us spathu/atus

SpurQe

1

Pseudognaphalfum
viscosum

Cudweed

1

Acosta maculosa

Sootted knapweed

<1

Asparaaus off/cinalis

Wild asoaraaus

<1

B

noxious

top 10 list
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Table 3.13: Overall Importance Values for Non-native Plant Species from Open Space Fores1

Understorv lnventorv Plots.
IA = annual; B = biennial; all other species are perennials
CS = cool season; PF = postfire; PG = postgrazing
IV = impo rtance value
top 1 O list = top 10 weeds in state of Colorado
noxious = on the noxious weed list for Colorado
Common Name
IV
Species
<1
Brome
Bromus commutatus
<1
Deptford pink
Dlanthus armeria
Daisv fleabane
Stenactus strlgosa
<1
Mvrtle spurae
<1
Tithvmalus myrsinltes
Venus' lookino olass
<1
Triodanis perfoliata
Red clover
<1
Trifollum vratense
Biobract
verbena
<1
Verbena bracteata
Non-native Plant Species With No Importance Values
Povertv brome
Capsella bursa-pastorls Shepherd's purse
Whitetop
Carder/a chalaoensis
Chenopodium berlandieri Netseed
lambsouarters
Blue mustard
Ch/orisoora tenella

Anisantha steri/1s

Notes

A

cs

A

noxious

A

A
A
A
A

noxious

Clchorium lntvbus

Chicory

noxious

Erodium cicutarium

Filaree

noxious

Iris sp.

Cultivated iris

Unaria genistifolia
da/matlca

Common toadflax

Poa bu/bosa

Bulbous blueQrass

A

Quercus species

Oak

Sisymbrium altlssimum

Jim Hill mustard

A

noxious

cs

The following non-native species were documented during the inventory and are
on the top ten weed list for the state of Colorado: musk thistle ( Carduus nut ans
macrolepis}, St. Johnswort (Hypericum perforatum), Canada thistle (Breea
arvensis}, diffuse knapweed (Acosta diffusa), field bindweed (Convotvu/us
arvensis), toadflax (Linaria vutgaris), and spotted knapweed (Acosta macu/osa),
but only the first three have relatively high importance values in the understory
inventory plots. In addition, several species are on the noxious weed list for the
state of Colorado: cheatgrass (Anisantha tectorum), mullein (Verbascum
thapsus), houndstongue (Cynoglossum officinale), species with relatively high
importance values in the Open Space inventory, and quackgrass (E/ytrigia
repens), sulfur cinquefoil (Potenilla recta}, bouncing bet (Saponaria officinale),
bull thistle (Cirsium vulgare), myrtle spurge (Tithymalus myrsinites}, chicory
(Chichorium intybus), blue mustard (Chlorospora tenella), filaree (Erodium
cicutarium), and common toadflax (Unan'a genistifolia dalmatica), species with
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low importance values in the Open Space inventory. Management concerns for
non-native species are discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.

3.6.2

OPEN SPACE FOREST PLANT ASSOCIATIONS

In addition to analyzing the plant composition of the forest as a whole, plant
ecologists consider the larger landscape patterns created by plant assemblages.
The plant association is currently considered to be the basic unit for vegetation
classification in North America. It is defined as "a plant community type of definite
floristic composition, uniform habitat conditions, and uniform physiognomy"
(Grossman et al. 199B). The Ponderosa pine/Sunsedge (Pinus ponderosa
scopu/orum/Carex pensylvanica he/iophila) Plant Association is the single plant
association delineated by an analysis of the 1997 understory inventory data (see
Murphy 199B for complete details of the analysis). Five plant subassociations
(PSAs} within this plant association were also delineated. As additional data are
collected
on Open Space and Mountain Parks forests, the plant association
·
analysis will be repeated, and the structure of some of these plant
subassociations may change, or new plant associations and subassociations may
be added.
Since this plant association and the five subassociations that occur within it on
Open Space forest lands have been influenced by natural and human
disturbances, these disturbances will be briefly described below, and then the
plant associations themselves will be described.
THE INFLUENCE OF DISTURBANCE ON PLANT SUCCESSION

· Plant communities and associations change over time as environmental
conditions change. These sequential changes in the vegetation on a given site
are known as plant succession, a process which is influenced by the
reproductive and competitive strategies of individual species, and by natural and
human disturbance. Although succession is usually described as species
t_umover or replacement, it also affects ecosystem structure and function (Dahms
and Geils 1997). In fact, plant communities and associations are often more
sensitive to disturbances than the larger landscape is. One of the challenges of
ecosystem management is to determine, to the extent possible, how ecosystems
change over time in response to natural and human disturbances.
Both natural and human disturbances have had, and will continue to have, a
profound influence on the plant species and communities found within a given
area and on the structure of the plant community (that is, the role of trees, shrubs,
forbs, and graminoids, their distribution and population structure, and associated
habitat variables}. As discussed earlier in the Plan, human activities have
influenced the plant communities of this area for hundreds of years, but most
notably since the middle 1B00s. In fact, the development and composition of
forest plant associations throughout the West have been influenced by four
primary factors over the last 150 years, namely, logging, intensive grazing of
livestock, fire suppression, and the introduction of non-native plants.
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Logging
Open Space forests have been cut periodically since the 1860s. Early settlers
cut trees for building homes, bridges, mines, and railroads, and to clear the land
for agricultural and mining enterprises. In more recent decades, the forests have
been logged to reduce th_e impact of mountain bark beetle and other infestations,
as was done during the late 1970s and early 1980s during Project Greenslope.
Today, following the paradigm of ecosystem management, land managers are
cutting trees to open the canopy and restore conditions that prevailed before the
policy of fire suppression was initiated and to prepare stands for prescribed fire.
Grazing
Plants respond to grazing pressure in different ways. Some plants are relished
by cattle and some are avoided. Some are resistant to grazing and some are not.
Research findings over the past several decades (U.S. Department of Agriculture
1937, Costello and Schwan 1946, Weaver 1968, Stubbendieck et al. 1986,
Holechek et al. 1989, Fleischner 1994) have shown that certain plants are
indicators of overgrazing, either because they are not palatable to livestock
(increasers), or are extremely sensitive to grazing (decreasers), or invade
disturbed areas where plant cover has been diminished (invaders).
Wildfire and Fire Suppression
Western forests have coevolved with fire and many species have developed
adaptations like thick bark and fire-adapted seed that allow them to survive
repeated burning. As discussed earlier, fires of all sizes and intensities have
been a regular feature of these forests throughout their history. These periodic
fires favor fire-resistant species in the forests over species that are vulnerable to
fire.
The growth-forms of plants affect their ability to survive fire and other
disturbances, especially in relation to the position of the "perennating tissue" (or
growth tissue) that is inactive during cold and/or dry seasons. Plants with their
growth tissues close to the ground or underground are more protected from
disturbances like ground fire and grazing.
Although fires were intentionally and unintentionally set by Native Americans and
early non-Native-American settlers, fire suppression has been the rule during the
last 100 years. Fire suppression also affects the abundance of certain plant
species, especially those that are least resistant to tire. In areas where fire
suppression has been in effect for many decades, for instance, these plants may
be much more abundant than they would be under an historical fire regime. Wax
currant (Ribes cereum), for example, is one of the most common shrubs in Open
Space forests. Since it is vulnerable to fire, it may decrease in abundance where
prescribed fires burn through the understory vegetation.

Introduction of Non-native Plant Species
Non-native species have gained ground in recent decades as more and more
land has been subjected to various kinds of disturbance. Intensive grazing
increases the spread and establishment of non-native species, as cattle disperse
seed, open up habitat for non-natives, and decrease competition from native
species that are good forage plants (Fleischner 1994). Logging, roads, and
recreational trails have also provided avenues for the introduction of non-native
plants.
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In the following section, the impacts of natural and human disturbances on the
plant associations found in Open Space forests will be discussed in greater detail.
DESCRIPTION OF PLANT ASSOCIATIONS AND SUBASSOC1AT10NS ON OPEN
SPACE FORESTS

The Ponderosa pine/Sunsedge (Pinus ponderosa scopulorum/Carex
pensy/vanica he/iophila) Plant Association and the five subassociations within it
are described and discussed below in relation to their location, environmental
factors, composition, condition, and management implications. Figure 3.12 is a
diagram of the indicator species for the plant associations and subassociations.
Indicator species are those species that show a high degree of fidelity to a
particular plant group, but are not necessarily abundant. Figure 3.13 shows
species with highest importance Values for each plant subassociation.
Importance values are based on both total percent cover and frequency values
for each species and provide a measure of the relative importance (or
dominance) of each species in a particular plant association (see Murphy 1998).
Ponderosa pine/Sunsedge Plant Association
(Pinus ponderosa/Carex pensy/vanica Plant Association)
This plant association has been described in several studies in the central Rocky
Mountain region (Alexander 1985, Anderson et al. 1998, Baker 1984, Bunin 1985,
Grossman et al. 1998, Hess and Alexander 1986, Johnson 1987, Peet 1978 and
1981 ). Ponderosa pine forests in the Rocky Mountains are usually characterized
by either a grass or a shrub understory. Along the Eastern Slope of the Front
Range low-elevation ponderosa pine forests are commonly associated with
Douglas-fir, Rocky Mountain juniper and common juniper, and are noted for the
diversity of the understory (Weber 1995, Marr 1961).
Plots: The Ponderosa pine/Sun sedge Plant Association is based on the cover
data collected on 123 of the 133 understory inventory plots in 37 forest stands.
The following ten plots were not assigned to a PSA due to lack of cover data,
since they were on slopes too steep or in stands too dense for sampling with the
·cover-point ocular device: Dakota Ridge (1, 5), MRL (5, 20), S-4 (10), ST-3 (1),
Witt-E (1), Witt-NW (5, 10), Witt-W (10).
Current Condition; Table 3.14 lists the indicator species for the Ponderosa
pine/Sunsedge Plant Association, as well as species with high importance values
for the plant association. A review of Table 3.14 indicates that only three of the
18 species listed are non-native: cheatgrass (Anisantha tectorum), Japanese
brome (Bromusjaponicus), and salsify (Tragopogon dubius). However, nine of
the native species listed are known to increase in areas that have been
intensively grazed, and are indicators of prior landscape disturbance. Three
additional species are decreasers: Nelson's needlegrass (Acnatherum nelsonil),
mountain muhly (Muhlenbergia montana), and wax currant (Ribes cereum),
plants that decrease in areas that have been intensively grazed. The fact that
these three species have high importance values probably indicates that the
ecosystem has recovered to some degree from previous grazing impacts. Fire
suppression in recent decades may also be a factor in the abundance of wax
currant and needlegrass, as these species are relatively vulnerable to fire.

Pinus ponderosa scopulorurn/Carex pensylvanlca hellophila Plant Association
OPEN SPACE PLANT ASSOCIATIONS AND SUBASSOCIATIONS

Pinus ponderosa
Carex pensylvanfca heliophila
Artemisia ludoviciana
Penstemon virens
Achlllea lanulosa
Ceraslium strictum
Drymocalfis fissa
Achnatherum ne/sonii
Ribes cereum
Opuntia macrorhiza & Muhlenbergia montana (sparse but wide spread)
123 samples

t+clay,+gra2,-s lope

61 plots
-Hypericuim perforatum
,... (( Poa compressa))
Rhus aromatica
t+gra2,+north ,-sl ope t+SE/SW,+sl ope
24 plots
37 plots

I

-Amica tu/gens
Senecio integerimus
Galium species
Lomatium orientale
Neolopia campestris
((Taraxacum officinalis})
((Eremogone fend/en))
( (Aster porteri})
((Antennaria species))
((Symphoricarpos species))

t+llmb,+ lltt,+bum

I
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62 plots

-oanthonia spicata
-Harbouria trachypleura
-ceanothus fendleri
,... Pseudotsuga menzesii
((Mahonia repens))

1¢eanothus fendleri/Danthonia spicataj

-Hesperostipa comata
((Schizachyrium scoparium))

IPoa compressa/Amica fulgens PSAj

1 7 plots
3 plots
1 7 plots
,+_
__________
t+cl ay, +e le v
, -t+NW ,+----t----, -sa_
vnd
ele
rer_
lote
s,.....
llt
t+
pe
ge n
((Symphortcarpos species))
[(Danthonia spicata)J
Leymus ambiguus

Carex ens lvanica helo hila/Oanthonia s lcata PS

IAndropodon gerardii/Psoralidium tenuiflorum PSAj
- (Andropogon gerardii)
-Psoralldium tenuif/orum
((Poa agassizensis)}
Dalea purpura
Sorghastrum avenaceum
IPhysocarpus monogynus/Elymus lanceolatus PSAj
-oxytropis serfcea
Ratibida co/umnlfera
(Bouteloua curtipendula)
E/ymus /anceolatus
(Yucca glauca)
Leymus ambiguus
Packera cana
Nepeta cataria
Physocarpus monogynus
Adenolinum /ewlsii

..- This symbol Is used to mark the Indicator species identified by TWINSPAN
The number ot samples in each division is at the top ot each column.
Single parenthesis = (xxxxx) = center in a moderately wide distribution
Double parenthesis = ((xxxxx)) = center In a broad distribution
Bracketed parenthesis = [ (XXXXX) ] = secondary center in moderate distribution
t This symbol identifies the environmental factors that the DISCRIM program identified as correlated with lhe TWINSPAN
division.

FIGURE 3.12: Plant Associations and Subassociations based on Twinspan Analysis of 1 9970pen
Space Forest Understory Inventory Cover Data (Adapted from Murphy 1 998)

Canada bluegrass/Meadow arnica Plant
Subassociatlon ( Poa compressa/Arnica
fu/gens)

Ninebarkffhickspike wheatgrass Plant
Subassociation (Physocarpus
monogynous/Elymus Janceolatus)
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PD• camj)!es<a
_____

lennaria spp.

Atni:a lu!\}<ns

Padlls•uginio,,o

Grindolia 5ll\l<'lfTOSO
<Bare Rod<>

Ho10101h•i::, villosa

Fhy,ocarpus monoqynus
Carex'l'?,

Leymm�us

Pensiemon Wens

Sunsedge/Poverty oatgrass Plant
Subassoclation (Carex pensy/vanica
he/iophila/Danthonfa spicata)

Big bluestem/Wlld alfalfa Plant
Subassociation (Andropogan
gerardiilPsoralidium tenuiflorum)

<B""' Roel<>
Hespruosfrpo eorn:,1a
Carox SJ>!l.

Ps01al:lltum 1,nuillon,m

Poocomprossa

p:nu, pondoro,a

Poa oga5sizfJn!\$

Carex spp.

Buckbrush/Poverty oatgrass Plant Subassociation
(Ceanothus fendleri/Danthonia sp/cata)

Mshonla ropens

Donlhonia spblla

Comx spp.

Figure 3.13. Open Space Forest Plant Subassociations in the Ponderosa pine/Sunsedge Plant
Association. Pie-charts show species with highest Importance values in each plant subassociation.

(Murphy 1 998)
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Table 3.14: Indicator and Dominant Species for the Ponderosa Pine/Sunsedge Plant
Association. Native species are in boldface.

Species

Name

Common
Fire Effects

Grazing
Effects

Indicator

Species

High
Importance
Values

Achillea
lanulosa

Western yarrow

cover and
frequency
generally
increase

increaser

X

Achnatherum
nelsonii

Nelson's
needlegrass

cool season
grass; detrimental
early summer.
recovers slowly

decreaser

X

Ambrosia
psi/ostachya
coronoplfolla

Western
ragweed

fire resistant; may
increase

increaser

X

Anisanths
tectorum

Chealgrass

early spring
harms; late
summer favors

Invader

X

Artemis/a
/udoviclana

Sagewort

moderately
resistant; may
increase

Increaser

Bromus
japonicus

Japanese brome

fire tends to
reduce, except in
wet years

Invader

Campanula
rotund/fol/a

Harebell

Carex
pensylvanica
hellophlla

Sunsedge

Cerastlum
strfctum

X

X

X

increaser?

X

Mouse-ear

increaser?

X

Drymocal/is
fissa

Cinquefoil

increaser

X

Grinde/la
species

Gumweed

increaser?

increaser

Muhlenbergia
montana

Mountain muhly

takes several
years to recover;
warm season
grass

decreases

X

Opuntia
macrorhiza

Prickly-pear

decreaser?

increaser

X

Padus
virgin Jana

Chokecherry

top-killed but
sprouts
vigorously; may
Increase

Penstemon
vlrens

Blue-mist
penstemon

summer favors

X

X

increaser

X
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Table 3.14: Indicator and Dominant Species for the Ponderosa Pine/Sunsedge Plant
Association. Native species are in boldface.

Species

Common
Name

Fire Effects

Plnus
ponderosa
scopu/orum

Ponderosa pine

e,,;trernely welladapted beyond
the pole stage

Rlbes cereum

Wa,,; currant

most plants killed;
reestablished by
seed

Tragopogon
dubius major

Salsify

Grazing

Effects

Indicator
Species

High

Importance
Values

X

decreaser

X

invader

PLANT SUBASS0CIATIONS WITHIN THE PONDEROSA PINEISUNSEDGE PLANT
ASSOCIATION

Groups of plants are often distinguished by their preferred habitats as they relate
to soils, moisture, aspect, elevation, and microclimates. Plant groups can thus
indicate fine-scale environmental differences between sites. Ponderosa pine is
found across a wide range of soil and moisture conditions and therefore forms a
more heterogeneous plant community than species which grow within a narrower
range of environmental conditions (Marr 1964). This heterogeneity is reflected in
the five plant subassociations which are described below (see Murphy 1998 for
additional detail}.
Table 3.15 shows the relationships of the five plant subassociations with the
environmental variables of location, aspect, slope, and soils. The Canada
bluegrass/Meadow amica (Paa compressa/Amica fulgens) PSA is the only one
linked exclusively to southern stands and to Nederland very coarse sandy loam
soil. The Big bluestem/Wild alfalfa (Andropogon gerardii!Psoralidium tenuiflorum)
PSA is the only one linked to moist, fertile, colluvial soils. The Buckbrush/Poverty
oatgrass (Mahonia repens/Oanothonia spicata) PSA is the only one linked to
mostly southwest-facing areas over 15 degrees in slope and on mostly Goldvale
Rocky outcrop complex soils.
The plant subassociations should also show some correlations with forest canopy
cover. Because of problems with the methodology used to collect forest canopy
cover, however, such correlations are difficult to determine at this time. Once
adequate canopy cover data are collected, the relationship between canopy
cover and plant subassociations will be analyzed.

X
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Table 3.15: Open Space Forest Plant Subassociations and Their Relationships to Environmental
Variables.
Soils
(based on Soll
Conservation Service
1 97 1)

Location and
management area

Aspect

Slope

Buckbrush/Poverty oatgrass
Ceanotlws fendleri/Danthonia
spicata
62 plots

mostly in the central
and northern stands

mostly S W facing

>15%

mostly Goldvale-Rocky
outcrop complex
(moderately permeable
soils; available water
capacity is high), with
some Nederland very
coarse sandy loam,
Baller stony sandy
loam, and Juget-Rock
outcrop complex

Canada bluegrass/Meadow amica
Poa compressa/Amica tu/gens
24 plots

southern stands;

mostly
NW-SEfacing

<15%

Nederland very coarse
sandy loam
(moderately permeable
soils; available water
capacity is moderate)

Big bluestem/Wild alfalfa
Andropogon gerardii/Psoratidium
tenuiflorum
17 plots

mostly in central
stands

mostly
NW-SEfacing

<15%

moist, fertile soils;
mostly Colluvial, with
some Nederland very
coarse sandy loam and
Baller stony sandy
loam

Sunsedge/Poverty oatgrass
Carex pensy/vanica/Danthonia
spicata
1 7 plots

southern, central,
and northern stands

mostly
NW-SEfacing

<15%

Baller stony sandy
loam (rapid
permeability; available
water capacity is low),
Nederland very cobbly
sandy loam, GoldvaleRock outcrop complex
Juget-Rock outcrop
complex (rapid
permeability soils;
available water
capacity is low)

Ninebark/Thickspike wheatgrass
Physocarpus monogynous/Elymus
lanceotatus
3 plots

a single northern
stand

NW-facing

>15%

unknown

Plant subassociation
and number of plots

Buckbrush/Poverty oatgrass Plant Subassociation
(Ceanothus fendleri!Danthonia spicata Plant Subassociation)
Pfots: 62 plots, mostly in the central and northern stands: 02 (1 ), O3D4 (5, 30),
Eldo-E (10), Lindsay-N (1 ), Lindsay/Jeffco-NW (1 ), MRL (15), Powerline (1, 5, 1 0,
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15, 20, 25), S-10 (1, 5), S-3 (1, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25), ST-3 (5, 10), ST-5 (1, 5), ST-6
(1, 5, 10, 15), ST-7 (1, 5), ST-8 (1, 5), ST-9 {1, 5), Witt-E (5, 10), Witt-NE (1, 5,
15, 20, 25, 30), Witt-NW (15, 20), Witt-S (5), Witt-W (5)
Aspect and Slope: Only PSA _that is mostly southwest-facing and on greater than
15% slopes.
Soils: Mostly Goldvale-Rocky outcrop complex (available water capacity is high)
with some Nederland very coarse sandy loam, Baller stony sandy loam, and
Juget-Rock outcrop complex.
Current condition: The Buckbrush/Poverty oatgrass PSA, with over half of all the
understory inventory plots, represents the beginning of the true lower montane
ponderosa pine/Douglas-fir forest (Table 3.16). It is the only PSA with consistent
cover of Douglas-fir. This PSA has the highest cover of litter and the lowest total
vegetation cover of any of the PSAs. It ranks lowest in species richness, with an
average of 40 species/plot, but has the highest shrub species richness (11
species) of any of the PSAs, including the highest importance values for holly
grape, buckbrush, common juniper, and wild raspberry. Poverty oatgrass, which
does well on poor, infertile soils, has its highest importance value in this PSA.

Table 3.16: Indicator and Dominant Species for Buckbrush/Poverty
oatgrass (Ceanothus fendleri/Danthonfa sp/cata} Plant Subassociatfon.
Native species are in boldface.

Species

Common Name

Indicator
Species

High
Importance
Values

Ach/1/ea fanulosa

Western yarrow

X

Artemesla Judoviciana

Prairie sage

X

Campanufa
rotundifofia

Common harebell

X

Carex pensylvania
hefiophila

Sunsedge

X

Ceanothus fendleria

Buckbrush

X

Danthonia spicata

Poverty oatgrass

X

X

Harbouria trachypfeura

Whiskbroom
parsley

X

X

Mahonia repens

Holly-grape

X

Penstemon virens

Bluemist
penstemon

X

Pinus ponderosa

Ponderosa pine

X

scopu/orum
Pseudotsuga menziesil

Douglas-fir

X
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Canada bluegrass/Meadow amica Plant Subassociation
(Poa compressa/Amica fu/gens Plant Subassociation)
Plots: 24 plots, all in southern stands: Eldo-E (1, 5, 15), Lindsay-N (5, 10),
Lindsay-S (1 , 5, 10, 15), _Lindsay/Jeffco-NE (1, 5, 10), Lindsay/Jeffco-SE (1, 5,
10, 15, 20), Lindsay/Jeffco-SW (5, 1 0), Stengel ti ( 1 , 5, 10, 15, 20)
Aspect and slope: Mostly NW-SE aspect and less than 1 5% slopes.
Soils: Nederland very coarse sandy loam (available water capacity is moderate).
Current condition: The Canada bluegrass/Meadow amica PSA is characterized
by a long history of disturbance, including intensive livestock grazing (cattle and
sheep), and by an open canopy and relatively flat terrain. This PSA is defined by
13 species, including four non-native plants which invade disturbed areas
(Canada bluegrass, St. Johnswort, fieldcress, and dandelion) and three native
species which increase in intensively grazed areas (meadow amica, pussytoes,
and desert sandwort) {Table 3.17). It has the highest cover of non-native annual
grasses and the highest importance values of any of the PSAs for several
non-native species (cheatgrass, false flax, cinquefoil, and sheep sorrel), but it
also has the highest average cover of native perennial forbs of any of the PSAs.
The Canada bluegrass/Meadow amica PSA ranks second in total vegetation
cover of the four main PSAs and third in species richness, with an average of 44
species per plot. Overall this PSA has the lowest shrub cover of the four main
PSAs, but high shrub cover on MRL and Eldo-E forest stands provide food and
shelter for wildlife. Wildlife sightings are frequent in this area, including bear,
mountain lion, and wild turkey. Recreational use is relatively low, but horseback
riding, jogging, hiking, and birding were observed on the roads and on social trails
in the forest.
Table 3.17: Indicator and Dominant Species for Canada
bluegrass/Meadow amica (Poa compressa/Arnlca fulgens) Plant
Subassociation. Native species are in boldface.
Species

A ch/Ilea /anulosa

Antennaria species
Amica tu/gens

Aster porteri

Carex pensy/vanica
hellophila

Eremogone fendleri
Gal/um species

Grinde/ia squarosa

Common Name

Indicator
Species

Western yarrow

Importance
Value

High

X

Pussytoes

X

X

Meadow amica

X

X

Porter's aster

X

Sunsedge

X

Desert sandwor1

X

Bedstraw

X

Gumweed

X
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Table 3.17: Indicator and Dominant Species for Canada

bluegrass/Meadow amica (Poa compressa/Arnica fu/gens) Plant
Subassociation. Native species are in boldface.

Species

Common Name

Indicator
Species

High

Importance
Value

Hypericum
perforatum

St. Johnswort

X

Lomatium orientate

Salt-and-pepper

X

Neolepia campestris

Fieldcress

X

Penstemon virens

Bluemist
penstemon

X

Pinus ponderosa
scopu/orum

Ponderosa pine

X

Poa agassizensls

Mountain
bluegrass

X

Poa compressa

Canada
bluegrass

X

Rhus aromatlca
trilobata

Three-leaf sumac

X

Seneclo
integerrimus

Spring senecio

X

Symphorlcarpos
species

Snowberry

X

Taraxacum officinalis

Dandelion

X

X

Big bluestem/Wild Alfalfa Plant Subassociation
(Andropogon gerardii/Psoralidium tenuiflorum Plant Subassociation)
Plots: 17 plots, mostly in the central stands: 0 1 81 (1), 01 ( 1 , 5, 10), 02 (5, 10),
0304 (1, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25), Dakota Ridge (10), Lindsay/Jeffco-NW (15), Lower
Shanahan ( 1 ), Watertank (1, 15, 20).
Slope and Aspect: Mostly NW-SE aspect and less than 1 5% slope.
Soils: Moist, fertile soils; mostly Colluvial, with some Nederland very coarse
sandy loam and Baller stony sandy loam.
Current condition: This plant subassociation is characterized by an increase in
elevation relative to the grassland/forest ecotone, as well as by moist, fertile soils
and an abundance of native prairie plants. It is the only PSA with high cover of both
warm and cool season grasses, ranking first in cover for warm season native
grasses (and having the highest importance values for big bluestem, mountain
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bluegrass, spike muhly, and lndiangrass) of the four main PSAs (Table 3 . 1 8). It is
highest in total vegetation cover and lowest in average cover for litter of the four main
PSAs and ranks first in species richness, with an average of 51 species per plot.
Table 3.18: Indicator and Dominant Species for Big bluestem/Wild alfalfa
(Andropogon gerardi//Psora/idium tenuiflorum) Plant Subassociation.

Species

Common Name

Indicator
Species

High
Importance
Values

X

Ambrosia
psilostachya
coronopifolia

Western ragweed

Andropogon
gerard//

Big b!uestem

Artemisia
/udoviciana

Prairie sage

Bouteloua
curtipendula

Sideoats grama

Carex pensy/vanica
heliophila

Sunsedge

Dalea purpurea

Purple prairie
clover

X

Hesperostipa
comata

Needle-and-thread

X

Hypericum
perforatum

St. Johnswort

X

Plnus ponderosa
scopu/orum

Ponderosa pine

Poa agass/zensis

Mountain
bluegrass

X

X

Paa compressa

Canada bluegrass

X

X

Psoralldium
tenulflorum

Wild alfalfa

X

X

Ratiblda
columnifera

Prairie coneflower

X

Rhus aromatica

Three-leaf sumac

X

Schizachyrium
scoparium

Little bluestem

X

Sorghastrum
avenaceum

lndiangrass

X

Yucca glauca

Soapweed yucca

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X
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Sunsedge/Poverty Oatgrass Plant Subassociation
(Carex pensylvanica/Danthonia spicata Plant Subassociation)
Plots: 1 7 plots, scattered across the southern, central, and northern stands:
Lindsay/Jeffco-NW (5, 10), Lindsay/Jeffco-SW ( 1 ), Lower Shanahan (5, 1 0), MRL
( 1 , 10), S-10 (10) , S-5 (1), S-9 (1), Witt-NE (1 0), Witt-NW ( 1 ), Witt-S ( 1 , 1 0),
Witt-W ( 1 ), Watertank (5, 1 0)
Aspect and slope: Mostly NW-S E aspect and less than 1 5% slope.
Soils: Baller stony sandy loam, Nederland very cobbly sandy loam, Goldvale
Rock outcrop complex, and Juget-Rock outcrop complex.
Current condition: This PSA appears to be transitional or succession al, as
ind icated by the fact that all of the species which define it are shared by other
PSAs (Table 3. 1 9). It is cha racterized by high litter, sandy soils, and low tree
regeneration. Indicators of previous landscape disturbance are native poverty
oatgrass and sunsedge and non-native Canada bluegrass, all of which increase
in intensively grazed areas, and non-native St. Johnswort, which invades
disturbed areas.
The Sunsedge/Poverty oatgrass PSA ranks third in total vegetation cover of the
four main PSAs, and second in species richness, with an average of 47 species
per plot This is the only PSA with recorded cover for mountain mahogany (it
ranked 22 in importance value for this PSA) and it is second only to the
Buckbrush/Poverty oatgrass PSA in species richness for trees and shrubs.
Table 3.19: Indicator and Dominant Species for Sunsedge/Poverty
oatgrass (Carex pensylvanica/Danthonia spicata) Plant Subassociation.
Species
, Andropogon gerardif

Common Name

Indicator
Species

High
Importance
Values

Big bluestem

X

Artemis/a
Judovlclana

Prairie sage

X

Carex pensylvanica
he/iophlla

Sunsedge

X

Danthonla splcata

Poverty oatgrass

X

Elymus lanceo/atus

Thicks pike
wheatgrass

X

Hesperostlpa comata

Needle-and-thread

X

Hypericum perfora/um

SI. Johnswort

X

Leymus ambfguus

Colorado wfld rye

X

Penstemon vlrens

Bluemlsl penstemon

X

Plnus ponderosa
scopu/orum

Ponderosa pine

X

X

X
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Table 3.19: Indicator and Dominant Species for Sunsedge/Poverty
oatgrass (Carex pensylvanlca!Danthonia spicata) Plant Subassociation.
Species
Poa agasslzensls

Poa camprasse

Rhus aromatlca
Schlzachyrlum
scoparlum
Symphorlcarpos
species

Common Name

Mountain bluegrass

High
Importance
Values

Indicator
Species

Canada bluegrass

Three-leaf sumac

X

X

X

X

Little bluestem

X

Snowberry

X

Ninebark!Thickspike wheatgrass Plant Subassociation
(Physocarpus monogynous/E/ymus lanceolatus Plant Su bassociation)
Plots: 3 plots, all in northern stands in the Sunshine/Dakota Ridge Management
Area: Pinebrook (1, 5, 10)
Aspect and slope: Northwest aspect and > 1 5% slope
Soils: Unknown at this time.
Current Condition: The N inebarkfThickspike wheatgrass PSA (Table 3.20) is

limited to one stand, which has a NW-facing aspect, the only stand with this
aspect that was sampled during the 1 997 Open Space understory inventory.
Additionai plots may be assigned to this PSA once the Open Space understory
inventory is completed on the 22 forest stands that were not surveyed during
1 997. Some Mountain Park plots may also be assigned to this PSA once their
inventory data is analyzed. Alternatively, these plots may be reassigned to a
different PSA once all the inventory data are analyzed.
This PSA is defined by two native shrubs (three-leaf sumac and nine bark}, two
cool-season native grasses (thickspike wheatgrass, Colorado wild rye) and one
cool-season non-native grass (Canada bluegrass), as well as two native warm
season grasses (needle-and-thread grass and little bluestem).
Table 3.20: Indicator and Dominant Species for Ninebark/Thickspike
wheatgrass (Physocarpus monogynous!Elymus lanceolatus) Plant
Sub association
Species

Ach/1/ea lanu/osa

Adenollnum /ewls/1
Artemis/a frigida

Common Name

Western yarrow
Blue nax

Silver sage

Indicator
Species

High
Importance
Value
X

X
X
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Table 3.20: Indicator and Dominant Species for Ninebark/Thickspike
wheatgrass (Physocarpus monogynous/Elymus lanceolatus) Plant
S ubassociation
Species

Common Name

EJymus /ancealatus

Thickspike wheatgrass

Heterotheca vil/asa

Golden aster

Hespemstfpa camata

Needle-and-thread

Hypericum perfaratum

St. Johnswort

Leymus smblguus

Colorado wild rye

Unaria vulgarls

Toadnax

Nepeta cataria

Catnip

Oxytrapls serlcea

Locoweed

Pacl<era cana

. Groundsel

Indicator
Species

High
Importance
Value

X

X
X

X

X
X
X
X

Chokecherry

Physocarpus
monagynus

Nlnebark

X

Canada bluegrass

X

Rhus aromatlca
trllabata
Schfzachyrium
scoparium

Three-leaf sumac

X

X

Padus vlrginlana
melanocarps

Paa compressa

X

X

X
X
X

Little bluestem

Management considerations for each of the above plant associations are outlined
ir:i Chapter 4.

PLANT COMMUNITIES OF SPECIAL INTEREST

Plant communities, like individual plant species, may be rare or Imperiled. Table
3.21 lists the plant communities in foothills and forests considered to be rare or
imperiled in Boulder County (Colorado Natural Heritage Program 1999). The
indicator species for each of these plant communities occur together on Open
Space forests, but additional field work and mapping need to be undertaken in
order to determine whether good examples of these communities exist on Open
Space and/or Mountain Parks forests and their relationship to the plant
associations and subassociations described earlier.
In summary, the analysis of the Open Space understory inventory data shows
that although the ecosystem has been altered by· human disturbance, the
understory vegetation appears to be relatively natural and in some degree of
recovery from past disturbance.
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Table 3.21 : Rare and Imperiled Plant Communities in Boulder County Foothills and

Forests, Excluding Riparian Areas. (Based on Colorado Natural Heritage Program 1 999.)
This table is based on the latest study completed by the Colorado Natural Heritage Program (1999). Each
community is assigned a rank which indicates its status globally and in Colorado.* Additional analysis will be
conducted to determine whether these communities exist in Open Space forest stands.
Plant Community

Rank

Open Space U nderstory
Inventory Data

Mountain mahogany-Three-leaf sumac/Big
bluestem
Cercocarpus montanus-Rhus
aromatica/Andropogon gerardii
Mixed Foothill Shrubland

G2G3,
S2S3

All three species occur on 5 of 1 33 plots: 01/81 5; LJC-NE 5; LJC-NW 10, 1 5; MRL20

Mountain mahog any/Need legrass
Cercocarpus montanus/Hesperostipa comata
Mixed Foothill Shrubland

G2, S2

Both species occur on 14 of 133 plots:
0-1/81; UC-NW 1 , 5, 10, 1 5; LJC-SW 1 ; MRL
5, 10, 20; Sunshine 1 ; Witt-NW 1 , 5, 20; WiltS5

Mountain mahogany/New Mexico feathergrass
Cercocarpus montanus/Hesperostipa
neomexicana
Foothllls Shrubland

G2G3,
S2S3

Feathergrass not found in inventory plots, but
occurs on NBV-N and NBV-S.

Mountain mahOgany/Scribner's needlegrass
Cercocarpus montanus/Achnatherum scribneri
Foothills Shrubland

G3, S3

Both species occur on 8 of 133 plots:
MRL 20, Witt-NE 1 , 15, 20, 30; Witt-S 5, WittE 1 , ST-10 5

Rocky Mountain juniper/Mountain mahogany
Sabina scopu/orum/Cercocarpus montanus
Foothills Juniper Woodlands/Scarp Woodlands

G2, S2

Both species occur on 6 of 1 33 plots: 0-1/81
5; LJC-NW 1 , 5; LJC-SW 1 ; MRL 5, 10

Ponderosa pine/Mountain mahogany/Big
bluestem
Pinus ponderosa/Cercocarpus
montanus/Andropogon gerardii
Foothills Ponderosa Pine Scrub Woodlands

G2,
S2?

All three species occur on 9 out of 133 plots:
01/81 5; LJC-NW 1 , 5, 10, 1 5; MRL 5, 20;
Witt-NW 1 , 1 5

Ponderosa pine/Spike fescue
Pinus ponderosa/Leucopoa kingii
Foothills Ponderosa Pine Savannas

G3, S3

Both species occur on 33 of 1 33 plots: 69%
of plots in the northern forest stands, mostly in
the Wittemyer stands; 1 9% in central forest
stands, especially S-10, ST-3, ST-10

Oouglas-fir/Waxflower
Pseudotsuga menziesii/Jamesia americana
Lower Montane Forest

G3G4,
S3

Waxflower was not documented during the
understory inventory, but was found in higher
elevation stands during the overstory
inventory.

·G2 = Imperiled globally because of rarity (6 to 20 occurrences), or because of other factors demonstrably making it very
vulnerable to extinction throughout its range,
G3 = Vulnerable throughout its range or found locally in a restricted range (21 to 100 occurrences).
G4 = Apparently secure globally, though it might be quite rare in parts of its range, especially at the periphery. S2 =
Imperiled in state because of rarity (6 to 20 occurrences), or because of other factors demonstrably making it very
vulnerable to extirpation from the state.
S3 = Vulnerable In state (21 to 100 occurrences).
MA = management area; see Appendix 3.1 for location of forest stands.
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a�ivfties:
.
• Twenty percent of the herbaceous (nonwoody) plant speci8$ in Jt-ie inventmy plots are-:
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3. 7

WILDLIFE
Since non-Native American settlement of the Boulder area began over 150 years
ago, the local forests have changed dramatically, as is discussed elsewhere in
this Plan. These changes have undoubtedly had major effects on wildlife2
species, although staff does not have adequate baseline data to understand
exactly what these changes have meant for the vast majority of wildlife species.
Thompson and Strauch, Jr. (1 986), for instance, report that red-headed
woodpeckers (Melanerpes erthyrocepha/us) and Lewis' (M. lewis) woodpeckers
were once common in Boulder County but are now rare. While there are other
similar references, current understanding of wildlife in the past is based largely on
anecdotal accounts, past studies, and conjectures.
We can make informed guesses regarding the changes in wildlife that have
occurred in the past one and one-half centuries based on the changes that have
been documented in forest vegetation structure. There is compelling evidence
that today's forests have: (1) more trees, (2) younger and smaller trees, (3) more
closed tree canopies, and (4) less understory vegetation cover than historical
forests. On a landscape level, there is evidence that today's forests are more
homogeneous, more fragmented and less diverse structurally than historical
forests. These changes are due mostly to the combined effects of fire
suppression, timber harvesting and livestock grazing.

2
Wildlife has often been defined and interpreted to mean animals and the
habitats (for the most part plant communities) that support them. However, for the
purposes of this section, wildHfe refers to native animal·specles and animal communities.
The distinction is made simply to illustrate and clarify how implementation of the Plan
influences native animals. It is fully recognized that while promoting native animal
communities (wildlife) is a central consideration of this Plan, It cannot be accomplished
without the efforts (outlined elsewhere in the Plan) that are designed to promote native
plant communities.
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In addition to the impacts of historical logg ing, grazing and fire suppression, forest
wildlife species on City lands and in Boulder County in general, have more
recently been affected by increased urban and suburban development.
Increasing human
populations around the
City's forests have resulted
in further fragmentation of
forest ecosystems, changes
in vegetation, such as
increases non-native plants,
decreased local hunting
pressure, and increased
numbers of domestic
animals. These influences
impact wildlife in different
ways depending on the
species.
According to the Colorado
Division of Wildlife (cited in
Trails and Wildlife Task
Force et al. 1 998), 228
species of wildlife use
ponderosa pine forest
ecosystems for some part of
their life cycle. Schroeder ( 1 996) suggests that there are some 98 wildlife
species that regularly occur in the ponderosa-pine forests of Boulder County.
While Open Space has collected some information through recent inventory and
research efforts, the information relative to wildlife occurring in the forested
portions of Open Space properties is limited. 1 998 inventory efforts identified 61
bird species and three species of small mammals in Open Space forests. These
species are listed in Table 3.22. Meadow vole (Microtus pennsylvanicus) and
Hispid pocket mouse (Chaetodipus hispidus) were also trapped in 1 998 during
other forest research projects. Adams and Thibault ( 1 998) report 1 1 species of
bats utilizing the forested landscapes of Boulder. Larger mammals, reptiles, and
invertebrates were not included in the 1 998 inventory, but will be inventoried and
monitored in coming years.
A primary emphasis of this Plan is to increase the knowledge of wildlife and in
City of Boulder forests and to continue data collection and monitoring to ensure
management objectives are being met. However, there are simply too many
wildlife species that live on City of Boulder lands to attempt to manage each one
individually. Single-species approaches at the forest stand level (where
management actions occur) cannot provide a comprehensive and holistic
management strategy (Thompson et al. 1 995). Therefore, staff has adopted the
approach of assuming that a relatively complete array of habitat types i n the local
foothills forests will harbor the vast majority of local wildlife species (Hu nter et al.
1988). While it is not possible to manage for each individual species, it is
desirable to protect species of special interest at both community and species
levels.
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Table 3.22: Bird and Small Mammal Species Observed in Open Space Forest Stand Point Counts During
1998 Inventory.
Scientific Name
Common Name
Common Name
Scientific Name
Corvus brachyrhynchos
Mountain chickadee
American crow
Parus gambe/i
Carduelis tristis
Mourning dove
American goldfinch
Zenaida macroura
Falco sparverius
Northern flicker
American kestrel
Colaptes auratus
Turdus migratorius
Peregrine falcon
American robin
Falco peregrinus
Pica pica
Pine siskin
Cardue/is pinus
Black-billed magpie
Parus atricapil/us
Plumbeous vireo
Vireo p/umbeous
Black-capped chickadee
Pheucticus mefanocepha/us Prairie falcon
Falco mexicanus
Black-headed grosbeak
Polioptila caerulea
Pygmy nuthatch
Sitta pygmaea
Blue-gray gnatcatcher
Se/asphorus
platycercus
Red crossbill
Loxia curvirostra
Broad-tailed hummingbird
Certhia americana
Red-breasted nuthatch
Sitta canadensis
Brown creeper
Agelaius phoeniceus
Molothrus ater
Red-winged blackbird
Brown-headed cowbird
Catherpes mexicanus
Ruby-crowned kinglet
Regulus calendu/a
Canyon wren
Bombyci/la cedrorum
Scrub Jay
Aphelocoma coerufescens
Cedar waxwing
Sharp-shinned hawk
Spizella passerina
Accipiter striatus
Chipping sparrow
Corvus corax
Spotted towhee
Pipifo maculatus
Common raven
Steller's jay
Empidonax occidentalis
Cyanocitta stelleri
Cordilleran flycatcher
Townsend's solitaire
Junco hyema/is
Myadestes townsendi
Dark-eyed junco
Tree swallow
Tachycineta bicolor
Picoides pubescens
Downy woodpecker
Pooecetes gramineus
Empidonax oberholseri
Vesper sparrow
Dusky flycatcher
Ardea herodias
Tachycineta tha/assina
Violet-green swallow
Great blue heron
Vermivora virginiae
Virginia's warbler
Bubo virginianus
Great homed owl
Vireo gilvus
Warbling vireo
Pipilo chlorurus
Green-tailed towhee
Sturnel/a neglecta
Western meadowlark
Picoides vil/osus
Hairy woodpecker
Piranga /udoviciana
Western tanager
Empidonax hammondii
Hammond's flycatcher
Contopus sordidu/us
Western wood-pewee
Carpodacus mexicanus
House finch
White-breasted nuthatch Sitta carolinensis
Troglodytes aedon
House wren
Aeronautes saxatalis
Charadrius vociferus
White-throated swift
Killdeer
Empidonax traillii
Chondestes grammacus
Willow flycatcher
Lark sparrow
lcteria virens
Yellow-breasted chat
Passerina amoena
Lazuli bunting
Dendroica coronate
Yellow-rumped
warbler
Cardue/is
psaltri
a
Lesser goldfinch
Oporomis tomiei
MacGillivray's warbler
f-Jeromyscus mamcwaws
Spermophifus
l hlrteen-11ned ground
lJeer mouse
tridecemlineatus
squirrel
Schroeder (1996) used information from the scientific literature, museum
collections, Colorado Division of Wildlife Latilong Distribution data and the
opinions of local experts to develop a list of vulnerable wildlife species in Front
Range ponderosa pine forests. He identified eight vertebrate species which are
of concern due to declining populations, special habitat needs or some other
factor and which are most closely associated with ponderosa pine forests in this
area. These species are the band-tailed pigeon, flammulated owl, common
poorwill, Williamson's sapsucker, pygmy nuthatch, western bluebird, fringed
myotis bat, and Abert's squirrel. Unfortunately, similar information is not available
for foothills Douglas-fir or mixed-conifer forests. Interestingly, Schroeder states
that all of these species except one (Abert's squirrel) would be promoted by
increasing the abundance of open, mature forest with an abundance of snags and
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with well-developed grass and shrub understories. This type of forest will
become more abundant under the Forest Ecosystem Management Plan and a
number of the species referenced in Schroeder will be used to measure
achievement of fo rest management objectives, as detailed in Chapter 5.
Increasing the number of snags is of particular importance in the implementation
of this Plan. A number of biologists and researchers (e.g., Jones, undated and
Thompson and Strauch, Jr. 1 986, 1 987) have not only illustrated the importance
of snags to forest dwelling wildlife, but have specifically recommended that the
City's forest management include restoring snag densities to functional levels.
While recommended snag densities range anywhere from 12.8 snags per acre
(5.2 per hectare) (Cunningham et al., 1980) to 148 snags per acre (60 per
hectare) (Marzluff and Lyon, 1983), 1997 inventory data indicate current snag
densities on Open Space forest stands at j ust under 1 0 per acre. However, the
majority of these are less than 12 inches in diameter and therefore have no
functional value as snags (rather, they are classified simply as dead saplings or
poles). Furthermore, Scott et al. ( 1 9B0) report that cavity nesting birds typically
comprise 30% to 45% of forest breeding bird populations. However, Thompson
and Strauch, Jr. (1 986) found cavity nesting birds to represent only 1 0% of the
forest breeding bird population on Open Space forests. Specific objectives
related to creating and maintaining snags are outlined in Chapter 5.
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4 .. D ESIRED F UTURE CONDrrlONS AN D
MANAGEMENT DI RECTION
In order to sustain the integrity and function of forested ecosystems into the future
and to protect the safety of neighbors and users of City of Boulder forests, this
Plan develops a methodology designed to shift forest structure and processes
closer to the historical range of variability. The Plan proposes to use a
combination of silvicultural and prescribed fire treatments to achieve this goal.
This chapter outlines both general and specific management actions for City of
Boulder forested ecosystems. General management prescriptions will be applied
to both Mountain Parks and Open Space areas. Specific management
prescriptions are detailed for 16 Open Space forest stands in Appendix 1.2; the
remainder of the prescriptions for Open Space stands will be detailed in an
addendum to this Plan in April of 1999. Management prescriptions for Mountain
Parks stands will be described in Part II and Part Ill of the Plan.

4.1 PLAN I M PLEM ENTATION: OVERVIEW
Coarse-scale management protocols for the forested ecosystems managed by
the City of Boulder are described in this section. These protocols make use of
two primary treatment options for both short-tenm and long-tenm management of
forest stands. First, because of abundant regeneration over the past century and
high tree densities in many stands, ponderosa pine forest structure must be
restored to a more historical condition before surface fires can be reintroduced.
Silvicultural methods will be used to thin trees to reduce fuel loads and ladder
fuels that promote crown fires. Second, prescribed fire will be used both to
further reduce tree seedling numbers in stands and to restore fire as a key
ecosystem process. Prescribed fire is currently recognized as the best tool
available for restoration and management of ponderosa pine ecosystems in the
western U.S. (e.g., Arno et al. 1995, Hardy and Amo 1996, Covington and
Wagner 1996, Covington et al. 1997}.
While the treatments and options outlined in this Plan are both ecologically and
operationally sound, there are two major factors that must be considered before
application of the recommended treatments. The first of these is the possible
response of Boulder citizens to thinning and prescribed fires in Open Space and
Mountain Park areas. Logging and fires have been very limited in these forests in
the recent past, and may be upsetting for people to see in what they perceive to
be relatively healthy forest ecosystems. Public education regarding elements of
the Plan presented here will, therefore, be critical to its successful
implementation.
Societal perspectives that all fires are bad fires are changing through education
and better scientific information about historical fire processes in forest
ecosystems. For example, much of the public sentiment over the past few years
has changed to support prescribed fire as a management tool. A recent survey of
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Boulder residents found that 72% would support the use of prescribed fire as a
management option to enhance ecological values and to help reduce the hazards
associated with wildfires (City of Boulder 1996). Continued efforts will be needed
to make sure that citizens of Boulder know and understand the need for and
goals of forest management actions that are proposed with this Plan.
A second major consideration related to the use of prescribed fire in the Front
Range will be current regulations concerning air quality. Smoke management is a
major concern for all efforts to restore historical fire processes to western forests
(e.g., Ottmar et al. 1995} and may ultimately limit the ability of forest managers to
use fire as a management tool. Any fire event has the potential to temporarily
degrade air quality, impair visibility, and expose the public to pollutants (Ottmar et
al. 1995). Current regulations concerning particle emissions from fires are based
on the Environmental Protection Agency's "PM10 standard," which is the grams
of particulate matter 1O micrometers or smaller in diameter per ton of fuel
consumed. · Periods of burning for specific treatment units will need to be based
upon when the PM10 standard can be met or when wind conditions will limit
smoke over more heavily populated areas of the Front Range. Such conditions
also will need to be coordinated with other weather and fuel prescriptions for
burning. A major consequence of these prescription constraints is that prescribed
burn windows will need to be highly flexible and defined by qualified prescribed
fire and smoke management specialists. There may be greater flexibility in the
amount of particulate emissions allowed from prescribed fires in coming years
(Babbitt 1996).

4.2 PLAN I MPLEMENTATION: COARSE SCALE
Three primary treatments to guide overall management efforts in the forest
ecosystems of the City of Boulder have been identified. These treatments are
assigned to forest stands based on both landscape characteristics and current
forest conditions. These coarse-scale treatments will be modified by specific
stand-level management prescriptions for forest stands (see Section 4.3 and
Appendix 1.2). The three treatment classifications are based both on level of
management intervention needed and level of management intervention possible
in different areas. The treatments are: (A) thinning followed by prescribed fire in
areas with dense stands of small- to medium-diameter trees, (B) prescribed fire in
areas that include more open stands with lower tree density that can be burned
without extensive prior thinning, and (C) less-intensive management in areas that
include inaccessible areas on the mountain front

4.2.1 THINNING FOLLOWED BY PRESCRIBED FIRE
The first treatment covers stands that will need forest structure restored to a more
historical condition before prescribed fire can be implemented. Treatments in
these areas will rely on application of uneven-aged tree selection to thin stands
(e.g., O'Hara 1998, Long 1998). U neven-aged treatments are used to maintain
ponderosa pine regeneration in stands, but at lower levels than at present. Q
curves will be used to quantify ratios between size classes in stands (Alexander
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and Edminster 1 977). A lower Q-ratio produces a more unifonn distribution of
size classes of trees after thinning.
Few trees with a diameter at breast height (DBH) larger than 12 inches will be cut
during these silvicultural operations. Larger-diameter trees (approximately 2 0
inches DBH) are generally absent from City o f Boulder forest ecosystems, as
noted earlier. Most trees larger than 12 inches will be left to grow into dominant
overstory trees in the future. Larger-diameter trees left in Open Space stands
should facilitate conversion of some stands to old-growth forest conditions. At
present, old-growth forests are under-represented components of the City of
Boulder forest landscape. In addition, Douglas-fir will be removed from stands in
preference to ponderosa pine where ponderosa pine was the dominant tree
historically. This will be done to promote ponderosa pine in stand canopies.
Douglas-fir is less fire-tolerant than ponderosa pine (e.g., Wright and Bailey 1982)
and most likely was not as abundant in pre-settlement low-elevation forests as it
is today, except in areas where steep north-facing slopes favor this species over
ponderosa pine.

4.2.2

PRESCRIBED FIRE

The second treatment for City of Boulder forests is in areas amenable to
immediate treatment with prescribed fires. These areas have lower stand
densities and fewer trees in small-diameter classes. Many of the stands that
were thinned during Project Greenslope fall into this classification. Prescribed
fires will maintain and promote open stands through mortality of seedlings,
saplings, and other smaller diameter trees. Occasional small crown fires in the
overstory also will create openings in the canopy. Prescribed fires are critical
components for ecosystem management in these areas, since they will restore
and reinvigorate related ecosystem processes and promote more diversity in
landscape patterns. Prescribed fires on the margins of the forest-grassland
ecotone also will be used to maintain forest and grassland community patterns
across the landscape.
Variability in historical fire frequencies and spatial patterns, as discussed in
Chapter 2, will guide application of prescribed fires in stands. The best fire
history data near the forest-grassland ecotone suggest a range of fire intervals
from 3 to 20 years for these areas (Veblen et al. 1996). Higher elevation stands
can be burned on a range of 10 to 35-years (Veblen et al. 1 996, Brown et al.
unpublished data). In addition, monitoring of prescribed fires will provide
feedback for the detennination of how frequently given areas will be scheduled for
future prescribed fires. In addition, monitoring of prescribed fires will provide
feedback for the detennination of how frequently given areas will be scheduled for
prescribed fires. The use of the concept of historical range of variability in fire
patterns will allow managers flexibility in annual bum plans, since the range of
intervals between fires will be a target for burning and not the mean fire intervals
or other central tendencies seen in fire h istories. Variation in stand structure
resulting from differences in fire behavior will mimic past landscape diversity.
Staff expects that in areas with dense patches of trees, some canopy will bum,
increasing the heterogeneity of forest stands. For example, a 1995 prescribed
bum in the Lindsay-South forest stand crowned and killed about an acre of trees
(Laven and Gallup 1997).
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4.2.3 LESS-INTENSIVE MANAGEMENT AREAS
A less-intensive management alternative will be used in some of the forested
areas managed by the City of Boulder. These areas, especially those managed
by Mountains Parks, are found on the steep slopes of the Flatirons. These
forested ecosystems include the most scenlc and visible landscapes in the
Boulder area, where intensive management treatments would be difficult to
implement. The steep areas are not conducive to low-impact silvicultural
operations, nor will it be easy to apply prescribed fire treatments in some of the
most inaccessible areas.
However, a longer-term solution for these areas is to eventually manage them as
a prescribed natural fire management zone, where naturally-ignited wildfires
will be allowed to bum under prescribed conditions. A prescribed natural fire
zone would be established in these areas only after treatments of other stands on
its periphery have been completed. Treated areas on the margins of the
prescribed natural fire zone will act as buffers for control of wildfires that ignite
naturally in the prescribed natural fire zone area in the future. After a lightning
ignition in this area, and as tong as prescribed weather and fuel conditions
persist, natural fires (including crown fires) would be allowed to bum.

4.3

PLAN I M PLEMENTATION: I NDIVIDUAL STANDS
This section of the Plan summarizes specific recommendations for individual
forest stands that make up most of the Open Space forested area. Overall
recommendations for each stand will be given and summarized by acreage.
Specific management prescriptions for 16 Open Space forest stands are attached
in Appendix 1 .2.
While overall recommendations will be made based upon average overstory
conditions within stands, there is usually variability in forest structure within
stands. For example, stands on the foothills grade from very open savanna
forests nearer the forest-grassland ecotone to more closed canopy conditions
next to the mou ntain front. Gradients in overstory conditions from the foothills to
the plains are likely related to eastward expansion of ponderosa pine forest in
these areas during this century (Archer 1994, Mast et al. 1997). In these and
other stands, treatment prescriptions will likely need to be modified before any
treatment implementation. For example, overall stand condition as averaged
from all plots within a stand may suggest an open forest with low tree density and
few small diameter trees that would need to be thinned before a prescribed fire
treatment However, local patches in the stand may have closed canopies with
high tree densities that could increase the possibility of crown fires during
prescribed fire treatments. In these cases, management staff may want to thin
trees in these areas before application of prescribed fire treatments. These
decisions will, of course, need to be made by foresters and prescribed fire
specialists in charge of treatment implementations. Relatively localized crown
tires must be anticipated as part of the heterogeneity of the fire regime that will be
restored in these forest ecosystems.
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OPEN SPACE FOREST STAND PRESCRIPTIONS

Recommended treatments for all Open Space forest stands are listed in Table
4. 1 . The first group of forest stands includes those that need to be thinned, both
to remove excessive biomass and ladder fuels and to restore forest structure to
an historical range of variabiiity before application of prescribed fires. Fourteen
Open Space stands have been identified for this treatment. Silvicultural
treatments for stands will be based on uneven-aged tree-selection that is
designed to maintain ponderosa pine regeneration in stands and landscape
heterogeneity in forest structure {e.g., Edminster and Olsen 1 996, O'Hara 1 998).
Table 4.1: Management Prescrlptions for Open Space Forest Stands.
Thinning
Followed by
Prescribed Fire
Acres
Stand Name
4.98
ELDO- C
15.97
ELDO-E
1 1 .24
FOX-W
97.05
LIND-N
54. 1 7
UC-NE
50.08
LJC-NW
69.75
MRL
14.82
MRSL
94.57
S-3
24.35
ST-3
6.63
ST-5
33.40
WITT-E
WITT-S
WITT-W

23.63
43.16

Prescribed Fire
Stand Name
Acres
BS
32.91
D-1/81
1 1 .21
D-1
1 1 .63
D-2
25.46
73.TT
D-3AND 0-4
1 1 .92
DAKR
18.52
FOX-E
KSLR
13.77
52.56
LIND-S
44.92
UC-SE
24.90
UC-SW
81 .05
LOWER
SHANAHAN
44.88
MCCD
97.67
NBV-N

Total Acres

543.8

NBV-S
PINEBROOK

37.00
9.32

POWERLINE

23.79

S-10

24.53

S-4

1 9.42

S-5

45.98

S-9

28.74

ST-1

1 3 .05

ST-10

1 1 .70

ST-6

28.38

ST-7

9.86

ST-8

14.94

No Thinning
or Prescribed Fire
at this Time
Stand Name
Acres
BARUT-NE
18.3
21.7
ELDO-N
ELDO-NW
10.2
ELDO-S
3 1 .7
ELOO-T
18.2
48.8
ELDO-W
9.9
MOC
29.8
MQC-W
SG-N
41.0
SG-S
18. 1
247.7
Total Acres

Table 4.1: Management Prescriptions for Open Space Forest Stands.
Thinning
Followed by
Prescribed Fire
Acres
Stand Name

Prescribed Fire
Acres
Stand Name

ST-9

12.99

STGL-11

1 5 1 .65

WATERTANK

1 22.49

SUNSHINE

WITT-NE

WITT-NW

Total Acres
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No Thinning
or Prescribed Fire
at this Time
Stand Name
Acres

18.59

55.12

27.65

1 200.4

The second group of stands will be treated with prescribed fire. These stands are
within the historical range of variability in forest structure and tree density. These
stands are less vulnerable to crown fire and escaped fire situations owing to lower
tree density and fewer ladder fuels. Thirty-two Open Space stands, the majority
of them on the foothills and at the forest-grassland ecotone, have been identified
as amenable to prescribed fire treatments as soon as operationally feasible.
These stands also tend to have a greater range of variability in crown conditions,
so that if a high-intensity fire started during prescribed fire operations, there is a
greater probability that crown fire would remain localized and not burn throughout
the stand. However, as stated above, some of these stands have denser areas
within them and some local thinning may be needed. In these cases, thinning
from-below silvicultural methods will be used, such that all of the small diameter
trees below a specified size class are removed from the stand. These small
diameter trees also are generally the shorter trees in a cluster, and would
therefore tend to act as ladder fuels that would support crown fires. The larger,
more dominant trees in a cluster of trees will be retained.
Based upon the numbers of medium-diameter trees that are to be removed from
Open Space stands, commercial sales of trees and removal by contract loggers
will be considered during implementation of the Plan. While the overriding goal
for the Plan is to promote natural ecosystem processes, timber will be considered
a by-product of restoration of ecosystem structure. Timber sales also can be
used to help offset costs of promoting and maintaining a sustainable forest
ecosystem (e.g., Willits et al. 1996, Fielder et al. 1997, Koch 1998). Harvesting
contracts should require removal or piling of all small-diameter trees from the
stand during site preparation prior to burning by City staff. Small-scale thinning
operations sometimes use innovative methods for tree removal and marketing.
For example, several mechanized systems are currently being promoted for
thinning ponderosa pine forests in a cost-effective manner (Willits et al. 1996,
Hartsough et al. 1997). Also, removal of trees using horse or tractor logging
methods (e.g., Mannon 1 997, Smith 1997) may be feasible, if a contractor can be
found in the Boulder area. Both of these methods are low-impact techniques for
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removal of logs from forest stands where damage to the un derstory needs to be
kept to a minimum. Horse logging in particular is more aesthetically appealing in
stands where hiking and other recreational activities occur. Horse logging was
used as a low-impact method for tree harvesting during Project Greenslope
(Colorado State Forest Service 1 982) and its application to the goals of this Plan
will be explored.
The last stands considered are those that are not amenable to prescribed fire or
thinning because of slope steepness and/or difficulty of access for application of
management prescriptions. The ten Open Space stands recommended for no
prescribed fire or thinning at this time are in the Eldorado Canyon area in the
southwest corner of Open Space lands (see map in Appendix 3.1 ). Most of these
stands are in more isolated areas of Open Space that are surrounded on two or
more sides by private landowners, especially stands on the south side of
Eldorado Canyon. While coordination and cooperation with surrounding land
owners and management agencies will be crucial during the imple.mentation of
any of the prescriptions presented in this Plan, coordination will most likely be
more difficult in these steeper, more rugged stands of Eldorado Canyon. During
the implementation of management prescriptions like prescribed fire and thinning
conside ration will be given to conditions that exist in different areas of the forest,
as outlined below for understory vegetation and wildlife.

4.4 UNDERSTORY VEGETATION MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS
4.4.1

PONDEROSA PINE/SUNSEDGE PLANT ASSOCIATION

(Pin us ponderosa/Carex pensy/vanica Plant Association)
Svstemwide management considerations and information gaps:

•

•

Rare plant mapping has not been completed for Open Space forest stands
and is a high priority for pretreatment evaluation of stands where
management actions will be implemented.
The introduction of non-native species in recent decades presents a major
challenge when planning for prescribed bums. These species (most often
forbs and grasses) can displace native species and can greatly impact the
structure and function of native ecosystems. Completion of ongoing mapping
of non-native species is a high priority, as is monitoring of ( 1 ) the success of
the integrated pest management strategies used to reduce non-native
species, (2) the impacts of fire on non-native plants, and (3) the effectiveness
of best management practices in preventing the further introduction and/or
spread of non-native species.
Shrublands along the Front Range have been shown to be extremely
valuable components of wild life habitat, providing food and cover for a large
percentage of wildlife species. Additional study and mapping of these
shrublands is required for a complete evaluation of their value to wildlife and
their ability to recover after fire.
Impacts of changes in recent decades in the abundance of wildlife species
(especially large mammals like deer and elk) on the condition and structure of
native plant associations have not been evaluated yet.
An inventory of the understory of riparian and wetland areas within Open
Space forests has not been completed. Such an inventory is a high priority
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and will provide the data necessary to evaluate the extent and condition of
riparian and wetland areas, as well as their significance to area wildlife.
Fire suppression is thought to be a factor in ponderosa pine encroachment
onto grasslands. Reintroduction of fire into the ecosystem should result in a
gradual shift, over time, in the forest/grassland boundary.
The 1997 Open Spate understory inventory sampled only 37 of the 60 forest
stands. Stands that were not sampled during 1 997 that are scheduled for
thinning or prescribed fire will require the collection of baseline understory
data.
Nonvascular plants (mosses and lichens) have not been inventoried on Open
Space forests. These plants will be inventoried in the near future.

4.4.2 BUCKBRUSH/PoVERTY OATGRASS PLANT SUBASSOCIATION

( Ceanothus fendleri/Danthonia spicata Plant Subassociation)

Management considerations:
Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesi1) is less resistant to fire than ponderosa
pine (Pinus ponderosa scopu/orum) and will decrease in areas designated for
prescribed fire. This is the only plant subassociation in Open Space stands in
which Douglas-fir occurs consistently.
•
Dry , southwest-facing, steep slopes are especially prevalent in this PSA and
will need to be monitored for soil erosion after implementation of prescribed
burns.
• The release of nutrients and decrease in litter after prescribed burning should
be followed by an increase in the understory cover of forbs and graminoids, if
soil erosion is not a problem.
•
Bladder senna (Colutea arborescens), a non-native shrub, has become
established in the understory of this PSA in the Wittemyer and Dakota Ridge
stands. Treatment to reduce the populations of this shrub was initiated in
1·997 (cutting and herbicide applications) and continued in 1998. Fire effects
on this species are unknown.
Eleven plots-Witt-E ( 1 0), Witt-NE ( 1 , 5, 10, 1 5, 20, 25, 30), and Witt-S ( 1 , 5,
1 0)-have some ground area covered with small fragments of granite gravel.
All of these plots have high nonvegetation cover and may be especially
susceptible to erosion.
• Prescribed burning may cause a decrease in the abundance of the some
species which are not resistant to fire, including Rocky Mountain juniper
(Sabina scopulorum) and common juniper (Juniperus communis alpina).
•
Rare and uncommon species documented in this PSA are leadplant
(Amorpha nana), lipfern ( Cheilanthes fend/er,), and fros tweed
( Crocanthemum bicknel/i1).

4.4.3 CANADA BLUEGRASS/MEADOW ARNICA PLANT SUBASSOCIATION
(Poa compressa/Arnica fulgens Plant Subassociation)
Management considerations:
• This PSA is dominated by Canada bluegrass (Poa compressa), a non-native
cool season grass which decreases when burned in the spring. Spring
burning also has the potential to release some of the native warm season
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•

•
•

•

grasses in these stands and to decrease common dandelion (Taraxacum
officinale) and St. Joh nswort (Hy pericum perforatum), two non-native cool
season forbs. Native pussytoes (Antennan·a species) and meadow amica
(Amica fufgens} may also decrease after spring burning.
Four non-native species are among the indicator species for this PSA: St.
Johnswort, fieldcress (Neolepia campestris}, Canada bluegrass, and
dandelion. These species should be carefully monitored after burning, as
they are all invaders of disturbed areas. Timing of prescribed burns, as
indicated above, should help to control the spread of these species.
Current grazing leases allow summer grazing i n some of these stands, which
adversely impacts native warm season grasses. Once summer grazing is
discontinued, native warm season grasses should increase in cover.
Foothills shrublands provide important habitat for neotropical migrant birds,
and may be highly significant to other wildlife species as well. Shrublands on
MRL and Eldo-E should be evaluated for their value in providing cover and
food for wildlife and for their ability to recover after fire. Mountain lions and
bear have been sighted in these areas repeatedly.
Many rare and uncommon species have been documented in this area,
including birdfoot violet (Viola pedatifida), leadplant (Amorpha nana), Alaskan
orchis (Piperia unalascensis), grass fem (Asplenium septentn"onale), blue
toadflax (Linaria canadensis), and carrion flower (Smilax Jasioneuron).
Mapping and monitoring of these species is a high priority.

4.4.4

5UNSEDGE/POVERTY OATGRASS PLANT 5UBASSOCIATION

(Carex pensylvanica/Danthonia spicata Plant Subassociation)

Management considerations:
• Spring burning should favor native warm season grasses, like big bluestem
(Andropogon gerardil), little bluestem (Schizachyrium scoparium), and sand
dropseed (Sporobolus cryptandrus) over St. Johnswort (Hypericum
perforatum}, Canada bl uegrass (Paa compressa), and sunsedge ( Carex
pensylvanic he/iophila), but it could adversely impact the native cool season
grasses, such as needle-and-thread grass (Hesperostipa comata), thickspike
wheatgrass (Elymus lanceolatus), and Colorado wild rye (Leymus ambiguus).
Colorado wild rye grows only in Colorado and New Mexico and is a climax
indicator on montane grassland communities in Colorado.
This PSA has the highest importance value for mountain mahogany
( Cercocarpus montanus). The areal extent of this species needs to be
mapped and its importance to wildlife evaluated before prescribed fire is
implemented in these shrublands. Although mountain mahogany can sprout
readily from the crown after fire, older stands may bum more intensely and
are subject to greater damage.
Shrub cover is especially high on MRL, Lindsay/Jeffco, and Watertank. The
shrubs with highest importance values in this PSA should also be assessed
for value to wildlife and sensitivity to fire. Wax currant (Ribes cereum) will
only survive low-intensity fires. Snowberry (Symphoricarpos species) is
sensitive to frequent burning. Chokecherry (Padus virginia na melanocarpa)
is fire resistant. Rare and uncommon species documented in this area are
lead plant (Amorpha nana) and birdfoot violet ( Viola pedatifida). Mapping and
monitoring of these species is a high priority.
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4.4.5 BIG BLUESTEMIWILD ALFALFA PLANT SUBASSOCIATION
(Andropogon gerardii/Psoralidium tenuif/orum Plant Subassociation)
Management considerations:
� In order to preserve the native warm season grasses (big bluestem,
lndiangrass, sideoats grama, and spike muhly), prescribed bums should be
implemented in the spnng, but spring burning may decrease native cool
season grasses (like needle-and-thread grass and porcupine grass). Spring
burning also has the potential to decrease the non-native cool season
Canada bluegrass, Japanese brome, and Sl Johnswort.
Rocky Mountain juniper, which is sensitive to fire, has its highest average
cover in this PSA. Until the areal extent of this species is mapped throughout
the forest stands, prescribed fire should be implemented with care. Surface
fires conducted in the spring, when vegetation and soils are usually still moist
from winter snows and spring rains, might do minimal damage to mature
junipers.
Three-leaf sumac and wild rose have their highest importance values in this
PSA. Three-leaf sumac is rarely killed by fire and typically increases after
fire, but wild rose is usually favored only by low-intensity fire.
•
Rare and uncommon species documented in this area are leadplant
(Amorpha nana) and birdfoot violet ( Viola pedatifida). Mapping and
monitoring of these species is a high priority

4.4.6 NJNEBARKITHICKSPIKE WHEATGRASS PLANT SUBASSOCIATION
(Physocarpus monogynous/Elymus lanceolatus Plant Subassociation)

Management Considerations:
• This is the only PSA with high importance value for ninebark (Physocarpus
monogynous), a shrub that tends to grow on northwest-facing· hillsides.
•
Spring burning has the potential to decrease the cover of non-native St.
Johnswort (Hypericum perforatum), but it could also decrease cool-season
native grasses like needle-and-thread (Hesperostipa comata), thickspike
wheatgrass (Elymus /anceolatus), and Colorado wild rye (Leymus ambiguus).
Colorado wild rye is found only in Colorado and New Mexico and is a climax
indicator on montane grassland communities in Colorado (McMurry 1987).

4.5 WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS
One of the main goals of this Plan is to maintain or enhance native piant and
animal species and communities. Therefore, ensuring that wildlife species,
communities and habitats are maintained or enhanced is a fundamental
consideration for implementation of the Plan.
There is abundant evidence that wildlife species respond individually to changes
in their environment (Hejl et al. 1995, Raphael et al. 1988). Different wild life
species have different habitat needs. Any change in a forest stand will benefit
some species and disadvantage others. To deal with this dilemma, Hejl et al.
(1995) suggest maintaining a sufficient variety of habitats so that all native wildlife
species can survive in a landscape. For birds, Hejl et al. are particularly
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concerned with the loss of early-successional habitat, old-growth forest, snags
and burned areas. These are the types of habitat that are generally least
abundant in today's western forests, including City of Boulder lands.
Wildlife generally would benefit from the existence of a variety of habitats and by
increasing the abundance of those habitats and habitat structural elements that
are relatively scarce, i.e., early-successional habitat, old-g rowth forest, snags and
burned areas. This is precisely what the Forest Ecosystem Management Plan is
attempting to accomplish via prescribed burning and thinning trees in certain
portions of City of Boulder forests.
Man agement actions like thinning and burning will increase the variability of
disturbance, temporally and spatially, which will increase habitat heterogeneity
and therefore wildlife diversity. Untreated reference areas will not only serve as a
basis for comparison with treated areas, but will increase habitat heterogeneity as
well.
Prescribed fire generates long-term benefits for many wildlife species by
producing greater habitat and forage diversity, increasing forage abundance and
elevating forage nutrient content Also, it is expected that burning will result in
increased levels of stress to trees, thereby increasing the number and diversity of
insects available for insectivorous wildlife species. Burning should also help meet
the objective of establishing greater snag density.
Prescribed fires can also have negative impacts on certain species and
individuals. Fire may result in direct losses to individuals, as well as localized
decreases in food and cover and increased fragmentation. On a large scale, this
can result in starvation, increased vu lnerability to predators, decreased
reprod uctive success, and decimation from exposure (Patton, 1992). Also, the
potential ind irect impacts to aquatic wildlife (such as increased potential for soil
runoff into streams and locally decreased shading) should not be ignored.
However, given the scale proposed here, effects on individuals and populations
are expected to be negligible and short term. The long-term benefits of creating
greater habitat and forage diversity, increasing forage abundance, and elevating
forage nutrient content outweigh the potential negative impacts. Furthermore, the
negative effects can be managed by manipulating prescribed fire timing, intensity,
and frequency.
As mentioned above, the stand prescriptions are designed to create open stands
of older, larger trees, within the historical range of variability related to tree age
and size classes overall, therefore benefiting the wildlife species typical of
ponderosa pine forests, including the vulnerable wildlife species identified by
Schroeder (1 996) and listed in Table 4. 1 . Open stands tend to support greater
numbers and diversity of wildlife. For example, Jones (undated) found greater
numbers of breeding birds (individuals and species) on open canopy plots than
on plots with closed canopies. Furthermore, management activities related to
tree thinning (e.g., soil scarification) can have positive influences on wildlife,
similar to those described for prescribed bur)llng.
Thinning forest stands can also have negative impacts to wild life similar to those
of prescribed fire. Falling trees occupied by nesting birds or other wildlife species
can result in direct losses of individuals. Thinning large areas (several hundreds
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of acres) can result in decreased food and cover for some species and thus the
potential for increased vulnerability to predator and weather exposure. However,
these impacts are expected to be negligible and minimized through preharvest
walk throughs and small-scale thinning.
Stands that are not burned or thinned will help to maintain historical range of
variability related to wildlife habitat and ensure systemwide habitat diversity.
Species that rely on climax ponderosa pine forest ecosystem conditions will
therefore ultimately be conseNed. Also, because of the slope, aspect and other
characteristics of many of these untreated areas, these stands should also
provide habitat for those species that prefer Douglas-fir and mixed-conifer forests.
Note that staff cannot say with absolute certainty that implementation of the Plan
will provide sufficient habitat for every wildlife species on City lands. However, as
pointed out early on, this Plan is designed to, at a very minimum, "do no harm".
Therefore, staff believes that the vast majority of these species, including the
vulnerable species, will continue to Jive in City of Boulder forests. Staff believes
the monitoring data that will be collected, coupled with adaptive management
responses to these data, wlll tell staff when wildlife are not being served by
on-going fo rest management and what changes in land management might be
necessary. Wildlife monitoring programs are discussed in Chapter 5.

4.6

TIMEFRAME FOR PLAN I MPLEMENTATION
The Plan defines different areas of the forest that require different types and
levels of management intervention. Moving forest ecosystem conditions closer to
the natural range of variability will require major efforts to thin and open up the
forest by selectively cutting trees and conducting prescribed bums on an on-going
basis. These principal tools will be complemented with many other kinds of
man agement actions such as wildlife habitat enhancement, weed control, erosion
control, resto ration of hydrologic flows, reintroduction of n ative species, and
management of visitor use.
The initial phase of implementation of the Plan is expected to begin in the spring
of 1 999 and to continue for several years. This initial effort will strive to restore
forest ecosystem conditions to within the natural range of variability. The
immediate priority for Open Space and Mountain Parks staff and the wildfire
mitigation crew of the Boulder Fire Department is to implement management
prescriptions along the urban/wildland interface. During this time improvements
to the Plan will be made based on information gathered during additional
inventory work, monitoring activities, and feedback from the public.
Once the forest is returned to more natural conditions, ongoing management will
then be needed to maintain desired forest conditions. Prescribed fires will be
used episodically to maintain open stand conditions and promote related
ecosystem processes. At such time, historical patterns in fire regimes will guide
timing and spatial patterns of prescribed fir�s. Surface fires in the stands should
be done at intervals that range from 3 to 20 years (i.e., the range of historical fire
intervals for the Boulder area from Table 2.1 ). Likewise, variability in the amount
of area burned during different years will pro mote greater heterogeneity in
landscape patterns of forest structure. Prescribed fires should occur at a range of
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sizes, from small patchy fires to large fires that ultimately should burn across
entire hillsides and across multiple stands during the same year (e.g., Brown et
al. in press).
These historical patterns also will provide greater operational flexibility in the
future by allowing variability in annual goals for acreage treated. While both the
coarse-scale and individual stand recommendations in this Plan concentrate on
the general responses of forested ecosystems to management actions, staff also
recognizes that more specific ecosystem and community responses must be
taken into consideration when applying treatments to stands. Removal of living
tree biomass from the forests of the City of Boulder should enhance some wildlife
habitats by creating greater structural diversity in forest ecosystems. Creation of
snags and logs during silvicultural operations and prescribed fires should further
enhance habitats for certain mammals and cavity nesting birds. On the other
hand, opening of stands may result in lessening of habitats for other species that
prefer closed canopy forests.
Opening of stands and creating greater diversity in landscape patterns in forests
also should help to mitigate the impacts of mountain pine beetle outbreaks or
other pathogens in the future. Mountain pine beetles and other pathogens are
components of the historical range of variability of these stands and should be
expected in the future. However, greater diversity in stand characteristics should
reduce the potential for widespread and intensive mortality (Schmid and Mata
1996). Opening of stands will increase the vigor of individual trees and therefore
their ability to withstand mountain pine beetle attacks. Stand opening should also
decrease the incidence of dwarf mistletoes in the stands by decreasing the
possibility of mistletoe spread. Finally, opening of stands also should enhance
the visual qualities of the landscape and possibly the visitor enjoyment of Open
Space and Mountain Park areas.
However, these are all inferences that staff is making at the start of what will be a
long-term process. All of these inferences can be stated in terms of hypotheses
that can be tested during application of treatments to individual stands. One of
the key tenets of an adaptive management approach is to test assumptions and
predictions regularly and to revise management approaches based on the results
of these tests.
There are six principle areas where the concept of adaptive management is
particularly appropriate for this Plan. These topics are overstory vegetation,
understory vegetation, non-native species, wildlife, soils, and hydrology. Staff
has proposed a number of predictions about treatment response that can be
tested in an adaptive mode during the life of this Plan. These predictions are
posed as management objectives which are presented in the next chapter on
monitoring.
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5. MONITORING

Nlonitoring is
. . . the
cornerstone of
adaptive
management;
without
monitoring we
cannot learn
and cannot
adapt.
Noss and
Cooperrider 1994

Monitoring ecological resources is conducted prim arily for two pu rposes: ( 1 ) to
detect biologically significant ch anges in resource abund ance, resource
conditions and population structures, and (2) to understand the effects of
management on population or community dynamics (The Nature Conservancy
1 996). The Forest Ecosystem M anagement Plan incorporates long-term
monitoring as an essential component. Monitoring objectives are tied directly to
management objectives, to determine whether, in fact, man agement objectives
are being met and to change man agement direction if they are not, which is the
essence of ad aptive managemenl
This chapter of the Plan identifies monitoring objectives and describes monitoring
plans for overstory and understory vegetation, wildlife, fire behavior, soils, and
hydrologic properties of riparian areas, with an initial focus on the first 5 years of
monitoring. In addition, best management practices (BMPs) are being developed
and the implementation and effectiveness of those pr actices will be monitored.
Once the monitoring program has been in place for 5 ye ars, the City will conduct
a reassessment of monitoring protocols to evaluate what has been accomplished
and whether modifications need to be m ade in the monitoring program. Stands in
the low-elevation ponderosa pine savanna, woodland, and forest communities
inventoried by Open Space and Mountain Parks staff from 1 996 to 1 998 are the
primary focus of the monitoring plans which are described below. Plans for
monitoring higher elev ation vegetation types (e.g., mixed conifer and Dougl as-fir
forests) and their associated wildlife species will be outlined in an Part I l l of this
Plan, to be prep ared by Mountain Parks and Open Space upon the completion
and an alysis of the higher elevation stand inventories.

5. 1 GENERAL MONITORING OBJECTIVES
Monitoring will achieve several overall objectives that support the Plan goals.
Results of monitoring will be used to assess the success of, and to provide
feedback on, management decisions and actions. Monitoring will be designed to
track and anticipate ecological changes (changes in resource abund ance,
resource conditions and population structures). Knowledge gained from long
term monitoring should increase understanding of the processes that shape
forest ecosystems in the Boulder area.
Key general objectives for vegetation and wildlife monitoring are to:
• Determine the extent to which desired future conditions for the forest, as
outlined in Section 4, are being achieved.
• Determine the effects of prescribed fire on the composition, structure, and
function of the forest ecosystem. l=ire effects monitoring is critical and needs
to include post-fire vegetation succession with frequent monitoring during the
first 5 to 1 0 years after fire.
Identify undesirable conditions that will alert staff that the results of
management actions are different than those anticip ated, and that
modification of man agement strategies needs to be considered.
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Establish reference (control) areas for each plant subassociation and key
wild life habitat type within the forest ecosystem.
Monitoring protocols for vegetation will focus on detecting changes in the overall
composition, structure, a_nd function of forested areas following the
implementation of management prescriptions, as well as changes in sensitive
plant popu lations, uncommon plant communities, and non-n ative plant
populations. A system-wide wildlife inventory has not yet been completed.
However, 19 forest stands were censused in 1 998 for birds and small mammals.
Therefore, the initial emphasis for wildlife monitoring will be to detect changes in
bird and small mammal diversity, and in densities and distributions of rare
species. As inventory data on large mammals, reptiles, amphibians, and
invertebrates are collected, those monitoring protocols may be revised. Abiotic
elements addressed in the current monitoring guidelines include hydrologic and
soil attributes, as well as fire behavior and weather conditions during prescribed
bums.

5.2 VEGETATION MONITORING
5.2.1 RECOMMENDED MONITORING METHODS: DESIGN AND LAYOUT
Monitoring protocols for forest management are based on a model developed by
The Nature Conservancy (1 996). The design and implementation of the Open
Space/Mountain Parks monitoring program incorporates the model by including
the basic elements of formulating management and monitoring objectives,
reviewing existing information, developing and implementing a monitoring plan,
analyzing and reporting on data, and adjusting the management or monitoring
plans as necessary. A flow diagram depicts this monitoring process (see Figure
5.1 ).
During 1 996 and 1997 fo rest inventory plots were established on City of Boulder
Open Space forest stands. The methodology used for defining forest stands and
establishing plots is described in the Forest Inventory Handbook (City of Boulder
i 998a}. The overall layout of stands and sampling plots is based on overstory
characteristics. Eight hundred forest inventory plots, approximately 1 /1 0 acre in
size, were established in 56 forest stands to provide sites for collection of
baseline data and for future monitoring of change caused by both natural and
human factors. In each forest stand the first plot, the fifth plot, and each multiple
of five thereafter were permanently-monumented. The initial inventory plots are
not sufficient, however, to meet every monitoring need, and additional monitoring
plots will be established in the forest stands, as discussed in more detail below.
Also, additional permanently-monumented inventory plots may be needed in
some stands. A forest database was designed to enable staff to input and
analyze the data collected on these plots (see City of Boulder 1 998a).
Monitoring methods will take into account ( i } efficiency in data collection and
analysis, (2) the potential for data-sharing with other land management agen cies,
(3) the selection of appropriate methodologies to mon itor the effects of
management actions and the progress towa rd meeting objectives, and (4) the
utility of establishing reference (control) areas within each plant association and
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Figure 5. 1 :
Management and mon itoring program flow diagram. Stages in the development
and implem entation of an adaptive management and m o nitoring program are outlin e d . Adapted
from The N at u r e Conservancy 199 6.
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across geographic gradients for comparison with areas in the forest that are
targeted for treatment (including thinning and prescribed burns). The fact that
abiotic and biotic resources exist at a variety of scales (in time and space)
influences forest management, and should be reflected in management
prescriptions and monitoring protocols.
In addition to the results of the initial forest inventory, knowledge of the forest
ecosystem in general and the forest stands delineated for management in
particular, will be enhanced by conducting pre-treatment, screening walk throughs
and by collecting key infonnation from literature and other sources. Some
infonnation is not available at this time (e.g., fire effects on certain rare plants and
other native species). Management prescriptions will be based on the best
available information and may be modified as new infonnation is acquired.
Sampling design will be tailored to fit specific monitoring objectives and specific
ecological conditions. Objectives and methods for monitoring understory
vegetation at the individual species and plant subassociation levels, and
vegetation types (e.g., overstory and shrubland) are outlined below.

5.2.2

MONITORING INDIVIDUAL PLANT SPECIES

The overall objectives of monitoring individual species are to determine changes
in cover and frequency of native species, rare plants, and non-native species,
including changes in individual plant populations.
NATIVE PLANT SPECIES RICHNESS

Preserving native plant species is one of the goals of the Forest Ecosystem
Management Plan. - Native species are indicators of good forest condition and
provide food, shelter, and other habitat requirements for wildlife. The box below
lists the management and monitoring objectives that relate to native plant species
richness (which is the total number of native plants documented in a given area).

: MANAGEJ'vlEN'l' 0BJECT:IVE

J .1. Maintain or increase the numbe-r of
native pi�t species (i.e;, nativ_� p.larit_spe¢ies ri_cnness>).
· RaJionale: Maintaining or .increasing :the number'. Of native plant
' species is one aspect of the long-term conservalion of these speqics.
· Monitor:ing..objectiv.e: Determihe at 5-year (ot more rrequent)
· . intervals the number of native plant 'Spe0ies in the forest stand� and
· · i=nvetitory plots.
Adaptive-Management Response: Reassess treatment
program. to detemtlne whether mani,'lg_ement actions
(burning; thinning or,fue suppression) are reducing the
numQer of m1.tiv_e pl@t �p�ci�:-
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Recommended Monitoring Methods
Floristic composition: All species will be listed in all understory plots and in each
stand where understory species are monitored. This data will be collected every
5 years by listing all species in each permanent understory plot (at the same time
that cover data is collected), and by listing all species encountered during a
systematic walk through of each stand. The walk th roughs will be conducted
relatively rapidly over entire stands, and will therefore represent a less intense
search for species than the searches conducted in the understory plots.
Additional species lists will be generated when other monitoring plots are
established. For instance, modified-Whittaker plots (Stohlgren et al. 1995,
Stohlgren et al. 1996) may be established in each plant subassociation in treated
and untreated areas (see discussion below on monitoring plant subassociations).
Photographic monitorincr. Photo documentation and repeat photography will be
used in combination with other methods to meet numerous monitoring objectives
in tile Plan. During the Open Space forest overstory inventory, four photos were
taken, one in each cardinal direction, at each permanent inventory plol This
photographic record provides a baseline to use to document changes in the
appearance and condition of populations and vegetation.

Although individual species may be not be identifiable in general study plot
photographs, the condition of a species' habitat may be discerned. The
procedure used during the inventory of taking four photos at each monumented
plot will be repeated during subsequent monitoring of those plots.
In summary:

Svstemwide: Every 5 years, collect frequency data, compile stand-level species
lists, and photograph permanent inventory plots.
Treated/reference stands: Collect frequency data, compile stand-level species
lists, and photograph inventory plots in years 1, 2, 4, 7, and 10 after treatment.
RARE AND UNCOMMON PLANTS

The preservation and sound management of rare species and their habitat is a
goal of the Forest Ecosystem Management Plan. Forest management. which
covers treated and untreated portions of the forest ecosystem, aims to maintain
or improve conditions for plant species of special interesl The rare and
uncommon plant species documented on Open Space forests are listed in Table
5.1. Open Space species listed by the Colorado Natural Heritage Program
(1999) (CNHP) will be monitored more intensively than species that are not listed
by CNHP. Currently, the CNHP-listed plants known from Open Space forests are
leadplant (Amorpha nana) and birdsfoot violet (Viola pedatifida). Several
additional species that occur in Mountain Parks are listed by the CNHP. These
species will be discussed in Parts II and Ill of the Plan. The CNHP-listed species
will be censused as well as mapped during pre- and post-treatment monitoring.
All other rare and uncommon species will be mapped.
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Table 5.1: Rare and Uncommon Plants Documented on Open Space, with Recommended
Monitoring Methods.
SPECIES

LOCATION ON
OPENSPACE

HABITAT, BOULDE R
COUNTY (Weber 1995)

RECOMMEND ED MONITORING
METHODS

Species listed by the Colorado Natural Heritage Program

Amorpha nana,

D-2Stand, Lower
ShanahanStand,
Powerline #5,S-3 #25,
Watertank #15 and
#20

Locally common on
mesas.

Census and map A. nana in treated
stands and reference areas.

Viola pedatifida,

LowerShanahan
Stand,
LJC-NEStand,
Watertank #1

Uncommon on outwash
fans and grassy
openings In pine
groves.

Census and map V . pedatifida in
treated and reference areas.

Leadplant

Blrdsfoot violet

Other Rare and UncommonSpecies

Asplenium
septentriona/e,

Documented on
Lindsay and Eldorado
Mountain prior to
understory inventory.

Frequent in crevices in
granite and in Fountain
Sandstone.

Survey and map each species in
treated stands and reference areas
according to walk-through protocol.

Cheilanthes fend/en,

Witt-W#10

Locally frequent on
seams of granite
outcrops and Lyons
sandstone.

Survey and map each species In
treated stands and reference areas
according to walk-through protocol.

Crocanthemum bicknellii,

s-g#10, LindsaySouth
Stand

Rare, on hogbacks.

Survey and map each species in
treated stands and reference areas
according to walk-through protocol.

Blue toadflax

Unaria canadensis,

Documented on
Lindsay andShanahan
prior to inventory.

Infrequent on the
outwash fans and sandy
sites In grasslands,
piedmont valley.

Survey and map each species in
treated stands and reference areas
according to walk-through protocol.

Penstemon gracilis,

LJC-NEStand

Infrequent on the
outwash fans.

Survey and map each species In
treated stands and reference areas
according to walk-through protocol.

Piperia unalascensis,

LJC-NWStand

Rare, outer foothills.

Survey and map each species In
treated stands and reference areas
according to walk-through protocol.

Smilax lasioneuron,
Carrion-flower

Documented on
Lindsay and LindsayJeffCo prior to
inventory.

Infrequent in gulches of
the outwash fans.

Survey and map each species in
treated stands and reference areas
according to walk-through protocol.

Grass-fem

Lipfem

Frostweed

Slender penstemon

Alaskan orchis
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Rare species that have been documented locally, but not yet in Open Space
forests, are Carex saximontana, Rocky Mountain sedge, which is very rare in
Boulder County (two records), and is found on dry slopes of foothills canyons,
and Gaura neomexicana coloradensis, scarlet gaura, which is very rare on the
outwash fans in Boulder County (one record}.
There is not sufficient data from one field season of forest inventory to determine
whether there are any areas with high concentrations of rare or uncommon plants
in the study area. The limited data available show that most of the rare and
uncommon species documented during 1997 were found in the southern (four
species and four occurrences) and central (four species and nine occurrences)
forest stands, with only one species and one occurrence in the northern forest
stands.
Existing rare plant inventory and mapping data, informa_tion from the CNHP
database, pertinent literature, and the forest understory inventory results
- constitute to the current state of knowledge. Additional rare plant survey work will
provide the basis for a better evaluation of the status of rare and uncommon
plants on City of Boulder forested lands.
Monitoring objectives for rare and uncommon plants emphasize the detection of
change in densities of individuals, numbers of occurrences, and numbers of
species {see discussion below). Management prescriptions are based on staffs
current knowledge of rare and uncommon plants in the entire forest area, and are
designed to avoid negative impacts to these species. If negative impacts are
detected that may affect the long-term survival of a species, and may be related
to forest management practices {i.e., the impacts are within staffs sphere of
influence), adjustments will be made.
Documented occurrences of individual species listed by the CNHP will be
monitored in reference and treated areas. Repeat monitoring will be conducted
on a post-treatment schedule (years 1, 2, 4, 7, and 10) in treated and reference
areas. CNHP-listed species occurring outside of treated or reference areas will
be monitored at 5-year or more frequent intervals. All species listed in Table 5.1
will be mapped when encountered during walk th roughs. Species-specific
monitoring methods and schedules have been developed and are outlined later in
this chapter in Table 5.5.
Rare plant monitoring and inventory protocols that have been previously
developed by Open Space and Mountain Parks will continue to be implemented
on untreated stands and for rare and uncommon species not listed by the CNHP.
Rare plant inventory and monitoring protocols vary by species. Documentation of
methods and results are filed with Mountain Parks and Open Space plant
ecologists.
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MA!>{AGij.f\fE!'iT OBJ,ECTiVE l;2. Maintain or increase the existing
number ofrar-e and' tm.co�mon- plant species (currently nine specie$ qn
-o�n,�p aqe).
Rationale: Rate artd :uncommon plant spe�ies are,specfos that are
.
1 • UflUS,uaJly sensi(.iVe lO htJ!:nfill disturbance and/oq�tOWiD llnOSuaf
�habitats. Maintaining these .species is part of the overall goal o.f
1��i,n,minix;ig,n�uve plant species.

Monitorin2 objective: Determine the: status of eachknown rare or

un�onimon pla'fiFspecies and- any new1y-docfµtrenfo<l rare or unco�:n,m,on
spebi�:·by swveying known and potential liabitat·in. treated·,and
refete'ttce stands on a post-tr�aunent schedule (years 1, 2, 4, 7� £ll+ci: l 0).
Deter:mine the status of species- occt.uring: outside of treated and ·
reference stands on a ?..:year (or more. · freq ucml) :jntervaJ.
A<J-aptive Management Response: :Reassess tre�lm�nt
p.rogr-am. to detemune whether- management.actions
�pumip;g, thinning oi .qre �_up
_ press_i0_9) are �li�in��
tare or uncommon_ plant spedes. Ass-ess success of
weed manag�ritenl {O get�rmine W�W�f wee(i
p«:lliferalion coukl be eliminating 'plant !:i>pe�i:es of special
interest.

Recommended Monitoring Methods
Mapping: Update current maps of species occurrences during pre-treatment

stand walk throughs and any subsequent walk throughs.

Stand walk throuqhs: Both pre- and post-treatment stand walk throughs will

include suiveys for each rare species that is known or expected in the Forest
Ecosystem Management Plan area. Potential habitat and documented
occurrences for each species will be suiveyed during pre-treatment walk
throughs and post-treatment monitoring. CNHP-listed species will be mapped
and censused, and occurrences of other species will be mapped.
Information collection/data gaps:

•
•

•

Determine abundance/protection status for each species; compile baseline
information; update regularly with monitoring results and CNHP listings.
Compile and synthesize response/adaptations of sensitive species to fire;
update as new information becomes available.
Detect factors threatening rare and endemic plant species; known potential
threats from treatments will be covered in management prescriptions and in
.
best management practices; monitoring results should reveal unanticipated
impacts.
Determine important aspects of population structure for individual sensitive
species; compile background information (available for some species and not
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for others) for design ing stand-level management prescriptions, landscape
level patch treatment configuration (in space and time) and monitoring
protocols.
Develop habrtat descriptions for each rare species to guide field surveyors.
In summary:
Systemwide: Continue to search for rare and uncommon plant species during
walk throughs and all other monitoring, mapping, and inventory field work in the
forest. Continue to implement established Open Space and Mountain Parks rare
plant monitoring and inventory protocols on untreated stands.
Treated/reference stands: Visit each known occurrence of each rare plant
species in years 1 , 2, 4, 7, and to after treatment Map, census, and photo
document occurrences of CNHP-listed species. Map all other rare and
uncommon species.

. . .... ...... .... .......... ..... .
. .... . -�- ... :
.
:'.:M'�A�fi'MENT 0Bi1E�"f.IVE 1.3. Maintain or,· increase the existing
;, number'bJ O,C�;l;lrl'�R9.��, of fife a.pp,1µ,1_�-0ffi.roOD-,plaµ,t species. An
: occ'u�nce- is·a distinct location for a- species where the:criteria deftni-ng
: •distinct foca,tipn� c!.re spe9ie�;-spedft.c , J.ndJ,viduaJ:. occurrences are
; typically s�paratediby a specified .minimum distance, andl:0r hy a
\ge0gra�hifuu,- ecologi!i?al 7 OF lllHWlll
f�mrc o.n �e land�:Cf!pe.
:
) Rati.imci.k: O_ccutfences' ofthese·.species are gener�Hy: _ smaH in area
� and!oncent-ain �elativ,�ly 'fe'Y' imlividu�J R!ffelts:,,. J'hu's, .<Pl entire
: ocq�e�.o� could· ,eas'iiy disap�ar. �·fain-t�g. all- kngwn, occurrences
i of-pJant·specfos of �p��ial,q01).��n i$: a·_ w�y of.re'ihid,pg the risk th'at a
sp�cie$. woul_d disap_p:ear entirely fyonr,(llizy Tands. ·,,
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:- �!ihlitoringc.objectite; Derertnine the number of oCCUR'_ences for ·each
species--oftco�� j;�- treated �d refo1;ence �d� eQ aip,0_$1-tr�tmeii-t
: s01-!¢�ufo{y;�ars: :1 � 2,. 4, · 7) arid ·rb):- Mof.i:itor ;a-U o�er f9.res f occurrences
; on a s..year, (or- more .frequent) interval:
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Adapth:e Management Resp.o.nst: :R.��$ ���tme,µt
· P!Qgrat11 to ��ten:rifae whether managerrrent action�
(burning, thinning or nre -suppr.essiqn) ar-e.-elWin.a..tin.g0ccw��lle_es of plant species of spe�al concern. Assess
. su�ess of weetl management;to determine w.h�t11s;r weed
,
.
proliferatfon could b'e re�u¢hg pfan�. o�c�en�es of plant
species,of special- concern.
Recommended Monitoring Methods
Svstemwide: Continue to search for occurrences of rare plants during walk
throughs and all other monitoring, mapping, and inventory field work in the forest.
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Continue to implement established Open Space and Mountain Parks rare plant
monitoring and inventory protocols for untreated stands.
Treated/reference stands: Visit each known occurrence of a plant species of
special concern In years 1", 2, 4, 7, and 1 0 after treatment; count number of
special plant species occurrences present and photo-document.

Maintafo or, inc�ase.the density · or
· popt1lation. size (pick appropriate measure . for each sp�ci�) jn e��h
. occunen�e ofa C�-list� .r:are or uncoIDmori plaf1t species. Note: lt
:·may be desirable to collect qualitative data for a subset of these.p}cmt
, species b:ecause son;ie species tpay not �e-am.enable to.quantitative study
e
· a11d bcause some species may not face any demonstrable tru:�a,uo their '
·. existence o.n Cit)'} land�.
: Rationale: Even if,the number ofoccua:ences of spe&ial specie�
. :i:emains the ��,:'.P.9.PW..ati�� si.z� .9outq· shririk.. Given th� fy-pipally
: small size- of occutrene:es of'these,plam species, cfeclincs· :in-.population
: size. of any occ�n.� woJlld be v�ry:.g�_tpimental tq.- the long_�tem}·
likel:if-iood-of th� con.tfauation of an ·occurrence.
: MANAQEME*T (\)13J�,C'TIVE 1.4.

, .Moriitoring., olijectiv�: F'or each occurrence ,in years, 1 , '2� 4. 7: and· 1 0
: a&� treatm�t, det��t a .20% �h�ge in,,plantJlerisity or popula��n size.

· Staff'V1·ants fu be '80%,certain of detectir:tg this change, and.wiU·accept a
· 20% chanc'e of concl-ucting,.�t �- 20% ch�ge odcurred Miheri it reaU-y
di9-- not.
Adappvtt· Management Response: Reassess treatment
program tg· determine whether m��ri1¢11t aqtioii.s
(burning� ,thinning �r fire supptession) are decreasing the
density, or population size-of ea¥h Q�9JUT�gg�:. 'Assess
sug:Cess of weed ffiai.'Jageni.ent tp deter-mine whether weed
::proiiferat:ion · is decre�ing.--, the:d�n$}W or population si2ie
of. each occurrence.
. ·•· ·. �-.
.

•

�

• •.
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Recommended Monitoring Methods
Syste mwide: Continue to implement established Open Space and Mountain
Parks rare plant monitoring and inventory protocols for untreated stands and
species not listed by CNHP.
Treated/reference stands: Census and/or sub-sample to measure density in each
CNHP-listed rare plant occurrence in years 1 , 2, 4, 7, and 1 O after treatment.
Photo-document all CNHP-listed rare plant occurrences in all treated and
reference stands.
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NON-NATIVE PLANTS

I nvasive non-native plant species (also known as aliens, exotics, or weeds)
commonly th reaten native plant communities by displacing native species, and
impact natural areas by reducing native species diversity, affecting natural
processes, raising the cost of land management, and diminishing aesthetic and
recreational values. Non-native herbaceous (nonwoody) plant species comprise
20% of the plant species and 1 8% of the vegetation cover recorded during the
Open Space understory inventory.
The overall importance values of the non-native species in the understory
inventory plots are listed in Table 5.2. The importance values are a combination
of cover and frequency values, and provide an indication of the importance of the
plant species within a particular area. Note that these importance values reflect
only the data collected for the Open Space understory inventory plots, and while
they are representative of the forest stands, more detailed weed mapping is
needed to accurately assess which species represent the greatest threats in
these forests. Also the importance values for individual species do not reflect
either the potential the species have for displacing native species or the difficulty
of management. Diffuse knapweed, for instance, has a much greater potential to
disrupt local ecosystems than other species with higher importance values.
Six non-native species documented during the Open Space inventory are on the
top ten weed list for Colorado (the species that are the most widespread and
cause the greatest economic impact in the state): musk thistle ( Carduus nutans
macrolepis), Canada thistle (Breea arvensis), diffuse knapweed (Acosta diffusa),
field bindweed ( Convolvulus arvensis), toadflax (Unaria vulgaris), and spotted
knapweed (Acosta macu/osa), but only the first two have relatively high
importance values in the understory inventory plots.
In addition, 1 4 species are on the noxious weed list for the state of Colorado:
cheatgrass (Anisantha tectorum), mullein ( Verbascum thapsus), St Johnswort
(Hypericum perforatum), houndstongue (Cynoglossum officinale), species with
relatively high importance values in the inventory plots, and quackgrass (Efytrigia
repens), su lfur cinquefoil (Potentiffa recta), bouncing bet (Saponaria officinalis),
tall oatgrass (Arrhenatherum e/atius), bull thistle ( Cirsium vulgare), myrtle spurge
( Tithymafus myrsinites), chicory ( Cichorium intybus), blue mustard (Chlorispora
tenella), filaree (Erodium cicutarium), and common toadflax (Unaria genistifo/ia
dalmatica), species with low importance values in the inventory plots. Non-native
species that have high importance values in the inventory plots, but are not on the
state lists, include Canada bluegrass (Poa compressa) and Japanese brome
(Poa japonicus). Some non-native species, like mullein and houndstongue, are
common in the forest, but are not high-priority species, because they are not as
invasive or do not threaten to displace native species or communities to the
degree that high priority non-natives do.
In summary, the high-priority non-native species requiring management actions
based on the Open Space understory inventory data are listed in Table 5.2.
Many of the n on-native species in Table 5.2 are cool season species, which begin
their growth in the winter or early spring. Canada bluegrass (Poa compressa),
cheatgrass (Anisantha tectorum), and other cool-season non-native species have
probably displaced native cool-season species in the forest understory.
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Table 5.2: High-priority Non-native Plants Based on the Open Space Forest Inventory.
SPECIES
Acosta diffusa,
Diffuse knapweed

LOCATIONS
Uncommon in inventory plots (8 out
of 123 plots). all In central forest
stands.

Anfsantha tectorum,
Cheatgrass

Ranks fourth in overall Importance
value for non-native plants on the
Open Space inventory plots. Most
important in the Canada
bluegrass/Meadow amlca,
Sunsedge/Poverty oatgrass, and
Buckbrush/Poverty oatgrass PSAs.
Ranks tenth in overall importance
value for non-native plants on the
Open Space inventory plots.
Importance values only in
Sunsedge/Poverty oatgrass and
Buckbrush/Poverty oatgrass PSAs.
Ranks third In overall importance
value for non-native plants on the
Open Space Inventory plots. Most
important In Sunsedge/Poverty
oatgrass and Big bluestem/Wild
alfalfa PSAs.
Ranks sixth in overall importance
value for non-native plants on the
Open Space inventory plots. Occurs
throughout the forest stands with
generally low cover, but frequency
on the inventory plots was 52%.
Ranks seventh In overall importance
value of non-native plants on the
Open Space Inventory plots. Most
Important in Canada bluegrass/
Meadow arnica and Big bluestem/
Wild alfalfa PSAs.
Uncommon In Inventory plots (2 out
of 123 plots), but encountered more
frequenUy in forest stands.
Ranks first In overall Importance
value of non-native plants on the
Open Space inventory plots.
Especially important in the Canada
bluegrass/Meadow amlca PSA.

Breea arvensis,
Canada thistle

Bromus Japonicus,
Japanese brome

Carduus nutans
macrolepis,
Musk thistle

Hypericum pertoratum,
St. Johnswort

Unaria vulgaris,
Yellow toadflax
Poa compressa,
Canada bluegrass

ECOLOGICAL NOTES
A highly Invasive biennial species with high
seed production and long-term seed viabillty.
Knapweed seed disperses effectively as the
dried plant tumbles with prevailing winds.
Knapweed can be introduced In road and trail
building materials. Invasion and spread occurs
in both disturbed and relatively undisturbed
habitat
Competes aggressively with native species by
using early season moisture before many
natives are growing, and by producing large
amounts of seed that can gerrnlnate in the fall or
spring. Cheatgrass can affect fire regimes, and
is an early successional species after fire.
A perennial species with an extensive root
system. Seeds are viable In the soil for
decades. Replaces native species, and
degrades the quality of wildlife habitat. Canada
thistle is a common early successional plant
after fire.
An aggressive annual species similar to
cheatgrass, but does not germinate well after
plant litter is removed by fire.

A biennial species tnat can dominate areas after
disturbance (early successional).

Spreads aggressively and replaces native
species due to high seed production, long-lived
seeds, hlghly effective seed dispersal, and
extensive root system.
A highly Invasive, difficult-to-control perennial
species that displaces native plants.
P. compressa is a perennial grass that
Increases with livestock grazing, spreads by
seed and roots, and Is able to grow in poor, dry
soils. P. compressa stabilizes soils. Fall fires
may stimulate vegetative growth, and late spring
fires may negatively Impact Iha species. This
cool season species has probably replaced
native cool season species in the forest
understorv.
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·M;A1'/AGEMENT OBJECTIVE LS. f<j{)tis first on feducirig abw1dance and :
Of,!CJ.W:�flC�� <Jfnigh-:p_rjpri:ty .inw1,sive non-native �
-pecies present on City
· lands. Reduce the frequency anq. cover of l9w-pr.iorify OOij-nafive
· species wb.�:Q,ev�r.p,p�l!Jible.
-Rationale; ln,vasive·n.on-native ..$pe�ies h�v:e be�n shown to create
sj.gi:rifi.��µ1t unci��t>J�-cha.nges in ec,osystem �cture and function,
· e.g., eliminating ce:rtfilu native planl spede·s. Some rioi:i-native species
·. are· IRlJ�b 1:t;1Qre threatening than.,.other-s. Thus, control efforts:-need.10 be
concentrated on those spedes that are mdst likely to cause problems
lp.caJly aQ.cl which are most susceptible to c0ntroJ efforts.
Mooitor.itig,ohjccti�ie: Detect ehanges in the density �f mapped
occurrenpes of l:iigh-prio.iity non-native species. Detect a 20% cp�g�
in frequency ru1d covet of high:. and.low-priority non-natives in -forest
Linderstor.y inveniory p1bts bf. �oH�eting �<1ta every 5 ·years· in· cill
inventory plots; or more frequently in treated and reference stands:
Staff w�ts tQ be 80%,certain of:detectingJhe�e .�h<1gg¢s, and wilf
acce-pta 10% chance of concluding that a.20% change occurred;when it
rea\ly·did not.
A-daptivc M,�, n-�_gem�t- R�sp_9,n_s.e: hi9oipqrate
,monitoring results into ongoing integrated weed
mam,m_ement 'plamµqg. R��S�& µ:eatrn�t progr� to
determine whether · management actions (burning;
tµiruµn,g or fire suppres�ion) €ottld be alt�ed to r�4uce
-noxious weed abundance. Reassess the · effectiveness of
forest m.�Ellierncnt besl mtlllag�m��f- P.r�tfo�; ru:iq the
· .weed mana·gemenrprogi;am.

Recommended Monitoring Methods
Integrated pest management (1PM) protocols continue to be developed for Open
Space non-native species, and are implemented as outlined in Open Space 1PM
policies (document in prepa ration), and as described in area management plans.
/PM treatment effects on specific non-native species will also be tracked.
Mapping: Map selected non-native species (in progress); update current maps
during pre-treatment stand walk th roughs and any subsequent walk throughs.
Photographic monitoring: Establish photo-points for photo-documenting
significant infestations of high-priority weed species; track change over time.
Collect Global Positioning System data for selected photo-points.
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Stand walk throuqhs: Collect additional information on occurrences of non-native
species and localities, and rank species priorities in each stand for 1PM treatment.
Best Management Practices (BMPs): Establish best management practices to
limit inadvertent spread of non-natives during implementation of management
prescriptions. Assess the effectiveness of BMPs.
Information collection/data gaps: Compile and synthesize response and
adaptations of non-native species to fire; update as new information becomes
available.
FIRE EFFECTS ON NON-NATIVE SPECIES

The introduction of non-native species in recent decades presents a major
challenge when planning for prescribed bums. These species can displace
native species and can significantly impact the structure and function of native
ecosystems. Several non-natives, including Canada thistle, St. Johnswort,
mullein and cheatgrass, are known to increase (at least initially) after fire.
Competition from native species can help reduce the densities of some non
n atives during post-fire succession.
In s ummary:
Systemwide: Every 5 years, collect cover and frequency data on all permanent
inventory plots. Continue to map non-native species and apply integrated pest
management practices developed by Open Space and Mountain Parks. Continue
to search for non-native populations during walk throughs, mapping, monitoring,
and inventory field work. Monitor effectiveness of 1PM methods on different non
native plant species through repeat mapping and density estimates of priority
species. Additional methods for assessing the effects of treatments on native
and non-native species are being developed.
Treated/reference stands: I n years 0, 1 , 2, 4, 7, and 1 0 after treatment collect
cover and frequency data on permanent plots for low-priority weeds. Treat high
priority weeds, if possible, as soon as they are detected.
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MA�AGEMENT 08.µilCTIVE 1.6. Whenever :possible, prevenl the
e!W�blishment and spread ofiny�s:iv�, no..o-n�tjve �-p�ies that have not
;,be'�n previously encoiµitered on City: lands�
· Ratiomde: Preventing problem non-native �ecies froIIl becoming
esta-bijsµed '11as been shown �o b1� far more cost.;effecti:ve than
· ctmtroiling species that are already est,11blj.:;_he,q. An OUIJ.ee of prev�ntjori:
. .. ·
i$ vit111h a po�p.¢ df ciire. Control efforts will be focused-on non-native
species that W(imld likely cause serious prQb.}�JS ifthey became_
es1:a!:,fish� on City lands. Sj,'eciaj attention will be paid to forest areas·
�.djacent to: the-urban edge, wliere ·g�de.µ ·pJ.�ts c:.ap escape aud t?�onie
ll1lWf:aUz�q, clJlcd to �pteail of nog:-mitfve Spectes througb on-trail.and off. tiail teoreaiional activities.
•,

rr,:o nito�ii"g ohjectiY.c:,:De.tect a,ny new invuive no�-n.ativc species in
the forest eco:�y�eiri.
A;da,ptivc . lVJaAAg�mcnt Response: Reassess
effec-tiveness of weedmanagement. Ass.ess. th� need fpr
new m��UI:t�sJo preventnew weed species
estiililishnient, the impact of r-ecreational and
manag�ent, �ti vities on estab-ltsfunent anti -spread of
n_on-nati ve species, and· lhe 'effectiv.eness, of l;)e· $l
manageJ.neilt: l)!-!:lC_tj:qes
mroimi$tg.
lo
' ad\1 eise impacts
- .
'

�e rorest.

m·

.

Recommended Monitoring Methods
Svstemwide: Detect, map, and photo document occurrences of new invasive
non-native species by walking the length of every Open Space and Mountain
Parks trail at least once each growing season. Ideally, trailside monitoring would
occur in May, June and August to detect spring, summer, and last summer non
native species, if staff and/or volunteer time is available.
Treated/Reference Stands: In years 1, 2, 4, 7, and 1 0 after fire, detect and photo
document occurrences of new invasive non-native species during stand walk
throughs, Track the implementation of best management practices to detennine
whether they are preventing the dissemination and spread of weeds during forest
treatments,

5.2.3 MONITORING PLANT SU BASSOCIATIONS AND VEGETATION TYPES
In addition to monitoring individual plant species as outlined above, individual
plant subassociations and vegetation types (namely, riparian areas, wetlands,
and shrubtands) will be monitored, as described below,
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Changes in the diversity, areal extent, and distribution of plant associations, plant
subassociations, and vegetation types can be a res ult of plant succession, of
environmental changes at a given site, or of invasion by non-native species (The
Nature Conservancy 1 996). Monitoring changes in the plant subassociations and
vegetation types will provide feedback on how management actions (prescribed
fire, in particular) are affecting the nature and distribution of these plant
assemblages and the wildlife species that depend on them.

J\lfANAGlt.M�rff OitJECTIVE i.7. Maintain Qr increase the existµlg_
nggi�er and tYJ)es of-plartHISsociauons· domitrnted by native-· plants on
Open Space and M01111tain Parks lands (�m.Te11tly <J.Pe plant ��so�i�ti-on
a.qd . five· subassociations on Qpen Space forests).
Rati.otzale:· Maintaining or increasing lh� nijrnb.�r of I;l.a,tive plant
�unjµ�s is one aspect ·of tnaiijJa-iri�g, t��se C-Omniilnities generally.
ln-: additio� native plant associations· �pture a si.gI;J.ific�t -portion of tQe
biol_9gical divers.Uy Qf an afoa; theref9re, 1paintail}.ing plant: communities
··
wiU simultaneousl�1 maintain many plant- and animal spiecies.
Monitoring oMective: E>etennine the number and t)ipes of 11.clti-ve .plant
as13pci�tj.0n.,� l�. -treated anµ reference
.. area�. �v�ry 5 yeru'.$.
�daP.ijve Managf?!Dent �es}?onse: Re�sess treatment
o
prgram to 4-etemune whether management actions
�b�h1g, $m�g or,fire suppression) are· e.JiWin�ting
·
,
plant communities.
Recommended Monitoring Methods
Svstemwide: Every 5 years, collect cover and frequency data from all permanent
inventory plots and other plots in each plant association and analyze using
multivariate analysis to determine the number and types of plant communities.
F/oristic composition: Complete lists of all plant species found in each plant

association/su bassociation will be compiled from all monitoring and inventory
fieldwork completed in the forest. Visits to stands will be made, over time, during
every season to document spring, summer, and fall species. Every 5 years all
understory plots will be revisited to collect cover and frequency data. This data
will then be analyzed using multivariate analysis to track the number and types of
plant associations and subassociations present. Outstanding areas of common
plant associations and subassociations will be identified.
Where additional cover and frequency data are needed in a stand, the modified
Whittaker point-intercept method, or other appropriate method, will be used.
Mapping: Ide ntify limits of each plant association and subassociation and map on

aerial photos. The plant subassociation boundaries and patches will be mapped
in order to identify expansion or shrinkage over time. Map rare plant
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communities, if presenl (See discussion of rare plant communities in Section
3.6.2.)
Photographic monitorincr. A system of photographic monitoring locations for the
plant associations and subassociations will be established.
Information collection/data gaps:
• Continue to compile information on forest succession for the relevant plant
associations.
Determine abundance/protection status of rare plant associations and
subassociations in this region. Compile baseline information and u pdate
regularly.
• Continue to compile and synthesize response/adaptations to fire of rare plant
communities; update as new information becomes available.
•
Detect factors threatening rare plant communities; known potential threats
from treatments will be covered in prescriptions and in best management
practices; monitoring results should reveal unanticipated impacts.
MANAGEMENT 0BJEC1W.E 1 .-8. Maintain or increase the vegetation
quality for each of the above plant associations and for any associatic:ms
identit1ed in the futur�; �: Ve�tatio.Q qQality will IJe .estirnatt!Xl
usfug a".tlo:ristic q1ialify index which is �mpoted- using both a tiori·stic
'.
value for each species present and tbe total. number of plant spe_cies
·present (see .foft et 1-997).
R-aJio11ak: High.-conditian plant .ass0ciatioas ar-e m.qre valllflble than
degradetl plant �mmuhlti�s : because they conmiii· a higher proportion of
.nati v.e plant species. The Taft et al. ( J- 997) ap-proach to assessi_ng the
flodsuc qi:IaJity of pl�nt associations has worked wel l in the upper
:Midwest, ani staff:proposes to apply ii ·here�

ru.

-Moni1orin2 objective: Determine the vegetation quality of e.ach trea.ted
an'd r¢fe�ri'be area every 5 y�ars.
Arl?.ptive M.u-na_geinent Respo.nse: Reas·sess tr�atmciit
program to ,determine whether management actions
- (btW,�g,. - ilii!llUng Qf fire supp_res_�iorr) are eHntlnating

.native:-plant species,with high flor-istic values. Assess
su,ccess of weed nt¥1agemept to determine whether ..y�d
proliferation is:redu�ing fl.ori-stic quality..

Recommended Monitoring Methods
Floristic qualitv assessment: A floristic quality index will be adopted for forest
monitoring purposes. Each species documented by forest inventory and
monitoring will be assigned a value within the index. Floristic quality
assessments can then be completed at the plot, stand, and forest levels using
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species lists generated from repeat monitoring of permanent inventory plots and
other plots and from stand-level walk throughs (Taft et al. 1997)).
Syste mwide: Every 5 years, calculate the floristic quality for each plant
association using frequency data from the permanent inventory plots.
Treated/reference stands: Calculate the floristic quality for each stand in years 1,
2, 4, 7, and 10 after treatment
CHANGES IN THE FOREST CANOPY AND FOREST UNDERSTORY

One of the major management objectives of the Plan is to return City of Boulder
forests to their historical range of variability, primarily by opening up the canopy of
the ponderosa pine forests, increasing old-growth ponderosa pine forests, and
decreasing the cover of ponderosa pine/Douglas-fir forests and the cover of high
density, young ponderosa pine trees. These changes will affect the types of
understory plants that grow beneath the canopy, and thereby influence the plant
associations and subassociations present. Monitoring these changes will provide
the infonmation needed to evaluate whether management actions are achieving
desired future conditions within the forest.

· l\.1�A�Fil\'IENT -0�CTiVE 1.9. RtidJ1ce th� .cJensi-ty and increase the
··size. of-trees ·so · stand ,'avetages of. tree d6nsity and size fall within the
: hii3torioal nmge c,f v.a11i�biHty ofJbe r�gion for the differ:ent fonfat types.
Ratio-mile: Fire suppression has led to Rtany ;forest stands .that are
�ehar.acterize.d by Jiigh de.usiti,!'S ofi:e.latjvety �rµall tree.�. The g�al is to
· reverse,this tr�P4, and. to . manage for .fo rests that fall withii1 the histo£tcal .,
· xange of varia�qn in terms of tr<;·� density �ld �W. structure.
Monitoring:obj�ctiv.e: ·,tieie�onrne the aver�ge tr�e·d�n�ify. ap.d -averag�
· tr-ee · size by · colle.ctihg ·canppy qpver data on ·au permanent inventory
.,, ··
. plots;e:ver,y5 years.
. Adaptive M;mugemen-t Response: Reassess bµrning

·· ano tliinniIJ:g p_rogram t9 detefini�e:,vh�er-additi-onal

buming or_,thimtlng is neoessavy :to aohlev:e managememt
l)pJ�ctives. Assess effectiveness of best iµanagement
practices in minimizing adv�rse impacts to the forest

Recommended Monitoring Methods
Syste mwide: Every 5 years collect canopy cover data on all permanent inventory
plots.
Treated/Reference Stands: Every 5 years, determine the average tree density
and average tree size (diameter at breast height), with 90% confidence intervals
no wider than 15% of the estimated true average tree density and tree size using
data from permanent plots. Photo-document canopy cover.
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M,>\,NAGEMENT 0BJKCflVE 1.10; Increase the proportion ofStlllld. initiati0n and old-growth forests c!P-d d�c�ase the-proportion of stem. exdusion, closed cahopy forest. S(and initiation, refers 10 forest swnd:S
. dominated by tree se_ed1µ}gli� Old-growth ryf�rs 'to forests that are
qbaracterized by widely Spaced old trees; some o..f which have Qrol{�n
iops�.-large �1anding. dead ��� (�) �d fall,er: trees �e ptesent.
S��1p-eic:lusion refori to tbrest stan'd s that are heaYily stocked with
relatively
small trees -with sparse. tt1.l<Wr§tary, a-conseq·uenc_e of little
j
l_gpt rea�bing the furest floor.
Ratio11ale: Stand dat:a fr-om City l@d.� �l,ww tJ19,t old-growth forests are
nbserti a.pd stand initiation .forests are .relatively uncommon. while s{em
.exclusion, closed eanopy forests �e 'fue mqst.,1�widant and' are greatly
ov�.r-repie. seµted. today obtiipared to bi&torieaJ, conditions.
Monitot'in�A!bJetiivc: Every 5 ye�s. ch�cteme each permanent
inventory plot in treated and reference st�� as one of three fore�t types
(stAn{:J mi!iatioB; stem- e:xcl�;;�on, or o[d growth) ·by measuring tree
density and size.
•�_daptive Management ·ttesponse: R�a$.��ss tq,e -yalidity
i
an9 im
. pl���ntati9,n. of stan,�I° prescrptiorts. Assess
<fffectiveness of best management pra1;.,i,iqes in
mini,mtzi;ng acl;ver§e'·o;µp?c!s to $,t; fore�'!.
Recommended Monitoring Methods
Treated/Reference Stands: Every 5 years, assign each permanent inventory plot
in treated and reference stands to one of the three forest types (old-growth, stand
initiation, and stem-exclusion), using tree density and size data. Quantitative
definitions of the three forest categories will be developed.
Mappinq. Map targeted potential old-growth areas. Map current stand-initiation
areas and new stand-initiation areas as they develop.
Photographic monitoring: Establish photo-points for repeat photography of
potential old-growth forests and stand-initiation forests.
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J\1,\NACEl\.1ENT 'O'n�ECTIVE t.ll. Maint�in or increase the cover of
native understory vegetation and reduce the cover of bare. ground and .
liH� on the soif s.urtaee.
Rationale: Forests: that pr�dated· .fire s.up.pression had more
groun4il�yer veg�tatiq,n an<:I_ l�s§· bare S(?il and litter ¢re to higher light
levels that reached the forest floor and frequent low;"'.in�nsity b.urrudhal
reduced· litter atj.d I�le.�Ef n_µtr:ients. ln a'dctition,· higher vegetatfon
cover an'd less bate gF0und reduce soil er0sion.
Note: : SH� faqto:rs, s1.,1tyh as s9jls� will (µmt lhe- am�un,t of pla,rit cover in
some �reas. lnoreasitig onderstory ·cover will occur most readily in
areas· wber�- th�, fore�� C8;1;19PY is Op�p�p iJ,p by tflµuifug and burning.

M9nitoring,-0b}'ectiv.e;

Every 5 years, detect a 20% change in covet of. native
perennial plant s·peci-es in aggr!;':g�te ap,d h�¢ grc;>l;lfld,
respee}iveJy. Staff W�ts to be 80% oonficlent of
. detecting: a 2-0%.chailge; and v4,ll· w.,¢�pl 8- 20%
Ta:Jse-change error rate, using data from permanent
understory v.eg�tatio11..plots.
Adaptive l\,faiuig�ment 'R�ponse:

Reaiess butnmg

and thinning progrwJ� to determine whether additional
b.urn.ing�r thim;ti.jig is .Q�.d�d to increas� sunlight on the
· · forest floor and reduce titter.
Recommended Monitoring Methods
See methods under Management Objectives 1 . 1 and 1 . 7
Understory species cover data: Cover data will be collected in all understory
plots using the point-intercept method and the cover point optical device. In
selected stands, the modified�Whittaker method may be used to quantify
understory cover. Methodology for estimating cover in sites that are steep, rocky
or in some other way difficult to monitor has been developed and used in the
Mountain Parks forest inventory. The same or similar methodology will be used
for understory inventories and monitoring in higher elevation Open Space stands.
Understory cover data will be collected every 5 years in each pennanent
understory plot, and during years 1 , 2, 4, 7, and 1 0 in understory plots located in
treated and reference stands.
Photographic monitoring: Photo documentation and repeat photography will be
used in combination with other methods to meet numerous monitoring objectives
in the Plan. Although individual species may be not be identifiable in plot
photographs, the condition of a species' habitat may be discerned. The
procedure used during the inventory of taking four photos at each monumented
plot will be repeated during subsequent monitoring of those plots.
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In summary:
Svstemwide: Every 5 years, collect cover data and photograph permanent
inventory plots.
Treated/reference stands: Collect cover data and photograph inventory plots in
years 1 , 2, 4, 7, and '10 after treatment.
SHRUBLANDS

Shrub vegetation types within the ponderosa pine ecosystem are of particular
concern due to their contribution to native plant diversity and to the structural
diversity of the forest. as well as their importance in providing food and cover for
wildlife. Information is lacking on foothills shrubland communities in this area.
This section addresses the need to better characterize footh ills shrubfands both
inside and outside of delineated forest stands.
There are two overall reasons for mapping and monitoring shrublands:
•
Foothill shrubland communities may be Influenced directly or indirectly by
forest treatments, or by no-treatment prescriptions. Prescribed fire will be the
most influential treatment on species composition and frequency of
shrublands in the forest.
•
Shrubland communities associated with the ecotone between the plains and
foothills in this area are not well-documented, and that creates a significant
data gap for wildlife management and local ecosystem-level management
planning.

IVJANAG�M:ENT 0BJEC.TIVE l.12 Maintain or increase the numbe.r-0f
snrubland
_
co-m.municy types. Avoid. neg��i'\,e
to uncommon
_
shru.bland fil)�cic;s or co111n;1unities'.

tmpacts

· Monit01,drig.,obj&tive: Detect cnange�Fih the oompositioll and co.v.er or
shnibland communities within the foresH�CQfri'$�m in treated and
>refer�nce afl}a$,J?Y �Qajt-O@Ef'sE!Iectcil s,hrubl�d,,p�hes:pr� and post
,
, tr�mi
ent.. Detect a-:'.20%> change with an· SO¾ co.l)fidenc;:e Jey.el:·
. .
'

Adaptzye:Management Respcmse1 Use resttlts.:to �ssess
tren.4s- -tn. t.M sra� of shDJblang communiJies in treated
untreated·areas.,,Adjust treatment prescripti.ol)$ if a
shrub.land, co1;11miliµj}y type ls .�n d�cline on a forest-wide ·
level, or an untommon shrubland, community ·is in:
decline on dte indiviqllaj 0ccurrence level{ P��9f'l-ptiorts
altered based on- new1reatment effects (e.g., fu;e
eft�cts) i:nf.onnat-iqn re$ulting ftt;>:i:n research conducted in
for_¢sts l"6caJ1y and/or te'gi6naUy.

- an'd

nw:y �-
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Recommended Monitoring Methods
Floristic Composition: Identify common shrubland types, unusual types, and the
fire ecology of key shrubland species. Establish a monitoring protocol and select
shrubland patches to monitor (inside and outside of delineated forest stands).
Mapping: Using remote-sensing imagery, map lower elevation shrublands both
inside and outside of forest inventory stands. Ground-truth the remote imagery
mapping.
Photographic Moniton·ng: Establish a system of photographic monitoring
locations for the shrub communities and shrub vegetation types.
RIPARIAN AND WETLAND AREAS

Riparian and wetland areas within the lower elevation forests were not surveyed
during the 1996 to 1998 Open Space forest inventory, as they were mostly
outside of the boundaries of the established forest stands. However, these areas
provide habitat for a great diversity of plant and wildlife species, and have
important hydrological functions as well. Additional management and monitoring
objectives will be developed for these areas once inventories have been
completed.
�...

..

MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVE" 1.13. Main"tain or increase .the areal extent

of riparian areas.
R(l1.itmale: Riparian areas are perhaps tb.e�single most important habitat
typ�
the se.rµi-ajd we�t, · including Open Sp�ce an9 Mo�tain :Parks
lands, . because of tlte ex:ception.al wiJcl:life--habita� . they provide. In
addit;i.Q»; they are v�ry appeating to urba.p. rec�ti�pists.

µ1

Monitoring,objective: De!�_ct q.\'lang� �ii the �eal exteJJ.t qf riparian

ate:m$ within· the forest ecosystem by using remotely�sensed imagery to
estimate th� cover Qf ripari�n vegeta(ipn every 5 to 1 0 years.
Adaptiv� M;uiagep;it\nt :8es,po1;1se�. Rea.ssess burning
and thirtrting pro� to d�tmnine whether it is reducing
,llie srae of r:.ipari@ '1,l'e_�.

Recommended Monitoring Methods
Systemwide: Every 5 to 1 0 years, estimate the areal extent of riparian vegetation,
with a precision of 20%, using a supervised classification of remotely sensed
false-color infrared data in a GIS environment followed by field truthing.
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MA-NAC..lj:ME�T 0BJ:ECTIVE-·1.l4. Maintain· or increase the are.al eX,teQt
of existing w�tlaAgs.
Rd.tiolzdle: Litre rip:atian areas. wetland are'critieal in a ·-sen1:i-arid
environment like the FrQJJt - �e. WeHands are prot-ected by local
ordinan
ces.and
foclera'.·. 1 Statutes,
·. ...
�
,;

M'Qnitqrin_g;, obje_ctiy�: De�c{ changes imthe� �I ex{�nt of wetlai1ds
within the forest ecosys.tem:.bY µsing r�m{)���y sensed imnger,y to
e�Jimate t.he,,cover of wetl�d
vegetation
ever.y· .5 years.
.
.
.

Ad·aptive Mari11.gtrwen-t Response: Reassess,:burning
and thinning .program to de�ero;ijp,e wh�ther it is redµ_ciqg_
th�. size of wetlapds;
Recommended Monitoring Methods
Svstemwide: Every 5 years, estimate the areal extent of wetlands, with a
precision of 20%, using a supervised classification of remotely sensed false-color
infrared imagery in a GIS environment, followed by field truthing.

5.3

MONITORING WILDLIFE

The following section discusses the wildlife management and monitoring
objectives for this Plan. Sampling design is tailored to fit specific monitoring
objectives and specific ecological conditions. Monitoring methodology will be
discussed for ( 1 ) group monitoring and (2) individual species of special interest
monitoring.

5.3.1 NATIVE SPECIES
One of the goals of the Plan is to maintain or enhance native plant and animal
species and communities and the ecological processes that sustain them.
Therefore, promoting native wildlife species, as indicators of good forest
condition, is a central concern of the Plan.
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: M:A�:�(,EM{uNT 0.Q;JECTIVE 1. �5. Main-rain ar infr�ase uative wild}ifo · species
:-. richness.
: Katiti,,ale: This·statement follows directly from the fu.sJ Plan,goal. . Speci�s ri�hqess is
; perhaps the most basfo expre:ssioo ofnative animal speuies. biological<livessity.
' Monitor:ini: abjilctives:
'·r.1 }'eflrS I , 2, ( 7, ,aod·: 1 0 post-tt.eatment, analyze field m:Veol(ify and anecdotal dam
: 1.':�l]ected for smalJ rii'runmals since the year 6hhe last analysis. aa·d ,prepare a list of
, S!:!!<i,U mammaf 5J?.ecies encountered·or relin6Iy reponed during that time period.
' Evecy 5 years posr-tre�t,mont, .an�l�.e fieli;t ioveritory and. anecdqtal data collected for
large mamma,Js sim:e;the y�ar o:ftbe.d�.t analysis, and-p,��pare a list of large mammal
. species encountered or reliably repo� during the five-year peri9d .
. ln years I , 1, 4, 7. and l'O post.:rreattnent' ana1yze field inv.eatocy· and anecdotal data
; c.c;; .HecieO for birils sirice1 the yea'f of the last a:rituJsis,ia'nd prepare a list of bir-0 species
encountered or reliaoly reported· during that time period. ..
. Every 5 years p.ost-tr:eannen't, aria-Lyze field iovintory nnd'aoecdoilil data cellecred for
rept.ijes si�.ce the ;;ear of tl\e lc:tSt �nalysis, and prepare ;, list of reptile species
' enco. ur:1:te�g or r�li.1,1bly r�portef! qµring the five-year period.

1

Every 5 years post•treatthent, analyze ffeld itivenmry ant41llle�o.tal d!3ta 'cpJlected for
amphibians �ince the year of:the last analysis·, and pr�pare a list of amphibian spec i�s
encountered or reliably "reported during the f.ive-year p. erJod.
Every 5 years post�treatn1cnt, analyze field inventory and an·ecdolaJ,data coUeccte<Hor
in vert,ebrates, censusing hut�rflies as an indkatot species, sinte the year of tb·e last
analysis, and pr:epare a Hst of in vert�br.ate
. . species encountered or reliably r�'porteJ
d��i�g, (J1i,· fh1��yeaqierioa,,
Adap.tirc Manng���nt R�pons��;lf a specie$ that was previou�Jy
documented is not e_nc.ountered .o.r is not otherwise ,reliably reported
dw-ing the subsequem time.per-iod, prepare a briefm.�mo �a1 li�ts
and outlines plausible explanntioas- for its presumed,d,i9npp�!,U'l!JlCC
from Open Space and ·J\jfouotai n Parks and discusses possible
changes in fand mrinag�trtent that would .promote rerolooimtion of
the ·spe�ies. Tn particuta,� rel($sess the btiming. and ttiinn,ing program
to <;i<;tenn,ine whether burning or thinriiiJ.g couid be t;timiriatmg· an)'
·
wildlife speci�s.

Recommended Monitoring Methods
Small Mammals
In years 1, 2, 4, 7, and 1 0 post-treatment, trap for small mammals at plot 5 ( or
plot 10, if necessary) of each forest stand. Sherman live-traps will be placed in a
5 x 5 meter grid (traps 5 meters apart), for a total of 25 traps, with the southwest
comer of the grid oriented at the permanent plot marker. The traps will be placed
on the grid opening to the north. Traps will be baited with sweet mix and a
handful of polyester batting. The traps will not be pre-baited. Trapping will occur
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on four consecutive nights for a total of 100 trap-nights and checked each
morning within an half-hour of sunrise. Data on species, including sex, weight,
reproductive condition, and recapture rate, will be collected.
Large Mammals
Every 5 years post-treatment,· conduct wildlife transects through each forest
stand. These transects will be conducted quarterly in those years and will be
designed to capture data relevant to all wildlife. Therefore, all observations or
signs (tracks, scat, dens, nests, etc.) of birds, mammals, reptiles, amphibians,
and invertebrates are to be recorded during this walking transect.
Birds
On years 1 , 2, 4, 7, and 1 O post-treatment, conduct point counts at permanent
plots in each forest stand that are at least 200 meters apart. Point counts are
conducted within a 100-meter radius from the permanent plot marker. The point
count circle is subdivided into a 50-meter radius, as well. All birds seen or heard
. will be recorded within these radii for 1 O minutes. Point counts can be conducted
from sunrise to 10:00 am. Three replicates are done, starting in May and ending
before July 1 5th.
Reptiles
Record observations or signs of reptiles during wildlife transects described under
Large Mammals.
Amphibians
Every 5 years post-treatment, conduct amphibian transects as designed for Area
Management Plan inventories. These walking transects are set up along riparian
areas and are designed to capture observations and signs of amphibians. In
addition, data on amphibians will be recorded during wildlife transects described
under Large Mammals.
Invertebrates
Every 5 years post-treatment, conduct butterfly transects in each forest stand.
Because the resources are currently lacking to do a comprehensive invertebrate
census, butterilies are singled out as indicator species of forest health for
invertebrates. Walking transects will be conducted on which all butterfly species
seen will be identified and recorded (see Pineda et al. 1997).
When collected, the data from the above methods will be compared to baseline
data and all monitoring for each of these forest stands. For those species not
observed in the above projects, other sources of information will be searched
(wildlife sightings database, research projects, Breeding Bird Surveys, National
Audubon Society including Christmas Bird Counts, Boulder County Nature
Association, Sierra Club, etc.) to determine whether they continue to be present.
If additional information is still not found, a brief report will be written that gives
plausible explanations for the failure to detect those species. Specific projects for
individual species of special interest may then be implemented to determine their
status on Open Space and Mountain Parks lands. Changes in land management
may result.
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:· MA.NA
· GEMENT 0JJJ�CTIVE 1.1-6. M�tain or incre�e the densities of
breeding bird species.
Ratimzaf#: If b1;eyclif!g bir�.species arc declining, dus knowleqg·e will
motivate reassessment of the forest management program before any
biros spe.cies di�appear l.o.cal;ly:
.Monitoring..obJectiye: r>eiefflline u:eµ,9;, in P9:Rulatj;on densities for
. breeding passerine birds every 5 years, using a confidence le.vet. o"r O. 1
: for.the·.:slope of the regres;sion li1;1�. Determine the ptrpulati'on trends for
brec�ing pass!ritie ·bird s·:every 5 years.
Adaptive Maiiagement. Response: Assess ©.pen Space/

Mountain Parks, forest m.ap�gem�!lt �tiviti�s. �peciaUy
the burrung and thinning program., to determine whether
changes are neededito revers�, declipj�g trend;; ip bird
species. hiitiate a· nesl searqh p.rog:tam for declining
species jf evid.euce suggests that redu<,;aj:nes_ting sµccess
'
may oe contributing to the species' decline·.
Recommended Monitoring Methods
Based on data collected from bird point counts, determine the population trends
for breeding passerine birds on Open Space/Mountain Parks forests every 5
years. Because trends in breeding bird populations may decline for reasons
unrelated to local forest stand management, both treated and reference stands
will be sampled and the calculated trends will be compared to national Breeding
Bird Survey trends.
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1 M.(NAGltMENT
0B'J.ECTlVE 1.17. ·Maintain or inerease 'the number of
.
. ..,.,.
'
nesting and ro.o.sting- S·i(e� 0fr�pt9T anq bal �pecies (especially
sensitive ·species)'.
, Rationale.: Nesting and :roostiµg siws stJJiP.91:t resideri_t; popt1lations'of
; ia_ptgrs ani:Lbats. �d the avJ.tll�oility �f nest mtes can limit their
i �pulations.
.=

Monitoring objective: D�tect chan,g�s in th� nup:1b�r of nesting- and
fO(}Stiijg. �siles of riptor and bat species by annuaHy monitoring all
known forest ,sites:.
.Adaptive- Management R--e.spo�se: As$,e$� Open S_pru,;e
/Mbuatw� Par.k's �and mana��ment activities, especially
the burning and thinning program, 19 ��temµne whether
a.QY apti vitie.s �uld �e reduc� the,use,of nest or roost
sites.
Recommended Monitoring Methods
Preserving historic and active nesting and roosting sites of native wildlife species,
especially those of special interest (see Table 5.3), is an important step in
maintaining those populations. Locating and monitoring these sites will be
accomplished through the wildlife sightings database, literature searches, pre
treatment walk throughs, wildlife transects and special projects, when necessary.
Check known nests of raptor species (especially sensitive species) annually to
detennine if they are successful, i.e., if they produce at least one fledgling.
Sensitive raptors include northern goshawk, sharp-shinned hawk, peregrine
f91con, prairie falcon, Cooper's hawk, golden eagle, long-eared owl, and
flammulated owl.
Check known bat species (especially sensitive species) roosting sites annually to
detennine if bats are using them. Sensitive bat species include Townsend's big
eared bat and fringed myotis.

5.3.2

WILDLIFE SPECIES OF SPECIAL INTEREST

Species of special interest are those species that are either listed, whether
federally or locally, or those whose status is unknown on Open Space/Mountain
Parks lands.

· · - . . . . . -· . .. . .._ - ..
I. MANAGEM.ENT,
0BJECTIVE Vl8. Maifita� or increase the existing
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'-number of eac.h· avian-·sptci� of �p�9j(t.1 intetest listed in Table 5.3
.
'(-rip��rn goshawk, sh�rp-shinned hawk, .peregrine falcon, prairie
· falcon, Cooper':S hawk,,,. goJcl .t}n �gle, lpJJg-eared· owJ, tlanvn�Jat�d owl,
· hairy W
- oo9pecker, LeWis' woe'dpeqker, band-tailed pigeon, common
;; po0rv.4ll, · wi1liamsents sapsuck�, pygm,y nµthateb� ap:d wesi�m
·· bluepir<l). This ,li�t is !>i.lbject to revision as new, information becomes
�wailable�
R:titw1frile: 0pe·n Space/Mouritain Park� fbrest lands provic.le.,iJnportant
i:habitat: for< species that .ire . declining. are {Q.�lly tare� or whos� lo.cal.
is unknown.
··
:: �tatus
-- , .
Monftsnjng,ohjeptj�,e: Detennine the n1.1mber of' avian species- of
' specitil coocem present in the forest �cosys� tlu::oi.Jgh �1.a.aJ
inventories.

1

:Nf

4�.;tptive an��ment Response: Asse$.$, Open
Space/Mountain Parks land management ac�iviti�,
especiaj:ly tpe bufuing and thinning prog�� to
determine whether any acthiiti-es could � re(;lupi:Q.g the.
pqpa.l.,i.fion 9:e��ity or d�gr:dding habitat. for any of these
species.
Recommended Monitoring Methods

The above monitoring objective will be met. in part, by the monitoring methods
already discussed in this chapter for native wildlife. For those avian species of
special interest not observed during the point counts or wildlife transects, other
sources of information will be searched (wildlife sightings database, research
projects, Breeding Bird Surveys, National Audubon Society including Christmas
Bird Counts, Boulder County Nature Association, Sierra Club, etc.). Annual
inventory projects specifically designed for each species or groups of species with
similar habitat requirements may be implemented to determine whether they
continue to be present If additional information is still not found, a memo will be
written that gives plausible explanations for the failure to detect those species.
Changes in land management may result.
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Table 5.3: Wildlife Species of Special Interest in Open Space Forests.
RANKING*
AVIAN SPECIES

Federal

State
Status

USFS

Reg. 2

BCNA

G5, S3B,
S4N

C2

HABITAT

usually deciduous,
occasionally coniferous,
forest, woodland, esp.
riparian

G4,
S3S4B,
S4N

Accipiter cooperii,
Cooper's hawk

Accipiter gentilis,
Northern goshawk

CNHP

s

4,5

mixed, often mostly
coniferous, forest, open
woodland
woodland, mountainous
coniferous/deciduous
forest

Accipiter striatus,
Sharp-shinned hawk

G5,
S3S48,
S4N

Aquila chrysaetos,
Golden eagle

G5,
S3S48,

4

open habitats, esp. in
mountains and hills

Asia otus,
Long-eared owl

G5,
S3S4B,

1

coniferous and mixed
coniferous-deciduous
forest, esp. near water,
occasionally deciduous
forest

S4N

SZN

oak forest and woodland,
coniferous forest

Columba fasciata,
Band-tailed pigeon
Falco mexicanus,
Prairie falcon
Falco peregrinus,
Peregrine falcon

G4G5,
S3S4B,

4

open habitat in
mountainous regions

G4T4,
S28, SZN

3, 4

open habitats from
tundra, savanna, and
seacoasts to high
mountains, also open
forest

S4N
LE

T

Melanerpes, lewis,
Lewis' woodpecker

s

2, 4

open woodland and
forest, often logged or
burned, including oak,
coniferous forest, riparian
woodland

Otus flammeo/us,
Flammulated owl

s

4

montane forest, esp.
ponderosa pine forest

Phalaenoptilus
nuttallii,
Common poorwill

scrub, brush, prairie,
rocky canyon, open
woodland
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Table 5.3: Wildlife �pecies of Special Interest in Open Space Forests.
RANKI NG*
AVI AN SPECIES

Federal

State

Status

CNHP

USFS
Reg. 2

BCNA

HABI TAT

Picoides vil/osus,
Hairy woodpecker

deciduous or coniferous
forest, wooded swamps,
orchards, woodland

Sialia mexicana,
Western bluebird

open, riparian, burned, or
cutover woodlands, other
open country with
scattered trees

s

Sitta pygmaea,
Pygmy nuthatch

4

pine forests (esp.
ponderosa, pinon-juniper
woodland
montane coniferous
forest, esp. fir, lodgepole
pine, also aspen groves

Sphyrapicus
thyroideus,
Williamson's
sapsucker
MAMMALI AN SPECIES

Corynorhinus
townsendii,
Townsend's bigeared bat

C2

G4T4, S3

pinon-juniper woodlands
and open montane
forests
conifers in montane and
subalpine forests and
piiion-juniper woodlands

Erthizon dorsatum,
Common porcupine
Myotis thysanodes,
Fringed myotis

C2

GS, S3S4

Sciurus aberti,
Abert's squirrel

s

ponderosa pine
woodlands

s

open ponderosa pine
forest
rough, broken terrain i n
montane shrublands,
pirion-juniper and riparian
woodlands

Urocyon
cinereoargenteus,
Gray fox
REPTI LIAN SPECI ES

Opheodrys vemalis,
Smooth green
snake

GS, S3S4

lush growths of
herbaceous vegetation
along mountain and
foothill streams
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,.
LE
E (S/A)
LT

p

C
(C1)
(C2)
(C2")
(3A)
(38)
(3C)
FS

BLM

Federal Status: USFS Reg. 2
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (58 Federal Register 51147, 1993) and (61 Federal Register 7598, 1996)

Endangered; taxa formally listed as endangered
Endangered due to similarity of appearance with listed species.
Threatened; taxa formally listed as threatenea.
Proposed E or T; taxa formally proposed for listing as endangered or threatened.
Candidate: taxa for which the Service has on file sufficient information on biological vulnerability and
threat(s) to support proposals to list them as endangered or threatened.
FORMERLY: Notice of Review, Category 1: taxa for which substantial biological information exists
on file to support proposing to list as endangered or threatened.
FORMERLY: Notice of Review, Category 2: taxa for which current information indicates that
proposing to list as endangered or threatened is possible, but appropriate or substantial biological
information is not on file to support an immediate ruiemaking.
FORMERLY: Taxa believed to be possibly extirpated in the wild.
FORMERLY: Taxa for which the USFWS has persuasive evidence of extinction.
FORMERLY: Names that based on current taxonomic knowledge do not represent taxa meeting the
Endangered Species Act's definition of a species.
FORMERLY: Notice of Review, Category 3C: taxa that have proven to be more abundant or
widespread than was previously believed, and/or those that are not subject to any identifiable threat.
U.S. Forest SeNice (Forest SeNice Manual 2670.5) (noted by the Forest SeNice as "S")
Sensitive: those plant and animal species Identified by the Regional Forester for which population
viability is a concern as evidenced by: a. Significant current or predicted downward trends in
population numbers or density. b. Significant current or predicted downward trends in habitat
capability that would reduce a species' .existing distribution.
Bureau of Land Management (BLM Manual 6840.060) (noted by BLM as "S"J
Sensitive: those species found on public lands, designated by a State Director, that could easily
become endangered or extinct in a state. The protection provided for sensitive species is the same
as that provided for C (candidate) species.
State Status: State, Colorado Natural Heritage Program (CNHP)

E
T

s

SC

G4
G5
S2
S3
S3S4
B
T

Colorado Division of Wildlife
Endangered
Threatened
Sensitive
Special Concern
Colorado Na(ural Heritage Program Codes:
Apparently secure globally, though ii may be quite rare in parts of its range, especially at the
periphery.
Demonstrably secure globally, though it may be quite rare in parts of its range, especially at the
periphery.
Imperiled in state because of rarity (6 to 20 occurrences), or because of other factors demonstrably
making it very vulnerable to extirpation from the state.
Rare in stale (21 to 100 occurrences).
Watchlisted; specific occurrence data are collected and periodically analyzed to determine whether
more active tracking is needed.
Breeding season Imperilment, summer-resident species.
Colorado Division of Wildlife, state threatened.
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Boulder County Status: Boulder County Nature Association (BCNA)

Boulder County Nature Association Code

1
2
3

4
5

6

w

Rare and declining.
Declining (but not yet rare) .
Rare and stable.
Isolated or restricted populations (species that are found only at certain locations and/or have
narrow habitat niches).
Status undetermined.
Extirpated.
Winter.

.l\-l�;NAGEMENT---OBJECTI�E h19. Maintain or increase ·"the-�xi:�iug
nuntber of each rriamn;ialian species ofspec�al interest listed .in Table
5.J (Abert1s , squirrel, Townsend's big--eared- bat,. fringeci�my9tis1 grny
fox, and pqtcupine), This. list is-sn�ject to revision as new inf'9rmatio11
bet-0mes··.available.
· -Rationale: Op�1;1 $p�G.�Mountain Parks forest Ian,�s provide important
:: 'liabifat for species that' are 'declining, are 1 oca11y rare, 0r wh,osi:, iqQal
� status is urikn0�11.
:,Moriit-oring,objectiV-e: . p�iym�.qe the �U:lri.�er ·ofmamtnalian-species of
··spei9ial CQncem present fa the forest -ecosystem through annuaJ
inventories.
i

Aciaptiv.e Nlanagement-R¢�pQ:Dse: Assess 0'per
Spa,ce/Mountain Parks' land management activities,
especially th� burning aof;i thj-FJ!ljI(!g, program, to
determine'\\iheth.er any activities c0uld be reducing the

pop�ation density or deg@oi.ng h�_pi-tat fqr any ofthese
species.

Recommended Monitoring Methods
The above monitoring objective will be met, in part, by the monitoring methods
already discussed in this chapter for native wildlife. For those mammalian
species of special interest not observed during the smal/ mammal trapping or
wildlife transects, other sources of information will be searched (wildlife sightings
database, research projects, Boulder Cou nty Nature Association, Sierra Club,
etc. ). Annual inventory projects specifically designed for each species or groups
of s pecies with similar habitat requirements may be implemented to determine
whether they continue to be present If additional information is still not found, a
memo will be written that gives plausible explanations for the failure to detect
those species. Changes in land management may result.
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MANAG)YMENT 0DJ.ECTiVE vz-g. Maintain or increase the existing
number of eaclrireptilian species of sp,ecial interest lis.��Un Taple 5.3
(�mopth.:gr��.n s�e). 'fhj.s li!it � subject to revi$·i<;i.p
... as new
4ifor�1u1tiQn becomes available. .
'Jl(lJ.iqn.ti/.e: 0,peQ $p�ce/Moun:t:aJn Parks forest- la11ds prq;vide im:pbrtaot
habitat for specieS; that are lieclining, are. l"Dcally r�re, or whose lo�
s_µµ-µs is .upJqiown.
Monito.rjpg,:.objectiv<!: _D��en:nine t1ie Dt:J_D)µ�r o-FreptiliWl species:of
s·pecial concern :,pres�nt in the -fo-µisl ecosystem through :irwentodes
every· 5 y.eJtr�.
Adaptive M��gtµ11:�nfRes·p���e·: Ass�s ®pen
Spacel?vlountain;Patks land management activities�
especially 1he .QU}'ning aud tlij.µnµig program, to,
dti termine wh�lher any activities·oould be:reducin.g .the
populati0.11 density 0� d�gradiµghaJ1itat for any oflhese
·species.
Recommended Monitoring Methods
The above monitoring objective will be met, in part, by the monitoring methods
already discussed in this chapter for native wildlife. For those reptilian species of
special interest not observed during the wildlife transects, other sources of
infonnation will be searched (wildlife sightings database, research projects,
Boulder County Nature Association, Sierra Club, etc.). Annual inventory projects
specifically designed for each species or groups of species with similar habitat
requirements may be implemented to determine whether they continue to be
present. If additional information is still not found, a memo will be written that
gives plausible explanations for the failure to detect those species . Changes in
land management may result.
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MANAGE_�NT 0BJ-E'CTIVE 1.21. Maintain or increase the population
deosi,ty of eacl1 avian. mammalian, and r�ptilian wildlife species of
speciaFinter�st liste_� in Table 5.3.
- Rationale: It is important to-deter-mine the population densities of these
::;_pec�aJ speqjes so changes in land man�em�nt � be initiated before
any special species declines further o.r goes extinct locally.
Monit-0r,ing. objeetive: Detect: changes. in population densities of each
aviari, mammalian)
reptilian wildlife species of special interest in
·: tl1e forest by sampfoig in aJ ( treated and re..ference. stands every 5 years.

�-a

Adaptiv,e Management Resp.onse: Assess Open
Sp�ce/Mountain P�ks,- 1�9 m�ag�ine.nt �ctivities,
especially the burning and thinning prognun, to.
detertnme whether any activities-could be red.uoin.g the
populatiQ11 d¢�ity t;>f �y sp�ci�

declinin�.

which app� to be

Recommended Monitoring Methods
Every 5 years, estimate the population density or an index of abundance of each
species. Calculations will be made from existing data, and/or other sources of
information (wildlife sightings database, research projects, Breeding Bird Surveys,
National Audubon Society including Christmas Bird Counts, Boulder County
Nature Association, Sierra Club, etc.). Each estimate shall be within 25% of its
true value with a confidence level of 90%. Specific projects for individual species
of special interest may be implemented to determine their abundance on Open
Space and Mountain Parks lands.

5.3.3 SNAGS (STANDING DEAD TREES)
Snags provide nesting, roosting, and denning sites for a large number of wildlife
species. Primary cavity nesting birds create cavities in snags (the wood is softer
and easier to drill than in live trees), and these cavities are' used by secondary
cavity nesting birds, small squirrels, chipmunks, and bats (e.g., maternal colonies
of bats sometimes occur in bird cavities).
Jones (undated) found an average of 1 . 1 snags/hectare (2.47 acres) in nine
Eldorado Mountain area study plots (range O to 5 snags/plot), although the quality
of the existing snags was relatively high.
Jones (undated) makes the following recommendations:
1 . Maintain snag densities of at least 1 0 snags/hectare, over 25
centimeters (10 inches) diameter at breast height (DBH)
2. Retain all snags containing nest cavities
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3.
4.
5.

Retain all snags over 35 centimeters (14 inches) DBH
Retain broken top snags over 25 centimeters ( 1 0 inches) DBH and with at
least 40% bark cover
Create snags as necessary to provide nesting habitat for rare or
endangered populations of cavity-nesting birds (see Table 5.4)

These recommendations will be adopted as a minimum effort.

MANAG-E,�iENT OBJECTIVE 1.22. Maintaif?. exi.� tiftg . sn�s and create
additional large snags. Large snags are defm�d he.re � those tree� witl1.
a D.BH over 25 centirhetenr ( lO inches), to_tal 'height over 6 n1eters (1 9
feet) and bark cover over 40%.
Rationale: Snags aie knov.Ti to· have high value for wildlife. mainly as
a source of nesting sites -for · birds. Large. snags, are,.muGh tuQre val1..1able
for - wildlife than small snags,·
NJoni_tori_ng..ohjectjye: Detemime tbe. de.nsity· and sizes of shags ih eat�h ·
treated and reference stand every 5 · years;

Adaptive Management R.esponse: Reassess burning
and th.innin.g pro'gram to detenni11e whether bifrriing · ahd
thinning are destroying snags or are failing, to create new
snags. Detem1iiH�..-whether efforts to _create new large
snags are successful.
Recommended Monitoring Methods
Every 5 years, estimate the density of large snags in each stand. The estimate
will fall within 20% of the true density with 90% confidence level. Patchy snag
d istribution in forests with at least 10 snags/ hectare (2.47 acres) is
recommended, as it may benefit wildlife with differing habitat requirements (Jones
undated). One of the methods listed in Table 5.4 may be used to create snags,
as needed.
When feasible, girdling and burning individual trees will be used to meet the
desired snag density. Using additional methods may be necessary. If there are
not enough large trees, nest boxes may be added until additional large snags can
be created.
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Table 5.4: Methods for Creating Snags (Jones undated).
Instructions

Method

Time to
create

Time until
usable

Comments

Girdling

cut two parallel rings 4 to 6 inches
apart with a chain saw, and then
chip off the bark between the
rings with a polaski

about 1 5
minutes/tree

rot and die
slowly

Burning
Individual
Trees

pile slash 3 to 5 feet high around
base of tree and ignite; scorch
tree at base but leave crown
intact

about 1
hour/tree

may see
use within 1
year

I njection of
Heart Rqt
Fungus

insert hollow pine dowels infected
with the fungus into drill holes in
the trees at a height of 3 meters
(9 feet)

time
consuming

about 8 to
1 2 years

low success rate

Prescribed
Bums

moderate intensity bum

variable

within 2 to 5
years

mimics natural
processes but
destroys many
snags

Topping

top with a chain saw at least 1 0
meters (30 feet) above the
ground

time
consuming

variable

broken top snags
are generally
preferred; method
is dangerous

Nest Boxes

erect nest boxes, especially for
locally endangered or threatened
species

variable

variable

not a long-tenn
solution

may be toppled in
high winds

5.4 MONITORING ABIOTIC RESOURCES
Ecosystems are composed of both living (biotic) and nonliving (abiotic)
components. Water and soils are the essential abiotic components of the
ecosystem that are considered here, as they significantly influence individual
plant species, as well as plant communities and their related wildlife habitat types.

5.4.1

WATER

Management of the forest through thinning and prescribed fire will influence the
amount of water found in riparian and wetland areas, as well as the duration of
flow of streams.
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· lVlAN.AGE�ENT Oo�ECTIVE 1.2:t Maint�u or -iricr-ease the duration
and :Vol-ume.ofbase: flo.w. ofintermittent streams that ar.ise on Op�n
Sp,�ce a;n�_ l\1qt:µ1tafu PaJ;-� for�st lands.
Rii'tionale: . Eviuence from tl1e old-growth ponderosa pine forests
surrounding· Ch�.an Ri���9.µ suggests tna1_· fire s·uppression has
.red"i1ced thi surlace ·flows of intermittent streams due rto the increa.sed
density' of frees tha� ti;-ans.pjJ-e wa�er. · Re_rµcivmg trees in the iiplmH:ls via
fire':Qr thinning sheul� increase :the base· flow (during:peri.ofls of dry
weather) of .intermittent itreO:Q.'ls.
Monitoring,.objective::u�tect cihAAges iJi ilie d11r4tion and base flow of
two representative intermittent
streams .in the forest eeo�-y.stem by
.
unnuaHy m·e.asuring tbe av�r<H:s� Q�S� flows in "tli6se streams:
Adaptiv.e ManJtgement R�s.m,nse: ,Reassess -lluming
and.tbinnip.g progfiiiij to detertnine whether burning and
thinning are influencing the .dura�ion and volume of base
-flow of streams.
Recommended Monitoring Methods
Each year, determine the average base flows of intermittent streams, including
Shadow and Long Canyons, with 90% confidence intervals no wider than plus
10% of the respective estimated true average base flows . Flow will be
determined by establishing "gaging stations" and monitoring flows with continuous
streamflow recording devices.

5.4.2

SOILS

Soils-their composition, texture, aggregation, water-holding capacity , and
potential for erosion and compaction-significantly influence vegetation patterns.
One of the management objectives of the Plan is to minimize impacts to
grassland and forest soils that would reduce their ability to support native plant
species and plant associations.
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_, MANAGEM�NT- 0BJE£;J'IVE h24. 1vlinim ize soil erosicm and
co_mpaction iri tr:eaj!=d forest stands.
Raiiomde: · Loss of so'il· (esr,ecially• t0psoH) Is u.s:uan�, associated with a
' de�1ne iP �Qj) f�rtility and in tolaj biomass of vegetation. Sorge
species (nay he unab1e:t-0 su-r:vive a .decline in soil fer.tility, resulting in a
_-loss Qf species richne$.!:>- Loss of planl .;;_P,ecies that aHe capable of fixfag
.
uitrogdp· in tlie s0il:c0utd decrease soil fertility. C0m-pacti0n of soil
. reduc,es poor space�. r�ucing CIB.padty -0f soil to hold �aj:er. air� and
nutrients.
· : -. ,
-e:
Monito
. .:of:soil :er:osi"on and::---... , ·-··· ring obiectiv Determin·e the degree
.
compapti0n in tre,a.!,t;:_d �d-r�f�r�nee stands hY _measuring soil loss_, soil
: fettilify'. and soil compactk)'n in yeat:S 1, 2, 4. 7, and 10rpost"'.'treatment.
.

Adaptf've- Management Response: Re�s�ess burning
and thinning prognun to d.etem,i_n� WQ.�Uler pro.gr:-c1m i�
. effe'¢.fiv�y Jµi:1iting $Oil erosion and �;oil ,C@mpaction.
Assess effecliveness of best mapagempnt-pra�tic� in
i
minimizing adverse· impact!"to
the forest.
Recommended Monitoring Methods
Mapping: Add soils data to vegetation maps. Use current information (Soil
Conservation Service 1 971) and work toward acquiring more detailed soils
mapping of state-of-the-art quality.
Information collection/data gaps: Collect data on soil fertility (organic matter,
fertility, water-holding capacity); select key sites (representative of each sub
association type, and each soil type) where this information can be collected by
either staff or contractors.
Svstemwide: Detect loss of soil from untreated reference stands as a baseline of
comparison with treated stands.
Treated/Reference Stands: Detect loss of soil from stands in years 1 , 2, 4, 7, and

1 O after treatment Compare the effects of severe, moderate, and low intensity
fires on soil erosion. Detect degree of soil compaction caused by thinning and
prescribed bums. Identify significant nitrogen-fixing plants and monitor changes
in their frequency and cover in years 1 , 2, 4, 7, and 1 O after treatment. Track the
implementation of best management practices to determine whether they are
minimizing adverse impacts to the forest.
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J\ilA..N-�GEMENT P�Ec'i',vE 1..2s� M:?intain sojl fertilhy m treated fotest
stands.
Ra#qna_/t!: $qi1 fertility de!emunes
prqdu�:tivit)' of vegetation.;
. Red-uc�t:1ns in soil,fertility could decrease speci� richn.ess and species
cover, ap:p c<:>1:1l9 i:qpr�ase non-native p}?.nts that go well on
soils� lacr.eases1in soil fenHity that ·caµ occur after fire can also increase
some non-na_ti.ve spe,cies (e,g., knaRyveed_�d Canada tlfrsile).

t4�

in·fertifo

M-o.n,itoring,ybjectim: Det�c� cµaµges i11_.soil fertHily by sampling
nutri�l fovels -in.- refe-rence and treated areas in years O (baselt:ne), 1 , 2,
4� 7, -and fO pQSt-,U:eatmet)L
A<laptive M�na-g�m�n-t R�P-�Il$.� : Rea�s�s burn4}g,
· ;ind tbio-J1�t,1� pro�am'1o detetrtiine whether program :is
maintaining soil fertility. .A.ssess Ci:ff(1:ctiven�s of besi
management p_��ctfo es in �nimizing adve-tse impacts to
.the forest
1
•

Recommended Monitoring Methods
Svstemwide: Measure soil fertility in each plant subassociation as a baseline of
comparison with treated stands.
Treated/Reference Stands: Detect changes in amounts of basic nutrients and
availability of nutrients to plants. Detect impacts of changes on individual plant
species of concern. Compare the effects of severe, moderate, and low intensity
fires on soil fertility.

5.5 MONITORING WILDFIRE AND WILDFIRE MITIGATION EFFECTS
One of the overall goals of the "Plan is to reduce wildfire risks to human and forest
communities.

5.5.1

REDUCING WILDFIRE RISKS TO HUMAN COMMUNITIES

Management objectives that will assist in reducing wildfire risk to human
communities include thinning the forest in areas where trees are overly crowded,
reducing fuel loading on the forest floor, creating and improving fuel breaks near
housing developments, and maintaining forest access roads.
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MA�AGEMENT:OBJECTIVE 2.1. Titln forests to leveLs tha,t redooe th.�
ri,�k of!�rg�-scalei uncontrglla1Jle·wildfires� while-meeting science
b·ased.:ecosystem,managemeQt goals arid objec_tives .. (Se!! Manag�ent
OpJeQtj:Ve-] JO).
.Ration.tile: By creating better spacing between tr�s a mt wiU stay on .
the suef�ce wh_�re it has a positive-efleet on 'the:anderstory. 'Do g hair.,
stajids are jackpots· ,o:f )uel that increase thtH ntensicy of �dire. They aiso
are rne.r,� dfµnaging t9 the �ite as they tend to burn notter fnid to stetHize
soils.
1

Monitofing.objectiyc: Determine and observe· changes in tree densities
ani forest GilllOPY -�J:ruc�w:e,by ��plip,g ana,ph0tqgra_phirjg all
estabJi:shed invehtdry plots in years 0, 1, 2� .4. 7. and :1:0 pre- -and post

:tr.eatmenL

Adaptive �11l.Jl�geµie.nt Risponse: Reassess · thintiin·g
and 6.-��ming program to deterroine,whether thinning_ is-.
achie,ving deJ?ir�q future cc:mcljtion. A��ess eftectiven,.ess
of best manage:ment�practic�S ih mmi..tnizing adverse
impacts�to the forest.
Recommended Monitoring Methods
Treated/Reference Stands: Photo-document treated stands in years 0, 1 , 2, 4, 7,
and 10. Measure canopy cover in all established inventory plots in years 0, 1 , 2,
4, 7, and 1 0.

'-
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flot>r.
R.at}µ11q,ie: Fire itj_te,]§_i ty is related to avail,�ble fuefs. "By cohsl,!iriing or
removing
surlace tuels (wood
.v. debris). in a-co:atrolled manner, a
.
. . .. : ·
.
V{il4.f.ire will net b_e as intense an_q the�fore as hmmful lo the -forest
comm�hity. This can be- achieved by, presedbed . .fire; chip-ping
(m�hijpi�ijlly breajqn,g up woo_tj. into smajler pieces �ith. a_ p6rtable
n1Mhine), and pilmg and burning.
'

Moni_toring.obj.eetiv.e: IDetect chan:ges in tire foe! loading on the forest
flo;�-hy mecIBuiing, t;pver �ld pho.iogr�Rh4:ig all tr�atec]; stands on a
sched�Je o.f years 0� 1 , 2, 4, 7� and 1 O pre- and po�-rreatmem.
A:�p-rrv-e Managem'ent fR-espon�.e: Reassess burning
and cbipping prqgrmn;to de.te.nru.�e- wlietb�r rei;lµetio_n of
{orest fueJ lo¥1ing is .a¢hievi�g, desired future crmdition.
_ Assess effectiveness of best m@i:lg��!ll pr�-ctices,in
minimizing �rdverse-ii:ntJaclS -tb the forest.
Recommended Monitoring Methods
Treated/Reference Stands: Photo-document treated stands in years 0, 1 , 2, 4, 7,
and 1 0 .· Measure cover of fuel on the forest floor in years O, 1 , 2, 4, 7, and 1 O
after treatmenl Track the implementation of best management practices to
determine whether they are minimizing adverse impacts to the forest.

Compare the effects of prescribed fire, chipping, and piling and burning on
nutrient availabllity and plant succession. Develop methods and select analytical
tools to compare treatment effects using cover and frequency data collected in
permanent inventory plots.
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MANAGEMENT< OBJ-ECTJVE 2.3. Create and improve fuel breaks -in the
. wil.dland/urban int�ce.
,_ Riitio,iale;· By creating' atr area of reduced fuels between the forest and
-· nearby:subdi,,isionsjt is pg�$il:>l�-to r�du¢e lht!, risk of fire moving into
residential :treas. H wiU also make iL safer for- the- firefighters, who : are
·, protecting the homes.
: l\<torutor:in2.obiectiY,:e: ID.'etennine the nµJ,nber, qualify, and d;:st:ribution
. of fuel br�aks__ by photo-docJ:Jmenting treated stands before and after
- u:eattnent in years o. 1 ; 2, 4, 7, and 10.

Adaptive ,Management Response: R�S�$.S tblfl.fl;ir)g
progrnat to,<;f¢termine whether progra� j� achieving
desired future condition. Assess ef£�.ii_v'1o.�s-s of be�t
· ..rnanag�mcmt Practices in w.ini.m1zing ajytfrse iu1paets to
tbe forest.
Recommended Monitoring Methods
Treated/Reference Stands: Map all fuel breaks in forest stands to serve as a
baseline of information for treatment planning and for comparison with
subsequent mapping. Establish pennanent photo points to document and
monitor a selection of representative fuel breaks. Take photographs at
permanent points in years 0, 1, 2, 4, 7, and 10.

; ,·

,.

.. ,, · ·.

MANAGEMENT OBJECT.nm 2:4� Mahltain existing pre aqJ::ess roads.
Rn(iQmfle: (3oq_d a�cess is cr_itical t� fire coritroL Other emerg-ency
situations will also henefit from,improved_cacc�s.
Mo-ii itoring,objectiv:e.: Determine the conditic,n, _of all tire ac9_ess· roa.ds
iu the forest by coridgcthJg an inv�toty and assessment every 5 years.
Adaptive Mamtg(}inent·Resporise: Assess effectiveness
of best ,m�agement practices in\;1-ninimizing adyerse
.impa_cts to the f,©rest.
�·-,• ,

Recommended Monitoring Methods
S't_Stemwide: Conduct a baseline mapping and assessment of all fire roads, and
reevaluate fire road condition every 5 years.
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5.5.2 REDUCING WILDFIRE RISKS TO FOREST COMMUNITIES
Wildfire risks to forest communities will be reduced by management objectives
that call for removing some percentage of insect- and disease-damaged trees
and by determining fire conditions during prescribed bums so that fire effects on
vegetation and wildlife can be evaluated.

MANAGEME·NT 01UECTIVE·2:5.Selectively rem,,ove ifisect- and qi�e�e
. damag<;:d trees,
• R·atiotiqle: The�.� ; v,ees tend t9 haye !�ge · amounts· 9f dead fipili,s anp
· needles that · are , more flammable :than those on· healthv. trees.

.

'

.

.

.

' Monitor-.ini:.ob.je.ctive: .IDetect changes in the p·ercentag�· of insect.. a:nd
jse'ase�da,ntaged' tr-ee:5 in tr;�at�_d and reference s�4§ by r��swpJ, mg c1l l ,
\.i
. '
estabHsheddnventor:y plots-re�ery 5 years; and by r,hot0graphirtg treated · 1
' stands bef<�t� trea:tri1ent and QP. a s0he.d:t1Je of ye;m; I, 2, 4, 7, an,d 1 0 post- .
. treatment. ·
A<daptive Man-agemettt Resp·onse: ReaS$ess t,emoval ·of
i-��ct and q;jse<i$,e. �agt;d trees · tQ det�:u,i� - �®tbei
program js achieving desired future condition. Assess
effe.ctive,p��s of b�st marwg(}tne.nt practic.es.-in
minimizing adverse impacts to the forest�
Recommended Monitoring Methods
Treated/Reference Stands: Photo-document treated stands before and after

trea'tment.
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',l\ilAN�(;-.J!iM.mNT Ot;,lE;€Tl:YE 2j6. Betennine fi_re;conditions during
· prescrib�d bti.rti's' in ord"t•-r tb track ·impaces of fire 01 rl:iiotic a'f'.1:9-abiotj�
.· re,:;;mir.9.�s•.
: Ratio1ial:e: Differ{lnt �re int¢�ities (-severe;' riioderat�� fow) will have
different impacts on.biotic ans abiotic,resour-ces, · Fires tend -to-be
variable iif'intensit-5•, even Within smaU areas_'.
tiVe:
·,Mon
IDa�ument. weather amll'ite
behavior attributes
·--· •• itoJiin
,_••• , g . oh,wc
• ....
, •
I
.during .pres1;,nb.e.d .b.ums:
A{Japtive Ma.nagemen·t Response: . ,Rea�ess prescribed,

flr�. .pr(?·gram t.o._getenniAA whet}Jer pr9gr� lteed.,s fo 1?.e
morutied,to:redace impacts on bioti� or,abiotic resources.
A���ss �l.[e�_ti·v�.p,y�i, of Q!t$ �eil,lypt pr��tti;;e§ iu , ·
mininming adverse i01pacts 1g £he fores�:
Recommended Monitoring Methods
Treated/Reference Stands: During prescribed burns, measure fire intensity by
following standard federal fire behavior monitoring guidelines. Determine
impacts of severe, moderate, and low intensity fires on selected native and non
native plant species and on plant subassociations.

Continue annual monitoring of 1995 Lindsay/Stengel 11 prescribed burn to track
impacts on biotic and abiotic resources; this burn will continue to provide
information on plant succession after fire,

5.6 Summary of Monitoring Methods
The monitoring of treatment effects and ecosystem characteristics in Boulder's
forest ecosystem is complex in design. In order to clarify the design of the
monitoring program for vegetation, wildlife, soils, and hydrology, summary
information is presented in Tables 5,5 and 5.6,
Several aspects of the plans for monitoring and evaluating forest ecosystem
management will be completed or refined during the initial years of forest plan
implementation. For example, the location and establishment of reference areas,
the evaluation of sample size adequacy, and the refinement of the monitoring
schedule need to be accomplished, In addition, pre-treatment stand walk
throughs may reveal the need to establish additional sample points to monitor
important or sensitive habitat not included in the permanent inventory plots.
Methodology for the additional sampling will be selected once monitoring
objectives are established. The initial years of monitoring, therefore, will serve as
a pilot program during which the proposed monitoring scheme will be tested,
evaluated, and refined.
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Table 5.5: Summary of Vegetation, Soils, and Hydrology Monitoring Methods for the Forest
Ecosystem Management Plan
MANAGEMENT OBJECTNES
(see text for complete details

NAME

DESCRIPTION

1. Cover and frequency data
collection on permanent forest
inventory plots

Data collected during the forest
inventory (1996-1998) on 20 x 20
meter plots provides baseline data. All
permanently-monumented plots (plots
numbered 1, 5, 10, 15, etc.) will be
revisited every 5 years system wide,
and more frequently on treated and
reference stands (years 1, 2, 4, 7, and
10).
Tree canopy cover, using the coverpoint optical device, was not recorded
during the forest inventory; it will be
added to the inventory methodology.

1.1 maintain/increase number of
native species
1.5 control non-native species
1.7 maintain/increase plant
communities
1.8 maintain/increase floristic quality
1.11 increase understory cover
1.12 maintain/incre.'lse shrubland
community types
2.1 thin forests

2. Point-intercept cover data
transects

50-meter transects for collecting cover
data, with 100 square meter plot for
collecting frequency data. Used to
obtain a baseline characterization of
understory plant subassociations, and
will be used to monitor understory
trends in cover and species
composition.

1.1 maintain/increase native species
1.5 control non-native species
1.7 maintain/increase plant
communities
1.8 maintain/increase floristic quality
1.11 increase understory cover
2.1 thin forests

3. Modified-Whittaker plots

20 x 50 meter plots may be established
in the major plant subassociations,
including treated/reference stands.

1.1 maintain/increase native species
1.5 control non-native species
1.7 maintain/increase plant
communities
1.8 maintain/increase floristic quality
1.11 Increase understory cover
2.1 thin forests

4. Census and/or sub-sample
plant populations

Measure density and/or population size
for rare plants and high priority nonnative species.

1.4 maintain/Increase
density/populations of rare plants
1.5 control non-native species

5. Floristic quality assessment

Every 5 years calculate the floristic
quality for each plant association using
frequency data from the permanent
inventory plots.

1.8 maintain/increase vegetation
quality

6. Tree measu rements

Measure average tree density and
average tree height every 5 years.
Measure basal area and size classes in
treated and reference stands every 5
years.

1.9 Reduce density and increase
size of trees
1.10 increase stand-initiation and
old-growth forests; decrease stemexclusion, closed canopy forests
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Table 5.5: Summary of Vegetation, Soils, and Hydrology Monitoring Methods for the Forest
Ecosystem Management Plan
MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES

NAME

DESCRIPTION

(see text for complete details

7. Stand walk throughs (pretreatment and post-treatment)
and species of special
concern site visits

Stand species lists will be compiled;
qualitative evaluations of vegetation
and wildlife habitat; mapping of rare
plants, non-natives, plant
subassociations, etc.

1.1 maintain/increase native species
1.7 maintain/increase plant
communities
1.8 maintain/increase floristic quality
1.2 maintain/increase existing rare
plants
1.3 maintain/increase existing
occurrences of rare plants
1.4 maintain/increase
denslty/populatlons of rare plants
1.6 detect new non-native species

8. Photo documentation

All permanently-monumented forest
inventory plots were photographed
from plot center in four cardinal
directions. Photo documentation will
be implemented on treated and
reference stands in years 1, 2, 4, 7,
and 10 after treatment and system wide
every 5 years on all permanent plots.

1.1 maintain/increase native species
1.2 maintain/increase existing rare
plants
1.3 maintain/increase existing
occurrences of rare plants
1.4 maintain/increase
density/populations of rare plants
1.5 control non-native species
1.6 detect new non-native species
1.7 maintain/increase plant
communities
1.9 reduce density and increase size
of trees
1.10 Increase stand initiation and
old-growth forest and decrease stemexclusion, closed canopy forest
1.11 Increase understory cover
2.1 thin forests
2.2 reduce forest fuel loading
2.3 create and improve fuel breaks
2.4 maintain existing fire roads
2.5 remove insect and diseased
trees
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Table 5.5: Summary of Vegetation, Soils, and Hydrology Monitoring Methods for the Forest
Ecosystem Management Plan
MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES

NAME

DESCRIPTION

(see text for complete detalls

9. Mapping (including GIS)

Vegetation types, plant
subassoclations and wlldlife habitat
maps will be continually updated to
track changes across the ecosystem.

1.2 maintain/increase existing rare
plants
1.3 maintain/increase existing
occurrences of rare plants
1.4 maintain/increase
density/populations of rare plants
1.5 control non-native species
1.6 detect new non-native species
1.7 maintain/increase plant
communities
1.10 increase stand initiation and
old-growth forest and decrease stemexclusion, closed canopy forest
1.12 maintain shrubland community
types
1.13 maintain areal extent of riparian
areas
1.14 maintain areal extent of
wetlands

10. Trail Walks

Non-native species will be qualitatively
monitored along all trails during midsummer.

1.6 detect new non-native species

11. Soils: sail fertility, soil
structure, soil lass, nutrient
availability, and fire intensity
impacts on soils

Sample soil fertility, soil structure, soil
loss, nutrient availability, and fire
intensity in treated and reference
stands (years 1, 2, 4, 7, and 10).
Methods to be developed.

1.24 minimize soil erosion and
compaction
1.25 maintain soil fertility
2.6 determine fire conditions and
impacts of fire Intensity

12. Water. base flow

Establish "gaging stations" and monitor
flow with continuous streamflow
recording devices In drainages in
treated and reference stands.

1.23 maintain/increase duration and
volume of base flow of intermittent
streams

13. Tree measurements

Measure average tree density and
average tree height every 5 years.
Measure basal area and size classes in
treated and reference stands every 5
years.

1.9 Reduce density and increase
size of trees
1.1 O increase stand-initiation and
old-growth forests; decrease stemexclusion, closed canopy forests
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Table 5.6: Summary of Wildlife Monitoring Methods for the Forest Ecosystem Management Plan
CATEGORY

DESCRIPTION

MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES

1. Native wildlife species

Inventory started in 1998. Permanent
plots will be revisited on years 1, 2, 4,
7, and 10 for small mammals (at least
one plot per stand, trapping in a 5 x 5
meter grid) and birds (100 meter radius
point counts al all permanent plots at
least 200 meters apart). Every 5 years
wildlife transects (quarterly in those
years) will capture data on all wildlife
(mammals, birds, herpetiles,
invertebrates), and additional
amphibian censusing (riparian
transects) will _be conducted.

1.15 maintain/increase native
species
1.16 maintain/increase breeding
birds
1.17 maintain/increase nesting and
roosting sites

Every five years, determine population
trends from point counts and compare
to national Breeding Bird Surveys.
Locate and monitor nesting/roosting
sites of native wildlife species
(especially species of special interest)
to determine whether they continue to
be used successfully.
2. Wildlife species of special
interest

For those species of special interest
(see Table 5.3) not detected in the
point counts, small mammal trapping,
or wildlife transects, other sources of
information will be searched to
determine whether they continue to be
present. If necessary, specific projects
for individual species of special interest
may then be implemented to determine
their status.

1.18 maintain/increase avian species
of special interest
1.19 maintain/increase mammalian
species of special interest
1.20 maintain/increase reptilian
species of special interest
1.21 maintain/increase population
density of species of special interest

Every five years, estimate the
population density or an index of
abundance of each species of special
interest. Calculations will be made
from inventory data, external sources,
or specific projects may be
implemented.
3. Snags

Every five years, estimate the density
of large snags (dbh > 25 cm, height > 6
meters, and > 40% bark cover). Create
snags as needed (preferably by
girdling, burning individual trees, and
topping).

1.22 maintain/create snags
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5.7

ANNUAL MONITORING TASKS
Each year of monitoring entails many tasks, which are briefly described below.
ASSESS STAFF NEEDS AND RESOURCES

Staff will prepare an annual budget, as well as a budget for project needs for the
next 5 years. Work plans will be written by permanent staff, seasonal staff, and
volunteers. Time for all monitoring protocols, including planning, fieldwork, data
entry, data analysis, report writing, staff meetings, and staff coordination, will be
incorporated into work plans. Monitoring priorities will be established for the
coming year. Research projects related to the forest ecosystem will be
coordinated with volunteers and local schools and universities.
REPORT RESULTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

At the end of each field season staff will prepare an annual forest monitoring
program report, detailing program goals and objectives for the year, monitoring
methods, and results. After data is collected each season, it will be entered into
the forestry database. Results will be assessed relative to management goals
and monitoring objectives and reported to staff.
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G LOSSARY
Abiotic: Non-living component of an ecosystem, such as climate.
Adaptive management: A process for implementing management decisions that requires monitoring of
management actions and adjustment of decisions based on past and present knowledge. Adaptive
management applies scientific principles and methods to improve management decisions incrementally
as experience is gained and in response to new scientific findings and societal changes.
Age class: An age grouping of trees according to an interval of years, usually 20 years. A single age
class would have trees that are within 20 years of the same age, such as 1 to 20 years or 21 to 40 years.
Aspect: The direction a slope faces.
Basal area (or tree basal area): The cross sectional area of a tree, measured at breast height (4.5 feet
above the ground) by use of a wedge prism or calculated from the diameter. Often used to describe the
collective basal area of trees, expressed in either square feet/acre or square meters/hectare.
Basal area increment (BAI): Increase in tree basal area during a specified period, usually over 1 year or
1 O years. BAI may be calculated on a per-tree or per-acre or hectare basis.
Best Management Practices (BMPs): Resource management practices that are designed to prevent or
reduce undesirable side-effects of implementation of management actions.
Biogeochemical cycles: The dynamics of nutrient and carbon flows and pools between biotic and abiotic
elements in an ecosystem. Pools and flows between them include biotic, geological, atmospheric,
oceanic, and/or cryotic components.
Biological diversity (Biodiversity): The number and abundance of species found within a common
environment. Includes the variety in genes, species, and ecosystems, and the ecological processes that
connect everything within a common environmenl
Biomass: The amount and type of organic matter that is contained within a given area; the total weight of
all living organisms i a biological community.
Biotic: Living components of ecosystems.
Cambium: Layer of growing cells underneath tree bark.
Canopy (tree canopy, forest canopy): The part of any stand of trees represented by the tree crowns. It
usually refers to the uppermost layer of foliage, but it can be used to describe lower layers in a multi
storied forest.
Catastrophic wildfire: An especially intense and widespread fire that usually, but not always, occurs in
forests that are outside the historical range of variability in terms of forest structure and forest fuels due to
fire suppression.
Coarse filter m anagement: Land management that addresses the needs of all associated species,
communities, environments, and ecological processes in a land area (see fine filter management).
Coarse woody debris: Woody biomass that consists of snags (standing dead trees), logs, and larger
diameter branches ( 2.5 cm) on the forest floor.
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Corridor: Elements of the landscape that connect similar areas, such as a riparian area connecting
meadows.
Cover: I n vegetation science, the vertical projection of vegetation fro m the ground as viewed from above.
The percentage of the ground obscured by vegetation is canopy (or aerial) cover. Basal cover is the
percentage of the ground covered by the base or trunk of the plant
Crown fire: A fire that bums in the forest canopy. "Passive" crown fires are those that are supported by
su rface fires with occasional burning of overstory trees, while "active" crown fires are those that bum
through overstory trees with no associated surface fire.
Dendrochronology: The science of dating tree rings. Dendrochronology relies upon cross dating, the
process of cross-matching in-common patterns of variability in ring featu res that are controlled by climate
variability to discover calender dates for individual growth rings.
Desired future condition: A desired state for an ecosystem or ecosystem component that is based on its
relationship with other interacting components. Usually implies a long-term goal for management
Diameter at breast height (DBH): Tree diameter at a standard height of 4.5 ft ( 1 .37 meters) above the
ground surface on the uphill side of the tree.
Disjunct: S pecies that occur in two or more widely separated geographic areas.
Disturbance: A discrete event or process, either natural or human induced, that causes a change in the
existing con ditions of an ecological system. As used here, disturbances are primarily internal to an
ecosystem, established by and influencing principally local ecosystem components (e.g., fire, pathogen
outbreaks). Contrast this usage with perturbation, which is an event or process that affects biotic
components but that origin ates outside of the system (e.g., land use changes).
Disturbance regime: The temporal and spatial patterns of disturbance characteristic of a particular place.
Disturbances that affect montane forests include natural disturbances, like fire and insect outbreaks, and
human disturbances, like fire suppression and livestock grazing. Characteristics of disturbance regimes
include the size of an area impacted by a disturbance, disturbance frequency, season of disturbance, and
disturbance magnitude or severity.
Dog-hair stands: Dense stands of small-diameter trees generally found in forests where naturally
occurring fires have been suppressed.
Driving factor: Independent variables that influence ecosystem functions but that originate outside of the
ecosystem itself. Jenny ( 1 96 1 ) recognized at least six principal driving factors (or state factors) of
ecosystem behavior: climate, parent material, topography, regional species availability, humans, and time.
Duff: Tree and understory plant leaves that constitute forest floor litter and detritus. Duff includes all soil
organic horizons from undecomposed litter to very decomposed organic matter on top of mineral soil.
Ecosystem: The dynamic complex of orga nisms and their environment contained within a specified area
during a specified time. Systemic elements include interactions and feedbacks between components.
Note that all ecosystems are open systems, with energy flows and material cycles to and from the system.
Hence, spatial and temporal scales of ecosystems must be defined fo_r analysis or management.
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Ecosystem function: The processes by which the biotic and abiotic components of an ecosystem
interact and change through time and space, such as succession, the food chain, fire, weather, and the
hydrologic cycle. The term ecosystem function is often used in reference to the specific contribution of an
ecosystem component to system behavior.
Ecosystem health: A condition in which an ecosystem has the capacity for renewal, for recovery from a
wide range of perturbations, and for retention of ecosystem resiliency.
Ecosystem management: A concept of natural resources management in which human activities are
considered within the context of ecological, societal, and economic interactions within a defined area over
both the short and long term. A major goal in ecosystem management is to sustain ecosystems to meet
both ecological and human needs in the future.
Ecosystem patterns: The arrangement of ecosystem components across space and through time.
Ecosystem processes (Ecological processes): The actions or events that link organisms (including
humans) and their environment, such as disturbance, successional development, nutrient cycling,
productivity, and decay. The mechanisms by which ecosystem components interact and change across
space and through time.
Ecosystem resilience: The ability for an ecosystem to restore or maintain biodiversity, ecosystem
functions, and ecological structure and processes after a perturbation. Ecosystem resilience implies a
return to some stable trajectory or stable rate or type of system dynamics after system perturbation.
Ecosystem structure: The living and nonliving elements of an ecosystem and their spatial arrangement.
Ecosystem sustainability (Ecological sustainability): The ability to sustain diversity, productivity,
resilience to stress, health, renewability, and/or yield of desired values, resource uses, products, or
services from an ecosystem, while maintaining the integrity of the ecosystem over time.
Ecotone: The transition zone between two biotic communities, such as between a ponderosa pine forest
and a grassland.
Ephemeral streams: Streams that flow only as the direct result of rainfall or snowmelt. They have no
permanent flow.
Endangered species: A plant or animal that is in danger of extinction throughout all or a significant
portion of its range. Endangered species are identified by the Secretary of the Interior in accordance with
the Endangered Species Act of 1 973.
Endemic: Refers to plants or animals that occur naturally in a certain region and whose distribution is
relatively limited geographically.
Feedback: An interaction between ecosystem components in which variability in or amount of one
component is influenced by the effect that it has on another ecosystem component. Feedback
interactions may be positive (variability or amount of the first component is increased by the interaction) or
negative (variability or amount is decreased by the interaction).
Fine filter management: Management that focuses on the welfare of a single or only a few species rather
than the broader habitat or ecosystem (see coarse filter management).
Firebreak: A natural or constructed discontinuity that is utilized to segregate, stop, and control the spread
of fire or to provide a control line from which to suppress a fire.
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Fire intensity: The rate of heat release/unit time/length of fire front (in BTUs/second/foot). Fire intensity
depends on the rate of spread, the heat of combustion, and the total amount of fuel consumed. Fire
intensity accounts for the convective heat that move up from the surface and determines fire effects on
the overstory.
Fire interval: The average time between fires in a given area.
Fire regime: The complex of temporal and spatial patterns of fires that occur over specified periods for a
given area. Parameters of fire regimes include fire frequency, the amount of area burned, season of fire
occurrences, fire intensity, fire predictability, and relations with driving factors, such as climate and human
activities.
Fire scars: Fire scars result when surface fire kills a portion of a tree's growing circumference, forming a
characteristic lesion visible in the tree rings.
Fire severity: The amount of conductive and radiant heat that goes down. Fire severity depends on the
moisture content of the duff and the amount of fuel on the forest floor. Indicators of fire severity are the
amount of duff consumption and the depth of char. Fire severeness largely determines fire effects on the
understory.
Fire suppression: A coordinated effort to control or put out a fire. Also, a resource management policy
initiated in the early 1 900s by the U.S. Forest Service after widespread, naturally-occurring wildfires
burned hundreds of thousands of acres of public forest lands. Subsequently, this policy was adapted by
many other land management agencies. This policy, which was initiated in order to preserve forest lands,
has been revised In recent decades, as research has shown that fire is a necessary process in the
maintenance of healthy forest ecosystems and as catastrophic wildfires have increased in frequency.
Prescribed fire and allowing natural fires to burn when conditions are suitable are now widely-used
management methods.
Farb: A broadleaf plant that has little or no woody material in it.
Forest floor: The surface and ground layer beneath the forest canopy.
Forest health: A measure of the robustness of forest ecosystems. Aspects of forest health include
biological diversity, natural disturbances, and the capacity of the forest to provide a sustainable flow of
goods and services.
Forest savanna: An open grassland forest with scattered trees; often forms a broad ecotone between
true grassland and true forest.
Forest Stand: A group of trees that occupies a specific area and is similar in species, age, and condition.
Fragmentation: In landscape analysis the loss of continuity in either space or time. The splitting or
isolating of patches of similar habitat, typically forest cover, but including other types of habitat. Habitat
can be fragmented naturally and by certain types of management and land use.
Frequency: I n vegetation science, the percentage of plots occupied by a given species.
Fuelbreak: A wide strip or block of land on which the native or preexisting vegetation has been
permanently modified so that fires burning into it can be more readily extinguished.
Fuel loads: The ovendry weight of fuels in a given area, usually expressed in tons/acre.
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Fuels: Plants and woody vegetation, both living and dead, that are capable of burning.
GIS (geographic information systems): GIS is both a database designed to handle geographic data, as
well as a set of computer operations that can be used to analyze the data.
Ground fire: Fire that burns in fuels on the forest floor, such as litter, grasses and other nonwoody plants,
as well as organic material in the soil layer. Propagates largely by creeping along the ground.
Ground litter: The top layer of the forest floor composed of loose debris (dead branches and twigs and
recently fallen leaves or needles) little altered by decomposition.
Habitat: The area where a plant or anima lives and grows under natural conditions.
Healthy ecosystem: An ecosystem in which structure and functions allow the maintenance of the desired
conditions of biological diversity, biotic integrity, and ecological processes over time.
Herbivory: Refers to animals that feed on plants and the impacts on this activity on the environment.
Heterogeneity: In landscape analysis refers to diversity in the composition, size, shape, and arrangement
in time and space that characterize landscape structures and dynamics. See "homogeneity".
Historical conditions (range of historical variation): Range of the spatial, structural, compositional, and
temporal characteristics of ecosystem elements during a period specified to represent "natural" conditions.
Historical range of variability (HRV): A means to define the boundaries of ecosystem behavior and
patterns that have remained relatively consistent over long periods. HRV is usually defined for centuries
to millennia before the period of widespread human population increase and associated ecosystem
changes that began in roughly the early to middle 1 800s for many regions of western North America.
Holistic: The integration of components of an ecosystem in some scale of ecological i nquiry. I n a holistic
perspective, one ecosystem component cannot be isolated without reference to how it affects and is
affected by other components in the system.
Homogeneity: In landscape analysis, refers to a lack of diversity in the composition, size, shape, and
arrangement in time and space that characterize landscape structures and dynamics . See
"heterogeneity".
Hydrological regimes: The spatial and temporal dynamics of water flow and associated fluvial processes
in an ecosystem.
Hydrology: Science dealing with the properties, distribution, and circulation of water on the surface of the
land, in the soil and underlying rocks, and in the atmosphere.
Indicator species: A species, the presence or absence of which is indicative of a particular habitat,
community, or set of environmental conditions.
Ladder fuels: Vegetation, located below the crown level of forest trees, that can carry fire from the forest
floor to tree crowns. Ladder fuels may be low-growing tree branches, shrubs, or smaller trees. Fire can
move from surface fuels by convection into the crowns with relative ease.
Landscape: A generally heterogeneous composition of multiple land units that may contain multiple
interacting ecosystems. Landscapes are usually defined for large areas, typically from 1 000 to 1 00,000
hectares in size.
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Litter (forest litter): The freshly fallen on only slightly decomposed plant material on the forest floor. This
layer includes foliage, bark fragments, twigs, flowers, and fruit
Logger's choice: Also called high-grading. The selective harvesting of the largest, most commercially
valuable trees in a stand.
Lopping and scattering: Cutting branches, tapes, and small trees after felling into lengths such that

resultant slash will eventually lie close to the ground. Spreading the slash more or less evenly over the
ground.

Management prescription: Management actions and treatments that are implemented under specific
environmental conditions to achieve specific desired results.
Matrix: The vegetation type that is most continuous over a landscape.
Mineral soil: Soil that consists mainly of inorganic material, such as weathered rock, rather than organic

matter.

Monitoring: The periodic evaluation of management activities to determine how well objectives are being
met and whether management practices should be adjusted. See "adaptive management."
Mosaic: In landscape analysis refers to areas with a variety of plant communities, such as trees,
shrublands, and meadows.
Native species: Plant and animal species that naturally occur in a specific area. Also known as
indigenous species.
Natural disturbance: Periodic impact of natural events such as fire, severe drought, insect or disease

attack, or wind.

Natural environment The complex of biotic and a biotic factors that acts on an organism or a community
in the absence of significant human intervention.
Non-Native A merican settlement: Extensive and widespread settlement in the western U.S. that began
in response to the Homestead Act and other legislation that promoted migration to western lands in the
middle to late nineteenth century. Often referred to as Euro-American settlement, but also included large
numbers of African-Americans after the Civil War, Asian-Americans from the West Coast, and Hispanic
Americans from the New World.
Non-native species: Also called alien, invasive, and weed species, these species have been introduced,
by various means, into areas where they were not originally found.
Nutrient cycling: The transformation of chemical elements from inorganic form in the environment to
organic fonn in organisms and via decomposition back to inorganic form.
Old growth forests: Old forests which often contain several canopy layers, variety in tree sizes and
species, decadent old trees, and standing and fallen dead woody material.

Organic soil: Soil at least partly derived from living matter, such as decayed plant material. See "mineral
soil".

Overstory: The upper tree canopy layer; the plants below comprise the understory. Tree species and
their structural patterns in a forest.
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Patch: In landscape analysis an area of vegetation with homogeneous structure and composition.
Patch cut: Silvicultural method where all trees in a localized area are harvested. Patch size varies
depending upon the forest type and management goals but is typically 1 to 1 0 0 hectares in scale.
Perimeter: The exterior boundary of a fire area.
Perturbation: An event or shift in ecosystem properties that causes major disruption to or mortality of
ecosystem components. Perturbation as used in this report is similar to the use of disturbance in other
descriptions of ecosystem management plans. However, disturbance as used in this report refers to
processes that are endemic to the system itself (e.g., fire), while perturbation implies that the event
originates outside of the system (e.g., climate change).
Plant communities: Assemblages of plants that grow together in space and time and are usually tied to
environmental features, such as elevation, slope, and soils.
PM10 standards: Standards set by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency to control the amount of
particulate matter in the atmosphere that is less than or equal to 1 0 micrometers in diameter.
Point intercept: I n vegetation science, a method for measuring plant cover. Cover is measured based on
the number of "hits" on the target species out of the total number of points measured.
Prescribed fire: Management-ignited fire that is set and allowed to bum under prescribed weather and
fuel conditions.
Prescribed natural fire: Naturally-ignited wildfire that is allowed to bum under prescribed weather and
fuel conditions in prescribed management areas.
Prescribed thinning: The use of mechanical treatments to remove trees from forest stands.
Productivity: The amount of biomass produced in an ecosystem or specific subsystems of an ecosystem
(e.g., understory productivity) over a given period.
Q-curves: The ratio of one size class in a distribution of tree diameters to the next smallest tree diameter
size class.
Raptor: A bird of prey, such as an eagle or hawk.
Reference conditions: Conditions characterizing ecosystem composition, structure, and function and
their variability.
Regeneration: The renewal of a tree crop by either natural or artificial means. The term is also used to
refer to the young crop itself.
Resilience: The ability of an ecosystem to restore or maintain biodiversity, ecosystem functions, and
ecological structure and processes after a perturbation.
Restoration: The process of returning ecosystem patterns or processes to an historical range of
variability or other defined reference condition.
Riparian areas: Areas along streams and rivers, including related plant and animal communities.
Roosting site: A place where avian species or bats spend the nighl
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Sampling: Measuring a subset of a population; the su bset data is used to estimate values fo r the entire
population.
Sapling: a young tree, usually not over 4 inches in diameter at breast height.
Seedlings: A young plant; a tree smaller than a sapling.
Seed tree cut: Removal of the mature timber crop from an area in one cut, except for a certain number of
trees left singly, in small groups, or in narrow strips, as a source of seed fo r natural regeneration.
Sensitive species: Plant or animal species which are more vulnerable to hab itat changes or impacts from
various kinds of disturbance.
Silviculture: The art and science that promotes the growth of single trees and the forest as a biological
unit
Size class: One of the three intervals of tree stem diameters used to classify timber. The size classes
are: seedling/sapling (less than 5 inches in diameter), pole timber (5 to 7 inches in dia meter), and saw
timber (greater than 7 inches in diameter).
Snags: Standing dead trees which provide important wildlife habitat, especially for cavity-nesting birds.
Species of s pecial interest: Native and non-native species of plants and animals (e.g., rare and
threatened species; invasive weeds) that require special management and monitoring actions.
Stand (or forest stand): A group of trees that occupies a specific area and is similar in species, age, and
condition.
Stocking level: The number of trees in an area as compared to the desirable number of trees for best
growth and management.
Structure: How the parts of ecosystems are arranged, both horizontally and vertically. Structure usually
reflects a pattern or mosaic of vegetation types.
Succession: A compositional change in an ecosystem as the available organisms modify and respond to
changes in the envir0nment, resulting in changes in the dominant plant and animal species and
commu nities.
Surface fire: Fire that spreads through ground fuels with a flaming front.
Sustainability: The ability of an ecosystem to maintain ecological processes and functions, biological
diversity, and productivity over time.
Sustainable ecosystem : An ecosystem with a balance of processes and components that promote
ecosystem resilience and permit the ecosystem to persist into the future in a functional and productive
manner.
Thinning: Use of mechanical treatments to remove tree biomass from forest stands.
Thinning from below: Removal of all trees from a stand below a certain diameter to favor larger trees in
the stand.
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Understory: The lower vegetation layers in a forest found beneath the forest canopy, including shrubs,
grasses and grass-like plants, and forbs.
Uneven-aged tree selection: Forest stands created or maintained that include three or more distinctly
different age classes.
Urban/wildland interface: That line, area, or zone where structures and other human development
meet or intermingle with undeveloped wildland.
Wildfire: A fire occurring on wildland that has been started by natural agents like lightning.
Wildlife: Native animal species as well as native animal communities.
Wildlife habitat: The place or type of site where a plant or animal naturally or normally lives and grows.
Wildlife habitat diversity: The distribution and abundance of different plant and animal communities and
species within a specific area.
Windthrow: Trees uprooted by wind.
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APPE NDICES
APPENDIX 1 . 1 : PLANNING CONTEXT
Lands owned and/or managed by the City of Boulder Open Space Department and the Mountain Parks
Division of the Parks and Recreation Department overlap many jurisdictions. Although owned by the City
of Boulder and subject to the City's charter, code and comprehensive plan, much of the City-owned
forested land lies outside of the city limits. Boulder County and the City have both adopted documents
which include specific language that add resses environmental protection and preservation. These
documents include goals and policies which guide the management of natural resources in the Boulder
Valley. This Plan has been drafted to be as consistent as possible with City and County land use
documents and attempts to balance competing values when governing policies conflict.
Specific policy guidance that governs this Plan is provided in the Boulder County Comprehensive Plan
(Boulder County 1 997), Boulder Valley Comprehensive Plan (City of Boulder 1 996), City of Boulder
Charter and Open Space Long Range Management Policies (City of Boulder 1 995).
BOULDER COUNTY COMPREHENSIVE PLAN

The Boulder County Comprehensive Plan was first adopted in 1 978 and has been reviewed and upd ated
many times since then. The following selected goats are the most relevant to management of forests on
City lands (Boulder County 1 997).
Environmental Management
B: 1 Unique or distinctive natural features and ecosystems and cultural features and sites should be
conseived and preseived in recognition of the irreplaceable character of such resources and their
impo rtance to the quality of life in Boulder County. Natural resources should be managed in a manner
which is consistent with sound conseivation practices and ecological principles.
8.3 Critical wild life habitats should be conserved and preserved in order to avoid the depletion of
wildlife and to perpetuate and encourage a diversity of species in the County.
8.4 Significant naturpl communities including significant riparian communities) and rare plant sites
should be conserved and preseived to retain living examples of natural ecosystems, furnish a
baseline of ecological processes and function, and enhance and maintain the biodiversity of the
region.
8.6 Unique or critical environmental resources identified pursuant to Goats 8.1, B.3, 8.4 and 8.5 shall
be conseived and preseived in a manner which assures their protection from adverse impacts, with
the private sector, non-county agencies, and other governmental jurisdictions being encouraged to
participate.
8.8 Environmental Conseivation Areas (ECAs) should be conseived and preserved in order to
perpetuate those species, biological communities, and ecological processes that function over large
geographic areas and require a high degree of naturalness.
A set of implementation policies accompanies the Boulder County Comprehensive Plan goals. Most of the
policies instruct the Boulder County government to take various actions. - Several of the policies involve
municipalities, but usually only to direct the County to offer them technical assistance as appropriate. The
following policy statements from the Boulder County Comprehensive Plan provide relevant direction to the
City of Boulder for the management of forested ecosystems:
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Environmental Resources
Environmental Conservation Areas

ER 8.01 The County shall encourage the removal of development rights from Environmental
Conservation Areas through transfer, donation, acquisition or trade.
ER 8.02 Development within Environmental Conservation Areas shall be located and designed to
minimize impacts on the flora and fauna of the area.
ER 8.03 Development outside of Environmental Conservation Areas shall be located and designed to
minimize impacts on Environmental Conservation Areas and connectivity between Environmental
Conservation Areas.
ER 8.04 The County will encourage and participate with the various public and private owners in the
development of coordinated management plans to conserve, protect or restore the values of
Environmental Conservation Areas.
ER 8.05 Management of Environmental Conservation Areas shall encourage use or mimicry of
natural processes, maintenance or reintroduction of native species, restoration of degraded plant
communities, elimination of undesirable exotic species, minimizing human impacts, and development
of long-term ecological monitoring programs.
ER 8.06 The County will work towards protecting critical elk range and migration routes through
reducing development potential and by working with landowners and management agencies to
minimize human disturbance and provide seasonal habitat needs.
ER 8.07 The County will work with appropriate management agencies and property owners to protect
or restore riparian areas.
ER 8.08 The County shall work toward minimizing human impacts to riparian ecosystems from
development, roads, and trails.
ER 8.09 The County will work with appropriate entities to ensure suitable minimum and maximum
stream flows that maintain channel morphology, support hydrologically connected wetlands, and
perpetuate species, both plant and animal, dependent on riparian ecosystems.
ER 8.1 0 Land use;i proposals which could have adverse impacts to riparian ecosystems must submit
a report and site plan detailing such impacts. Although examined on a case-by-case basis, the
County will encourage avoidance of riparian ecosystems. Where impacts are unavoidable, the County
shall require appropriate mitigation.
ER 8. 1 1 Management of riparian areas shall encourage use or mimicry of natural processes,
maintenance or reintroduction of native species, restoration of degraded plant communities,
elimination of undesirable exotic species, minimizing human impacts, and development of long-term
ecological monitoring programs.

Open Space Policies
Resource Management
OS 2.01 The County shall identify and work to assure the preservation of Environmental
Conservation Areas, critical wildlife habitats and corridors, Natural Areas, Natural Landmarks,
significant areas identified in the Boulder Valley Natural Ecosystems Map, historic and archaeological
sites, and significant agricultural land.
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While these policies are not directed specifically at the City of Boulder, the management of City-owned
land has significant implications for the ability of the County to achieve these goals. It is intended that this
Plan will be consistent with the environmental preservation goals and implementation policies of the
Boulder County Comprehensive Plan.

BOULDER VALLEY COMPREHENSIVE PLAN

Coordination of comprehensive planning issues between the City and County is articulated in the Boulder
Valley Comprehensive Plan (City of Boulder 1996). The Boulder Valley is a Community Service Area
within Boulder County where the City and County have agreed upon a set of land use and management
policies to implement their joint planning objectives.
Like the Boulder County Comprehensive Plan, the Boulder Valley Comprehensive Plan has in the past
concentrated upon general direction to protect isolated patches of special habitat. The recent (1996)
revisions include increased emphasis upon:
>
>
>
>

the maintenance of ecological processes
the preservation of connections and buffers associated with important natural ecosystems
regional outreach and environmental education, and
programs for monitoring and evaluation

The following selected policies are most relevant to the City of Boulder's management of forest
ecosystems.
4.06
Natural Ecosystems.
The City and the County shall protect and restore significant ecosystems and habitats for native plant
and animal species on public and private lands through acquisition, land use planning, development
review, and public land management practices. Promotion of blological diversity and protection of
endangered species and their associated habitat will be emphasized. Degraded habitat may be
restored and selected extirpated species may be reintroduced as a means of enhancing native flora
and fauna in the Boulder Valley. Natural areas (as designated in the Boulder County Comprehensive
Plan) that are within the Boulder Valley, shall be managed in a manner that is consistent with the
Natural Area Goals an? Policies of the Boulder County Comprehensive Plan.
4.07
Ecosystem Connections and Buffers.
The City and the County recognize the biological importance of preserving large areas of
unfragmented habitat. The City and County will work together to preserve, enhance, and restore
undeveloped lands critical for providing ecosystem connections and buffers for joining significant
ecosystems. These areas are important for sustaining biological diversity and viable habitats for
native species and for minimizing impacts from developed lands.
4.08 Maintain and Restore Ecological Processes.
Recognizing that ecological change is an integral part of the functioning of natural systems, the City
and the County shall work to ensure that, when appropriate precautions have been taken for human
safety and welfare, natural processes will be utilized or mimicl<ed to sustain, protect, and enhance
native ecosystems.
4.18
Wildfire Protection and Management.
The City and the County will require on-site and off-site measures to guard against the danger of fire
in developments adjacent to forests or grasslands. Recognizing that fire is a widely accepted means
of managing ecosystems, the City and the County will integrate ecosystem management principles
with wildfire hazard mitigation planning and urban design.
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4.33 Resource Planning.
The City and the County shall seek to incorporate short- and long-term environmental costs into
resource planning decisions, to maximize the efficiency of resource use in the Boulder Valley and to
encourage the use of renewable resources.
4.43 Integrated Pest Management.
The City and the County shall encourage efforts, both public and private, to reduce the use of
chemical herbicides, pesticides, and fungicides. In its own practices, the City commits to use of
integrated pest management, which emphasizes the selection of the most environmentally-sound
approach to pest management, with the overall goal of reducing, and where possible eliminating, the
dependence on chemical pest control strategies.

CITY OF BOULDER CHARTER - OPEN SPACE GOALS
Open space planning and management are guided by the purposes of Open Space contained in the City
Charter. The City C_harter lists the following purposes of Open Space which are most relevant to this plan.
,.

Preservation or restoration of natural areas characterized by or including terrain, geologic
formations, flora, or fauna that is unusual, spectacular, historically important, scientifically
valuable, or unique, or that represent outstanding or rare examples of native species;

,.

Preservation of water resou rces in their natural or traditional state, scenic areas or vistas, wildlife
habitats. or fragile ecosystems;

,.

Preservation of land for its aesthetic or passive recreational value and its contribution to the
quality of life of the community.

OPEN SPACE LONG-RANGE MANAGEMENT POLICIES
In March of 1 995, the City Council approved the Long Range Management Policies for the Open Space
Department These policies emphasize a broad approach to natural resource management and direct
staff to consider plant and animal communities, the processes which sustain them. and the mosaic of
h abitats associated with any ecosystem type.

Ecosystem Approach

Natural resources shall be managed to maintain fundamental ecological processes, as well as for
individual species and features. Open Space resource managers ordinarily will not focus on the ·
preservation of individual species, except threatened or endangered species, or individual natural
processes; rather, managers will attempt to balance all the elements and processes of naturally
evolving ecosystems, including the natural abundance, diversity, and ecological integrity of the plants
and animals.

Interdisciplinary Planning

An interdisciplinary team of Open Space personnel will develop and periodically u pdate resource
management plans. In these plans the staff will identify, define. and recommend implementation
techniques to accomplish the monitoring, inventory, research, mitigation, and enforcement actions
required to protect Open S pace natural resources and natural processes, achieve the Open Space
program goals, and regulate Open Space use.
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Landscapes and Plants
The Department will seek to perpetuate native plants as part of natural ecosystems. Landscapes and
plants may be manipulated only when necessary to accomplish approved management goals.
Landscapes and plants may be manipulated to maintain habitat for native plants with preference given
to threatened or endangered species. Manipulation of existing plants will be carried out in a manner
designed to restore or enhance the functioning ofthe native plant and animal communities.
Fire Management
Fire is a natural process which can be used as a tool to achieve land management goals by
approximating natural processes. Open Space fire management programs will be designed around
resource management and community objectives subject to the limitations of equipment, personnel,
and safety considerations.
DIVISION OF MOUNTAIN PARKS MISSION STATEMENT

The mission of the Mountain Parks Division is to ensure the long-term protection of the Park's natural
resources and functions while providing for appropriate visitor access for education, enjoyment, and low
impact recreational opportunities consistent with resource protection goals.
The goals of the Division of Mountain Parks which pertain most directly to the Forest Ecosystem
Management Plan are:
Develop and implement a management system which recognizes the constantly changing balance
between increasing human use and finite resources. Develop a zone management plan which
minimizes habitat fragmentation and maximizes the biodiversity and genetic integrity of ecosystems.
Promote a thorough understanding of the Mountain Parks and resource issues through appropriate
biological and sociological studies and cooperative involvement in community affairs.
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APPENDIX
STANDS

1.2:

MANAGEMENT PRESCRIPTIONS FOR OPEN SPACE FOREST

Thls appendix provides management prescriptions_for Open Space stands along the wildland/urban
lnterface. Each prescription includes a management objective specific to that stand, as well as a
description of the treatment recommendation and special considerations that must be evaluated prior to
implementation. Special conslderations include wildlife habitat, recreational use, soils, slope, visibility,
understory vegetation, smoke management, and access. Each of these parameters will be evaluated
more fully during pre-treatment surveys by City staff.
Group I stands requlre thinning to reduce fuel loads in the stands and provide for safer conditions prior to
the reintroduction of prescribed fire. Each prescription shows basal area (BA) for the stand, as well as
tree densities by size classes as they currently exist and also after thinning. The corresponding bar graph
summarizes the data and shows the thinning levels by size class; all trees above the horizontal line are
proposed to be removed.
Each prescription also displays a computer generated visualization of what the stand looks like before
thinning and generally what it will look like after thinning. Oblique, overhead, and horizontal perspectives
are provided.
Group II stands are amenable to the reintroduction of prescribed fire without significant thinning
beforehand. These stands generally have larger, rriore widely spaced trees with few ladder fuels. The
same general information is provided for these stands. However, because it is not possible to predict
exact mortality by size class when conducting prescribed burns, post-treatment data are not provided.
Except for occasional torching of a small number of medium to large trees, seedling and saplings, fire will
remain in the understory.

Group I Forest Stands
These stands require thinning to reduce fuel loads and provide for safer conditions prior to the
reintroduction of prescribed fire.
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Eldorado-C (ELDO-C) Acres: 5.0
Specific Stand Objectives: Thin trees in 4" to 6" size classes to reduce BA and trees/ac; maintain open
conditions and restore ecosystem processes with prescribed fires
Treatment Recommendations: Thin from 88-53 BA. large numbers of trees in 4" and 6" size classes
will need to be reduced from this otherwise open stand on the south side of El Dorado Canyon. Most of
the trees in these size classes are Douglas-fir that should be selectively removed during thinning. This
stand and ELDO-E are the most open units in the Eldorado Canyon area. ELDO-C has a large number of
trees in larger size classes and continue to develop into healthy climax stage once the unit is opened by
thinning and prescribed fires. Episodic prescribed fires will be used to maintain open conditions in the
future.
Special Considerations:

Native vegetation: An understory vegetation inventory needs to be completed for this stand.
Wildlife: Three snags were noted during stand inventory. More could be recruited from the larger numbers
of larger diameter trees in this unit.
Other: Treatment of this stand will be important to create a open buffer from un-treated units in Eldorado
Canyon area. There are grassland and savanna areas adjacent to the unit that could be treated at the
same time.
Diameter Class (in.)

4

10

12

18

20

22

24

26

28

30

32

Totals

Stems/Ac 0.0 45.8 101. 11.5 0.0 20.4 18.7 2.9 0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

1.1

0.0

0. 8

0.0

203.1
76.1

Current:

2

6

8

14

16

0.0 16.0 20.0 4.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

4.1

0.0

3. 9

0.0

Stems/Ac 32.9 23.5 16.8 12.0 0. 0 20. 0 19.0 3.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

1. 0

0.0

0.0

0.0 0.0

0.0
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Eldorado-E (ELDO-E) Acres: 16.0

Specific Stand Objectives: Reduce basal area in all size classes below 12" with thinning and
reintroduce episodic fires.

Treatment Recommendations: Thin from 121-40 BA. This may be done in a series of treatments. Much

of BA is in larger diameter classes (12"+) and stand will still be relatively closed after treatment. However,
treatment of this unit is needed lo create open conditions in this area of Eldorado Canyon. Many smaller
diameter trees in the stand can be removed to reduce ladder fuels and create a modified fuel break for
wildfires from the west.

Special Considerations:

Native vegetation: Relatively high shrub species diversity, but generally low cover. Grasses and sedges
predominantly cool-season species that may be adversely impacted by spring burning.
Nonnative plant species: Cheatgrass and Canada bluegrass have the highest cover.
Wildlife: Game trails were noted in 7 of 18 plots from this unit. Only 1 snag was seen during inventory and
many more should be recruited from the large numbers of larger trees in the stand.
other: There are grassland and savanna areas adjacent to the unit that could be treated at the same time.
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Fox-W

Acres: 18.5

Specific Stand Objective: Significantly reduce sm aller size classes and regeneration in stand.
Treatment recommendations: Thin from 46 to 30 BA. This stand contains abundant regeneration and a
large numbers of trees < 12" DBH. Much of the regeneration is Dougl as-fir that should be selectively
removed to promote ponderosa pine in the unit. This area is on the south side of Boulder Creek and
access should be good for thinning treatments.
Special Considerations:
Native vegetation: An understory vegetation inventory needs to be completed for this stand.
Wildlife: Only one snag was noted during inventory. However, lack of trees in larger size classes m ay limit
possible recruitment of more. Wildlife use of this area is lik ely high just above Boulder Creek.
Other: Private l and adjoins the unit on the south and west.
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Lindsay-N (LIND-N)

Acres: 97.0

Specific Stand Objective: Maintain open conditions and restore ecosystem processes with prescribed
fires.
Treatment Recommendation: Thin from 136 to 99 BA. Mechanically thin 4" to 1 O" size classes to open
stand canopy. Overstory conditions in the stand grade from open savanna areas on the prairie margins to
very closed conditions at the south end near the canal. Much of the basal area is in the small diameter
classes, although the stand also has large numbers of trees in larger diameter classes with some of the
largest trees recorded during stand inventory. This stand should continue into a healthy climax stage once
smaller trees are reduced in number. Parts of the stand will need heavy thinning and access for
equipment is good from the road along the canal. Burning in local patches of overstory will promote
further opening of the existing canopy and this should be encouraged during prescribed fire operations.
other areas closer to the prairie margins are more open and amenable to burning at the present time
before thinning of other areas.
Special Considerations:
Native vegetation: Shrub species richness is high (14 species), but cover is patchy. Ephemeral stream
areas should be monitored for fire effects; they should also be evaluated for wildlife habitat. Rocky
Mountain juniper, common juniper, and Douglas-fir occur in this stand; they are vulnerable to fire.
Nonnative plant species: Species with highest cover are Canada bluegrass, cheatgrass, and St.
Johnswort, all cool-season species that may be adversely impacted by spring burning. A small area of
whitetop (Cardada cha/epensis) has invaded the large meadow on the east side of the stand.
Wildlife: No snags were recorded during inventory; however, large numbers of trees in larger size classes
suggest that snags should be recruited in this unit. Deer are frequently sighted in this stand.
Recreation: Visitor use is limited to hikers and horseback riders.
other: There are forested areas to the west of the unit that could be treated at the same time. These
areas have significant regeneration from construction disturbance. This area, especially the more open
areas in the north and east, could be burned at the same time as adjoining grassland areas to the north
and east.
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Lindsay-Jeffco-NE (LJC-NE)

Acres: 54.2

Specific Stand Objective: Maintain open conditions and restore ecosystem processes with prescribed
fire.
Treatment Recommendation: Thin from 120 to 86 BA, specifically trees in 6" to 10" size classes. Large
numbers of trees, especially in the 8" size class, will need to be thinned before application of prescribed
fire. Twelve-inch diameter and larger trees will still be common after treatments and beetle attack will be
something to watch for in the future. There is little regeneration in this otherwise open, flat stand, and
thinning operations should be relatively easy in this unit. Episodic prescribed fires will maintain open
conditions.
Special Considerations:
Native vegetation: A rare plant community-mountain mahogany-threeleaf sumac/big bluestem
(Cercocarpus montanus-Rhus aromatica/Andropogon gerardit)--may be present. Additional fieldwork is
needed to verify the presence of this community. The rare birdsfoot violet ( Viola pedatifida) occurs on this
stand and will be carefully monitored. lilac penstemon (Penstemon graci/is) occurs on this stand; it is
uncommon in local lower montane ponderosa pine forests and will be monitored for fire effects.
Nonnative plant species: Species with highest cover are Japanese brome, Canada bluegrass, cheatgrass,
and rattlesnake grass. These species should decrease with spring burning.
Wildlife: No snags were seen during inventory; they can be promoted from the large numbers of trees in
larger size classes in this unit.
Other: There are open meadows between this stand and LJC-NW and LIND-S that could be burned as
part of this unit. Grass and shrub areas east of the unit in Dowdy Draw should also be considered for
treatment with this stand.
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Lindsay-Jeffco-NW (LJC-NW) Acres: 50.1
Specific Stand Objective: Promote and maintain open stand conditions through prescribed fire. Reduce
regeneration and abundant smaller diameter trees.
Treatment Recommendation: Thin stand from 1 1 3 to 74 basal area. This stand will need heavy

mechanical thinning of 2" to 1 O" size classes. The unit is on the east side of the hogback and backs up to
private land on the west. The area is rocky and steep, and thinning operations in this area may be
difficult. Episodic prescribed fires in this unit in the future will maintain open conditions and restore
ecosystem processes.

Special Considerations:

Native vegetation: A small population of uncommon Alaskan orchis (Piperia una/ascensis) occurs on this
stand and will be carefully monitored. Colorado wildrye (Leymus ambiguus) is also present and has a
limited distribution along the east slope of the mountains in Colorado and New Mexico. Fire effects for this
species are unknown and should be carefully monitored. High shrub cover in this stand, with some areas
with high cover of mountain mahogany. Four rare plant communities may occur on this stand-mountain
mahogany-threeleaf sumac/big bluestem (Cercocarpus montanus-Rhus aromatica/Andropogon gerardi1),
mountain mahogany/needlegrass (Cercocarpus montanus/Hesperostipa comata ), Rocky Mountain
juniper/mountain mahogany (Sabina scopu/orum/Cercocarpus montanus), and ponderosa pine/mountain
mahogany/big bluestem (Pin us ponderosa/Cercocarpus montanus/Andropogon gerardi1). Additional
fieldwork is needed to verify the presence of these communities.
N onnative vegetation: Canada bluegrass is the species with highest cover.
Wildlife: Two snags were seen during the inventory and more should be promoted.
Other: There is an open meadow area on the north end of this stand and south of stand MRL that could be
treated by fire in conjunction with this or other stands.
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Moore-Robinson-Lindsay (MRL) Acres: 69.8
Specific Stand Objective: Maintain open forest conditions and reduce regeneration of seedling and
saplings.

Treatment Recommendations: Thin from 65 to 47 BA. Understory bum after mechanical treatment.

Heavy mechanical removal of seedlings and 1" diameter trees. Roadside regeneration should be
completely removed as it is a result of road disturbance. Much of this material can be chipped and
scattered. Trees in the 3" and 7" diameter size classes should also have significant removal. There is a
considerable amount of mistletoe on the north side of the stand which has led to deformed and topped
trees. These trees should be removed first. Removal will be to the road and most material to 6 inches
can be chipped.

Special Considerations:

Native vegetation: Shrub cover is very high on this stand, as well as shrub species diversity (14 species).
Douglas-fir, Rocky Mountain juniper and common juniper are vulnerable to fire. Five rare plant
communities may be present: mountain mahogany-threeleaf sumac/big bluestem, mountain
mahogany/needlegrass, mountain mahogany/Scribner's needlegrass, Rocky Mountain juniper/mountain
mahogany, and ponderosa pine/mountain mahogany/big bluestem. Additional fieldwork is needed to
verify which of these communities are present. Colorado wildrye (Leymus ambiguus), which occurs only
along the east slope of the mountains in Colorado and New Mexico, also occurs here and should be
monitored for fire effects.
Nonnative plant species: Species with highest cover are cheatgrass and cinquefoil (Potentilla recta).
Wildlife: Bear and mountain lion have been sighted on this stand. There is the potential to create some
snags and all existing snags that qualify should be kept.
Soils: The slope is over 40% in some areas and we will need to be sensitive to how we remove material in
these areas. Late spring burning should encourage understory growth which is critical in the steeper
areas where signs of erosion are visible.
Recreation: Visitor use is limited to low numbers of hikers.
Other. This stand is in the mid-seral stage and should continue to develop into a healthy climax stage with
this treatment. Thinning first will minimize the potential for torching of the larger trees that we want to
promote. Existing roads will be used for hauling.
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Marshall Mesa (MRSL) Acres: 14.8
Specific Stand Objective: Reduce abundant regeneration in the stand by mechanical thinning; reduce
BA of trees, especially the 4" to 8" size classes.
Treatment Recommendation: Thin .from 57 to 32 BA. This unit is the farthest out on the prairie margins
of any on Open Space property. Abundant ponderosa pine regeneration on the stand margins should be
reduced to maintain savanna-grassland ecotone at its present location. The stand is bordered by
grassland areas on all sides and access for thinning treatments is good.
Special Considerations:
Native vegetation: An understory vegetation inventory needs to be completed for this stand.
Wildlife: No snags were noted during inventory; however, location of the stand on the prairie landscape
may preclude use by many forest species and snag recruitment is not recommended. Wildlife trails were
seen in all inventory plots and this area appears to be heavily used by deer and other wildlife in this area.
Other: Visibility from the stand is high and smoke management will be critical because of nearby highways
and roads.
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Shanahan-3 (S·3) Acres: 94.6
Specific Stand Objective: Maintain open conditions with prescribed fire.
Treatment Recommendation: Thin from 97 to 76 Basal area. Many of the trees to be removed are in the

1 O" size class. Thin trees in 4" to 1 O" size classes to reduce BA and trees/acre. Many of the trees to be
left after mechanical thinning in 2'' to 8" classes may need to be thinned again in the near future; it is
recommended this be accomplished using a series of prescribed fires on short intervals. Passive torching
should be encouraged to further thin the overstory in this unit and to create landscape diversity of stand
structure in the S- and ST- stands in this area. Access to the unit for thinning treatments is available from
roads in the unit.

Special Considerations:

Native vegetation: Douglas-fir is vul nerable to fire. Leadplant (Amorpha nana), a rare species in the lower
montane ponderosa pine forest, occurs in plot 25 and will be carefully monitored. Grass cover is
dominated by poverty oatgrass (Danthonia spicata), a native cool season grass that is tolerant of fire.
Nonnative plant species: Ja panese brome and Canada thistle are the species with highest cover.
Wildlife: One snag was noted during inventory and more should be recruited from trees in 14" diameter
classes.
Recreation: Several recreation trails are in this area. Efforts to sign and advise public of work in the area
will be critical.
Other: There are large areas of savanna and grasslands on the south and southeast sides of the unit that
could be bu rned at the same time as this unit.
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Ste ngel 1-3 (ST-3) Acres: 24.4
Specific Stand Objective: Heavily thin regene ration in stand to reduce tre es per acre. Maintain open
co nditio ns with p rescribed fire.
Treatment Recomme ndation: T hin from 38 to 30 BA. Much of BA to be removed i s in the sm aller size
cl asses. Douglas-fir should be se lecti vely re moved fro m the stand. Large numbers o f trees in larger
diameter. classes in this unit sugge st this area will 'continue into a healthy climax stage. Local overstory
burning should be encouraged to further reduce BA in this unit, and to create landscape dive rsity of stand
structure in the S- and ST- stands in this are a. Access to unit is limited because of steeper slopes in this
are a.
Special C onsiderati ons:
Na tive veg e tation: Dougl as-fi r, Rocky Mo untain juni per, and co mmon juniper are vulne rable to fire.
Re latively high shrub species div ersity for such a small stand. G rasses are predo minately cool season
species th at woul d be adve rsely imp acte d by spring burning. A rare plant co mmunity-po nde rosa
pine/spike fescue (Pin us ponderosa/Leucopoa kingil)-may occur on this stand. Additional fieldwo rk is
needed to verif y the presence of this com munity.
Nonnative plant specie s: C anada thistle has the h ighest co ver.
Wildlife: No snags we re no ted during inventory. Large nu mbers of tree s in larger diameter classe s
suggest that many could be recruited in this area.
o ther: Re creation trails are p resent in this area.
Diameter C lass (in.)
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C urrent:
Stems/Ac3334 1 25.0 18.5 1 5 .6 16.7 13.9 8.5
BA 7.3 10,9 3.6 5.4 9.1 10.9 9.1
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BA 0.6 1 .9 3.7 5.6 9.3 1 1.0
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Stengel 1-5 (ST-5) Acres: 6.6
Specific Stand Objective: Thin trees in 4" to 1 O" size classes to reduce BA and trees per acre. Maintain
open conditions with prescribed fire.
Treatment Recommendation: Thin from 97 to 32 BA. Much of BA to be removed is in the 10" size class.
Trees left after thinning in 2" to B" classes may need to be thinned again in the near future; it is
recommended this be accomplished using a series of prescribed fires after initial thinning treatment. Local
overstory burning should be encouraged to further reduce BA in this unit, and to increase diversity of
stand structure.
Special Considerations:
Native vegetation: Douglas-fir is vulnerable to fire. High cover of holly-grape in this stand. Understory
vegetation cover under 20 percent.
Wildlife: No snags were noted during inventory. Large numbers of trees in larger diameter classes
suggest that many could be recruited in this area.
Other. Recreation trails are present in this area and educational signing will be crucial.
Diameter Class (in.)
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Witt emyer-E (WITT-E) Acres: 33.4
Specific Stan d Objective: Thin trees in 4" to 10" size classe s. Maintain open conditions with prescribed
fi re.
T reatment Recommendation: Thin from 86 to 40 BA. Much of BA to be removed is in the 1 0 " size class.
There are many trees in larger size classes and this stand should co ntinue to dev elop i nto a m ature stage.
There are areas be tween the inv entoried WITT stands that should be treated alo ng with these units. Most
of these areas a re more open savanna forest areas.
Special Co nsiderations:
Native vegetation: Holl y- grape has high cover in this stand. Two rare plant communi ties-mountain
mahogany/Scribner's needlegrass ( Cercocarpus montanus/Acnatherum scribnen) and po nderosa
pine/spike fescus (Pinus ponderosa/Leucopoa kingi1)--may be present. Additional fieldwo rk is needed to
verify the prese nce of the se communities.
Nonnative plant species: Japanese brome has the highest cover.
Wildlife: Five snags were noted during inve ntory. Large numbers of trees in larger diamete r classes
suggest that many could be re cruited in this area.
other: This stand is lo cated above north Boulder and p rivate subdivisions are above and b elow the unit.
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Wittemyer-S (WITT-S) Acres: 23.6
Specific Stand Objective: Heavily reduce regeneration in stand. Thin trees in 4" to 1 O" size classes to
remove BA and trees/ac. Maintain open conditions with prescribed fire.
Treatment Recommendation: Thin from 62-40 BA. Abundant regeneration in the stand is the
biggest treatment problem. Access to unit appears to be limited at this time. There are areas between
the inventoried WITT stands that should be treated along with these units. Most of these areas appear to
be more open savanna forest areas.
Special Considerations:
Native vegetation: Three rare plant communities-mountain mahogany/Scribner's needlegrass
( Cercocarpus montanus!Acnatherum scribnen), mountain mahogany/needlegrass ( Cercocarpus
montanus/Hesperostipa comata), and ponderosa pine/spike fescue (Pinus ponderosa/Leucopoa lcingi1)
may be present. Additional fieldwork is needed to verify the presence of these communities.
Nonnative plant species: Bladder senna (Colutea arborescens), a nonnative shrub, has become
established in the understory. Fire effects are unknown. Bladder senna ( Colutea arborescens) has
become established in the understory. Fire effects on this species are unknown.
Nonnative pl ant species: Cheatgrass has the highest cover.
Wildlife: No snags were noted during inventory. Large numbers of trees in larger diameter classes
suggest that many could be recruited in this area.
Other: This unit is right above north Boulder and private subdivisions are above and below the unit.
Diameter Class (in.)
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Wittemyer-W (WITT-W) Acres:43.2
Specific Stand Objective: Maintain open conditions and promote ecosystem processes using
prescribed fire.
Treatment Recommendation: Thin stand from 84 to 72 Basal area. Heavy thinning is needed in the 2"
to 6" size classes to reduce numbers of trees in the unit. Heavy regeneration will also need to be removed
from the unit with prescribed fire. Some trees in 8" size classes should also be removed during thinning
op erations.
Special Considerations:
Native vegetation: A rare plant community-- ponderosa pine/spike fescue (Pinus ponderosa/Leucopoa
kingi1)--may be present. Additional fieldwork is needed to verify the presence of this community.
Nonnative pl ant species: Bladder senna (Co/utea arborescens), a nonnative shrub, has become
established in tile understory. Fire effects are unknown.
Nonnative species: Bladder senna (Colutea arborescens), a nonnative shrub, has become established in
the understory. Fire effects on this species are unknown.
Wildlife: One snag was noted during inventory. Large numbers of trees in larger diameter classes suggest
that many could be ·recruited in this area.
Other: This stand has been treated in the past. This unit is right above north Boulder and private
subdivisions are above and below the unit.
Diameter Class (in.)
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Group II Forest Stands
These stands are amen able to the reintroduction of prescribed fire without s ignificant thinning befo re hand.

21 2

Bonnie S-Schnell (BS) Acres: 32.9
Specific Stand Objective: Mainta in open forest cond itions and red uce heavy regeneration, especially
Douglas-fir seedlings and saplings.

Treatment Recomme ndations: Mod erate intensity und ersto ry burn. The unit i s on a sou th-facing slope
abo ve Bould er Creek with a low BA o f 35 and a canopy cover o f 28% . Open co nditions are coupled with
so me o f the larger trees in Open Space. There i s hea vy regeneratio n in the unit (21 seedlings/ac and 53
sa plings/a c), primarily Do u gla s Fir. Mechanica l lo p a nd sca tter techn iques will be n eed ed to remove
ladder fuels prior to burning. Raking of d uff la yers around la rger trees a lso is reco m mend ed to reduce
possibility of moisture stress caused by burning.

Special Considerations:

Native vegetation: An understory vegeta tion inventory need s to be completed on this sta nd.
Wild life: No sna gs were reco rded in fo rest inventory a nd should be promoted in the stand.
Soils: This unit is lo cated on a steep slope of 38% and so il ero sion after burning should be expected, but
can be minimi zed by burning in late spring or fa ll.
R ecrea tion: The Tenderfoot Trail runs through the m iddle of the unit.
Other: Private land adjoins th e northwest side o f the unit. Treatment o f this unit co uld be coupled with
trea tments on adjo ining Mountain Parks units to the so uthwest, south, and east. After initial prescribed
fire treatment, sta nd will need episodic prescribed fires to maintain curren t open condi tio ns and restore
eco system pro cesses. E x isting road can be used for a ccess.
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Dunn-1/81 (D-1/81 ) Acres: 11.2
Specific Stand Objective: Maintain open stand conditions.
Treatment Recommendations: Understory burn. This is, in general, an open stand with many trees
greater than 8" DBH. However, inventory data recorded heavy regeneration in the unit (50 seedlings/acre,
38 saplings/acre) and pre-treatment by lopping and scattering may be needed in areas of the unit.
Special Considerations:
Native vegetation: Douglas-fir, Rocky Mountain juniper, and common juniper are vulnerable to fire . . High
shrub species diversity for such a small stand. Both cool- and warm-season native grasses are present.
Four rare plant communities--mountain mahogany-threeleaf sumac/big bluestem ( Cercocarpus montanus
Rhus aromatica/An dropogon gerardil), mountain mahogany/needlegrass ( Cercocarpus montanus
Hesperostipa comata), Rocky Mountain juniper/mountain mahogany (Sabina scopu/orum/Cercocarpus
montanus), and ponderosa pine/mountain mahogany/big bluestem (Pin us ponderosa/Cercocarpus
montanus/Andropogon gerardi1)-may be present. Additional fieldwork is needed to verify the presence of
these communities.
Nonnative plant species: Species with highest cover are Japanese brome, musk thistle, St. Johnswort,
and prickly lettuce.
Wildlife: No snags were recorded during inventory. However, overall tree density in the unit is second
lowest in Open Space stands and conversion of living trees should be limited.
Recreation: The Mesa Trail is at the bottom (east) of the unit. Informational signing will be necessary.
Soils: The unit is located on steeper slopes at the base of the Flatirons and soil erosion after burning may
be a problem.
Other: There is high visibility from El Dorado Canyon and south Boulder. Smoke management during
burns will be critical. There are adjoining forested areas to the east that were not incorporated in stand
inventories and could be burned in conjunction with this or other stands in the area.
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Dunn-1 { D-1 ): Acres: 1 1 .6

Specific Stand Objective: Maintain open stand conditions and promote wildlife habitat with snag
creation.
Treatment Recommendations: Understory bum. This is an open unit with low density and canopy
cover, no regeneration recorded in forest inventory,- and large numbers of 20"+ DBH trees. After initial
prescribed fire treatment, stand will need episodic prescribed fire to maintain current open conditions and
restore ecosystem processes.
Special Consideratio ns:
Native vegetation: Lead plant (Amorpha nana), a rare plant in local lower ponderosa pine forests, will be
carefully monitored in this stand. Relatively high cover of both cool- and warm-season native grasses and
sedges.
Non native plant species: Species with the highest cover are Japanese brome, Canada bluegrass, and St.
Johnswort. Spring burning could decrease cover of these species, but could also im pact native cool
season grasses like needlegrass and junegrass.
Wildlife: Two snags were recorded in the forest inventory. However, many trees in 1 8" to 22" size classes
suggest that snags could be recruited from this population.
Recreation: Mesa Trail and Big Bluestem Trail are near the stand. Informational signing will be necessary.
Other: There is high visibility from El Dorado Canyon and squth Boulder. Smoke management during
bums will be critical. There are adjoining grassland areas that could be burned in conjunction with this
stand.
Diameter Class (in.)
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Dunn-2 (D-2)

Acres: 25.5

Specific Stand Objective: Maintain open stand conditions.
Treatment Recommendations: Understory burn. This is an open unit with low tree density and canopy
cover and large numbers of 20"+ diameter trees, including one of the largest trees recorded during the
Open Space inventory. There are areas of regeneration with 15 seedlings/acre. Lop-and-scatter may be
needed for pre-treatment in some areas. Raking of duff layers around larger trees also is recommended
to remove possibility of moisture stress caused by burning. After initial prescribed fire treatment, stand will
need episodic prescribed fires to maintain current open conditions and restore ecosystem processes.
Special Considerations:
Native vegetation: Rocky Mountain juniper is vulnerable to fire. Native warm season grasses, including
big bluestem, Indian grass, and switchgrass, are abundant in and adjacent to this stand. Warm season
grasses tend to be favored by spring burning and may be harmed by summer burning.
Nonnative plant species: Species with the highest cover are Canada bluegrass, cheatgrass, and
Japanese brome, all cool-season grasses that could decrease with spring burns. However, spring burns
could also impact native cool season grasses like needlegrass and junegrass.
Wildlife: No snags were recorded in the forest inventory. However, many trees in 1 8"+ size classes
suggest that snags could be recruited from this population.
Recreation: Several established hiking trails are in the vicinity of the unit. I nformational signing will be
necessary.
Other: The unit is right above housing and recreational areas in El Dorado Canyon. Smoke management
during bums will be critical. There are adjoining grassland areas that could be burned in conjunction with
this stand. Cultural resources needed to be protected.
Diameter Class (in.)
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Dunn-3 and Dunn-4 (D-3 and D-4 )

Acres: 73.8

Specific Stand Objective: Reduce heavy regeneration and maintain open stand conditions.
Treatment Rec ommendations: Understory burn. Abundant regeneration in this stand will likely need
lopping and scattering pre-treatment. otherwise, stand overstory is open and many larger-diameter trees
suggest this stand should continue into a healthy climax stage. Raking of duff layers around larger trees
also is recommended to remove possibility of moisture stress caused by burning. After initial prescribed
fire treatment, stand will need episodic prescribed fires to maintain current open conditions and restore
ecosystem processes.
Special Considerations:
Native vegetation: Rocky Mountain juniper and Douglas-fir are vulnerable to fire. High cover of native
warm season grasses, espeically big bluestem, which may be adversely impacted by summer burning.
Nonnative plant species: Canada bluegrass and St. Joh nswort are species with highest cover. These
species could decrease with spring burning, but native cool-season grasses could be adversely impacted.
Diffuse knapweed found in plot 25.
Wildlife: Only one snag was recorded in the forest inventory. However, many trees in 1 8"+ size classes
suggest that snags could be recruited from this population.
Recreation: Several hiking trails are in or in the vicinity of the unit. Informational signing will be necessary.
Other. The unit is near housing and recreation areas in El Dorado Canyon and visibility from south
Boulder is high. Smoke management during bums will be critical. There are adjoining grassland areas to
the east of the unit that could be burned in conjunction with this stand.
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Dakota Ridge (OAKR) Acres: 1 1 .9
Specific Stand Objective: Maintain open savanna conditions.
Treatment Recommendations: Understory burn. This is an open savanna stand on the hogback just

west of north Boulder with a BA of 60. There is some regeneration (20 seedlings/ac, 30 saplings/ac) to be
reduced during burning or with pre-treatment lop-and-scatter. After initial prescribed fire treatment, stand
will need episodic prescribed fires to maintain current open conditions and restore ecosystem processes.
Special Considerations:

Native vegetation: Hackberry trees present on all understory plots; fire effects on this uncommon tree are
unknown.
Nonnative pl ant species: Cheatgrass and Canada bluegrass have the highest cover.
Wildlife: No snags were recorded in the forest inventory.
Recreation: A hiking trail exists in the stand.
Other: The unit is very close to housing areas in north Boulder. Smoke management during bums will be
critical. There are adjoining grassland areas on all sides of the unit that could be burned in conjunction
with this stand.
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Fox-E Acres: 18. 5

Specific Stand Objective: Reduce abun dant regeneration, especially Douglas-fir; maintain open stand
conditions.

Treatment Recommendations: Low intensity un derstory bum. This is an open stand wit h a low BA of
47. However, abundant regen eration of mostly Douglas-fir in the understory will n eed to be removed by
fire or li kely by lop-and-scatter pr e-treatmen t in some locations. The stand is on st eep slopes on the south
side of Boulder Canyon, and removal of regeneration by fire may be more diffi cult than in footslope areas.
Special Considerations:

Native vegetation : An understory vegetation inventory needs to be completed for this stand.
Wi ldlife: This stand is probably heavily used by wildlife to reach the rip arian corridor below. N o snags
were seen in in ven tory plots an d should be promoted in the future stand.
Other: Priva te land to the south and west sides of this unit may make access difficult. This unit could be
burned in conj unction with Moun tain P ark s stands to the west that are also on the south side of Bo ulder
Canyon.
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Kassler (KSLR) Acres: 13.8
Specific Stand Objective: Reduce abundant small diameter trees and maintain open overstory

conditions .

Treatment recommendations: Understory bum. This stand has a BA of 71. Abundant seedlings and

saplings (86 seedlings and 64 saplings/acre) will need to be lopped-and-scattered during stand pre
treatment. Much of the regeneration is Douglas-fir that should be cut preferentially. This stand is located
at the mouth of Boulder Canyon near housing areas in west Boulder, with Mountain Parks stands on the
west and south. The stand is on a steep slope with high erosion potential.
Special Considerations:

Native vegetation: An understory vegetation inventory needs to be completed for this stand.
Wildlife: This stand is probably heavily used by wildlife to reach the riparian corridor below. Only one snag
was noted in inventory. However, there are few larger-diameter trees in the unit and possibility for snag
recruitment may be limited.
Other. Because of the unit's location close to housing areas, smoke management during prescribed fires
will be critical. This area could be burned in conjunction with adjoining areas of Mountain Parks to the
south and west and savanna areas of Open Space to the east.
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Lindsay-S (LIND-S) Acres: 52.6
Specific Stand Objective: Reduce regeneration and overall basal area to create more open stand
conditions.
Treatment Recommendation: Understory burn with passive torching to encourage tree mortality. This is
the most dense stand recommended for burn-only treatment under this plan, and this area may need
mechanical thinning of size classes up to 10 inches depending upon successful implementation of
prescribed fire treatments in other units. Overstory conditions in this stand are similar to those in LIND-N,
although greater tree density is in smaller diameter classes that may be thinned successfully with fire only.
Basal area in the stand is high with large numbers of mid-sized trees. Passive torching is to be expected
during burning. The recent prescribed fire in this stand (1995) caused an area of significant tree mortality
and this pattern is to be encouraged as a means of creating stand heterogeneity and increasing snags
and coarse woody debris in the ecosystem. The stand is more open on the south near the LJC stands,
and there are areas of open savanna forests and grasslands to the north that could be treated in
conjunction with this unit.
Special Considerations:
Native vegetation: Rocky Mountain juniper and common juniper are vulnerable to fire.
Nonnative plant species: Species with highest cover are Canada bluegrass, cheatgrass, and St.
Johnswort, all of which could be reduced by spring bums. Several nonnative species occur in patches in
the 1995 bum area, including musk thistle, prickly lettuce, mullein, timothy, and Canada thistle. These
species will be monitored annually.
Wildlife: Fifteen snags were noted during the inventory and were likely created during the recent
prescribed fire in this unit. More snags could be recruited from the living tree population to help reduce
total stand BA.
Other: The stand is next to the canal road which is used by hikers and horseback riders. This area has
low visibility from Boulder.
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Lindsay-Jeffco-SE (LJC-SE)

Acres: 44.9

Specific Stand Objective: Reduce understory regeneration and maintain open stand conditions.
Treatment Recommendation: Understory burn. Heavy regeneration in this unit will likely need lop-and
scatter pre-treatment before implementation of prescribed fire. Unit is for the most part relatively level on
the footslope and application of fire should be easier than in some of the denser stands. Many smaller
diameter trees in the stand may be thinned by fire. Much of BA is in larger diameter trees and the stand
should develop into a healthy climax stage. This stand and LJC-SW could be treated as one unit. In
addition, areas of savanna and grassland to the east could be burned in conjunction with this stand.
Episodic prescribed fires in the south end of this unit will maintain open stand conditions and ecosystem
processes in this area.
Special Considerations:
Native vegetation: Meadow arnica (Amica tu/gens) cover is high. This species may be sensitive to spring
burning, but unaffected by summer burning since it is summer dormant.
Nonnative plant species: Species with highest cover are Canada bluegrass, cheatgrass, and St.
Johnswort, which could all decrease with spring burns.
Wildlife: Only two snags were inventoried in 21 plots from this stand and they will need to be promoted in
the future. Many trees in the 14" to 1 B" size classes could be used to create snags. Elk have been
sighted in this stand.
Other: The unit is at the south end of Open Space in an area of low visibility from Boulder, although
visibility from Highway 93 is high.
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Lindsay-Jeffco-SW (LJC-SW) Acres: 24.9
Specific Stand Objective: Maintain open stand conditions, reduce basal area of larger diameter trees
and promote cavity nesting bird habitat by creating snags.
Treatment Recommendations: Understory burn with passive torching. Pretreatment in LJC-SW may be
needed in some areas of denser overstory, although regeneration is low (5 seedlings/acre, 7
saplings/acre) and ladder fuels less likely. Patches of local overstory mortality are to be encouraged.
Episodic prescribed fires will maintain open stand conditions and ecosystem processes.
Special considerations:
Native vegetation: Rocky Mountain juniper and Douglas-fir are vulnerable to fire. Two rare plant
communities-Rocky Mountain juniper/mountain mahogany (Sabina scopulorum/Cercocarpus montanus)
and mountain mahogany/needlegrass (Cercocarpus montanus/Hesperostipa comafa)--may be present.
Additional fieldwork is needed to verify the presence of these communities.
Nonnative olant soecies: Canada bluegrass and cinquefoil (Potentilla recta) are the species with highest
cover. Canada bluegrass could be decreased by spring burns. Fire effects on cinquefoil are unknown.
Wildlife: No snags were recorded during the stand inventory and these should be promoted in the stand.
Because of high numbers of trees in the 14" to 18" size classes, some should be converted to snags.
Other. This stand and LJC-SE are recommended to be burned together. Both are on the south end of
Open Space property in an area with low visual impacts from Boulder, although visibility from Highway 93
will be high during stand treatments.
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Acres: 81.0

Lower Shanahan

Specific Stand Objective: Maintain open savanna conditions and the grassland ecotone in this area.
Treatment Recommendation: Understory burn. This is one of the most open savanna stands on Open
Space, although overstory conditions grade from very open in the east on the grassland ecotone to more
closed nearer the foothills. Regeneration is high r than inventory suggests (only 1 O seedlings/acre
recorded in regeneration plots from stand) and pre-treatment lopping and scattering should be performed.
This is a very large unit with good control points offered by numerous trails in the unit. Much of the BA is
in larger diameter trees suggesting the stand should develop into a healthy climax stage.
Special Considerations:
Native vegetation: Both lead plant (Amorpha nana) and birdfoot violet ( Viola peditffida), the two rare plants
that occur in the lower ponderosa pine forests, will be carefully monitored in this stand. Both warm and
cool-season grasses and sedges are well represented.
Nonnative plant species: Species with highest cover are Canada bluegrass and Japanese brome. Diffuse
knapweed occurs on plots 1 and 10.
Wildlife: No snags were recorded during inventory. However, large numbers of trees 14 inches in
diameter and larger suggest that snags should be promoted from this population.
Recreation: This unit is one of the most heavily used on Open Space and several trails run through the
stand. Public education prior to and during treatment implementation will be critical in this and
surrounding stands in the area.
Other. Many of the other stands in this area could be treated concurrently. In addition, savanna and
grasslands to the east and south should be burned in conjunction with this unit, both to reintroduce fire
processes and to help maintain the ponderosa pine/grassland boundary where it is today.
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Mccann/Culberson/Dunn (MCCD) Acres: 44.9
Specific Stand Objective: Reduce regeneration, especially Douglas-fir, and maintain open stand
conditions.
Treatment Recommendation: Understory burn. This stand has a BA of 64. This unit is located on a
steep hogback on the north slope above Eldorado Canyon and access will be more difficult than most
other stands in Open Space. The stand has a wide distribution of size classes, including one of the
largest trees recorded during stand inventories. There is abundant regeneration in the unit that may need
lop-and-scatter pre-treatment thinning. Raking of duff layers from around the bases of larger trees will
also reduce moisture stress after burning for these valuable older trees. There are grasslands with
scattered savanna trees to both the east and west that could be burned in conjunction with this stand.
Special Considerations:
Native vegetation: An understory vegetation inventory needs to be completed on this stand.
Wildlife: Only two snags were noted during the inventory but more could be recruited from a population of
14"+ trees in the stand.
Recreation: Homestead, Towhee, and Mesa trails run through the north end of the unit.
Other: Grassland areas between MCCO and 0-1 and 0-2 should be considered for burning in conjunction
with these stands. There are shrub communities on the west side that need to be considered during
burning.
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North Boulder Valley- North (NBV-N) Acres: 97.7
Specific Stand Objective: Maintain open savanna conditions.
Treatment Recommendation: This is the most open stand in Open Space with very little tree

regeneration and a BA of 15. The stand will require episodic fires to maintain savanna conditions and the
grassland margin.
Special Considerations:

Native vegetation: An understory inventory needs to be completed for this stand. A rare plant community-
mountain mahogany/New Mexico feathergrass-may occur on this stand. Additional fieldwork is needed to
verify the presence of this community.
Wildlife: No snags were recorded during the inventory; however, there were many potential snags created
during the Old Stage fire in 1990.
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North Boulder Valley-South (NBV-S) Acres: 37.0
Specific Stand Objective: Reduce 4" and 6" trees and maintain open stand conditions.
Treatment Recommendation: Understory burn. This stand has a BA of 60. There are large numbers of
4" and 6" trees in the stand that will need to be thinned by lop-and-scatter before application of prescribed
fire. The stand is on the east side of the hogback and is bordered by private land to the west.
Special Considerations:
Native vegetation: An understory inventory needs to be completed for this stand. A rare plant community
mountain mahogany/New Mexico feathergrass-may occur on this stand. Additional field is needed to
verify the presence of this community.
Wildlife: No snags were seen during inventory but some could be promoted from high numbers of trees in
12" size class.
other: The unit should be burned in conjunction with grassland and savanna areas to the east.
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Pinebrook (PNBRK) Acres: 9.3
Specific Stand Objective: Maintain open stand conditions.
Treatment Recommendation: Understory bum. This stand has a BA of 64. There is little to no
regeneration in this very open area. The west side of the unit borders on a subdivision and a fuel break
will be needed in the overstory to reduce threat of overstory fire in this area. High visibility from north
Boulder.
Special Considerations:
Native vegetation: Ninebark, a shrub which is typically found on north-facing slopes, has relatively high
cover here. It will be monitored for fire effects. Native cool season grasses, especially thickspike
wheatgrass (Elymus /anceolatus) and Colorado wild rye (Leymus ambiguus), are predominant; they may
be ad versely impacted by spring burning.
Nonnative plant species: Toadflax (Linaria vulgaris) occurs on this stand. Cheatgrass and Canada
bluegrass have highest cover.
Wildlife: No snags were seen during inventory but they could be promoted from large numbers of 1 4"
trees.
Other: Smoke management in this unit which is close to Boulder will be critical during precribed fire
implementation.
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Acres: 23.8

Powerline

Specific Stand Objective: Reduce regeneration and promote open stand and old-growth conditions.
Treatment Recommendation: Understory burn to reduce seedling numbers in stand and promote open
conditions. Stand has a large number of trees in 12"+ size classes and should develop into a healthy
climax stage. The stand grades from more open areas to the east to more closed conditions, although still
relatively open canopies, in the west.
Special Considerations:

Native vegetation: Douglas-fir is vulnerable to fire and will decrease in abundance with burning. Lead plant
(Amorpha nana), a rare species, occurs in this stand and will be carefu lly monitored. Colorado wild rye
(Leymus ambiguus), which is restricted to the eastern slope of Colorado and New Mexico, occurs on this
stand and will be mon itored for fire effects. Shrub species diversity is high in this stand and shrub cover is
high in plots 1 and 25. Fire effects on shrubs need to be carefully monitored; buckbrush (Ceanothus
fend/en) may increase with prescribed burning.
Nonnative plant species: The species with the highest cover are Japanese brome, timothy, Canada thistle,
musk thistle, and myrtle spurge. Toadflax also occurs on this stand.
VVildlife: Five snags were noted during inventory and this stand has one of the highest densities of snags
of any Open Space unit. However, greater snag density in this area could be promoted from large
numbers of trees in 14" and larger size classes.
Recreation: Numerous hiking trails accessible from south Boulder run through this and adjacent units in
this area. Public education and informational signing will be necessary.
Other: Openings between stands in this area should be treated in conjunction with surrounding units.
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Shanahan--4 (S--4) Acres: 19.4
Specific Stand Objective: Reduce regeneration in stand, open canopy with local crowning fires, and
maintain open stand conditions.
Treatment Recommendation: Understory burn with passive torching. This stand has a BA of 1 02. This
stand, while generally open with a majority of the BA in larger diameter trees, does have a large number of
trees in 4" to 14" size classes that could be thinned by passive torching to open up the canopy. This stand
will need minor pretreatment to thin regeneration (46 seedlings/acre, 27 saplings/acre) that has come in
since the Greenslope project.
Special Considerations:
Native vegetation: Understory vegetation cover very low and litter cover high.
Wildlife: One snag was recorded during stand inventory. Larger diameter trees in this stand suggest that
snags can be recruited from this population.
Recreation: N umerous, often heavily used, trails are in this area and public education during application of
prescribed fires in this area will be crucial.
Riparian communities: Several exist within the stand.
Other. There are open grasslands or savannas between many of the units in this area that should be
treated at the same time as adjacent units.
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Shanahan-5 (S-5) Acres: 46.0
Specific Stand Objective: Maintain open stand conditions.

Treatment Recommendation: Understory burn. This stand has a BA of 65. This stand is very open

with a majority of the BA in larger diameter trees. This stand will need pretreatment by lop- and-scatter to
thin regeneration (50 seedlings/acre) that has come in .since the Greenslope project

Special Considerations:

Native vegetation: Understory plant cover is low (20 to 30 percent). Rocky Mountain juniper and common
juniper are both vulnerable to fire.
Nonnative plant species: Canada bluegrass has the highest cover.
Wildlife: No snags were recorded during stand inventory. Larger diameter trees in this stand suggest that
snags can be recruited from this population.
Recreation: Numerous, often heavily used, trails are in this area and public education during application of
prescribed fires in this area will be crucial.
Other: There are open grasslands or savannas between many of the units in this area that should be
treated at the same time as adjacent units.
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Shanahan-9 (S-9) Acres: 28.7
Specific Stand Objective: Maintain open stand conditions.
Treatment Recommendation: Understory bum. This stand has a BA of 84 and is the most open in the
Shanahan area. This stand will need minor pre-treatment to thin regeneration (71 seedlings/acre) that has
come in since the Greenslope project.
Special Co nsiderations:
Native vegetation: Relatively high shrub species diversity for such a small stand with high shrub cover in
some areas. Rocky Mountain juniper is vulnerable to fire.
Nonnative plant species: Cheatgrass and Canada bluegrass, both cool season grasses, have the highest
cover.
Wildlife: Five snags were recorded during stand inventory. Because of open conditions and fewer larger
diameter trees in this stand, snag recruitment should be limited here.
Recreation: Numerous, often heavily used, trails are in this area and public education during application of
prescribed fires in this area will be crucial.
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Shanahan-10 (S-1 0) Acres: 24.5
Specific Stand Objective: Maintain open stand conditions.
Treatment Recommendation: Understory burn. Thls stand has a BA of 57. Thls stand will need minor
pre-treatment to thin regeneration (39 seedlings/acre) that has come up since the Greenslope project.
Special Considerations:
Native vegetation: Douglas-fir is vulnerable to fire. Cool-season grasses and sedges are predominant. A
rare plant community--ponderosa pine/spike fescue (Pinus ponderosa/Leucopoa kingif)-may occur on this
stand. Additional fieldwork is needed to verify the presence of this community.
Nonnative plant species: Cheatgrass, Japanese brome, timothy, and Canada bluegrass, all cool-season
grasses, have the highest cover. These species may decrease with spring burning.
Wildlife: No snags were recorded during stand inventory. Larger diameter trees in this stand suggest that
snags can be recruited from this population. A substantial population of Aberf s squirrel exists in this
stand. Raking the duff away from the nest trees will be critical.
Recreation: Numerous, often heavily used trails are in this area and public education during application of
prescribed fires in this area will be crucial.
Other: There are open grasslands and savannas between many of the stands in this area that should be
treated at the same time as adjacent stands.
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Stengel 1-1 ( ST-1) Acres: 13.1
Specific Stand Objective: Reduce abundant tree regeneration in stand to promote open conditions.
Treatment Recommendation: Understory burn. This stand has a BA of 84. This stand will need major
pretreatment to thin abundant regeneration that has come in since the Greenslope project in the late
1970s. The stand is on steeper slopes above the footslope areas. Much of regeneration may be
removed by prescribed fire treatment.
Special Considerations:
Native vegetation: Douglas-fir, Rocky Mountain juniper, and common juniper are vulnerable to fire.
Relatively high shrub cover on this stand.
Nonnative plant species: Canada thistle, cheatgrass, Canada bluegrass, and timothy have the highest
cover.
Wildlife: No snags were recorded during stand inventory. Larger diameter trees in the 1O" and 12"
diameter classes in this stand suggest that snags can be recruited from this population.
Recreation: Numerous, often heavily used, trails are in this area and public education during application of
prescribed fires in this area will be crucial.
Other: There are open grasslands or savannas between many of the units in this area that should be
treated at the same time as adjacent units.
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Stengel 1-6 (ST-6) Acres: 28.4
Specific Stand Objective: Maintain open stand conditions.
Treatment Recommendation: Understory burn. This stand is relatively open with a BA of 92, mostly in
larger diameter trees. This stand likely will need minor pretreatment to thin regeneration (53
seedlings/acre) that has come in since the Greenslope project.
Special Considerations:

Native vegetation: Douglas-fir and Rocky Mountain juniper are vulnerable to fire. Grasses and sedgesare
predominantly cool-season species--mostly poverty oatgrass (Danthonia spicata) and sunsedge ( Carex
pensylvanica)-that may be adversely impacted by spring burning.
Nonnative plant species: Canada bluegrass has the highest cover.
Wildlife: No snags were recorded during stand inventory. Large numbers of larger diameter trees in this
stand suggest that snags can be recruited from this population.
Recreation: Numerous, often heavily used, trails are in this area and public education during application of
prescribed fires in this area will be crucial.
Other. There are open grasslands or savannas between many of the stands in this area that should be
treated at the same time as adjacent stands.
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Stengel 1-7 (ST-7) Acres: 9.9
Specific Stand Objective: Maintain open stand conditions.
Treatment Recommendation: Understory burn. This stand has a BA of 94. This stand is relatively open
with a majority of tree BA in larger diameter trees. This stand will need lop-and-scatter pretreatment to
thin regeneration (129 seedlings/acre) that has come in since the Greens lope project.

Special Considerations:

Native vegetation: Douglas-fir and Rocky Mountain juniper are vulnerable to fire. High shrub species
diversity for such a small stand. Grasses and sedges are predominantly cool-season species (poverty
oatgrass has the highest cover) that may be adversely impacted by spring burning.
Nonnative plant species: Canada bluegrass and timothy have the highest cover.
Wildlife: No snags were recorded during stand inventory. Large numbers of larger diameter trees in this
stand suggest that snags can be recruited from this population.
Recreation: Numerous, often heavily used, trails are in this area and public education during application of
prescribed fires in this area will be crucial.
Riparian communities: Stream communities, both permanent and ephemeral, were noted in the unit
during inventory.
Other. There are op·en grasslands or savannas between many of the stands in this area that should be
treated at the same time as adjacent stands.
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Stengel 1 8 (ST-8) Acres: 14.9
Specific Stand Objective: Maintain open stand conditions.
Treatment Recommendation: Understory bum. This stand has a BA of 60 and is very open with a
majority of the BA in larger diameter trees. This stand will need minor pretreatment to thin regeneration
(40 seedlings/acre) that has come in since the Greenslope project.
Special Considerations:
Native vegetation: Douglas-fir, Rocky Mountain juniper, and common juniper are vulnerable to fire. High
shrub species diversity for such a small stand. High cover of holly-grape. Grasses and sedges are
predominantly cool-season species that may be adversely impacted by spring burning.
Nonnative plant species: Canada bluegrass has the highest cover.
Wildlife: No snags were recorded during stand inventory. Large numbers of larger diameter trees in this
stand suggest that snags can be recruited from this population.
Recreation: Numerous, often heavily used, trails are in this area and public education during application of
prescribed fires in this area will be crucial.
Other: There are open grasslands or savannas between many of the units in this area that should be
treated at the same time as adjacent units.
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Stengel 1-9 (ST-9) Acres: 1 3.0
Specific Stand Objective: Reduce abundant regeneration in the unit and promote more open conditions.
Treatment Recommendation: Understory burn. This stand has a BA of 57. This stand is very open
with a majority of the BA in larger diameter trees. However, there is abundant regeneration in the stand
that has come in since the Greenslope project that will need to be removed either with lop-and-scatter
pretreatment or through application of prescribed fire.
Special Considerations:
Native vegetation: Douglas-fir and Rocky Mountain juniper are vulnerable to fire. Relatively high shrub
species diversity for such a small stand. High cover of holly-grape (Mahonia repens) and buckbrush
(Ceanothus fend/en). Grasses and sedges are predominantly cool-season species that may be adversely
impacted by spring burning.
Nonnative plant species: Canada bluegrass and timothy have the highest cover.
Wildlife: No snags were recorded during stan d inventory. Large numbers of larger diameter trees in this
stand suggest that snags can be recruited from this population.
Recreation: Numerous, often heavily u sed, trails are in this area and public education during application of
prescribed fires in this area will be crucial.
Other: There are open grasslands or savannas between many of the stands in this area that should be
treated at the same time as adjacent stands.
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Stengel 1-10 (ST-10)

Acres: 1 1 . 7

Specific Stand Objective: Promote open stand conditions by reducing stand regeneration.
Treatment Recommendation: Understory burn. This stand has a BA of 51. It will need lop-and-scatter
pretreatment to thin regeneration (43 seedlings/acre, 71 saplings/acre) that has come in since the
Greenslope project. Stand has very few larger diameter trees, and much of 6" to 1 O" diameter class
should be retained for legacy trees.
Special Considerations:
Native vegetation: Douglas-fir and Rocky Mountain juniper are vulnerable to fire. Relatively high shrub
species diversity for such a small stand. Two rare plant communities--Mountain mahogany/Scribner's
needlegrass (Cercocarpus montanus/Achnatherum scribnen) and ponderosa pine/spike fescue (Pinus
ponderosa/Leucopoa kingi1)-may occur on this stand. Additional fieldwork is needed to verify the
presence of this community.
Wil dlife: No snags were recorded during stand inventory. However, because of few larger diameter trees
in this stand, snag recruitment should be limited here.
Recreation: Numerous, often heavily used, trails are in this area and public education during application of
prescribed fires in this area will be crucial.
Other. A wet meadow area and side slope seeps were noted in the unit and should be protected during
treatment implementation. There are open grasslands or savannas between many of the stands in this
area that should be treated at the same time as adjacent stands.
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Stengel II (STGLwll) Acres: 1 5 1 . 7
Specific Stand Objective: Maintain open savanna conditions and the savanna margin on the edge of the
grassland.
Treatment Recommendations: Understory burn with occasional passive torching. The unit grades from
very open ponderosa pine savanna areas on the edge of the grassland to the east and south to more
dense areas in the west. There is very little regeneration in the stand (9.1 seedlings/acre, 4.5
saplings/acre) and pretreatment of the stand should be minimal. However, many trees in the stand are
young {average age of tally trees is 50.6 years) with low canopies. For this reason, the potential for
individual tree mortality during burning is high. A secondary objective of burning will be to raise crown
heights such that trees will b e better able to survive future fires in this area. After initial prescribed fire
treatment, the stand will need episodic prescribed fires to maintain current open conditions and restore
ecosystem processes.
Special Considerations:
Native vegetation: Shrub cover and diversity is low. Grass and sedge cover is relatively high (over 30
percent), but a good part of the cover is accounted for by nonnative species, mainly Canada bluegrass
(Poa compressa).
Nonnative plant species: Species with highest cover are Canada bluegrass, cheatgrass, salsify, and
cinquefoil (Potentilla recta). Spring burns could reduce cover of some of these species.
Wildlife: Maintenance of open savanna conditions in this area will promote wildlife species that prefer
savanna areas.
Recreation: The Doudy Draw Trail runs through the middle of the unit. Public education and informational
signing will be necessary.
other: Visibility from Highway 93 is high and there is potential for smoke on the highway. The unit could be
burned in con junction with grasslands to the east and north and there are large areas of savanna to the
east, northeast, and south that should be treated as one unit. There are also shrub communities to the
northwest on the side of Doudy Draw that could be burned along with the unit. This will promote shrub
regeneration in this area. Livestock grazing on the unit should be curtailed 1 to 2 years before burning to
allow for fine fuel buildup to carry fire.
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Sunshine Acres: 1 8.6
Specific Stand Objective: Promote more open stand conditions and reduce regeneration.
Treatment Recommendation: Understory burn. This stand has a BA of 85. This stand is located on the
south side of Sunshine Drive on a steeper slope. Regeneration is heavy in the stand (100
seedlings/acre), mostly Douglas-fir. This area will need lop-and-scatter pretreatment and application of
prescribed fire to reduce understory trees. Much of stand BA is in larger diameter trees.
Special Considerations:
Native vegetation: High shrub species diversity for such a small stand. A rare plant community-mountain
mahogany/needlegrass (Cercocarpus montanus/Hesperostipa comata)-may occur on this stand.
Additional fieldwork is needed to verify the presence of this community.
Wildlife: Numerous wildlife trails were noted in the stand during inventory. Only one snag was noted
during inventory, and the presence of large numbers of larger diameter trees suggest that many could be
recruited from this population.
Soils: Due to the steep slopes, erosion control measures will need to be considered.
Other: The unit is bordered to the west by private land. The unit is also bordered to the east and south by
savanna areas and forests on Mountain Parks that could be treated in conjunction with this area.
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Acres: 122.5

Watertank

Specific Stand Objective: Maintain open conditions and promote old-growth in this area.
Treatment Recommendation: Understory bum. This stand is the most structurally diverse on Open
Space, with low density of a wide range of diameter classes and very little tree regeneration. This is a
large stand that should develop into a healthy climax stage and could serve as a model for the rest of low
elevation Open Space stands to be treated under this plan. Prescribed fire treatments will maintain open
conditions by removing what little regeneration there is in the unit and return ecosystem processes to the
area. Raking of litter from around larger overstory trees is the only pretreatment recommended in this
area to reduce moisture stress during treatment.
Special Considerations:
Native vegetation: Two rare plants-leadplant (Amorpha nana) and birdsfoot violet ( Viola pedatifida)-occur
in this stand and will be carefully monitored. High cover of big bluestem, a warm-season species, and
sunsedge, a cool-season species.
Nonnative plant specixs: Canada bluegrass, Japanese brome, and cheatgrass are the species with
highest cover. They could all decrease with spring burns, but native cool season grasses like needlegrass
could also be affected.
Wildlife: No snags were recorded during the inventory. The presence of many larger diameter trees
suggests that this area would be ideal to create more snags.
Other: There are open grasslands and savannas between many of the units in this area that should be
treated at the same time as adjacent units. Many of the stands on the footslopes could either be treated
together or stands could be broken into smaller units based upon presence of trails as control points.
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Wittemyer-NE (WITT-NE) Acres: 55. 1
Specific Stand Objective: Reduce stand basal area and regeneration; promote open stand conditions.
Treatment Recommendation: Understory bum. This stand has a BA of 80. This and the other WITT
stands are located in relatively steep areas bordered by private lands. This stand has abundant
regeneration coupled with many larger-diameter trees. · Pre-treatment of many areas of the stand will be
needed because of the abundant regeneration, almost all of which is ponderosa pine.
Special Considerations:
Native vegetation: Two rare plant communities-ponderosa pine/spike fescue (Pinus ponderosa/Leucopoa
kingil) and mountain mahogany/Scribner's needlegrass (Cercocarpus montanus/Achnatherum scribnen)-
may be present. Additional fieldwork is needed to verify the presence of these communities. Buckbrush
(Ceanothus fend/en) occurs in all the understory plots in this stand and may increase after prescribed fire.
Nonn ative plant species: Bladder senna (Colulea arborescens), a nonnative shrub, has become
established in the understory. Fire effects are unknown.
Wildlife: Snags were seen in 2 plots, and can be converted from living trees in other areas.
Soils: Due to the steep slopes, erosion control measures will need to be considered.
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Wittemyer-NW (WITT-NW) Acres: 27.2
Specific Stand Objective: Reduce regeneration and promote more open stand.
Treatment Recommendation: Understory burn. This stand has a BA of 72. This stand has abundant
regeneration coupled with many larger-diameter trees. P r e -treatment of many areas of the stand will be
needed because of the abundant regeneration, almost all of which is ponderosa pine.
Special Considerations:
Native vegetation: Grasses and sedges are predominantly cool season species that may be adversely
impacted by spring burning. Three rare plant communities-mountain mahogany/needlegrass
(Cercocarpus montanus/Hesperostipa comata), ponderosa pine/mountain mahogany/big bluestem (Pinus
ponderosa/Cercocarpus montanus/Andropogon gerardi1), and ponderosa pine/spike fescue (Pinus
ponderosa/Leucopoa kingi1)-may be present. Additional fieldwork is needed to verify the presence of
these communities.
Nonnative plant species: Bladder senna (Colutea arborescens), a nonnative shrub, has become
established in the understory. Fire effects are unknown.
Wildlife: One snag was recorded during inventory and more should be converted from living trees in other
areas of the unit.
Soils: Due to the steep slopes, erosion control measures will need to be considered.
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APPENDIX

3.1 :

MAP OF FOREST STANDS SHOWING GENERAL MANAGEMENT

PRESCRIPTIONS FOR OPEN S PACE STANDS

City of Boulder Forest Plan: Stand Treatments
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